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A

TO: Reader of *Cost Analysis of Ten Allied Health
Education Programs"

FROM: Ronald L. Harper, Ph.D. and Meredith A. Gonyea, Ph.D.

SUBJECT: Suggested Approach to the USe of the DOcument

The "Cost Analysis of Ten Allied Health Ecbacation Programs" was pre-

pared as a comprehensive document to servo as a source of information for a

variety of potential users. It contains an analysis of the costs of ten allied

hsalth prOgrama and the procedures used to wheat that information. Addi-

tionally, it contkns a description of the analytical methodology developed,

the elements involved in affecting wet, a list of selected references and

a glossary of Urms.

Depending on the information sought, the reading of this document may

ksi approached in several ways.

PI= a General Overview, it is suggested that you read:

Chapter /V Sammy of Conclusions and Future Plans pp. 185-212

of the Variables Aff Cost it is suggested that you read

Chapter I Introduction pp. 1-10
Chapter ill Results and Discussion

B. Elements Analysis pp. 140-184

nor a Specific Allied Health Profession Program, it is suggested that you read:

Chapter I Intmotaction pp. 1-10
Chapt4r III Ikmpats and Discuseion: p. 26 plus SP' Program

Chapter TV Conclusions pp. 185-212

Pk= Understanding of the Methodology, it is suggested that you reod

Chapter I Introduction pp. 1-10
Chapter II Methodology pp. 11-25

Chapter Ill Results and Diacussion
A. Promedureibiplanation 1. Medical Dietetics pp. 26-52

POr a Ctmerehensive Review and FUture Reference it is suggested that you read

Chapters I-TV in Sequence pp. 1-212
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Introduction

Some of the professions now subsumed under the term "Allied

Health" have existed for a number of years, e.g., Occupational

Therapy, Physical Therapy and Medical Technology. However, since

the paosage of the Allied Health Training Act in 1S66 there has

been a dramatic expansion in the number of Allied Health proftssions,

in the number of professionals being educated in these professions,

and in the number of programs providing the educational experiences.

Along with the foregoing irireases'there have been pressures from

inflation in the economy and other technical factors leading to

increased costs of educating such professionals.

During the same period of time there-has been a general increase

.
in the complexity of the structure and content of the academic pro-

grans offered especially with the utilization of new teaching tech-

niques and methodology. The addition of more academically sound

content has occurred as many programs have moved from "on-the-job-

training programs" in hospitals to university and community col'eges

where major portions of the curriculum content are naw offered. This

relocation has frequently led to the utilization of multiple sites for

clinical instruction. A large variety of academic programs have be-

come organized into Schools of Allied Health. More specific essentials

for accredited programs also have been developed. Complex inter-

disciplinary relationships and other factors also ha0e contributed

to the complexity of onalyzing the programs from a cost benefit



perspectil . Figure I presents a graphic view of the complex inter-

action of an Allied Health program and its environmental system.

Large scale cost studies of health professions, in particular

medicine, have been undertaken by such organizations as the National

Academy of Sciences Institute of Medicine and the American Association

of Medical Colleges. All such studies have excluded Allied Health

profession programs as beyond their scope. The complex Allied Health

programs, therefore, remain poorly understood and studied.

Several tmportant questions remained unanswered. For example:

1.. What do Allied Health programs cost?

2. Who pays the cost of the programs?

3. What elements contribute to the cost.: and in what manner, e.g..

a) Criculum structure

b) Students and faculty

c) Direct and indirect cost factors?

4. What is the cost of the didactic component of the curriculum?

S. What is the cost of the clinical component of the curriculum?

6. What is the interrelationship of the curriculum structure and

cost?

7. What should a program cost?

8. Can a cost analysis methodology be developed that is compatible

with planning methodologies?

It appeared desirable to conduct a comprehensive study of Allied

Health education which included both the didactic and clinical portions

of the educational program,with regard to costs.

1 7



Plgure 1: The Allied Health Program Environmental System
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Since data on some of the operating costs of Allied Health programs

at ihe School of Allied Medicrl Professions at The Ohio State University

was available, it was determined that a grant proposal should be

developed in order to attempt to ascertain the total cost of educating

. allied health professionals in ten of the School's programs. Subse-

quently, such a grant was written, submitted and funded,t

The major objective of this study was to identify the cost elements

and to develop a methodology based on previous'methodologies conjoined

with new ideas and concepts to analyze the total costs of Allied Health

education programs and the cost per student for purpoaeS of planning

the allocation of scarce resources. In essence, it was hoped that the

new methodology could be a "management information system" that could

be used at all levels of decision making from the individual faculty

member to the level of national and international policy development,

not only for allied health but for higher education in general.

Additionll objectives for the study included (1) establishing the

total cost for each discreet program and 'each discreet course within

the program which included the instructional staff and other direct

and indirect costs, (2) utilizing existing data as much as possible

and collecting additional data only as needed and (3) disseminating

thsi repults of the project to other Allied Health programs through

presentations and publications. The final major objective was to

prepare far the development of n larger r9re comprehensive study which

would involve baccalaureate and associate degree programs located in

health centers and as free standing programs. The larger, more com-

prahensive study was to be undertaken if the funds from federal, private,

or other agencies could be obtained.



It is important to understand,something of the nature of the

institution where this study was completed. The Ohici State University,

(OSU) a Land grant institution founded in 1870 and located in Columbus,

is the largest university in Ohio and one of the largest in the nation.

The university offers some 250 programs and approximately 7,800 courses

from which the tudents may select.

The School of Allied Medical Professions (SWF) at the Ohio State

University is one of two Schools within the College of Medicine, the

other being Nursing. The College of Medicine, along with Optometry,

Dentistry, Pharmacy and Veterinary Medicine and the University Hospitals,

can be considered as an academic health center. Other colleges within

the Ohio State University are as follows: Administrative Science,

Agriculture, Home Economics, Arts, Biological Sciences, Humanities,

Mathematics and Physical Science, Social and Behavioral Science,

Education, Engineering, Law and the University College. The University

falls within an environment in the Columbus, Ohio area that has numerous

local hospitals which zooperate with and offer clinical experiences

for studentl in the School of Allied Medical Professions. Hospitals,

clinics, and community'health centers in 50 states offer clinical

experiences for some of the students enrolled in these programs. Students

in the School's programs in general receive their preprofessional elcoe-

riences in coursfs offered by departments in the colleges of the general

university. The professional course work is obtained in coursrAi offered

by the School of Allied Medical Professions and the professional primary

department of their enrollment or the basic medical science departments

located within the professional colleges, especially the College of



, Medicine. The School's programs use a variety of full-time and part-

time faculty members. Some of the part-time faculty members are paid

directly by the School of Allied Medical Professions, others are paid

by other colleges within the University, the University Hospitals or

other hospitals, clinics and agencies which provide assisrance and

resources for educating students in the programs of the School.

Figure 2 presents a detailed view of the School of Allied Medical

Professions and its environment.

The Ohio State University School of Allied Medical Professions

(SAMP) presently has 12 divisions offering the bachelor of science

postbaccalaureate certificate, and/or masters degrees.

Major areas of study leading to a bachelor of science in Allied

health professions are:

Circulation Technology
Medical Communications
Medical Dietetics
Medical Illustration
Medical Record Administration

Medical Technology
Occupational Therapy
Physical Therapy
Radiologic TeChnology
Respiratory Technology

In addition to these 10 baccalaureate programs the School offers post-

baccalaureate certificate programs in Circulation Technology, Medical

Illustration, Medical Technology and Physical Therapy. There is also

a certificate program in Nurse Anesthesiology. A master of science

program is offered with two major options. The first is in Hospital

and Health Service Administration and the second is for health profes-

sionals who wish to emphasize the development of administrative or

educational.skills and theory.
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Fisure 2: Ohio State University: School of Allied Medical Professio%s

.(3S1:SAMP) and Its Environments System

GENERAL UNIVERSITY
The Ohio State University General Education Colleges

ACADEMIC HEALTH CENTER
Professional Colleges and Hospitals

ALLIED HEALTH CENTER
School of Alliea Medical Professions

ALLIED HEALTH. PROGRAM
Primary Department
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Medical Communications
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Medical Illustration
Medical Record Administration
Medical Technology
Occupational Therapy
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Graduate Programs
Nurse Anesthesiology

Medicine
Dentistry
Optometry
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Veterinary Medicine
The University Hospitals

Administrative &cience
Agriculture and Home Economics
Arts
Biological Sciences
Humanities
Mathematics and Physical Science
Social end Behavioral Science
Education
Engineering
Law
University College

Hospitals, Clinics, and Community Health Centers
Over /50 in 50 States'
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The t..se baccalaureate programa of the OSU:SOIP were chosen for

this cost study because they represented a variety of allicd health

professions and had a variety of curriculum designs within a compa-

rable degree level and a fixed curriculum length of four years. There

were programs that utilized common courses (e.g., Physical Therapy and

Occupational Therapy) and programs that did not (, Circulation

Technology and Xedical Illustration). Some of the programs had all of

the clinical experience within the Columbus, Ohio area (e.g., Medical

Dietetics, Respiratory Technology) and some did not (e.g. Physical

'Therapy and Occupational Therapy). The amount of input from physicians

also varied in the programs. It was believed that these programs had

wide applicability to other such allied health baccalaureate programs

around the country and would be of more interest to a larger population

of pec a.

There were several major components identified as a part of the

initial study, the first of which was to analyze carefully the

curriculum of the programs involved. This componerz included a care-

ful assessment of the numbers of students, the numbers of faculty,

the course descriptions and the mode of delivery. The second component

for which information needed to be developed was the activity analysis

of the faculty members in each of the ten These first two

components were in large measure related to data pertaining to the

didactic component of the program offering. The third component that

was identified and for which information was to be sought was an activity

analysis of the clinical preceptprs activities and the costs of the

clinical component of the total educational program.

23



The fourth component was the identification and allocation of

costs related to the programs. The major cost categories identified

were faculty salaries, support personnel salaries, direct supplies

and equipment costs, direct travel, plant operation and miscellaneous

costs and imdirect other costs including general administration costs.

There were several outcomes which were considered to be of sig-

nificance if the objectives of the study were carried out as it was

conceived. First, with the completion of the study at the School of

Allied Medical Professions in the Ohio State University's College of

Medictne, program costs would be derived.

*sight into the costs related to curriculum would be provided

in order to enable existing schools of allied health to evaluate their

programs in terms of cost and establish a basis for estimating a cost

for improvements or changes in curriculum and faculty utilization

and to assist new and/or future schools of allied heaIth to determine

total costs ,,rior to establishment of programs in the various disci-

plines.

The study represents an attempt to devise a comprehensive method

for gathering and analyzing cost data on ten baccalaureate programs

in Allied Health. It was designed to meet the needs of a specific

school, but the principles, procedures and experiences developed could

hopefully be utilized by other existing schools of Allied Health,

emerging schools of Allied Health, private and non-private institutions

as wall as government agencies and others interested in health care

planning and Allied Health education.

With the increasing costs and changing educational philosophies,

national attention i focused on the need for the accurate'determination

9



of the'costa of Allict Ogalth educational programs. The methodology

designed in conjunct:,n fith this study has major implications for

persons developing ne%-; programs or re-designing old curricula, since

the methodology can be used for planning purposes. The methodology

allows one to construct a theoretical curriculum and estimate costs

of such a curriculum, thereby allowing a comparison to be made between

tfte costs of offering the necessary content in a variety of curriculum

formats. It also allows one to review existing curricula with regard

to increasing its cost effectiveness. It was with this concern that

the theoretical constructions were undertaken and discussed as part of

this project.

Generally speaking, the goal of this study was to develop a cost

methodology which would be applicable to other educational settings

and which could be utilized for planning purposes. It also was hoped

that this methodology might be used for disciplines other than allied

health, in essence, higher education in general.

The following chapters present the methodology developed for the

study, the results of the program and elenent analysis for the OSU:SAMP:

Ten Cost Study programs and the conclusions and future plans which

resulted from the analysis. Additionally,these chapters contain

theoretical constructions and interpretations of interrelationships

which hsve been developed since the original study was concluded,

Selected References a glossary of terms and detailed appendices

have been included to assist the reader in understanding and hopefully

using the program cost analysis procedure for their awn analytical and

planning purposes and also as a management information system.

10



II. Methodology

A. Overview of Study Activities

Following the receipt of a notice for funding, the grant proposal

(sitivitieb..began immediately to select members of the cost study

project team. Initially a full-time research assistant was employed.

This person was in turn responsible for recruiting additional personnel

to fill the positions of the part-time graduate research associate,

a part-time student research assistant and two part-time student

clerical assistants. The project director proceeded to arrange for

a program cost analyst to act as consultant on the grant. Since not

all of the cost study project team members joined the group simulta-

neously, there WAS an effort to acquaint each of them with the objectives

of the study and the developing methodology. It also was necessary to

orient the study team to The Ohio SLate University Schlol of Allied

Medical Professions, its history and t)-e objectives of the ten programs

selected to be s udies. It additionally was considered essential to

identify for the cost study team the faculty members within the School

and various preceptors for the programs with wham team members would

be interacting, and who would play important roles in providing data

and answers to questions. Careful attention was given to defining

the responsibility of each of the cost study team project members.

As initial progress was made, timetables for the project were developed.

Grant resources were allocated and reviewed and final determinations

were made regarding the distribution of supplies, equipment, and alloca-

tion of staff salaries. Appendix A presents a detailed outline of the

project activities as originally conceived.

11
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One of the initial project acivities was to review the related

literature. A mechanized literature search was completed using

the information center at The Ohio State UniversitY Libraries including

Med-Line and other sources at the Health Center Library. Copies of

articles and other Publications were collected and r6riewed. Ttiis

searCh included unpublished as well,as published studies. References

*considered most pertinent to the proj'ect were selected for inClusion

in this report in the Selected References section. The reader mav

wish to refer to these selected references for related information.

B. Data Collection Procedures

1. PROGRAM: Curriculum Description

ch of the ten programs inclu, 1 in this study has an entrance

t
requirement of one or two years of preprofessional education which may

be obtained from any accredited college or university; however, most

students complete the preprofessional phase of their education at The

Ohio State University.

After students have completed the specified preprofessional phase

of education and made application to the undergraduate professional
,

program, they ar considered in a selection process tor admission to

the professional curriculum within the School of Allied Medical Pro-

fessionL. This organization of a professional phase of education

following a core of basic education courses makes possible the selec-

tion of the most able individuals from the undergraduate student

population at Ohio State University as well as undergraduates from

other accredited educational institutions. The selection process is

completed oased on criteria established by the faculty. in the School's

respective divisions. 27



All programs which were studied have the two major phases, pre-

PrOfeitidnaI And profeaSIOnal cu4iculum. Additionally same of these

programs have an independent, terminal clinical phase. For each program

an outline of the suggested preprofessional and professional curriculum

was obtained. These are presented in detail in Appendix B. Utilizing

these detailed outlines, it was possible to ascertain the department

or division Which offered each of the courses, i.e., other divisions

within the Schcol of Allied Medical Professions, basic science depart-

ments in the College of Medicine, or departments in the general university.

Utilizing these same curriculum outlines it also was possible to ascertain

the instructional mode or modes used for each of the courses, i.e.,

lecture, laboratory, or clinic,

A detailed course identification analysis was also undertaken,.

This involved those courses taught by the School of Allied Medical Pro-

fessions for the professional curriculum. This analysis included

determination of the times the courses uere taught and the modes of

instructictn. It also included detailed course descriptions, lists

of faculty members, and other personnel who were involved in presenting

the course material. In general the faculty members were those salaried

by the School of Allied Medical Professions as well as those who carried

courtesy, clinical, or adjunct appointments.

The first major dIvelopmental phase of the project was the con-

struction of an interview instrument to be administered e4 the faculty

amobers Who taught the didactic,portion of the SAMP professional curric-

ulum. An initial draft of the instrument was prepared with several subsequent



modifications and improvements by the members of the cost study team.

Specific faculty membev- in the School of Allied Medical Professions

were identified and asked to participate in a pre-test of the inter-

view instrument. Following these initial pre-test interviews the

instrument was evaluated and revisions were prepared. Additional

faculty members were utilized as participants in the second pre-test

prior to utilization of the instrument. Following the second pre-test

additional evaluation and revision was undertaken before the definitive

instrument was printed. A copy of the final interview schedule and related

materials appears in Appendix C.

Using the data collection instrument designed for the didactic

component of the curriculum, interviews were scheduled with each

member of the School's faculty. A sample instrument was distributed

to the faculty member prior to the interview. This sample form

contained informatton for a fictitious course so that the faculty

member could review it and prepare the necessary data for the in-

pfirson interview with the study team member. Additionally each

faculty member received an inter'view schedule for each course for which

they were identified as the primary instructor or course leader.

Faculty members also were asked whether they had offered any course

not identified by the cost study team during the year of the study

so that completed forms could be ascertained for any such course.

2. Student Enrollment

The nuibers of students enrolled in the School of Allied Medical

Prciflissions during the actual 1974-75 school year were identified

by both preprofessional and professional years. The enrollment

statistics are shown in Appendix D.

2,9
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3. Faculty Activitz Analy!lis

OSU:School of Allied Medici.,,l rofessions Faculty

The next major effort of the cost study project was to develop an

activity analysis for the full-time faculty of the OSU School of Allied

Medical Professions. This was accomplished through the interaction

with a plaaming task force-involving several members of the School's

faculty. The activity analysis involved the use of the delphi process

and was divided into five separate phases. The data collection process

allowed for.each faculty member to indicate for eac of the categories

outlined where they believed that their time was a7A.ocated. This

information was collected in terms of average hours per week assigned

to the specific category7 Following the receipt of the data from each

faculty meMber of each division, information was compiled by division

and averages for the division computed.

These average figured by category were distributed to each faculty

member who was then asked to indicate what they believed an "ideal"

distribution of their activities should be. Responses from each faculty

member were collected and averages for each of the programs calculated.

These average results were distributed to each division director who

also was asked to construct an "ideal" distribution for their specific

division. Responses representing the composite information on the

constructed ideal activity distribution for each of the divisions and

their directors were then given to the School's'central administrative

group who were asked to provide their perspective of the ideal distribution

of activities for the specific division in question. These data were

all assembled for use by the cost study'staff. Samples of the forms used

and a summary of the results apPear in Appendix E.
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This was considered an important step in the long range implication

of using the information and methodology for planning purposes. It

was clear that different perceptions existed at different administrative

levels (i.e. , faculty members, division directors, and central admin-

istrators) regarding the time which should be distributed to

specific activities. This delphi process helped identify these dif-

ferences and the results could then be used to construct "ideals" at

a Later time when'a planning process would be initiated. Also this

data could be compared with the actual data collected on the faculty's

instructional activities and existing data from previous studies in

medicine in an effort to construct some "ideals" for each of the

divisions. In a planning phase these ideals would be developed to be

in concert with all other activities and demands placed on a faculty

member.

As the methodology began to develop and its relationship to a

n management information system" became clearer, it was obvious that

the manner in which faculty members utilized or allocated their time

was important. The importance was not only relevant to whether they

would be able to obtain their personal objectives, but also whether

the program or School objectives could be obtained. Appropriate

allocation of resources, including faculty time, is critical if ob-

jectives are to be met.

Clinical Preceptors

The next major component of activities undertaken by the cost

study team was the development of the clinical preceptor interview

iniatrument. Initial drafts of the instrument were prepared and several

16 3



of the School's faculty members who were responsible for the clinical

tOordinstion for-the program were identified and asked to. , pre-test

this instrument. Following a series of pre-test evaluations, revisions,
gat

and additional tests, the instrunent was finally tested in the field.

Samples of the materials developed for the administration of the clinical

questionnaire Ire included in Appendix F.

Clinical sites used by the ten programs were in a variety of

settings which included general hospitals, veterans administration

hospitals, pediatric hcspitala, rehabilitation facilities, psychiatric

facilities and other health care facilities. Clinical facilities

were located in the Columbus, Ohio area, other localities in the State

of Ohio and in other geographic regions throughout the United States.

Careful attention was given to identifying the clinical preceptors

who were respansibile for working with studenta from these ten programs.

Several of these clinical facilities were seleted for on-site inter-

views. Cost study staff members traveled to these clinical sites to

test the instrument with the clinical preceptors in the actual clinical

setting.

The interviews with the clinical preceptors were undertaken witn

a considerable amount of time in pre-planning. Interviews were scheduled

at a time that was convenient for the preceptor. This involved making

travel arrangements and sending sample instruments and letters of intro-

duction to them prior to conducting the personnel interviews. Telephone

contacts with these preceptors were also made. Most preceptors

included a tour of the facility as a part of the interview process and

17



on-site visit 11 the cost study staff members. This was very useful

to M-embers of the cost study team in helping them to understand some

of the complex interactions encountered by students when they partic-

ipate in this phase of their education.

Cost study team members undertook question by question discussion

of the interview instrument with the preceptor. This process was

time-consuming and relatively costly but was believed to be ohe of

the most useful steps for reaching the goal of a high percentage of

returns of the completed instrument.

Followinglthe field testing, the instrument was again revised for

use. Prior to mailing of the final instrument (questionnaire), an

introductory letter went to each clinical preceptor which explained

the nature of the study and indicated that the instrument itself would

follow. One week later a questionnaire with the cover letter was

mailed. The School's divisional clinical coordinators were briefed

on the instrument at the mailing time so that if they received calls

from the clinical preceptors they could respond to the questions or

refer the preceptors to the cost study team members. A follow-up

letter and an addressed return card were mailed to each of the non

respondents in an effort to gain additional completed questionnaires.

Results of the clinical preceptor questionnaire were analyzed for

each clinical experience for each division. Additionally the subjective

opinions of the clincal preceptors which were collected as a part of

the data Imre analysed. This involved the development of a code

book, coding the data, key punching the data, analyzing the data and

interpreting it. General results of this information were aggregated

33
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for each division and sent to clinical,preceptors who indicated an

interest in receiving such data (see Appendix F).

4. Cost Detemillations

Information regarding faculty s4larias was obtained and assigned

to activities related to each of the programs. Development of a method

by Which assignment of the other costs could be made and determined

was somewhat more complex. A careful inventory of the classroom and,

laboratory space utilized in teaching eaCh course was completed. For

the clinical components, in additidh to the foregoing items, the clinical

facilities used by staff members whe were imvolved in instruction were

also determined.

Detailed analysis was undertaken.to ascertain information relative

to the School of Allied Medical Professions physical facilities costs.

This included building operating expenses related to water, electricity,

sewage, and repairs. Space utilized by each program was ascertained

from building blueprints in order to determine the square footage

utilized by each division and assignment of primary and shared space

utilization.

Indirect costs for each program also were calculated. This involved

distributing the costs of the University's central administration.

This was accomplished by utilizing personnel budget information,.

operating budget information, and total enrollment of students at The

Ohio State University. The College of Medicine administrative costs

and information regarding personnel and operating budgets as well as

the total enrollment tattle College were ascertained. It was also

necessary to calculate indirect costs for the non-School of Allied

19



Medical Professions Teaching Responsibility Units of the University.

These figures were obtained using University 'Personnel budget distri

butipns in order to develop an indirect cost factor. The results of

these calculations appear in Appendix G.

C. Pro,gram Cost Calculations

Along with soMe of the foregoing activities; efforts were made

to begin development of a formula for arriving at the costs of these

programs. The initial objec.ive was to analyze the,cost per course

and tLen summarize the courses for each curriculum to arrive at the

total cost per student per year in the ten programs under study. AR

data was being collected and analyzed, it became obvious that this

approach would be extremely time-consuming, that the allocation and

aggregation process might lead to inaccuracies, and that this was not

the Most satisfactory manner of proceeding'if the major objective

was to analyze the total costs of a progyam rather than the costs of

offering courses in a department. Also, the approach lid not lend

itself to the development of a methodology that could be employed for

program planning purposes or a useful management information system.

Since the major source of costs in higher education is related to

the faculty, it was determined to proceed with the program cost analysis

by determining the faculty resources required to provide the curriculum

to the students and the costs related to those faculty requirements.

This was done in an effort to arrive at the average cost of the program

par student per year. From this end point, information regarding the

cost of specific courses could be closely estimated if such information

were desired.



The general overview of the elements and the flow of the program

cost analysis that evolved as a result of this project aay be seen by

reference to F igure 3. There are four major elements A the analysis

methodology identified as: program, student, faculty, and cost.

Each program is carefully described in terms of the organization

of its curriculum, the departments responsible for teaching its courses,

the number of credit hours as well as the modes of instruction and

student group sizes associated with the varics courses. Using these

descriptions the student contact hour (SCH) requirements are identified

and summarized and the resulting total student enrollment determined.

The student element is described in terms of the number of students

in each entering class.

On the basis of the data derived from these two elements, the

number of faculty contact hours (FCH) required to deliver the instruction

to the students is ascertained.

The faculty element is carefully described. In each course mode,

the type of faculty necessary to teach the faculty contact hours is

determined. The faculty analysis and description also includes the

organization of the faculty by tYpe, the actual amount of direct

contact hours each type provides and their defined availability for

direct contact teaching. From this data the faculty full-time

equivalents required to deliver the curriculum requirements for the

program are ascertained. Faculty salary data by type is defined for

saCh of the teaching responeibility units which supply instruction

to the program being studied. Faculty costs for each of the units

responsible for teaching is thereby determined and the relationship
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I.

. to7the total. cost is estsblished. Other coats ,for the ptogram are

also determined for each of the areas providing support services to

the program. By adding the faculty costs and other costs associated

for the various teaching responsibility units, total costs are accumulated.

These costs are then divided by the total enrollment for each program

to,ascertain the total cost per student.

The methodoloay also allows for the determination of the average

cost per student per year for each of the four years of the program.

The detailed steps in the program cost analysis methodology are shown

in Figure 4.

These calculations were completed for the ten cost study programs.

Formats used for data presentation may be seen in Appendix H. For a

complete description of each of these steps as applied to the "actual"

Ten Cost Study Programs one may wish to refer to Appendix I.

In order to illustrate the application of the methodology for

planning purposes and for the development of the current manuscript, for

each of the programs there also was a "theoretical" cost construction

developed. This was accomplished utilizing the data collected and some

additional assumptions which are outlined in detail in Appendix J.

These constructions provide a response to "what if" types of questions.

The "theoretical" assumptions which we e used allow one to take the

actual" data for the division offering the program and (1) by altering

the assumptions regarding the teaching responsibility of the full-

time and part-time faculty member4 for both didactic and clinical.

components of the program and (2) by makinIrchaws in the number of

students enrolled in the prnaram, to construct the "theoretical" costs

of a modified program.
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"-tisitie it Program Coat Me lye-is .m

Nt021ANt STEP 1. PrOgrse Description
Describe the Organization of the 'Program

by Teaching Responsibility Units (DIU) and Ficulty

'Types 07-PTI

Curriculum Description
Describe the Calendar Structure, (YR)

Curriculum Structure, Faculty-Student Interactions, and

Droup Size/Instructionel Modes (CS)

Describe the Program Curriculuu by

Course Title and Credits by Academic Session by Year

Dotersdne Student Contact Hours (SCH, per Course

by Group Sire/Instmetional Mode (GS)

Identify Teaching Responsibility Unit (TRU) for each course

STEP 2. Student Contact Hour Requirements (SCH)

Suimarize Curriculum Contact Hours
oy Group Size by Teachins Responsibility Unit

STUDENT: STEP 3. Enrollment Deecriytion (NN)
Define Student Number per Entering Class (S) and Total Enrollment (SN)

41mk.

1(ACUt;T STEP 4. Faculty Contact Hour Requirement. (FCH)

Calculate Factor for Number of Teculty (FSK) Required by

Group Size
FSM S/CS

Calculate Faculty Contect Hours Required for Direct

Student Contact Hours (DC) portion of Student Context

H04111 by Group Size by Teaching Responsibility Unit

FC1; SCH x DC x FSM

COST:

STEPS.

STEP 6.

Faculty Oritanization
Determine Amount of Faculty Contact Hours by Group Size to

be provided by Faculty Type by Teaching Remponsibility Unit

Availability for Contact (FA)
Define Faculty Activities and Availability to Provide Direct

Contact Hour', by Faculty Type by Teaching Responsibility Unit

nye 7. FTE Requirements (FTE)
Determine Faculty FTE Requirements

by Faculty Type by Teaching Responsibility Unit

FTE FCH/FA

STEP 8. Salaries (FS)
Determine Average Salaries

by Faculty Type by Teaching Responsibility Unit

STEP 9. Faculty Cost (FC)
Calculate Cost by Faculty Type by Teaching Responsibility Unit

FC TE x FS

Determine Relationship (FP) of Faculty Cost to Total Cost (TC)

FP FC/TC

STEP 1G. Other Cost (0C)

Determine Other Coot by Teaching

by Description or Celculation
OC FC x (1.0/FP)

Respcmsibility Unit

STEP 11. Total Cost (TC)

Calculate Total Coot by Teaching Reoponsibility Unit and

,
Accumulate All Coats

TC FC OC

COST ST21 12. Coot per Student (c/s)

rot calculate Cost per Student for Total Program Costs (rp),

STUDENT; Average Cost par Student per Year (Y)

TV TC/S
Y TC/SN



The results of the application of the program cost analysis to

14mL.Cpat_ItOdy.Prograikikre..presented iA thk,toll 444pt,ers.

Hopefully this will allow the reader to see thi application of the

methodology for planning purposes and also see how the related in-

formation functions as an excellent managegment'information system.

By allowing all of the involved ,faculty to revitw the information they

can help select from projected alternatives when hard decisions must

be made.

D. Program Oast Analysis and Interpretation and Presentation

This document utilizes the results of the initial grant study and

moves into an additional and importa.lt phase, namely the interpretation

and presentation of the original data and the various constructed

analyses. Additionally, an attempt has been mule to evaluate and

compare results of both the program and element analysis which has

allowed for some useful generalizations. These generalizations were

not conceived as a part of the original cost study project but have

largely resulted from subsequent dii,cussions, evaluation, and analysis

ot the original and subsequent data and information developed.



III. Results and Discussion

The r3su1ts of the completion of the methodology reported in

the previous chapter may be divided into three parts as follows:

. Programs Analysis

2. Elements Analysis

3. Program Cuzt Procedures for Analysis and Construction.

In this chapter the programs and ele analysis are presented

and discussed. Chapter Four contains the conclusions of the cost

study and comments on the program cost methodology.

4

A. Programs

Data collected from the follawing were used in the program cost

analysis methodology procedures:

1. Curriculum Descriptions

Didactic Questionnaire

2. Student Enrollment Analysis

3. Faculty Activity Analysis

OSU SkMP Faculty

Clinical Preceptors

4. Cost Determinations.

Thl results of the "actual" analysis and the "theoretical" construction

for each of the Ten Cost Study programs follows. A detailed description

of the program cost analysis procedure is presented with the results of

the Medical Dietetics program.
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PROGRAM COST ANALYSIS: PROCEDURE EMANATION

The Medical Dietetics curriculum has been chosen to ekplicate

the analytical procedure which was developed it this cost study analysis.

It was determined that this program was representative of the ten

programs. It had a Large faculty size and student enrollment. The

curriculum had a complex mix of courses from divisions in the School

of Allied Medical Professions, various departments in the basic medical

sciences and the general university. The clinical and didactic expe-

riences are integrated and professional courses are distributed through-

out the four years.

Therefore, it appeared that if the methodology allowed one to sort

out these complex interactions and establish the costs and if it could

be described lucidly to the reader, it would serve as a good example.

The organizational setting of the Medical Dietetics program

(see Figure 1) and the other allied health programs at The Ohio State

University and their interrelationships with the rest of the university

and the community (see Figure 2) were developed to aSsiAt: the rendPr

understanding the general environment in which this program resides.
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A systematic sketch of the program cost aniAlysis methodology has

beet outlined (See Fiiure 3) In which the major elements are'briefly

described. They are as follows:

PROGRAM: Description

Curriculum Description

atudent Contact Hours

STUDENT: Enrollment

FACULTY: Student Ratios

Contact Hours

Availability

Requirements

COST : Total Program

: Total Program: Per Student per Year.

The program cost analysis steps and the procedure were outlined

in Figure 4 and should make an easy ref,rence for the reader in pro-
,

ceeding t!irough the detailed description of the Medical Dietetics

analysis. The data collection techniques were described in the method-

ology section. The detailed format used for arranging the data appears

in Appendix H. The display of the detailed data for Medical Dietetics

may be seen by reference to Appendix K.

Following is the Step by Step analysis for the Medical Dietetics

program organized by major elementé.

DEREINILase,a1Plkm

ftep 1 in the analysis is the description of the organization of

the program curriculum by Teaching Responsibility Unit and faculty

types, both full-time and part-time.
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")Medical Dietetics is a coordinated undergraduate program that

combines t he theoritical aspect of the didactic:curriculum with the

practical, applied aspects of the Clinical curriculum and includes

Medical Dieteelps faculty members from the School of Allied Medical .

Professions accompanying students iiito the clinical setting at the

university hospitals. It also includes the contributed time of part-

time faculty members from the hospital's service department. The

clinician's primary duty is patient care, but they also work with the

students ih this program. The program utilizes same additional course

work taught by other faculty members within the School of Allied Medical

Professions as well as other faculty members in the basic medical sciences

and the general university.

The Medir:al Dietetics division of The Ohio State University School

of Allied Medical Professions is the primary department offering this

program. The Teaching Responsibility Units (TRU's) are designated

at follows:

TRU #1 Medical Dietetics, Primary Department

TRU 1)2 Other Departments in the School of Allied Medical

Professions (SAM?)

TRU 1/3 Basic Medical Sciences departments in the Academic

Health Center

TRU 1)6 Departments in the General University

PROGRAM: Curriculum Description

The reader may wish to refer to Apoendix B where the specific

course requirements for the preprofessional and professional years
IDS
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of the MedicalTaetetics program are outlined. It may be noted in

iriewing the'curriculum that there is one 'preprofessional year suggested

with the following three years in the Medical Dietetics division.

Students in this program also enroll for an extra quarter between the

Junior and Senior years. For the purpose of this analysis, this quarter

was added to the fourth year.

By reference to App-mdix K, Page 1, a detailed display of the data

for the autumn quarter of the Freshman year may be seen. The courses

which were listed in Appendix B for Medical Dietetics are arranged by

academic quarter with the appropriate Teaching Responsibility Units noted,

the credit hours for each course listed, and the number of student contact

hours by lecture, recitation, lahnratnry and clinic instructional modes

displayed. On the second page of Appendix K, the Sophomore year courses

are displayed with student contact hours per quarter by instructional

mode and Teaching Responsibility Units. Cnntinued nn Pagps 3 and 4

are the courses for the Junior and Senior year respectively.

As a part of Step 1, additional data on the group size in each of

the instructional modes is required for each of the courses listed in

the four years of this program. Each course is listed by title, aca-

demic credits and student contact hours by group size, by quarter, by

year.

Once the data of Step 1 is collected and organized as shown,

3teps 2, 3 and 4 are undertaken.

PROGRAM: Student Contastilours

In Step,2 the scheduled studentcontact hour requirements are

summarized by Teaching Responsibility Unit. The reference is Page 1
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of the four pages for Steps 2 through 4 in Appendix K wbich is in-

cluded here as Example 1.

In the eries of totals for Step 2, the information regarding

student contact hours is now organized by Teaching Responsibility

Unit. Also listed is the total number of hours "offered" by Teaching

Responsibility Unit, which in the case of Medical DietLAcs is 2294

and the total number of hours "required" of each student in the program
1

is 1677. The data gathered from the didactic questionnaire shows that

some of the Courses are offered' more than once in this curriculum.

STUDENT: Enrollment

It should be noted that for Step 3 there are 99 students in the

program, with an average of 25 students per class and four classes, one

for each year. Enrollment is defined as the average number of students

entering each class.

FACULTY: Student Ratios

For the Teaching Responsibility Units #3-6 the Faculty-Student

Ratios or group size were defined based on course scheduling data.

The detailed description appears in Appendix I, Step 4. They are

summarized below:

Faculty-Student Group Size: Students per Faculty Member

Mode TRU #3 #4 #6

Lecture 50 100

Laboratory 16 25

Clinic 1

For th4 Teaching Responsibility Units #1 and 2, the Faculty-Student

ratios or group size were derived from the faculty contact hours
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ECAMPLE 1

Step 3: Student Class Characteristics

99 Students in Program
25 Students per Cies.
4 Clam.

MEDICAL DIETETICS
Step 2-3-4: Page 1 of 4

Calculated Faculty-Student Ratios for Teaching Responsibility Unit 1:

Lecture: 1-13

Lsb:

Clinic: 1-6

TRU II: Medical Dietetic.

Step 7:_ Curriculum Description:

HOURS

Summary

Quarter

Step 4: Faculty

CONTACT

Requirements

STUDENT CONTACT FACULTY HOURS

Teaching
Responsibility

Quarter

Unit Course Lecture Lab Clinic Total Lecture Lab Clinic Total

1 Medical Dietetics 201 15 -- 15 17 17

1 Medical Dietetic. 410 40 50 90 64 90 154

1 Medical Dietetics 411 30 -- 30 39 -- 39

1 Medical Dietetics 420 20 -- 60 80 2S 60 89

1 Medical Dietetics 521 40 -- 50 90 63 200 263

4..)
1 Medical Dietetic. 421 20 -- 60 80 20 66 86

1 Medical Dietetics 522 40 50 90 47 200 247

1 Medicel Dietetics 422 20 60 80 20 120 140

1 Medical Dietetics 523 40 -- 50 90 100 200 300

1 Medical Dietetics 636
20 30 50 20 30 50

1 Medical Dietetic. 637 47 -- 120 167 61 600 661

/ Medical Dietetics 638 20 -- 150 170 22 150 172

1 Medical Dietetics 645 60 200 260 106 490 596

1 Medical Dietetic. 645 60 200 260 106 490 596

1 Medical Dietetics 638 20 150 170 22 150 172

1 Medical Dietetics 637 47 120 167 3 600 669

1 Medical Dietetics 646 60 -. 195 255 1c4 990 1114

. I Allied Medicine 693 20 -- 20 20 -- 20

I Allied Medicine 694.04 10 -- 120 130 10 240 250

Offered TOOL 629 2665 2294 959 -- 4676 5635

Required TOTAL 482 -- 1195 1677 742 3436 4178

TEACHING RESPONSIBILITY UNIT: 1 Medical Dietetics 4 Affiliated Clinics

2 Other SW? 5 0 Other

3 Sealth Center 6 General University

PRESTIGE ELITE SCRIPT: Required Courses

ITALJCITSD 3CR1OTI Offered Courses



identified in the didactic questionnaire divided by the average

number of students per class. The values for Medical Dietetics

appear in Appendix K and Example

FACULTY; Contact Iturs

When all of the courses are organized by Teaching Responsibility

Unit with the curriculum described by mode of instruction and student

contact hours summarized, the faculty contact hours can then be iden-

tified or calculated by course and mode. For the courses offered in

the School of Allied Medical ProfessionS, the netual faculty contact

hours provided were obtained from the didactic questionnaire (see

Afr)endix C).

For courses required in tilt. basic sciences and the general uni-

versity, the calculation method as outlined in Appendix I, Step 4

was used. The factor for faculty required by group size (FSM) is

determined by dividing the class size by the group size. This factor

represents the number of course se2tions which are required to provide

the student contact hours to the entire class. The faculty contact

hours required for direct student contact by group size by TRU was

then calculated by multiplying the student contact hours by the FSM

factor. Appendix K shows that for the Medical Dietetics Division

(TRU #1) the faculty contact hours offered total 5635, while the

required number is 4178.

Faculty contact hours for the other Teaching Responsibility Units

are outlined on sucpeeding pages in Appendix K. These data are for
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TRU 02 (other divisions within the School of Allied Medical Professions),

TRU 03 (the basic medical science courses offered by departments in

the health center), and TRU #6 (courses offered by other departments

within the general university). Data by Teaching Responsibility Unit

are summarized on Page 4 of 4 for Steps 2, 3, and 4 in Appendix K.

Data for the Medical Dietetics for Steps 5 6, 7 8 and 9 are

displayed on a single page in Appendix K and here as Example 2. Again

it is suggested that the reader follow the flow chart in Figure 3 and

the specific methodology outlines in Appendix I to see the relation-

ship of the numbers presented in the tables and the analytical method-

ology.

In Step 5 the faculty organization is set forth. The amount of

faculty contact hours by instructional mode to be provided by each

faculty type by Teaching Responsibility Unit may be seen. For example,

Medical Dictetics, which is TRU #1, is responsible for providing 83%

(796 hours) of the faculty contact hours provided by the full-time

faculty members in the lecture mode. Moving across the columns one

may see that the full-time faculty members in TRU #1 are responsible

for providing 48.7% (2280 hours) of the total hours in the clinic mode.

Similar detailed descriptions of the faculty structure and faculty

contact hours by instructional mode are described for the other Teach-

ing Responsibility Units. Totally this results in 6568 faculty contact

hours offered for the program.

FACULTY: Availability

Once the determination has been made as to the amount of faculty

contact hours by instructional mode\chat is to be provided by each
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CIAMPLE 2

Medical Diatet'ica Analysis

Stap 5: Faculty Structure

TEACHING UNIT
FACULTY
LECTURE

coffrACIL._ _INV W.
LAI CLINIC TOTAL

Steps 5-6-7-8-9: Page 1 of 1

Step 6: Faculty Availability for
contact

HOURS OF 2 OF TOTAL
DIRECT CONTACT HOURS

YEAR
LENGTH

Step 7:

FACULTY
FTE

Step 8: Step 9:

AVERACE FACULTY
SALARY COST

1 MEDICAL DIETETICS

r T

ON-SITE:

,

Full -cilia 796 2280 3076 1920 280 14.62 11.0 14,918

11;rt-time --- ___ ____ -___

Grad.Teach.Assoc. 37 --- 516 553 1920 553 28.82 1.0 9,360

ON-SITE TOTAL 833 - -- 2796 1629

Wort Lecturers 126 - - ---- 126 1920 1920 1002 .1 14,000

Clinical Faculty -- - 1330 1990 1920 1920 1002 1.0 10,000

UNIT TOTAL 959 4676 5635 13.1

2 SAN? 14 --- ---- 14 1920 442 23.0: 0 16,544

3 HEALTH CENTER 111 156 267 1920 442 23.02 0.6 21,276

CENLILAL UNIVERSITY 372 280 __-- 652 1440 432 30.02 1.5 17,925

'IROGRAH TOTAL 1456 436 4676
..t.

6568 15.2

162,998

9, 3b0

172,358

1,400

10,000

183,758

12,766

26,889

$223,412



k.4

faculty type by Teaching Responsibility Unit, then one must determine

the availability of faculty for contact. Availability for contact is

datimnined 144,SteP 6. It nay be noted from the Medical Dietetics

analysis data that the average length of the academic year is 48 weeks

(12 weeks per quarter, four quarters per year) of 40 nuurq per week for

a total work avail,..ble time of 1920 hours. These are the average available

hours from faculf"y members in the Medical Dietetics division, from the

clinical facult*..and from the other faculty members in the School of

Allied Medical Professions as well as faculty membts in the health

ccmter. These faculty members are considered to have 12 month appoint-

ments. For faculty in TRU #6, the general university, the length of

the work year is less. Most of these faculty members are on 9 month

contracts. The total length of the academic year for these faculty

members is 36 weeks (12 weeks per quarter, three quarterE per year) of

40 hours per week for a work available time of 1440 hours.

The percent of direct contact i:or Teaching Responsibility Units

#2-6 are described in detail in Appendix I, Step 6 and summarized in

Example 2.

For Medical Dietetics the actual full-time faculty count for

1974-75 was known to be 11. In dividing the faculty contact hours

of 1076 by 11, this calculation indicates that the average faculty

member has 280 hours of direct contact responsibility. The 280 hours

divided by 1920 hours converts to 14.6% total time available for

direct contact.

FACULTY: Requirements

For the Primary Department TRU #1, the actual faculty available

is ,alown.
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For the Other TRU's Ste 7 was completed by dividing the Faculty

Contact hours assigned Uf'Step 5 by Faculty Type within TRU divided

by the kaculty Availability for antact defined in Step 6, The result

is the full-time equivalent faculty requirements. In Step 8 the

average salary for each faculty/type within Teaching Responsibility

Unit is identified.

COST: Total Proaram

In Step 9, the faculty full-time equivalents stated in Step 7

are multiplied by the average salary of Step 8 to determine the total

faculty cost for each of the Teacbing Responsibility Units. As

indicated on the flow chart (Figure 4), in Step 9 the relationship

of faculty cost to total cost may be determined by either description

or calculation. . For specific details refer to the methodology in

Appendix I. In AppenOix K in the table which outlines Steps 9 id

11 and 12, (shown here as Example 3) the listing of faculty costs for

each of the Teaching Responsibility Units may be seen. Total faculty

cost for the Medical Dietetics program was $223,412.

Reference should be made to the specific analytical desc i tion

of Step 10 (see Appendix I) in order to ascertain the method by which

other costs wer6 determined for each of the Teaching Responsibility

Units. This step may also be completed by description or by calculation

as noted in the outline for Step 10 in Figure 4, For Medical Dietetics

the Other cost includes support personnel, space, operating budge

School of Allied Medical Professions administration, College of Medicine

administration, and the University Central Administration. When these

subunits are summarized, the total other cost for the on-site total



for Medical Dietetics was $168,148.

In Step 11 the Faculty Cost of Step 9 is added to the Other

Coxt of Stgp /JO .to.produce the Total Cost. For, the pyimary department,
(

the Total Cost equals $324,546. In general this process is repeated

for each of the Teaching Responsibility Units, the summation of which

results in' a program total cost, (Step 11) which equals $439.009,

(see Example 3).

COST: Total Program: Per Student per Year

In Step 12 dividing the Total Cost by the number of students

produces the "Total Program Cost per student" of $17,734. Dividing

this cost by the number of years produces the average cost per student

per year of $4,433.

Theoretical Construction: Assumpions and Effects

After the method was applied to the "actual" data, the develop-

ment of a "what if" analysis identified as the "theoretical" construction

was calculated. The assumptions used in the "theoretical" construction

are presented in Appendix J. The Medical Dietetics "theoretical"

cmstruction appears in Appendix K in Step 15. Appendix K also contains

the calculations for the Yearly Cost Analysis for Medical Dietetics

identified as Step 16. The method for calculating this step appears

in Appendix J.

In order to present the results of the program cost analysis in

Its "actuel" and "theoretical" form a summary table format was developed,

the outline of which appe'4rs in Example 4. The calculations for Total

Program Cost are not shown on the summary charts, They appear in full

detail for each program in Appendix L.
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TEAC.IIING RESPONSIBILITY UNIT

Step 9
PAcuLTY
COSTS

MEDICAL DIETETICS ANALYSIS

Step 10: Othei Costa
SAMP

ADMIN.
SCINXII,

ADMIN.

Steps

CENTRAL

ADMIN.

9-10-11-12: Page

TOTAL OTHU
COSTS

1 of 1

St Fe 11
TaTA1
CO§T

Stq ! 12
COST PER

f SUPPORT
rk2SON7w1. SPACE

SUPPLIES
EfitIlrrearr_

1 MEDICAL ourtmcs

0.-Site Total 172,358 30,835 14.897 16,743 12,154 34,326 42,631 152,188 324,546 .1,2 ta

Cues I Total 1,400 1,960 3,360 34

Clinical Faculty Total 10,000 14,000 24,000 742

UN IT TOTAL 183,758 168,148 351,906 3,554

U 2 SAM r 0 0 0

CENTEK 12,766 17,872 30,6 18 .109

\ 6 GENDIAL UNIYERSITY 26,883 29.577 56,465 570

FROGMAN TOTAL $223,412 $215.597 $439,009 $4,433

!YLV.



luau=
OSU:SAMP: Cost Study:

rpm Cost AlM1ys411s. Actual asid Thaoratical

liwisioa: (Ono of Tea)

PIOGIAM: Studant Contact Hours ars fr.:minced
by Twain& a:wpm:ability Unica (01-4)
tiatimg Listructiosal Nodes im 7111 01

. with soimary Totals Lmditated.

STUDINT: Luella:ant is display:4 by Average Class
site with the Total tudanc number !or
the program.

ii4UPLL Faith:

OSU:SAMPt Cost Seudv:
Program Cost AoalyeierActual and ThaoraticU

Oivisioa:

PROGRAM: Student Contact dour,
mu 01 Locture

Laboratory
Clinic
Total

2

3

5

Program Total

STUDENT; terollawmt
Class Average
Program Total

fAOUIXT: Tasalty-4tu4oet Ratios are displayed FACULIT: faculty-Student Latioa
for tho Primary Dmpartsamcs (TRU #1 6 6) TRU 01 Lecture

lastruttimaal Sodas. . Laboratory
Clinic

TRU 04 Cliaic

1 Faculty Cootact *ours are presented Faculty Coatact Hours

by Taathing Responsibility Units (51-4) TRU fl Pull-Timm

with details displayed by faculty Typos Lecture

for the Primary Department (TRU 01). Laboratory

for th full -Timm faculty Ln TILT 01 the Clinic

data is home by Tastructional Mode. Total

Program totals ars also provided% Part-Time
Total TID 01

IL TIO, 02

TRU ,3
TMO OA
TIC 06
Progiam Total

: faculty Availability is displayad tor the : faculty Availability

Faculty Types within ths Primary ()apartment TAU fl Tull -Tima

(TRU 01). Part-Tins

; Faculty Raquiremsats are presaated by Faculty Raquiremamts

Teaching Responsibility Unita (01-6) with TRU 01 Full -Tism

detail by Fatuity Type for (TRU 01). Part-Time

Totals ars indicated for Os Primary Total

Departmeat. TRD /2
TRU 03
TRU 04
TRU Pa
Program Total

: Yaculty-Studeat Patio for the total ; Taculty-Studeint Ratio

program is diaplayed. Progran Total
A

COST Total Program: Cot Per Studsac Par Tsar COST Total ?Toping Per Student Per Year

PER data is displayed presaatina the Awaraga TER Avartge

CTUDENT: coat by Teachina tespemeibility Daits (01-4) STUDIXT: TIC 01 Full -Tim*

with chi details displayed by faculty Typa Parc -Tise

tor the Primary Departsamt (TRU 01). Total

The Coat per Studamt is alas promoted for TRU 02

each yeas of tha prOaram and Total froaraa 'OW 03

Coat par Student presented. TRU 0*
7RU 56
Program Total

Sy Yearit
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3

Total ?Telltale Coat par Student



For the continuation of the discussion of the Medical Dietetics

Program, the summary table form is used. The other nine programs for

which the analysis was completed will have the results of the analysis

slowm in the same summary. format,

Ne
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MEDICAL DIETETICS

PROGRAX....!Description-

Medical dietitians are specialists in the dietary care of patien':s

in hospitals and clinics. As members of the patient's care team, they

strive to improve and maintain the nutritional status of the patient

and to help the person understand'and adjust to his diet. Medical

dietitians plan meals that are acceptable to the patient and at the

same time that meet dietary needfi. They are specialists in educating the

patient, the student in nutrition, and the associated members of the

professional team.

Although the Medical Dietetics program is designed to educate men
k

and women for the nutritional care of patients in hospitals and clinics,

medical dietitians may serve professionally in other areas such as

restaurants, college food services and the armed forces. Municipal,

state and federal departments of health all provide an opportunity for

medical dietitians to apply the science of nutrition for the public's

''benefit.

Prospective medical dietitians should have an interest in science,

food and people. The curriculum is science oriented and includes

chemistry, biology and physiology. The management aspect of food

services and hospitals also is studied. Medical dietetics students

have many opportunities to combine theory with clinical experiences

as a part of their professional courses.

PROGRAM: Curriculum Description

The professional and preprofessional portions of the Medical

Dietetics curriculum are detailed in Appendix B.



The cost methodology was applied to the Medical Dietetics curriculum

step by step. The result is represented by the collection of data

regarding student contact hour requirements, faculty contact hour

requirementis faculty full time equivalent requirementa 'faculty cost,

and both direct and indirect other cost for this program. The complete

results of the "actual" analysis is shown in Table 1.

PROGRAM: Student Contact Hours: Actual

For Medical Dietetics the . 11-time faculty members in TRU #1

are responsible for 482 student contact hvirs in the lecture mode and

1195 in the /clinic mode for a total of 1677 hours. TRU #1 provides

51% of the total student contact hours in the program. Other divisions

in'.the School of Allied Medical Prc;fed'S-i* (TRU #2) supply 30 student

contact hours which represents 1% of the total. The basic medical

sciences (TRU #3) are responsible for providing 320 student contact
c

hours or 107. of the total. The general university (TRU #6) was found

to support 1250 student contact hours. This represented 38% of the

total student contact hours of 3277.

STUDENT: Enrollment: Actual

As was noted earlier there were 25 students in a class and the

total program enrolled 99 students in the year of th study.

FACULTY: Faculty-Student Ratios

The faculty-student ratio for the lecture mode La TRU 1/1 was

determined-To be 1-13. In the clinic, the faculty-student ratio was

1-8.

I
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Diviottro tlisiteat pietitica
ACTUAL

PROGRAM: Student Contac... Hours 4
.,

TRU *1 Ledturm 482

Lahoratcry
Cltnic 1195 36

Total 1677
30

51

a

l' ';'--7- --420- ''';77=-

4 -

'41

6 1250 38

Program Total 3277

STUDENT: Enrollment
Class Avarage
Program Total

25

99

FACULTY: FacuIty-Student Ratios
T1U fl Lectso 1-13

Laboratory

TRU #4 Clinic

: Faculty Contact Hours
TRU #1 Full-Time

1-6

4

Lactura 796 12

Laboratory -

Clinic 280 35

Total 3076 47

Part-Time 2559 39

Total TRU 01 5635 86

TRU 42 14 0

TRU 43 267 4

TRU 04 -

TRU 06
____.2.

652 10

Program Total 6568

: Faculty Availability

:

TRU #1 Full-Time
Fart-Time

Faculty Requiremirr; 0

14.6

130.0

t

TRU 411 Full-Time 11 72

Part-Ttme 2.1 14

Total 13.1 36

TRU 4Z 0 0

TRU 43 .6 4

Ilr 04 ...,

---Z--
1.5TRU 46 10

Program Total 15.2

: Faculty-Student Ratio
Program Total 1-7

COST Total Program Per Student Per Year

PER Avarage $
5

.

STUDENT: TRU 01 Full-Time 3278 74

Part-Time 276 6

Total 35.'4 30
I

0 0TRU 02
TRU 43 309 7

TRU 44 - _

TRU 46 570 13

71-ogram :Total -...33

BY ?ear 3

1373

2 1650

3 2913 16

11,7S1

:"Jtal Proirlm COSE -er Student

62

kal



FACULTY: Contact Hours: Actual

Ln the lecture mode the full-time faculty members in the division

of Medical Dietetics were responsible for delivering 796 faculty contact

hotAra,wh4qh r'praa#nta4 122 for the total faculty contact hourslor

the program (6568). These same faculty members supplied 2280 (35%)

faculty contact hours in the clinic mode for a total of 1076 faculty

contact hours in TRU #1. Part-time faculty meMbers contributed an

additional 2559 (39%) of the faculty contact hours in TRU #1. Total

faculty contact hours in Medical Dietetics (5635) represented 86%

of the total faculty contact hours required for this curriculum. An

additional 14 hours were provided by,TRU #2 (other diN,aions in the

School of Allied Medical Professions). This represented less than

1% of the total. The blsic medical science faculty (TRU (/3) provided

267 hours (4%) and the faculty in the general university (TRU #6)

provided 652 faculty contact hours or 10% of the total.

FACULTY: Availability: Actual

As noted earlier, the full-time faculty members in TRU #1 were

available 14.6% of their time for direct contact. Part-time faculty

members were considered to be available 100% of their time,

FACULTY: Requirements: Actual

For the Medical Dietetics curriculum, 11 full-time faculty members

were available in TRU #1. Two and one tenth FTE's of part-time faculty

members were also utilized. The total faculty requirements for Medical

Dietetics were 13.1 FTE's which represented 36% of the faculty require-

ments for the program. In TRU #2 which supplied only 14 faculty contact
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hours requires less tpan 0.1% of a full-time equivalent or essentially

0 as shown in Table 1. TRU #3 provided 0.6 FTE's of faculty time and

ZILT-46...dile4 la-5.. The-total faculty requirezeata for the program were

15.2 FTE's. For the entire program the overall faculty-student ratio

was shown to be 1-7.

COST: Total Program; Actual

The Total cost associated with the Medical Dietetics program as

actually offered in 1974-75 was $439,009. Faculty cost amounted to

$223,412 with Other Cost of $215,597. The detailed analysis of the

Total Cost appears in Appendix L.

COST: Total Program: Per Student Per Year: Actual

The cost per student per year for this program was shown to be

$4,433. This was composed of $3,278 for the full-time faculty in

Medical Dietetics, part-time faculty members added $276 to a total

for this Teaching Responsibility Unit of $3,554 or 80% of the total

cost. Thw amount of faculty contact hours contributed by TRU #2 was

so small as to be essentially zero. The basic medical sciences

(TRU #3) added $309 to the cost or 7% of the total. TRU #6 added

$570 or 13%.

The cost per student per year distributed over the four years

of the program provides some rather striking results. These costs

are from the Freshman through Senior year respectively, $1,:z78, $1,650,

.12,918 and $11,788. The latter figure represents 67% of the total

cost of the four year program which was $17,734 per student. Obviously

the design of the curriculum was such that the major portion of faculty

time and the low faculty-student ratios reside in the fourth year,

thus driving the cost to higher levels in this year.
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Theoretical Construction: Assumptions and Effects

As with each of the subsequent programs a "theoretical" analysis

was performed on the data using several assumptions. The results are

displayed in Table 2. For this program it was assumed that the

"theoretical" construction would be completed with an enrollment of 24

students per,class with a total of 96 in the program and that the

faculty-studerik ratios would be significantly changed from the "actual."

For TRU #1 in the lecture mode it was assumed that all 24 students could

be accommodated in a single lecture, thus the ratio of 1-24 was used.

In the clinic mode the faculty-student ratio was set at 1-8.

A major change in the assumptions regarding faculty availability

was made. The faculty for the "theoretical" analysis was assumed to

be available up to 30% of their time for direct contact. This is

nearly twice that shown to be the case in the "actual" analysis. With

the utilization of actual full-time faculty members, the haximum

availability was 23.9%. The part ime faculty were assumed to be

available 75% of their time for direct contact with 25% additional

so that these faculty members could spend time preparing for their

direct contact. It also was assumed that the full-time faculty members

would be responsible for delivering only 25% of the clinical contact

hours. This represented a significant reduction from what had beers

ascertained in the "actual" analysis.

The change in faculty availability and the change in faculty-

student ratios makes a significant difference in the faculty contact

hours being delivered by the full-time faculty members in Medical

Dietetics. This change is from 796 faculty contact hours to 482.



tow a,
-0$1140crc Von. SCOyt
PrOgrai:Coet Anal*iim: ACtUAI ind Theoretical

Division: Medical Dietetics

ACTL'AL

PROGRAM: Student Contact HOUrs
1 t

TRU 4#1 LectUte 482 15

Clinic 1195, 16

Total 1677 51

: 30 1

573 IQ

4 - -

6 1250 38

Program Total 3277

STVDENT: Enrollment
Class Average 25

Program Total. 99

THEORETICAL

,o1

FACULTY: Faculcy-Studeat Ratios
TRU 01 Lacture

Laboratory
Clinic

TRU /4 Clinic

: Faculty Contact Hours

1-13

.
.

1-24

.

1-8

0 0

TRU *1 Full-Time
Lecture 796 12 .:,82 10

Laboratory . :
Clinic

-----:
2280 35 897

__a__
18

Total 3076 1379 28

Part-Time :559 39 2686 54

Total TRU 01 5635 86 4067 82

TRU *2 14 0 15 0

TRU /3 267 4 256 5

TRU 04 - -

TRU 416 652 10 616 -7.3

Program Total 6568 4954

: Faculty Availability
TRU 01 Full-Time

Part-Tima

14.6

100.0

: Faculty-Studant Ratio
Program Total 1-14

23.9

71To

: Faculty Requiremonts
TRU *1 Full-Tine 11 72 3 43

Part-Time 2,1 1. 1.9 28

Total 13.1 36 4.9 71

TRU 12 0 1 0 0

TRU #3 .6 4 .6 9

TRU 44 - -

TRU *6 1.5 10 1..:,
, n

Program Total 15.2 6.9

COST Total Program Pet Student Per Year

PER Average $ *

STUDENT: TRU *1 Full-qime 3278 74 1111 41

Part-JUN .7 '6 6

1745
2664. 7Total 355. 90 8

TRU 42 0 ) )
,)

TRU *3 309 319 ..

TRU J4
TRU 16 570 13 54; 21

Program Total ..33 2683

3" Year s 5

.
, 1379 9 1333 .i

2 1650 ---7-4- 16.5 15

3 2913 --7-- 249Z 23

,1118
r,: 5261 .4

Total Program Coot per Student



16i tha case of the clinic, the full-time faculty members were now

responsible for only 897 faculty contact hours rather than 2280.

Tocialy the ftal-time-faculty members are,responsible for 1379 faculty

contact hours rather than 3076. This reductiGn again results from a

change in faculty-student ratios an't a major change in the assumption

about the proportion of clinical hours to be deliverad by the full-time

faculty members. 'Even with the change in the assumption regarding

thc availability of part-time faculty members, the change in facUlty-

student ratios retained the faculty contact hours provided,by this

group of individuals at roughly the same level: It was 755 in the

ectual" analysis and it is 2688 in the "theoretical" analysis. Total

faculty contact hours provided by full-time faculty members in TRU #1

decreases from 5635 in the "actual" analysis to 4067 in the "theo-

retical." Faculty contact hours for TRU #2, 3 and 6 remain essentially

the same. It is important to note that there is a major reduction

in the faculty ,.tortact houcs required for the total program. In the

"actua analysis this total was 6568 and in the "theoretical" it is

4954. The availability of tull-time faculty in the Medical Dietetics

division was increased from 14.6% in the "actual" analylis to 23.9%

in the "theoretical" construction.

With the assumptions that had been made previously there is a

major change in the faculty requirements for the Medical Dietetics

program. The full-time faculty members in TRU #1 dropped from 11 to

3 FTE's. Part-time faculty members dropped from 2.1 to 1.9 FTE's.

The total for TRU 01 dropped from 13.1 to 4.9 FTE's&, The laculty



requirements for TRU 1/2, 1/3 and 46 remain essentially unchanged. The

total for the program changes from 15.2 to 6.9 FTE's.

-It is important tO note that this program could be cc= effectiy

retaining 11 faculty members only with a major increase in studenr

2nrol1ment. With regard to the construction of the "theoretical"

analysis, it would be very difficult to find three faculty members

who possess the appropriate distribution of expertise to deliver the

specialized content necessary in this curriculum. Therefore, it is

more probable that the true ideal faculty number for this program

lies someplace between 11 and 3 FTE's.

This faculty has employed team teaching which has been the major

effect that changes the faculty-student ratio from 1-2L, to L-13 in

the lecture mode, Team teaching may be very importarlit in adding

increased quality to the program if it is 7arried out effectivel-.

Ther-?fore, in terms of cost benetits it may be desirable; however, it

might he important tor the faculty members to substantiate the added

qua Lhat the team teaching mav add to this program.

4itn the assumptions that have been made previously, the /:acuh-,--

5tudent ratio far the totil program changes from 1-7 to 1-1/, which

obviousl.

reg;

is more efficient. Wheth r it could he more effecUve with

d to the quality remains to be determinee and this issue should

iie with the faculty, tar it is at the level of the fa:ulty that the

quality of Anv academic program is determined.

Ass4ming a constant level of quality with respect o students,

as one reviews the data shown in Table 2, there is a sii;nificant
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reduction in the cost per student with the assumptions that have been

Made in the "theoretical" analysis. For full-time faculty members in

Medical Dietetics the average cost per student decreases from $3,278

-7-;..;-ta-$14-111-,. rot the-Part.,time faculty there- is an Ucrease in the cost

from $276 to $704. The total average cost per student per year for

TRU 01 declines from $3,554 to $1,815, a significant difference.

Average cost per student per year for TRU #2 remains at essentially zero,

For TRU 03 there is a slight increase from $310 to $319 and a slight

decline in TRU #6 lofts noted. This decline was from $570 in the "actual"

to $549 in the "theoretical." The total average cost per

student pex year difference between the "actual" analysis and the

, "theoretical" analysis was $1,050. This resulted from the decline from

$4,433 to $2,683.

The distribution of costs for the four year program changed

markedly in the Senior year. The average cost per student per year

for the /reshman through Senior year was determined in the "theoretical"

amalysis to be $1,333, $1,645, $2,492 and $5,263. Thus the total cost

per student for the four year program was reduced from $17,734 to

$10,733, a difference of $7,001 per student, over e four year program.

As one can note from the review of the data the major change in cost

resided in the Senior year. The major impact on this change came from

the change in faculty-student ratios aad faculty availability tor

direct contact.

It should be clear that the "theoretical" analysis cannot be

used to determine with any accuracy on a real life basis the manner in
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which curriculum can be changed to reduce the cost and to maintai9

quality. Quality as noted earlier is determined by the faculty and

truly should be their prerogativp. However, it may be noted that in

the-case of this analysis the theoretical" construction might be used

by the faculty to review its curriculum and the impact and relation-

ship f cost to structure of.curriculum delivery. The faculty that

( is awa e of this methodology and the data derived therefrom, might

well make appropriate changes which could significantly reduce the

cost of educating students while retaining quality. It might be

suggested that any change, however, be accompanied by a carefully

constructed evaluative instrument to be assured that the quality is

either maintained or Increased by this change, otherwise the continued

high cost might well be justified.

SUMMARY:

The average cost per student per year for the total program in

Medical Dietetics actually offered in 1974-75 was calculated to be

$4,433 for an average class size of 25. These students are required

to take 3277 contact hours during their four year program. Fifty-one

percent of the curriculum was provided by the primary department which

consisted of 11 full-time faculty plus 2.1 FTE of part-time faculty.

An additional 0.6 FTE of faculty from the basic science departments

and 1.5 FTE of faculty from the general university were required to

offer the curriculum. The overall faculty-student ratio was 1-7.
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CIRCULATION TECHNOLOGY

PROGRAM: Description

.44scuaAt1014-7tcanolow (sometimes-tAlltd ea&zaenrporeaoltech-

nology) is the application of technology in diagnosis, monitoring,

support and processing of the patient's blood. Examples of its

application are the heart lung by-pass in the support of the patient

undergoing open heart surgery; circulatory support of the failing

heart or lungs; use of the artificial kidney in the purification of

blood; chemotherapy via the circulatory system; and heart catheteri-

zation and research instrumentation for the measurement of physio-

logical status of the patient.

One of the major objectives of this program is to enable the

graduate to expertly operate artificial organs, e.g., the heart-lung

machine or the kidney dialysis unit, when this equipment assumes the,

function of the body's blood processing organs. The second objective

is to educate the student to be able to utilize appropriate instru-

mentation and have appropriate skills and judgment to be capable of

selecting the appropriate instrumentation techniques and procedures.

It is also an objective of this program to develop the students'

investigational and research skills to be able to evaluate new concepts,

techniques and devices before their acceptance and implementation in

clinical use.

Academic and didactic experiences are directed toward,providing

the student with a comprehensive understanding of the interrelation-

ships between the circulatory system and the dimensions of instru-

mentation that are required to provide the optimum in patient care.
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The major goal is to provide competent specialists who can,bring the

latest in engineering advances in areas of h9i1th technology.to the

patient at the bedside, in the operating room or in%daboratory based

activities*:.

PROGRAM: Curriculum Description

Entrance into the program requires that a student has completed

prerequisites in mathematics, physics, chemistry and biological

sciences and has completed two years of preprofessional college courses. ,

At the successful completion of two years in the profesaidhal phase

of the program a bacheliar of science in allied health professOns is

, awarded. In the case of students who have previously completed a

baccalaureate degree, only the profesonal components of the curric-

ulum are required and a certificate of completion is awarded. A more

comprehensive outline of the curriculum for the division may be found

in Appendix B. Listed are both the preprofessional and professional

requirements.

As with Medical Dietetics, the cost methodology was applied to

the Circulation Technology curriculum step by step. The result is

represented by the collection of data regarding student contact hour

requirements, faculty contact hour requirements, faculty full-time

equivalent requirements, faculty costs and both direct and indirect

other costs for this program. The complete results of the analysis

for both the "actual" and "theoretical" analysis are shown in Table 3.

FROGRAM: Student Contact Hours: Actual

From the data provided tt may be seen that the major portion of

the students' curricuium is taught by the faculty of the Circulation

Technology division. Fifty-three percent (1720 hours) of the student
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rillirmmlAstAnalrlia; accuii awl inaaratical

Divisiou: Circulation Tatboo10117

ACTUAL THEORETICAL

PROGRAM: Studant Contact Hours 0 2 0

TEl #1 Lecture 540 17

Laboratory 530 16

-414at , ..650, . N.

Total 1720) 53

2

3

4

Proiram Total

STUDENT: Enrollment

Class Averag:_
Program Total

FACULTY: Faculty-Student ititio2
TRU 01 Lecture

Laboratory
Clinic

TRU f4 Clinic

: Faculty Cont;':t
TX0 fl Fu_ Timm

Lecture
Laboratory
Clinic
Total
Part-Time
Total TRU 01

ray 02
TRU $3
TRU 04
Tit t6
Pra...ram Total

15 5

1380 42

3250

11 12

44 48

1-6 1-12

1-6 1-12

1-2 1-2

16 540 10 .970
884 15 530 10

120 2 --778 18

1974 33 2048 38

3586 60 2922 54

5560 93 4970 92

- - -

SI 1 56

. =
326 6 356 7

5937 5382

: Faculty Availability
TRU fl Yell-Time

Fart-Tins
25.7 26.6

100.-0 75.0

: Faculty RequireMenta 0 2 0 2

TRU 01 Full-Timl 4 PO 4 58

Part-Time 1.8 27 2.0 29

Total 5.8 87 6.0 87

TRU 02 -

TRU $3 -----i.1 1 .1

TRU 04 -
TRU 06 .8 12 . a 12

Program Total 6.7 6.9

: Faculty-Student Ratio
Program Total 1-7 1-7

COST Total Program Per Student Per Year
PER Ayerage $ Z $ 2

STUDENT: TRU 01 Full-Time , 2898 58 3113 57

Par t-Time'' 1309 26 1558 29

ToAal 4207 84 4676 86

TRU 02 : - -

TRU 03 116 2 106

TRU 04 -

TRU 06 684 627
Program Tota1 5007 5409

,

BY Year $
..
. $ %

I 1512 7 1382 6

2 1025 5 438 z.

3 6341 32 2344 11

4 ,...,.., 11,154,
.4

56 16 976
___..A.--...

79
,

Total Program C st per SLu4cnt '0 03'4.'A--..:;
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zuntact hours are in TRU #1. A rFlatively small percentage of the

students' curriculum is taught by other departments in the basic

medical sciences and,forty-tWo percent of the student contact'hours

4r0401N4ited by other departwerits dthin th'e utlivortity.

STUITENT:' Enrollment: Act"ual

Student enrollment per class is approximately 11 students witli

a total of 44 for the program on a four year hasis.

FACULTY: Student Ratios: Actual

In reviewing the faculty-student ratios, it can be determined

that the faculty of the Circulation Technology division tends to

teach both lecture and laboratory settings using a facultif-student

ratio f approximately 1-6. This ratio also may result from two

instructors being present at the same time with the total class of

11'students. In the clinic the ratio tends to be 1 faculty member

for 2 students. These data were obtained from the faculty's responses

to the didactic instrument relative to each course taught during the

74-75 fiscal year.

FACULTY: Contact Hours: Actual

In examining the data on faculty contact hours it is striking to

note that 60% (358f, hours) of the faculty contact hours are provided

by part-time faculty membrs. This is not unusual if on considers

the large number of clinical hours that the student must have in order

to become proficient in the application of the knowledge received in

the didactic component of the curriculum. "Volunteer" or "adjunct"

faculty members provide a large portion of the instruction in the
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clinical setting. In view of the fact that so many contact hours

(5560 hours) are deliver. i by the full-time and part-time faculty in

tht-CittailArrica-TeChrtalogY: division. it- is_ not surprising- that 9..% of

the curriculum is actually delivered by this specific division. 'Mere

ror!tains only lt (51 hours) that is provided by the uther departments

in' the basic medical sciences and 6% (326 hours) which is supplied by

the-.general university departments.

FACULTY: Availability: Actual

The full-time faculty members in Circulation Technology have

available 25.7% of their time for direct contact with students while

the pa:t-time faculty members were considered to have 100% of their

time available for direct contact. No time was-62Asidered necessary

fot preparation for the type of instructional activities undertaken

by the part-time faculty.

FACULTY: Requirements: Actual

Four full-time faculty members in the division were available

to offer the curriculum as it was delivered, with 1.8 FTE's of part-

time faculty for a total of 5.8 FTE's in TRU 1/1. These faculty members

provide 87% of the faculty requirements on a full-time equivalent

basis. One-tenth of a full-time equivalent was required in the basic

medical sciences and eight-tenths of an FTE was required from the

rest of the University in order to provide the necessary course work

for the students. The total faculty requirements for the program,

therefore, were 6.7 full-time equivalents. The overall faculty-student

ratio for the total program is one faculty member for each seven students

enrolled.
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COST: Total Prqram; Actual

e tita,,colz associated with the Circulation Technolo y program

as actually offered in 1974-75 was $320,894. Faculty cost amounted

to $150,085 with Other cost of $170,809. The detailed analysis appears

in A endix L.

COST: 'fbital Program: Per Student per Year: Actual

The major cost of educating these students reside4 in TRU #1

where most of the instructional responsibility resides,\with the

average cost per student per year of $2,898 for full-time faculty,

$1,309 for part-time faculty and a total cost per student per year

for TRU #1 of $4,207. This figure represents 84% of the total average

cost per student per year of the program. The cost on a per student

per year basis for faculty members teaching in the basic medical

sciences is $116 and the cost in the rest of the university repre-

sents $684 for a total average cost per student per year of $5,007.

When the costs are distributed to each of the four years of a students'

program the largest cost per student per year resides in the fourth

year. The costs for the Freshman through Senior years are $1,512,

$1,025, $1,634 and $11,154 respectively. The total cost to educate

a student in this four year program is $20,032.

Theotii.conatl-uction:Assun_lallInsafects

What are t'le results of making some basic assumptions and applying

the steps leadi g to calculations of the "theoretical" construction

for this currioullm? Several assumptions were made in this regard.

First the faculty-student ratios in TRU 71 for lecz.Are and laboratory
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courses were changed from 1-6 to 1-12. This means that one faculty

eX:CAPHle4C4re. t.,0 a...group of 12 students and the presence of a

second faculty member in the classroom during these lectures would

not be necessary or does not occur. This change in faculty-student

ratios makes a large difference in the faculty contact hours which

would then be necessary. In reviewing data on the "theoretical"

construction, one can see that the faculty contact hours for the

lecture mode dropped from 970 to 540, and in the case of the laboratory

from 884 to 530. In both cases the faculty contact hours represent

10% of those for the total program, a decrease in one case of 6%

and in the other of 5%.

The second assumption regarding the "theoretical" construction

ic a significant change in the area of faculty contact hours by the

Circulation Technology faculty in prIviding clinical experiences for

the students. It is assumed that at least 25% of the clinical eNpe-

rience time should be provided by full-time faculty. If full-time

faculty members are not involved in providiag instruction in the

clinical setting there is the likelihood that the didactic content

will not be as relevant to the clinical experience and instruction

as would be desired. Theiefore in the "theoretical" construction

974 hours of clinical time would be provided by the full-time faculty

members. This produces a concomitant drop in the hours which are then

required of part-time faculty, from 3586 to 2922. As a result of making

these changes the faculty requirements changed only slightly. It

would require an addition of two-tenths FTE of part-time assistance

for the Circulation Technology division (TRU #1).
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It should be noted that an,assumption underlying the above

preViOuSly .4!hae.s w4s altpration in faculty availability.

There is on,ly a modest change in full-time faculty but for part-time

faculty the change is from 100% availability to 75eavailability.

In essence this means it is assumed that the part-time faculty shceild

have 25% of the toc41 time thlt they devote to this program available

to prepare for the teaching activities for which they are responsible.

The other 75% of their time is for direct contact.

What are the effects of these suggested changes on the cost of

the program? There is a modest cost increase of $1,608 per student

for the total program, This change is due to the average salary

effect (see' Appendix 1, Step 15) of sl ghtly increasing the salary

of part-cime faulty, Ileessary to provide the program. There also

is a slight increase in the cost of the full-time faculty which is

related to their assumptiol of responsibility for teaching an increased

proportion of the clinical courses.

The major portion of this cost in...rease resides in the fourth

year of the curricul= where the percentage of the cost changes from

56% ot the total to 79% of the total, with a concomitant shift down-

ward in the Junior year from 32% to 11%. Changes in the Freshman

and Sophomore years of 1% and 2% respectively are indicated.

SUMMARY

The average cost pet student per year for the total program in

Circulation Technology was calculated to actually be $5,007 for an
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average class size of 11 students. The students are required to take

3250 contact hours during their four years. Fifty-three percent of

the curriculum was provided by the primary department consisting of

four full-time faculty and 1.8 M.'s of part-time faculty. An addi

tional nine-tenths FTE of faculty from the basic science departments

and the general university were required to offer the curriculum.

The overall faculty-student ratio was 1-7.
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MEDICAL CommuNICAT IONS

Za2gBAL-REEEELELkEl

Medical Communications is a relatively new area of undergraduate

study. As a result of a need to bridge the gap between research

discovery And its application to the care of patients, the program

in Medical Communications was designed to educate specialists who

could meet this goal. Graduates of the program are capable of

demonstrating communications skills appropriate for careers in the

health environment; (e.g., hospitals, universities and a wide variety

of health organizations and agencies) evaluating and Improving com-

munication processes; and assuming positions as teachers and adminis-

trators in this field.

These communications specialists assist scientists to keep

themselves and others informed of current research; help teachers to

transmit the increasing volume of knowledtle co lavger number of

students in a more effective manner; assis :;acticing personnel to

replace obsolete knowledge due to advances; and assist the consume-

of health services to learn when, where aad how to avail thonf,elves

of the best health care.

PROGRAM: Curriculum Description

The curriculum is divided -1.nto two phases. Duiing the Freshman

and Sophomore years, the student is eNpected to gain a basic Lnder-

standing in communication theories and in e wide variety of media

while completing other basic education requirements. This prwrofes-

sional phase may be accomplished at any accredite college or university',
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For professional phase of the program, the Junior and Senior

years, tha atudent is enrolled in the School of Allied Medical

Professions for an advanced program of communications study within

Fot thete ittereItod ir communications

within the health setting, this interdisciplinary program offers many

opportunities for irteraction. Upon completion of the program a

bachelor of science degree in allied health professions is awarded.

A more comprehensive outline of the curriculum may be found in

Appendix B.

PROGRAM: Student Contact Hours: Actual

Using the program cost analysis methodology, the student contact

studev,t enrollment data, student-faculty ratios, faculty contact

'hoars, faculty availability, faculty requirements and a total program

cost per student were calculated. The results of the analysis may be

seen in Table 4. As one reviews the design of this c:Irriculum it is

obvious that a fairly large proportion of the student contact hours

reside in courses taught by faculty in the general university. Of a

total of 2285 studenr contact hours, 1445 hours (63%) are with the

faculty of the -erieral un versity, with 27% being with the faculty of

the Medtcal Communications division. The lecture mode represents 240

'I.tudent contact hours (11.), laboratory an additional 70 hours (3%)

and the clinical portion comprises 300 hours (13%) for a total of

610 hours of contact with the division's faculty. One hundred and

forty student contact hours (6%) are received from faculty of otYer

divisions in the School of Allied Medical Professions and an additional

90 hours (10%) are using the Basic Medical Sciences faculty.
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STUDENT: Enrollment: Actual

!..thestudent earollmont per c1as jn hiS oLkrriCu14m is 15 with

a total of 61 students enrolled in the entire four years of the

program.

FACULTY: Studen't Ratios: Actual

It should be indicated.that this cost study was undertaken during

a yr in which the Medical Communications division was in a phase of

increasing the enroll,ments in its classes. Based on the data col-

lected, the faculty-student ratio in lecture was 1-9, in the laboratory

1-7 and in the clinic 1-1. For the year in which this analysis was

completed, the faculty contact hours by the full-time faculty were low

owing to a small fourth year class size of 8. (See Appendix D i-or

Detailed Enrollments).

FACULTY: Contact Hours: Actual

The largest proportion of faculty contact nours actually were

provick,d by part-timo faculty who were responsible for 68% (2223 hours)

of the faculty contact hours. A total of 8l (2663 hours) of the faculty

contact tiri occurs within TRU 01. Most of it was taught, as indicated

earlier, by the part-time acuity. Very modest atl.ounts of faculty

contact hour are provided by the other departments or divisions ot the

School of Allied Medical Prof .sions (78 hours r 3% of the total).

An additional 65 ho,.rs (2% of the total) are taught by the basic medical

science faculty and 455 contact hours are delivered by faculty in the

'\general university. This represents 14% of the total hours for the

program (3,270 houT.,1).
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FACULTY: Availability: Actual

Te fuiltime fctilty we're available for direct eontaet for

7.5Z of their time with the part-time faculty (defined as guest

lecturers and clinical staff from local hospital faciliti,es) considered

to be available 100% of their time devoted to this program.

FACULTY: Requirements; Actual

Three full-time faculty members were uti ized in TRU #1 to offer

this curriculum. These 3 FTE's represent 54% of the total for the

program. An additional 1.2 part-time faculty members are needed.

Thus the total for the TRU 01 is 4.2 FTE's while 0.2 FTE's were

regilired from other divisions in the School of Allied Medical Professions,

0.1 FTE by Lhe basic medical (-iences, and 1.1 FTE's by the general

university. The total faculty requirement for the program was 5.6

FTE's. The overall f culty-student ratio was 1-11.

COST: To al Frollyam: Actual

The Total cost associated with the Modica' Communication program

as actually ottered in 1974-15 was $191,559. Faculty cost amounted

to $104,2 3 with Other cost of *191,559. The detailed analysis of

the Total Cost appears in AFpendix L.

COST: Total rouam: Per Student Ter Y ir: Actual

In viewing the results of the anal sis, 54% of the total cost

per student per year resides with the t ul I-time faculty members in

the division of Medical Communications. An additional 18% of the

cost resides with the part-time faculty members. The total foc the

TRU #1 is $2,248 per student per year. On a student per year basis,
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costs residing in the other teocthing responsibility areas are $13

for oth r div Sions in the Sehlol of Allied fedica. Pr fessions,

for departments in the basic med cal sciences, and $679 for depart

ments in the general university. The average total cost per student

per year for the Medical Communications division is $3,141. As one

might suspect the cost per student is high-st in the Senior year

($8,581) with the costs for the Freshman, Sophomore and Junior years

being $1,313, $782, $1,886, respectivrly. The total cost of the

four yEar program for each student is $12,562.

Theoretical Const uction: Assumptions and Effects

A "theoretical construction was completed and relevant costs

calculated. In this constructed inalvsis 16 st udents per class have

been assumed with a total ot 64 students in the entire program.

Faculty-student ratios for the Medical Communications program lecture

sections were set at 1-16, with a ratio of .1-8 for laboratories and

1-1 tar thc ali!1 C, IL also has been assum-d that tul i-rime faculty

members watid be available 3.() at their time lo di eLt. contact rather

than as shown in the data on curnent atual ava tabt lity determined

t rom t. e didaa t. t ionna ire ,he part-t Inc aLt lty were

assUMed LO be available l5 at t-heir time tor direct contact, Thus,

regardless at who is pavir4,, theI saiaiv, ot thoil time was assumed

to be providei tar prepa ia tion tor the direct contact tor which they

we e responsible.

Considering tile foregoing assumptions let us look at the effect

on faculty contact hours. For Hie faculty membcrs In the

mode, there is a slight decrease in the faru l contact hours
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from 390 to 240) with an increase in

10

faculty contact hours for

the laboratory mode (from 40 to 140. Part of these chantf,e5 a1no

are related to the low numi:er of students who were enrolled in the

Senior year which is reflected in the data collected on the "actual"

program. The major change, howesier, involves the assumptAin that the

full-time faculty should be responsible for at least 25% the clinical

instruction in order to assist in efforts to assure that the content

of the didactic portion is relevant to the clinical experiences. Thus

there is an increase frotc no faculty contact hours in the clinic

mode for full-time faculty members to 1200 hours. This now represents

21% ot the total faculty contact hours for the curriculum, with a

total of 27Z (l560 hours) beinr, taurht by full-timo faculty members in

the division ot Medical Communications.

Of the tc curriculum, an additional 63% (3600 hours) are taught

by the part-tiAe tacult y membo-s. This reprsen t s a slight decre so

in terms of the proportion ot the curriculum taught hy full-time

faculty mombers but an increase iu tho total hours taught by part-time

faculty members. With this conzitructed curriculum, 90Z (5180 hours)

the total faculty contact hours (5 92 hou. would reside

the full and part-time facul y attached to the division of Medical

Communications. In the "theoretical" construction, there a o almost

insignificant changes regarding the faculty contact hours provided b

faculty of the other divisions in the School of Allied Medical Professions,

the basic medical sciences or the rest of the university's depa tments,

In examining the effects of ther,e assumptions and changes on the

faculty requirements it can be noted that 1.3 additional FTE's of

kiw
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part-time faculty assistance would he necessary from the Medical

Communications division. One-tenth less FTE would be required from

other divisions in the School of Allied Medical Professions, one-tenth

sore would be required from the basic medical sciences. fhe FTE

requirement for the general university would remain the same. The

total change of 1.3 for the program is from 5.6 FTF's to 6.9 FTE's.

Under the assumptions of the heoretical" construction tLe

faculty-student ratio would de,rease slightly from 1-11 to 1-9.

The assumptions have some rather significant effects upon the cost

per student per year, which for the total program increased from

$12,562 to $16,642. The only Jeally major shift in Lhe cot: of the

program would be in the fourth year where the cost goes from $8581

per student per year to $12,934.

What should be considered in decidinF, to change a program like

Medical Communications with a resultinr increase in cost: A very

careful examination should be made of what the total expectation ft ym

the program really is. Quality education is a ma.jor factor. Fa,--litY

should be able to teach a curriculum that is relevant, current and

41so be able to participate in research and publication activi

The restructuring that is suggested by the "iheoreticli" model assumes

that this faculty would teach ")" ho. f t-e clinical contact time. This

change would require the faculty memhers go with students into some

of the clinical settings in the Columbus area and work with the students

in those settings. This is probably not unrealistic and could most

likely be arranged witl. some of the clinic preceptors in the ciry.

If this instruction were carefully carried out the clinical preceptors

H,
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might benefit from the experience of having one of the faculty members

-there to comment or advise on problem areas, Procedures or new tech-

niques that might be helpful in this clinical setting. It is much

more likely that the didactic curriculum would take on an even more

realistic'dimension if the faculty members were having these teaching

experiences "in the field."

Another change to be consicred is the provision of time for

the part-time faculty members to prepare for ne teaching experiences

that they provide to the students in a clinical setting. This also

would lead to increased quality in this program.

-A change in the cost ot this program on a per student basis under

the theoretical assumptions would need to be justified on a "quality

basis." It would be important to design Appropriate instruments to

measure the quality under the old system, implement the change, and

reapply the instrument to see if the increased costs can he justified.

On the other hand, exartilnation should be made of the current program

(the actual curriculum) to ascert in whether the numbers of publications

and ottwr portions of the total output of the faculty currently is such

that it is adding suffic my: qual ity to the instruct.ional content. If

so, per the cost effectiveness 01 ule current programs is optional

and no change is ne lsaty.

SUHKARY:

The average c,0;3t per student per yeitL. tor the total program in

Medical Communications for 1974-75 was calculated to be $3 141 for

an averag(; class size of 15 students. These students are requred

to take 2285 c':ontact hours in theifour year program. Twenty-seven



percent of the curriculum was provided by the primary department

con'Alsting of three full-time faculty members atui 1.2 FTE's of part-

time faculty. An additional 1.4 FTE's from other allied health depart-

ments, basic science departments and the gene7a1 university were

required to offer the curriculum. The overall faculty-student ratio

was 1-11.
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MEDICAL ILLUSTRATION

PROGRAM: Description

The Medical Illustration curriculum is comprised of basic

university and Eine arts requirements with specialization in related

arts and sciences courses. Execution of surgical, anatomical and

pathological illustrations in 0-wide range of media is a part of the

student's training. The preparation of charts, graphs, medical dis-

plays and other related artwork also is taught. In addition, students

receive instruction in medical photography. Medical Illustrators

prepare artwork for medical textbooks and journals as well as other

forms of visual communications such as tel vision, motion pictures,

audio slide presentations and many others.

PROGRAM: Curriculum Description

Applicants to the program are screened by a facl.11ty commi tee

at zhe end of the student s Sophomore year. As a part of the selection

process students are aslkd to submit a written statonent describing

their interest tn Medical Illustration and are required to submit a

portfolio of work. Students who have previously completed a bi,.ca-

laureate program may be admitted to this program and receive a cer-

tificate of completion. Students enrolled in the four year program

receive a bachelor of science in Allied Health. Graduates of the

program find positions in hospitals, medica) schools, medical research

insritutes, pharmaceutical firms, medical publishing houses and

private free-lance practice. For a complete description of the sug-

gested four year cy iculum for the prcgram one may refer to Appendix B.
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The program cost nalysis methodology was utilized to determine

the. total costs related to the Medical Illustration program. Data

regarding the student contact hour requirements, faculty contact hour

requirements, faculty full-time equivalent requirements, faculty costs

and other costs related to the total program cost per student per year

are outlined in detail in Table 5. The reader may wish to refer to

it for specific information.

PROGRAM: Student Contact Hours: Actual

The student contact hours received by student from the Medical

Illustration faculty in the lecture mode represents 9% (333 hours) of

the total hours (3640) ii. the program. L.aburat orv experiences 11,7:ided

by this faculty represent 835 student contact hours or 23% of Cie cur-

riculum with 1% (22 hours) provided in the clinic mode. The Medical

Illustration fa ul y is responsible tor providitv, a total of 11,190

(33%) student contact hours. Thirty hours (.1%) of the student contact

hours occur tn courses taught by other divisions of the School it Allied

Medical Professions, with 420 hours (12) occurrin in courses taustnt

by faculty members in the basic m e d i c l s c i e n c e s . T1 re are '2000

student conta t hours (55) of the currikulum r' eivd from the courses

offered by the general univers it y denartmnts and other faculty.

STUDENT: Enrollment; Actual

For the four years of this program the average enrollment per

class was 5, with a total of 19 enrolled in the ,ITogram.

.FACULTY: Student Ratios: Actual

'The faculty-studertt-ravio in the lecture mode offered by the

division uf Medical Illustration was identified as L-1 in the l b-

oratory mode 1-2 and the clinic mode 1-1.
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Table 5

OSU:SAMP: Coat Study
Program Coat Azalyeis: Actual And

Division: Meuical IIlustration

PROGRAM: Studnt Contact Hours
rgu 01 Lecture

Laboratory
Clinic
Total

2

3

4

6

Theoretic,'41

THIF:ORYVCAL

0

331 9

835 Z3

",- 1

--TC1190
30 1

420 11

-

--2-0-6-0' 55

Program Total

STUDENT: Enrollment
Class Average
Program Total

FACULfl: Faculty-Student Ratios
TRU $1 Lecture

Laboratory
Clini

TRU 04 Clinic

5

2419

1-1

111.2
1-3

1-3

: Faculty Contact lioL:t.s S 0

TRU 01 Full Time
Lac t ure 1325 3' 113

Laboratory It771. .46 428

10-75 1

Total 3055 86 761 30

Par t -Time 110 3 1286 52

Total TRI' 41 1169 89 2947 82

'NU 02 3

TRU I 3

1-1C: 04

TRU 06 269

ProgrAm Total 154e 2493

121

11_
7 Faculty Avatlabliltv

nu 01 Full.Time
Part-Time

Fac,Ity Require.,nts
rptr #1 Fri', 1- Ttrae

Fz: t -T 1-le

Total
rsu 02
TRU 01
ntu 04
TRL 06

90

Program Totsi 3,9

racv-Studeot Kati
Program Total

LOST 1 oal :,ogram Per 'itudent Pet Year

PER Average 3 ,

STUDENT : TRU 01 Full- Time 7008

Part-Time 295

73

3

:367 .46

--10t;-5-

Total 7303-- ___- 81 3432------ b7

0TRU 02 0 0 0

TRU $3 537 6 638 12

TRU $4 - _

--1109-8" 21rity *6 1189 /3

Program Total 9-629

av Y041
/891

5168

1,746

2428 12_26.16
3 17 838 8731

13 771 18 7718 17

Total Pr rails C4,-/st Per Student 36 116 12.11212
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FACULTY: Contact Hours: Actual

The full-time faculty members of the aivision of Medical illus-

tration were responsible for 1325 (37%) of the faculty contact hours

which are provided in the lecture mode, 46 (16.5%) of the faculty

contact hours in the laboratory mode and 105 hours (3%) in the clinic

mode. Therefore, the full-time faculty of the division of Medical

Illustration were responsible for delivering 3055 (86) of the faculty

contact hours in this curriculum. Fart-time faculty were responhible

for 114 hours (3%) of contact. Thus TRU #1 faculty are responsible

for the major portion (89%) of the faculty contact hours in this

program. Other divisions of the school protride this program with 3

faculty contact hours, while the basic medical science divisions

provide 99 (3%) contact hours. The general university is responsible

for 269 (8t) of the faculty contact hours.

FACULTY: Availability: Actual

As a result of the analysis of the didactic questionnaire, the

full-time faculty members in the division of Mdical Illustration were

found to have 22.7% of their time available for direct contact, and

part-time faculty members were assumed to have 100% available.

FACULTY: Requirements: Actual

When the faculty requirements were analyzed, it was found that

7 full-time faculty members were being utilized by the division of

Medical Illustration and only 0.1 FTE of parttime assistance was

used. This represented 90% of the faculty requirements for the program

and totalled 7.1 FTE's. FTE's supplied by other di.isions of the
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School of Allied Medical Professions were e' titian)? zero with 0.2

of an FrE being supplied by the basic medical science departments

and 0.6 by the rest of the university. Faculty requirements for this

program totaled 7.9 FTE's. 0vra11, this is a faculty-student ratio

of 1-2 for the entii-e program.
1

COST; Total Progral: Actual

The total cost associated with the Medical Illustratior, pragram

as actually offered in 1974-75 was $171,552. Faculty cost amounted

to $100,182 with Other Cost of $71,370. The detailed analysis of

the Total Cost appears in Appendix L.

COST: Total Program: Per Student per Year: Actual

With such a low faculty-student ratio and 3540 contact hours

r2quired to deliver the curriculum, it is not surprising to find that

the average cost per student per year of this progra ($9,029) is

high compared to other programs analyzed in this study. The major

proportion of the cost occurs in the TRU #1 ($7,303). The cost of

basic medical science faculty is $537 per student per year and $1,189

per student per year of the total cost is assigned to the general

university faculty. Moving from Freshman to Senior year the cost

per student per year is $1,891 $2,616, $17,838 and $13,771 respec-

tively for a total four year cost per student of $36,116.

Theoretical Construction: Assumptions and Effects

Since Medical Illustration is a high cost program, it was

extremely interesting to construct a "theoretical" curriculum and

with the assumptions which were made, to note the impact on the cost
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factrs1 in this conLrac.ted model we assumed six students per class

with a program total for four years of 24 students. There was a shift

in the faculty-student ratios increasing from 1-1 to 1-6 in the lecture

mode, 1-2 to 1-3 in the laboratory mode and 1-1 to 1-3 in the clinic

mode.

In the "theoretical" the clinic and laboratory hours were com-

bined into a laboratory only category and assigned the assumption that

full-time faculty would teach 25% and part-time faculty 75% on the

combined number since, in essence, laboratory hours in Medical

Illustration are taught as cl'nic.

With these changes in aculty-student ratios and a change in

the structure of the faculty contact hours there is a slight shift

in the faculty availabillty. In the actual curriculum the full-time

faculty was available fur direct contact 22.7% of the time and in

the "theoretical" model this shitted downward to 19.8%.

With regard to the part-time faculty, tor those involved with

direct contact the assumption was made that they were available 75%

of the time for direct contact with the students and 25% which is

devoted to this program is available for preparation. In examining

the effects on the faculty contact hours, one sees that there is a

significant drop in the faculty contact hours supplied by the Medicl

Illustration faculty (TRU 01), in the lek'.ture mode these go from

1325 to 333 which represents a change from 37% of the curriculum to

13% of the curriculum r spectively. In a labonatory setting the

change is from 1625 hours (47%) t:o 428 hours (17%) of the total

;A.
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curriculum. There is a fairly significant change in the manner in

which part-time faculty members are used in the constructed model.

There is a change from 114 faculty contact hours (3%) to 1286 hours

(52%). The total faculty contact hours provided by the Medical

Illustration llty shifts from 3169 (89%) to 2047 (82%), in the

total curriculum. There is a 2% increase in the contact hours pro-

vide& by the bAsic science faculty and an increase of 5% of faculty

(
contact hours provided by the/general university uepartments. The-.e

shifts are of minor significance, since most of the restructuring

occurs between the use of full-time and part-time faculty xembers in

TRU #1. Given the above assumptions there are significant shifts in

faculty requirements.

The number of full-time faculty required to provide the faculty

contact hours in TRU #1 decreases from 7 to 2. The requirements for

part-time faculty increases from 0.1 in the "actual analysis to 0.9 FTF

in the "theoretical" construction. The total FTE requirements for

the Medical Illustration division decrease from 7.1 to 2.9. There

are slight increases in the FTE requirements for the other Teaching

Responsibility Units due to the increase in the student enrollment.

For TRU 03 the change is from 0.2 in the "actual" to 0.3 in the

"theoretical." In TRU #6 the change is from 0.6 to 0.7 FTE's.

There is a signl.ficant change in the program total faculty-

student ratio from 1-2 tol.-6.

The decreases in full-time faculty requirements for TRU #1 are

.directly reflected in a drop in the average cost per student per year
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from $.7,008 to $2,367. Medical Illustration part-time faculty_related

costs increased from $295 to $1,065 on a. per student per year basis.

This is due to increased use and a slightly higher salary rate. The

costs of TRU #3 and #6 went from $53i and $1,189 in the "actual"

analysis to $638 and $1,098 in the."theoretical" analysis. ;The total

average cost per student per year dropPed from $9,029 to $5,168. This

represents a 43% decrease in the average cost per student per year.

The rank order of cost per year over the four years remains rela-

tively-the same. ,The costs change from $1,891, $2,616, $17,838 and

$13,771 in the kshman to Senior years in the "actual" analysis to

$1,746, $2,428, $8,781 and $7,718 in the "theoretical" construction.

The total program cost per student decreases from $36,116 to

$20,673, With such a dramatic change in the faculty requirementa fro'm

the "actual" to the "theoretical" analysis, one must seriously question

if the "theoretical' assumptions are applicable to this program. If a

minimum faculty group size is considered to be three, a division with

only two members may not function effectively.

Should a program be offered to an entering class of six? This

is a question which should be seriously considered.

SUMMAR?:

The average cost per student per year for the total program in

Medical.Illustration actually offered in 1974-75 was calculated to be

$9,029 foxan average class size of*five students. These students are

raquired to take'3640 contact hours durihg their four year program.

9
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Thirty-three percent of the"curriculum was provided by the primary

departmeni(which consisted of seven full-time faculty members. An

additional .9 FTE was required'in part-time, basic science department,

and general university faculty to offer the curriculum. The overall

facultk-student ratio was 1-2.



MIDICAL RECORD ADMINISTRATION

PROGRAM:_ Description

In recent years one of the imOrtant members, of the modern health

team is the Medical Record Administrator. In this age of computer

technology and-data.storage, Medical Record Administration is an

exciting and reitre1y new field that has become increasingly im-

portant. It offers an excellent opportunity in a variety of health

facilities, such as hospitals, nursing homes, clinics and public health

facilities. The Medical Record, a permanent record of the patient's

illness or injury is used to assist in the patient's treatment. Also,

it is a complete and accurate document of information of medical,

scientific and legal importance.

PROGRAM: Curriculum Description

The curriculum in Medical Record Administration prepares the

student to design and maintain a record filing and retrieval system.

The student also learns to direct and supervise medical record depart-

ments in modern health facilities. Graduates are skilled in medical

record analysis, coding and indexing of diseases, research techniques,

and the retrieval of medical information. Computer science also is

included as part of the curriculum.

As with other programs the curriculum is div4ded into two major

components, preprofessional and professional. The preprofessional

component includes basic courses in anatomy, biology, English, mathe-

matics, psychology, and physiology. The professional phase is composed
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of the didactic course work with clinical experiences in the hospital

setting which affords the student an excellent opportunity to work

With many different bealth professionals. Every effort is made to

see that students also have experiences in other health facilities

outside of the hospital. At the conclusion of the four year program

students are awarded the bab.helor of science degree in Allied Health

Professions. For a complete outline of the curriculum one may wish

turn to Avendix B.

Results of the cost analysis for both the "actual" aftd the "theo-

retical" program may be found in Table 6. The reader may wish to

refer to it before proceeding. Student contact hours, faculty contact

hour,s, faculty full-time equivalents and faculty costs plusfother

dizect and indirect costs were calculated for this program. This allowed

'for the determination of the average total cost per student per year

as well as the total cost of the program per student.

PROGRAM: Student Contact Hours: Actual

Student contact hours in the lecture mode received by the students

fx3m the Medical Record Administration faculty t, 'as 407 hours or

16% of the total student contact hours. The laboratory mode represents

30 hours and the clinic mode 160, for a total of 527 student, contact

hours in TRU #1. Seven! percent (190 hours) of student contact hours

occur in cou 3es taught by other divisions within the School of A ,lied

Medical Professions. The studenti receive an additional 6% (165 hour

in courses provided by the basic medical science faculty. The general

university facu]ty provides 1,245 hours (48%) of the total student

contatt hours for the students in this program.
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Table 6
OSUISAMP: Cost Study:
Program Ccat Analysis: Actual and Theoretical

Madical Rocord

PROGRAM: Student Contact Hours

Adaiaistration

ACTUAL

%

THEORETICAL

#

nu 01 Lecture 407 16

Laboratory 30 1.

Clinic 160 6

Total 597 23

2 190 7

3 165 6

4 400 16
6 1.245 48

Program Total 2597

STUDENT: Earollment
Class Average 13 14

Program: Total 53.

!FACULTY: Taculty-ftudent Ratios
TRU 01 Lacture

Laboratory
Clinic

TRU f4 Clinic

: !Faculty Contact Hours
TIU7 fl Full-Time

Lecture
Laboratory
Clinic

, Total
Part-Time
Total nu, 11

\ TRU #3
TRU 04
111113 06

Program Tntal

1-12

%

8

1-14

%

7

1-13 1-14
1-2 1a2
1-1 1-1

#

427

0

30 1 1 .

50 1 280 5

507 10 717 13
1195 23 840 15

281702 33 135/
91 2 91 2

77 2 62 2

2928' 57 3416 62
33.0 333 6

5108 5479

: 'Faculty Availability
TRU fl Pull-Tiose

Part-Time

: Faculty Requirements
TRU 03. Full-Time

Part -Time
Total

TRU 112
TRU 03
TRU 04
=1 #6
Program Total

; faculty -8tudent Ratio
Programitotal

f

13.2

2._
.6

2415.

18.7
100.0 75.0

38 36--Z
.6 12 11

222, 47-.
4 .2 4__/.2

42, 4 .2 4-17
--13--

It 5 29 1.8
.7 13 A

5.2 ---2.1

1-101-10

COST Total
PEI
STUDENT:

Prograa Per Student
Average

TRI7 01 Full-Time
Part-Time
Total

TINIA12

Per

6

ear
$ %

1692 43
$ %

1146 33
395 10 344 10

432087 53
---r--

Z4943

--ill
200

-r-91-11= 142 4

TRU 03
TRU 04
TIO 44
Ptogr Total

5 1E2 3

25 1080 32

13 -538= ___11__

Sy Year $ z $ I

1 1133 7 1182 9

2 1445 9 1414 10
3 1534 10 j. 11
4 11 683 74

_521,
,.,., 70

Total Program COst par Student 405 13,726_
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Studen in the Medical Record Administration program have what

is considered to be an,outside pr terminal clinical experience in

whichthey receive 400 contact'hours.. These hours represent 16% of

the total of student contact hours for the program.

STUDENT: Enrolkment: &tufa

i-the time this study was conducted there were 13 students per

class with a totai. of 51 students in the four year program.

FACULTY: Student Ratios: Actual-.
,

..

The faculty-student ratio was 1-13 for lecture and labOratory.

In the clinie, dwever, it was 1-2 and in the terminal clinical expe-

rience it was

!FACULTY: ontact Hours: Actual
t

Faculty of the division were responsible for 4i7 faculty contact

hours which represented 8% of the total for the curriculum. These

faculty members provided 30 laboratory.hourS aild 50 clinical hours,

ta.

for a total of 507 (10%) faculty contact hours. Part-time faculty

played a significant role providing\1195 (23%) contact hours. The

total faculty contact hours provided by the Medical Record Administration

411

division, including the part-time faculty, w4- 1702 hours which repre-

sented 33% of the total factilty contact hours for the program.

.TRU #2 (faculty from other divisions of the School of Allied

Medical Professions) provided '91 faculty conact hours or approximately

2% and an additional 77 hours were provided by the basic medical sciences

with 62 (310 hOurs),prpvided by the general university 'acuity. In

TRU #4,,, the terminal clinical experience, 2928 faculty contact hours

84
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were provided. Those hours represented 37% of the total faculty contact

hours in the.ctirriculum.

FACULTY: Availabilqx: Actual.

The full-time faculty were 'available for 13.2% of their time

with the part-time faculty (defined as guest lecturers and clinical

staff from local hospital facilities) coneidered to be available 100%

Nd'their time that was devoted to this program.

FACULTY: Requiriients;:.Actual

The faculty utilized for the'program on E. full-time basis from

the Meditai Record Administration division were 2.0 FTE's with an

additionel 0.6 FTE's of part-time faculty being required. The total

for the division, therefore, was 2.6 FTE's. An additional 0.2 PTE's

each were required from both the other faculty members in the School

of Allied Medical Professions and the basic science faculty. From

the general university faculty, 0.7 FTE's were necessary. Also, 1.5

FTE's were required from the faculty members who provided the terminal

clinical experience. This terminal clinical experience represented

29Z of 07 faculty.requirements for the program. This should be

compared with the 3132 that was provided by the full-time faculty members

in the division of Medical Record Administration. The faculty-student

ratio for the total program was calculated to be 1-10.

COST: Total Program: yttsal

The Total cost associatedbwith the Medical Rircord Administration

program as actually offered in 1974-75 was $201.379. Faculty cost

amounted to $76,248 with Other cost of $125,131. The detailed analysis

of the Total Cost appears in Appendix L.
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COST: TotalFrogram: Per Student per Year: Actull

Proceeding through the analysis to the tost figures it can be

noted that the major proportion of the cost (53%) is attributed to

the Medical Record Administration division (TRU #1). Of the average

cost pr student per year for 'the prr-ram ($3,948), $1,692 or 43

was.for faCulty meqpc:s in TRU #1 with an additional 10%

($395) for part-time fatulty in the division. 'There was 4% ($156)

of the average cost per student per year that could be assigned to

other divisions in the School of Allied MediCal Professions with 5%

($200) attributed to basic medical science faculty. The general

university faculty (TRU #6) contributed 13% ($517) of the average cost

per student per year. A significant i%yoportioo of the cost was

assigned at the terminal clinical experience. This represented 25%

of the total average cost per student per year of $988.

In looking at the distribution of the cost per student per year,

from the Freshman to Senior yea'irs, the costs are $1,133, $1,445, $1,534

and $11,683 respecttyely. Thus,the total program cost per student is

$15,795. It can be readily determined that tne major proportion of

the cost (74%) resides in the fourth year of the program. It is in

this year that a large number of faculty contact hours are provided with

the lower faculty-student ratio related to clinical experience.

Theoretical Construction: Assumptions and Effects

Aa with the other nine programs a "theoretical" construction was

completed. Table J notes that there were only slight changes in the

student enrollment. With the addition of ()he student the class total

becomes 14 and the program total 56 as opposed to 51 students in the



If actual" program. The faculty-student ratios vere modified only

"slightly. In the mut of both the lecture and the laboratory, the

ratio was changed from 1-13 to 1-14. With both the clinical experience

and the terminal clinical experience ratios remaining 1-2 an4 1-1

respeCtilfely.

The only significant change in the faculty contact hours was

related to the aaiumption that the full-time faculty menbera should

teach at least 25% of the clinical experience. This results in a

change in the clinical faculty contact hours from 50 in the "actual"

analysis' to 280 in the "theoretical" construction. This also con-

tributes to the essential change in the total faculty contact hours

for which the full-time dividion faculty was responsible. '4hese hours

shift from 507 to 717. The contact hours that were provided by the

part,time faculty members shifts downward from 1195 to 840 hours. The

change is from 23% to the total curriculum tm

in viewing the total faculty contact hours provided by the Medical

Record Administration full and p'art-time faculty in the "theoretical"

construction versus the "actual" analysis, there is a very slight shift

from 33% to 28% or a reduction of 5% of the faculty contact hours

provided within the ikacalty of the Medical Record Administration

division. In the "theoretical" construction, there is essentially

no change in the faculty contact hours provided by other divisions of

tha School of Allied Medical ProfesLiOns or the basic science faculty.

There 'was a slight increase (2928 to 1416 hours) in hours provided in

the terminal clinical experience (TRU #4). Hours provided by the general

university faculty (TRU #6) remained essentially the acme.
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It is interesting to note in this analysis that the total faculty

contact hours in the "actual" analysis (5108) is increased only

slightly (5479). Even with this increase, there is a decrease in

the average cost per student per year for the total program. The change

in cost is froW\$3,948 to $3,432. This d4 in the total program cost

per student was essentially the result of redistribution of teaching

responsibility between full and part-time faculty in TRU #1 and slightly

increaaing t...e number of stu4ents in the total program.

It may be noted that the faculty requirements'to teach the program

in almost all of tile Teaching Responsibility Units remain nearly the

same in both the "actual" analyiis and "theoretical" constructions with

the faculty-student ratio for-the kotal program remaining at 1-10.

In general terms, it aPpears that this program was cost effective and

efficient based on the assumpti, q that were applied to the "theo-

retical" construction.

A note should be made relative to faculty availability. As with

other programs the assumption was made in the "theoretical" construction

that faculty members, who were participating on a part-time basis

relative to TRU #1, were available for direct contact 75% of their

time. Additionally, 25% of their total time that was devoted to this

program would be available to the faLulty for preparation. Hopefully

this would contribute to tfie quality of the instruction which they

provide. Also, the full-time faculty in the "theoretical" construction

were considered to be available 5.5% of their time (13.2% to 18,7%).

In considering the total activities wY.ich are expected of the faculty,
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teAching is the first prioiity responsibility. It should be "noted,

however, that the faculty at this time was devoting major efL...ti, Ls

more fully develop their curriculum and to make major restructuring

changes, so ihat curriculum development was a high priority responsibility

of the faculty.

In this allied health profession one of the goals is most likely

to be the pursuit of advanced degrees(on the part of faculty members.

Hopefully, some publications as a resuit of curriculum development

and research (scholarly activity) in areas similar to this also would

be part of the goala. In this program, time for activities like those

just suggested would come from the relatively efficient use of other

Teaching Responsibility Units such as the other faculty members in the

School of Allied Medical Professions, terminal clinical experiences

for students, general university faculty, and faculty of the basic

medical scienzes, I may be recalled that these other facultifis are

responsible for providing 67% of the total faculty contact hours necessary

in this program. This, of course, may have resulted frnm the fact that

the Medical Record Administration dlscipline is relatively young.

Therefore, it may have less "medical record content" which as Medical

Record Administration faculty are required to teach. Alternately, it

may be that its'professional course work contains sufficient content

areas that are found in other disciplines that students are able to

obtain the necessary content from other instructional. area. Piom an

anelytical.standpoint this progtam is of significant Weresi as related

to the 'foregoing zoints eipecially the question of which portion of

the discipline must be taught by faculty in that disciPline.

4
.+4
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812124ARY:

The average cost per student per year for the total program in

Yiedical Renord Administration for 1974-75 was calculated to be $3,948

for an average class size,of 13 students. These students are required

to take 2597 contact hours in their four year program. Twenty-three

percent of the clirriculum was provided bY the primary department con-

sisting of two full-time faculty members and 0.6 FTE.part-time faculty.

An additional 1.1 FTE's from other allied health departments, basic

science departments and the general university were required to offer

the curriculum plus 1.5 FTE',s of clinical preceptorship for the

terminal clinical experience. The overall faculty-student ratio was

1-10.

1 0 8
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MEDICAL TECINOLOGY

PROGRAM: Description

Medical Technologists perform hundreds of different tests upon

which physicians rely for assistance in diagnosing and treating

disease. Medical Technologists perform chemical tests on blood and
;

other body fluids.. They type blood and prepare blood for transfusions

as well as performing other tests such as blood counts to assist in

the diagnosis Of anemia an other diseases. Medical Technologistsi

may be responsible for isolating and tdentifying bacteria that cause

disease .and then perform tests which help determine what drugs may

be moat helpful to treat the patient against the bacteria.

Usually Medical Technologists work under the general supervision

of a pathologist in a hospital laboratory. However, there are many

other opportunities for Medical Technologists who wish t.0 work in

pnysician's offices, clinics, public health laboratories, the armed

services, drug firms, and research laloratories. In many of these

settings they wurk as independent professionals. This is one allied

health profession inipich the professionals must have a willingness

to work behind the scenes where they are required to have a high degreR

of Manual dexterity, good judgment, accuwy and precision.

PROGRAM: Curriculum Description

The curricUlum for this program is divided into preprofessional

and professional phases with the first two years being devoted to

cOmpletion of the basic education requirements including courses in
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the physicil and biological sciences. The lamt.two years of the

program are devoted to.professiiJaal Medical Te3hnology courses

with the fourth year devoted more exclusively to .gaining clinical

experiences within the university hospitals. Upon the completion

of the program the student receives a bachelor of science in Allied

Health Professions. The 1974-75 curriculum at Ohio State University

may be reviewed in Appendix B.

Rewults of the program cost analysis for both the ."actual"

curriculum and the constructed "theoretical" analysis are presented

in Table 7. Student contact hours requirements, faculty contact

hours requirements, faculty FTE requIrembnts, faculty coAts, other

direct and indirect costs were calculated in order to determine the

total cost of the program per student, which for this four year program
L

was $16,311 or an average of $4,078 per student per year.

PROaRW Student Contact Hours: Actual

The Medical Technology faculty provides 52% of the student contact

hours demanded by this curriculum, which represents 9% (350 hours) in

the lecture mode, 32% (1210) in the laboratory mode with 11% (390) in

the clinic. Students receive none of their student contact hours from

other faculty members in the School of Allied Medical Professions.

There were, however, 9% (330) of the program's student contact hours

in the basic medical sciences and 1460 hours (39%) in general univer-

pity courses. Total student contact hours for this program were 3740.



Table 7
OSU:SANP: Cost Study:
"'roars:a Cost Analysis: Actual and Tbeoreticz1

Divialom: Sedinal Te-hoolory

AcTun TVEOSETICAL

PROGRAM: Srndent Contact Nours # z
TRU fl Lectur 350 9

Laboratory 1210 32

Clinic 390 11

Total 1950 52

2

---553 9

4 -

t 1460 39

Program Total

swum istroamant
. Class Average

3740

2427

Ptogram Total 109 96

FACULTY: Faculty-StUdent.lacios
TRU 01 Lecture 1-14 1-24

Laboratory -77- 1-3

Clinic 1-2 1-2

120 f4 Clinic

: Faculty Contact Hours
TRU 01 Full-Time

z

.leamaamIMIPER

# #

Lecture 265 2 350 4

Laboratory 1953 18 1630 18

Clinic 0 0 1176 12

Total 2218 20 5156 54

Fart-Time 7685 --707-- 3504 36

Total TRU 01 9903 90 8660 Ql

TRU 02 -----:= ----:
2 2TRU #3 225 199

TRU 04, - -__ __-=--
856 8 761TRU #6 8

Pt.ngram Total 15-471-4 9620

: Faculty Aailability
TRU fl F411-Tima 23.1 29.8

Part-Time 100.0 75.0

: Faculty Requirements f 2 # 2

T32/ fl Fu 11-Tis4 5 42 1 66

Fart-Time 4.2 36 2.4 18

Total 9.2 78 11.4 84

TRU 02 - Z -73.5
-----

4
___=

3T 03RU
T1U $4 .--7 :.

2:C} 1,13.
13TRU 06 18

Program Total 11.7
.

_ 1_31.7_

: Patulty-Student Ratio
Progvmm Total 1-9 1-7

\

COST Total Pro:tram Far Studant Per Year
PIS Averaga $ z $ z

=PERTs TRU 01 full-Time 2352 57 2905 62

Part-Time ---iiii 20 775 17

Total 1t3 --Tr- 3680 --W-
TI/Sin -

TRU #3 234 6 266 6

TRU 04
TRU 06 601 773-- 706 .V
Program Total 4078 4652

I 6 I

8 1425 8

6 953 5

18 ,. 3115 -77--
63 13 L114 70-----

Sy Year $

1 1394

2 933
3 2924

4 41.060

Total Program Coot per Studant 16 311
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STUDENT: Enrollment: Actual

There were 27 students per class with 109 in the total program.

FACULTY: Student Ratios: Actual

The faculty-student ratios in the lecture made were 1-28 in the

laboratory 1-10 and in the c1ini 1-2. Faculty contact hours provided,

by the Medical Technology division full-time faculty repreiented 20%

of the total for the program. These 2218 *lours resulted from 265

faculty contact hours in the lecture mode and 1953 hours in the

laboratory mode. 'Part-Ime facUlty members, which also includes

gtiest lecturers and clinical per,4onnel associated with the division

of Medical Technology, provided nearly 70% of the total faculty contact

hours for this program.

Most of thege hours were in the hospital/clinical setting but

for this analysis they have not been shown as clinic hours but rather

as laboratory hours. With such .1 high number (9903) of faculty

contact hours provided by this dAtision 90% of the instruction is

offered by TRU #I, with only 2% being provided by basic medical

science faculty and 8% by the rest of the general university faculty.

FACULTY: Availa ity: Actual

Me full-time faculty members in the division were available

23.1% of their time and all part-tLme faculty 100% for direct student

contact.

FACULTY: Requirements: Actual

Five fu11-time faculty were available within the division as well

4
as 4.2 part-time FTE's for a total of 9.2 faculty.members associated

94
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'112th the Me, Jcal Technology division (TEE #1). This total included

part-tipe faculty membeis who have major servict responsibilities in

the University Hospitals Clinical Laboratories. Only 0.5 FTE's of

faculty time were required from basic science faculty members with 2

FTE's required fiom the general university. Total faculty requirements

for the program were 11.7. The overall program faculty-student ratio

was 1-9.

COST: Total Program: Actual

The Total cost associated with the Medical Technology program as

actually offered in 1974-75 was $444,458. Faculty cost amounted to

$154,409 wlth Other costiof $290,049. The detailed analysis of the

Total Cost appears in Appendix L.

COS'rotalProadenterYr:Actualf:'

In examining the cost distribution as the result of this analysis

it should be obvious that the pajor.costs would reside within TRU #1

(Medical Technology Faculty). This is indeed the case wtth 77% of

cost residing in this unit. Of the average coat per student per year

of $4,078, $2',352 resides with tile full-tiS(faculty in TRU #1. A

cost of $801 per student per year was ascertained as from part-time

faculty members. Basic scielnce faculty members contribution to the cost

was $234 with faculty from the general ue.versity being responsible for

$691 of the costs.

The distributim of the costs over the four year program from

Yreshmen to Senior years was $1,394, $933, $2,924, and $11,060

respectively. It can be seen on the basis of this analysis that

95
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68% of the costs r.eside in the.fourth, year of the program with the

next largest percentage (387.) in the 'third year.

Theoretical aonstruction: Assum tions and Effects

A constructed "theoreti 1 analysis was undertaken for the

Medical Technology Program using assumptions similar to those which

! have been used for other programs (See Appendix J).

The student erm,9;Iment per class was reduced from 27 to 24 with

a program total reduction from 109 co 96. As can be seen again 13).

reference to Table 7, with the reduction in the student enrollment

there ls a concomitant change in the faculty-student ratios. In

TRU #1 for the lecture mode the ratio was reduced to 124, in the

laboratory mode again a slight reduction to 1-is. The clinic mode

remains at 1-2. . As with the previous programs we have assumed that at

least 25% of the student's clinical experience should be taught by

the full-tim'e facul y members of the program. Thus the full-time

faculty members would become responsible fbr 1176'faculty contact

hours in the clinical setting. This represeAs 12% of the total

hours for tke reconstructed program. With regard to lecture mode

there is a slight increase from 2% to 4% of faculty contact hoUrs

provided by full-time faeulty members. .There is a significant.increase

in laboratory hours provided by full7time faculty members. This shift

goes,from 1953 hours to 3630 hours, which represents 38% of the re-

constructed curriculums faculty contact hours. .Thus the commitmea

of full-time faculty members for faculty contact hours moves from 2218

,

tr5156 hours, a change from 20% to 54% -of the total faculty contact
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hours in the curriculUm. There is a marked reduction in the faculty

contact hours provided by part-time faculty members. This change is

from 7658 hours (70%) to 3504 hours .(36%). In both the "actual" and

"theoretical" analysis approximately 90% of the curriculum remains the

responsibility of faculty members in Medical Technology.

IhSignificant changes occur in respollsibility of the basic science

faculty members and the general university faculty members who continue

to provide 2% and 8%'respectively of the faculty contact hours in the

curriculum. There i slight reduction in the number of hours in both

of these faculty groups, however, due tJ the enrollment decreases. The

total program hours in this recoastruction shifts from 10,98 to 9620.

This revised constr9ction also results in changes in faculty

availability for direct contact. For the full-time facufiy members in

Medical Technology TRU #1 the shift is from 23.1% to 29.8%, for part-

time faculty members the shift is from 64.1% to 75%. Again, as before,

this assumes that the part-time faculty members have available 25%

of their time for this program to prepare for presentations and 75%

for direct contact instruction. It also assumes that the full-time

faculty members on a percentage basis would be responsible for a

slightly increased amount of direct faculty availability.

As with the "actual" analysis, the major "theoretical" cost (79%).

resides in the Medical Technology division. Of the average cost per

student per year of $4,652, TRU #1 full-tine faculty account for

$2,905 and part-time faculty for $775, basic science faculty add $266

to the cost while the general university faculty associat'ed cost is $706.
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The important changes which are directly relat:ed to an increased

cost per student in the "theoretical" construction result from the

faculty requirements utilized in the reconstructed curriculum. The

full-time 1.acu1ty members ;equired in the Medical Technology division

to carry out the "theoretical" program would be 9 FTE's rather than 5.

The 9 FTE's of course, would provide for 66% of the facufty require-

ments rather than the previous 42%. Part-time faculty members would be

decreased somewhat from 4.2 FTE's to 2.4-FTE's. Total FTE's for the

Medical Technology division (TRU #1) would shift from 9.2 to 11.4

FTE's. No significant changes occur in the faculty requirements for

the basic science faculty or the vaerat university faculty. Total

faculty for the program moves from 11.7 to 13.7 or an increase of

2 FTE's. The faculty-student ratio for the entire prograp changes

from 1-9 to 1-7.

The major impact of the changes imposed with the "theoretical"

construction reside in the cost of the third and fourth years. There
4F

is an increase in the third year cost from $2 924 to $3,115 and in the

Senior y ar $11,0 0 to $12,114 per student per year. This shift is

mainly due to the increased requirements for full-time faculty meulers

in this reconstruction. kpartial reduction in the amodnt of full-

time faculty members necessary from the generl university (owing to

reduced enrollaents) offsets some of the cost of the increased full

and part-time faculty members required in the Medical Technology division

k
Nks, itself. The TRU #1 total changes from 9.2 FTE's to 11.4 while for the

total program ihe change is Zrom 11.7 to 13.7 FTE's.

1.1.6
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SUMMARY°

The average cost per student per year for the total in

Medical Tecihnology for 1974-75 was calculated to be $4,07831or an

average 4ass size of 27 students. These students are required to

have 3740 Contact hours during their four year program. Fifty-two

percent of the curriculum was provided by the primary department

consisting of five full-time faculty and 4.2 FTE's of part-time faculty.

An additional 2.5 FTE's from basic science departments and the general

'university were required to offer the curriculum. The overall faculty-

student ratio was '1-9.

4
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OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

MORAN: Description

Occupational Therapists are professionally trained men and women

who work with children and Adults in hospitals, rehabilitation centers,

special schools, sheltered workshops and community service programs.

Patients vith whom the Occupational Therapists work-frequently have

emotional, physical, or medical disorders.

Along with other members of the health care team the Occupational

Therapists work cooperatively to assist patients in regaining abilities

they have lost and/or in learning to live effective lives with their
_

disabilitie's. These goals may bn accomplished by theOccupational

Therapists through the uie of a variety of skills: manual, creative,

recreational, industrial, pre-vocational, educational, self care and

Ivnmemaking activities. Additionally,Occupational Therapists teach

the use of adaptive devices and artificial limbs.

In this work the Occupational Therapist determines a treatment

program through evaluation of the patients particular needs, analysis

of the above skills as treatment media and adaptation of the media to

the patient. Occupational Therapy is concerned with the patients

-

physical and psychological needs. Therefore, included in the curric-

ulum are courses in psychology, sociology, basic sciences, anatomy

aid physiology as well as treatment techniques. Professional courses

provide the students with an opportunity first .to observe ard then to

participate in the application of skills and techniques with patients

as they simultaneously acquire more knowledge in their professional

disCipline.

IL
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PitOGRAK: Curriculum Description

In addition to didactic preparation, the curriculum includi?.s

nine months of clinical affiliations at selected hospitals through-

out ihe country. Suggested courses for the preprofessional program

as well as the professional program in Occupational Therapy may be

found in Appendix B.

The prf,ram cost analysis methodology was applied to the

OccuPetional Therapy cUrriculum in the step by step manner. Thus,

data an student contact hours, faculty contact hour requirement

faculty full-time equivalent requirements, faculty costs, Other

direct and indirect costs were ascertained for this program. Complete

results of the analysis for bcth the "actual" and "theoretical"

Analysis are shown in Table 8.

PRC" kM: Student Contact Hours: Actual

A total of 20% (850) of the student contact hours occur in TRU #1

with 400 hours occurring in the lecture mode, 260 hours in the lab-

oratory mode and 190 hours in the clinic mode. Stude:nt contact hours

in other divisions of the School of Allied Medical Professions (TRU.#2)

amount to 6% (230 hours) of the total. Another 8% (320 student contact

hours) are related to the basic medical sciences (TRU #3). Thirty-

five percent (35%) of the student contact hours reside in the terminal

clinical affiliations (TRU #4). Other departments ia the general

university provide the instruction wherein the students receive 31%

(1310 hours) of'their student contact hours. Total student contact

hours for the program are 4190.
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Table 8
OSU:SAMP: Cos! Study:
PrOPSE Cost Analysis: Actual and

Division: Occupatinnal Therapy

PROGRAM: Student Contact Hours

Thaoreticll

ACTUAL THEORETICAL

0 .

TRU #1 Lacture 40t' 10

Laboratory 26C 6

Clipic 190. 4

Total 85( 20

230 6

3 32e

4 148C 35

6 1310 31

Program Total --ZWE

STUDENT: Enrollment
Class Avaraga 49 48

Program Total 194 192

FACULTY: Faculty-Student Ratios
TRU 01 Lecture

Laboratory
Clinic

TRU 04 Cliniu

1-24 1-48

1-25 1-24
1-3 1-3

1-1 1-3

: Faculty Contact Hours # X 0 %

TRU 01 Full-Tima
Lecture 501 1 400 2

LAboratory 250 1 520 3

Clinic 50 0 768 4

Total 801 2 1688 9

Part-Time 3167 9- 2272 12

Total TIU 01 4168 11 1960 21

--TTRU 02 351 1 299

ilt! 03. 646 2 634 3

TRU-04 32,130 82 2.Z.A32 66

TRU 06 1553 4 1521 a
Program Total 38 1348 TriZE

alty Availability
.1U 01 Full-Tim

Part-Tima

: Faculty Requirements #

8.3 29.3

100.0 75.0

TRU fl Full-Time 16 18

Part-Time
L

3.6 12
--.1.

1.6 10

Total ---87 28 . 4.6 28

TRU 02 .8 2 .7 4

TRU 03 1.5 5 1.4 8

TRU 04 16.7 53 6.5 39

TRU 06 3.6 12 3.5 21

Proaram Total 31.2 16.7

: Faculty-Student Ratio
Prograa Total 1-6 1-11

COST Total Program Par Student Par Year
PER Average S % $ %

STUDENT: TILT 01 full-Time 1346 23 567 18

Part-Time 279 5 302 9

Total 1625 28 869 27

TRU 02 164 3 145 4

TRU 03 39 7 WY 12

TRU 04 50 1143 36

TRU 06
_2892

699 12 686 21

Program Total 5775 3215

8y Year z
1 1878 8 1825 14

2 5772 25 2580 20
3 6370 28 3962 31

9076 39 --43756 35

Total Program Coot per Student 23 096 UM:1.
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STUDENT: Enrollm 't: Actual

For the 197 ,) academic year, the year of the study, enrollment

per class was 49 students with a total in the program of 194.

FACULTY: Student Ratios: Actual

The faculty-student ratios for TRU #1 in the lecture mode were 1-24,

laboratory 1-25 and clinic 1-3. For the terminal clinical experience

the faculty-student ratio was considered to be 1-1.

FACULTY: Contact Hours: Actual

The faculty contact hours for the program were calculated accord-

ing to the methodology. In the primary department, full-time faculty

members were responsible for 501 (174) of the faculty contact hours in

the lecture mode, 250 hours in the laboratory mode and 50 hours in

the clinical mode for a total for the full-time faculty Jf 801 hours.

Part-time faculty members were yesponsible for 3367 hours (9%) M

the total. All together, faculty me.abers in the division of Occupa-

tional Therapy provide 4160 faculty contact hours which represents 11%

of the total faculty contact hours in the curricubm.

One percent (351 hours) is provided by faculty members in other

divisions of the School of Allied Medical Professions. An additiofial

2% (643 hours) is provided by faculty members in the basic medical

sciences. Eighty-two percent of the total faculty contact hours pro-

vided in the curriculum reside with TRU #4, the terminal affiliation.

This 82t represents 32,130 faculty contact hours. Faculty members in

the general university (TRU #6) provide 1553 (4%) faculty contact

hours. Total faculty contact hours for the program amounts to 38,884

hours.

2 1
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FACULTY: Availability: Actual

Availability of faculty in the division of Occupational Therapy

to provide the faculty_obntact hours is 8.3% for full-tiw faculty

and 100% for part-time faculty. This raises a question of efficient

use of faculty time to provide the necessary instruction which will

be reflected in the construction of the "theoretical".analysis.

FACULTY: Requirements: Actual

In the "actual" analysis the-utilization of 5 full-time faculty

membera and 3.6 part-time facult,y members iii TRU #1 was established.

This in part is the effect of one faculty member who had no teaching

responsibilit !. for this program during the year of the analysis. The

faculty requirements irom other divisions in the School-of Allied

Medical Professions, were 0.8 FTE's from the basic medical sciences

1.5 and from the general university 3.5 faculty members. The terminal

clinical affiliation requires 16.7 full-time equivalents. The faculty-

student ratio for the total program is 1-6.

COST: Total Program: Actual

The Total cost associated with the Occupational Therapy program

as lctually offered in 1974-75 was $1,120,146. Faculty cost amounted

to $464,709 with Other cost of $655,437. The detailed analysis of

the Total Cost appears in Appendix L.

COST: Total Program: Per Student per Year.: Actual

The average cost per student per year for such a program will

reside in the Teaching Responsibility Unit providing the most hours,

One can see from the analysis that this 1.4 1.1deed the case. TRU #4,

722
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the terminal clinical experience, 1. where 50% ($2,892) of the average

cost per student per year resides. The total av,.age cost per student

per year for this program is $5,775. Full-time faculty in TRU #1 are

responsible for 23% of the cost ($1,346), part-time faculty 5% of the

cost ($279). This brings the total for TRU #1 to $1,625 or 28% of the

total average cost pe4student per year. Three percent of the cost

resides in other divisions of the School of Allied Medical Professions.

This represents $164 in TRU 42. Thc basic medical science departments

contribute 7% of the total cost of S395 per student per year. The

rest of the university is responsible for 12% of the total cost or

$699.

For the total four year program ($1,878) of the cost resides in

the Freshm year, 25% ($5,772) in the Sophomore year, 28% ($6,370) in

the Junior year and 39'. ($9,076) in the Senior year for a total cost

per student ,for the four years of $23,096.

Theoretical Construction: Assumptions and Effects

As with the other programs a "theoretical" analysis was under-

taken using similar assumptions. In the case of Occupational Therapy

the student class size was established at 48 with a total of 192

enrolled Ill the provam on a four Year basis. Changes in the faculty-

student ratios were suggested for the lecture mode. In TRU #1 the

ratio was iacreased to 1-48. This assumes that one faculty member

would lecture to the total group of students and that no other faculty

would be responsible for the lecture at the same time. Faculty-student

ratios for the laboratory courses taught by the Occupational Therapy

2 0)
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division were set at 1-24. This is a slight decrease fi%A.n 1-25 which

was noted in the "actual" analysis.

In Ihe clinical setting for TRU #1 a faculty-student ratio of 1-3

was utilized. For TRiI'e, based on information obtained from the

clinical questionnaires, facult:'-student ratio used for the "theo-

retical" analysis was 1-3 rather tha'n 1-1 which was utilized for the

s'actual" analysis.
~

The faculty contact hours which resulted in the "theoretical"

analysis show several changes with regard to TRU #1. Total faculty

. contact hours for lecture, laboratory and clinic increase from 801

hours wo in the "actual" analysts to 1688 hours (9%) in the

"theoretical" analysis. This assumes t$at the full-time faculty in

the division are responsible for teaching more hours in the clinical

mode. Part-iime faculty members attached to TRU 01 in the "theoretical"

analysis are responsible for 12% (2272 hours) asopposed to only 9%

of the total in the "actual" analysis. This represents, however, a

decrease in the total faculty conta,-.t hours provided by part-time

faculty. The difference is from 33h7 hours in the "actual" analysis

to 2272 hours in the "theoretical" analysis. This in part results

from the full-time faculty members assuming increased responsibility

for clinical teaching. It also assumes that part-time faculty members

must have at least_33r-of their time available to prepare for the

instruction which they provide.

There are only insignificant changes in the faculty contact

hours provided bi other divisions in the School of Allied Medical
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.Prufessions and the basic medical sciences in the constructed "theo-

retical" analysis. There also is very little change in the hours

provided by the faculty in the rest of the university (TRU 06). In

the "actual" analysis they provide 1553 hours and in the "theoretical"

analysis 1521 hours.

The major change in this curritulum and the one most responsible

for rPduction in the cost occurs in utilization of the faculty in the

terminal clinical affiliation (TRU .'4). In this case tilt/ assumption

that one faculty member could be re-Tonsible for three students rather,

than only one leads to a significan? reduction in the faculty contact

hours. Reduction is from 32,130 to 12,432 faculty colitact hours.

With the assumptions utilized in th:s analysis the total faculty contact

hours drops from 38,848 to 18,846 hours.

Faculty availability for teachlng also changes as a result of

the application of the "theoretical" analysis. The faculty in the

Occupational Therapy division would be available 29.3% of their time

rather than 8.3% as was ascertained from the "actual" analysis.

The "actual" data was obtained utilizing the didactic questionnaire,

course by course analysis and discussions with the faculty members.

As was indicated previously, in the "theoretical" analysis part-time

faculty members were to be availabl 75% of their time for contact

with 25% being made available for preparation. Also,in restructuring

it is assumed that all faculty members in a department would be in-

volved in the teaching process. As a result of the "theoretical"

.1
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analysis, the faculty requirements ml a full-time basis dropped from

5 FTE's to 3 FTE's for full-time faculty in TRU #1. There is also

a reduction in the part-time faculty requirements in this division

from 3.6 FTE's to 1.6 FTE's. Tot;1 reduction_in the full-time

equivalents necessary for providing the curriculum in the "theoretical"

analysis changes from a total of 8.6 FTE's to 4.6 FTE's.

It-is interesting to note that even with these assumptions con-

cerning teaching the faculty requirements fro! the division of Occu-

pational Therapy still represent 28% of the total requirements for

the total curriculum. Requirements from other divisions within the

School of Allied Medical Professions and from the basic science

faculty remained nearly unchanged. However, in the restructuring,

the percentage of requirements have increased slightly as a result of

the relationship to other changes involved relative to the total

program.

The major shift in faculty requirements, as can be seen in ref-

erence to Table 8, is in TRU 11 where the faculty requirement drop6

from 16.7 FTE's to 6.5 FTE's. III, the "theoretical" analysis, faculty

members involved with the terminal clinical experience then provide

39% of the total faculty requirements for the program as opposed to

53% in the "actual" analysis.

As a result of the assumptions made in the "theoretical analysis

the faculty-student ratio for the total program changes from 1-6 to

1-11. This represents a consideral-le increase in the efficiency of

the utilization of faculty members.
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It is interesting to tote the effect on the average cost per

student per year which result from the "theoretical" analysis. The total

Ircost which is attributable to the fall-time faculty members in TRU #1

drops from $1,346 to $567, a change of from 23% to 187. of the total

from the "actual" analysis to the "theoretical" analysis. There is

a slight increase in the cost of part-time faculty that would be

necessary in the "theoretical" analysis. It increases from $279 in

the "actual" analysis to $302 in the "theoretical." The total for

TRU 01 however, shows a significant reduction from $1,625 to $869

per student per year. The costs associated with TRU #2 and TRU 1/3
4.

remain nearly unchanged at $145 and $372 respectively.

The aaditional major change which might be anticipated as a

reduction in the costs associated with TRU 1/4. These change from

$2092 to $1,143 in the "theoretical" analysis. There is little change

in the costs associated with TRU 16 which for the "theocetical"

analysis is $686. There is a significant cost reduction when one looks

at the total average cost per student per year, which goes from $5,775

in the "actual" analysis to $3,215 in the "theoretical" analysis.

Significant savings result in the three final years of the students

program when viewed on the cost per student per year basis for the

Freshman, Sophomore, Junior and Senior years. The costs in the

"theoretical" analysis are $1,875, $2,580, $3,962 and $4,500. For

a total cost per student for the four year program of $12,867 as

oppoaed to $23,096 in the "actual" analysis.
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SUMMARY:

The average cost per student.pyr year for the total program in

Occupational Therapy fgr 1974-75 was calcuiated to be $5,775 for an

average class size of 49 studens. ThesW/students are required to

have 4190 contact hours during theirlour yea. program. Twety per-

cent of the curriculum,is provided by the primary department donsisting

of five full-time faculty and 3.6 FTE's of pa4t-time faculty. ThTrty-

five percent of the curriculum contact hours are provided by off site

clinical predeptors calculated to be 16.7 full-time equivalent facultyi

\The remaining curriculum is provided by 5.9 FTE's of faculty from other

allied health departments, basic science departments and the general

university. The overall faculty-student ratio is 1-6.
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PHY$ICAll. TIERAPY

PROGRAM: Description

Physical Therapy is a rapidly expanding and 'challenging health

profession that offers a c9Fre77 to young men and women who like to

work with people and are interested in scientific.and medical fields.

The Physical Therapist participates in the evaluation of the capabilities

and disabilities of patients and administers treatment procedures

designed to alleviate or overcome these disabilities. The student re-

ceives basic education and instruction in the therapeutic use of exercise,

heat, cold, water, light, electricity, ultrasound, massage, evaluative

procedures and tests and measurements. The Physical Therapist treats

patients of all groups and with a varief..y of disorders. Some of the

most common disabilities seen by the Physical Therapist include burns,

stroke, cerebral palsy, fra,!tures, peripheral vascular disorders.

arthritiJ amputations and spinal cord injuries.

PROGRAM: Curriculum Description

The Physical Therapy academic nrogram is designed to provide the

student with a broad liberal arts and sciences background as well as

academic and clinical training in Physical Therapy. The student may

be admitted to the bachelor of science program at the end of the

second year of the preprofessional phase of his college education.

In order to be admitted however, the student must have completed a

number of prerequisites. A postbaccalaureate certificate is available

for students who have completed a baccalaureate degree with the appro-

riato biological and physical science prerequisites.
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S4ccessful completion of the professional component assures the

Physical Therapy student eligibility to take the state board exam-

inatioh. For a complete list of the curriculum and the professional

and preprofessional courses, please refer to Appendix B.

The Physical Therapy program was analyzed according to the method-

ology which has been previously described. .Results from the "actual" and

"theoretical" analysis may be reviewed by reference to Table 9.

PROGRAM: Student Contact Hours: Actual

A total of 22% of the student contact hours are received in TRU #1,

the Physical Therap) division. Thirteen percent or 360 student contact

hours are received in the lecture mode from the division. An additionai
-

nine perceht or 240 student contact hours are in the laboratory mode.

No clinical hours are provided by the full-time faculty in the Physical

Therapy division. Student contact hours in other divisions of the

School of Allied Medical Professions represent seven percent of the

total student contact hours with another 11% or 320 hours in TRU #3,

the basic medical sciences. Forty-six percent of the student contact

hours are in other departments of university. This represents

1280 student contact hours. Fourteen percent of Lhe student contact

hours reside in TRU #4, the terminal clinical affiliation.

STUDENT: Enrollment: Actual

Student enrollment per class is 75 students, with a total of 300

for the four years of the program.

FACULTY: Student Ratios: Actual

The faculty-student ratio in the iecture mode for TRU #1 is 1-30.

This composite is a result of combining the baccalaureate and



Tabl.o a
Osv:SAMP: alit Study:
Frograo Cost AnaIvsis: Actual and Theo7atIcal

Division: Privilica: Inerapv

PROGRAM: Sodent Contact Hours
TRU 411 Lecture

Laboratory
Clinic
Total

ACTLAL THEOIZUICAI,

3k 13

9

60 _

20(
3 32t. 11

40( 1.
6 . 128: 46

Program Total 2804:

TeDENT: Enrollment

Claks Averale
Program Total

FACULTY: Faculty-Student Ratios
TRU 01 Lecture

Laboratory
Clinic

75 60
300 240

1-)f 1-60
1-16 1-15

TRU 14 Clinic 1-1 1-3

: Faculty Contact Hours n
... 0

TRU 01 Full:J.1am

-Lecturs
%Laboratory
Clinic
Total
Part-Time
Total TRU 01

TRU 02
TRU 03
TRU 04
TRU 06
Program Total

: Faculty Availability
TRU 01 Full-Time

Fart-Time

: Faculty Requirements
TRU 01 Full-Time

Part-Time
Total

11/X Pg2

nu P 3

TRU 54
TRU 06
Program Total

: Faculty-Student Ratio
Program Total

/

615 3 360
954 5 240 3

120 1 ---7.
1689 9 7600
496 3 720 9

2185 12 --ruu 16
24,

. 1 1)4 2

990 5 792 10
13-175 72 4440 54

1884, 10 1506 18
18 623 8192

17.6 31.3
100,T 75.0

": a 't

5 25 1 11
1.2 6 .5 5

6.2 31 1z 5 16
.6 3 .3 3

11 1.8 19
6.9 34 2.3 25
4., 21 3.5 37

20.3 9.4

1-15 1-26

COST Total Program Per Student Per Year
PER Average 5

STUDENT: TRU 01 Full-Time 92'
Part-Time 12
Total 930

TRL' 02 79
TIE 03 \Ls ----Tr.
DIU 04 7747
TIU 06 552
Program Total 274 1

ay Year

I 12-n
2 1302
3 2577
4 5854

.

34
5

154

4
,

10
0 ,, 5..

34 231 15 1---re-
3

--7F--

3 50
14 ---113
29 332 22
20 549 35

1545

,

5
.
-

11 1.2.3 . 20
12 1310 21
24 1579 26

--31-- 575 33

Total Program Cost per Student 10 973 6183-



certifiCate program and lecturing to =eller groups of t udents rather

than to the total student class size of 75. The laboratory faculty-

student ratio is 1-15 'in TRU #1. In the terminal clinical affiliation,

the faculty-student ratio was considered to be'1-1.

FACULTY: Contact Hours: Actual

THil faculty contact hours for this program are distributed as

follows. For TRU #1, full-time faculty deliver 615 faculty contact,

hours in the lecture mode, 954 in the labotatory mode, and 120 in the
1

clinical mode, for a total for the full-time faculty in TRU #1 of 1689

klours. Pam-time faculty members were rksponf-Able for an additional

496 faculty. contact hours making the total for Physical' Therapy (TRU #1)

2185 hours which represents 12% of the total faculty contact hours in

the curriculuin. Other divisions within the School, of Allied Medical

Professions provide 1% (244 hours) of the faculty contact hours. An

Additional 5% (990 hours) is provided by the basicamedical sciences.

The rest of the university departments provide an additional 10% (1834

hours) of the total faculty contact hours for the /Yrogram. Faculty membets

inVolved in teaching students in their terminal clinical affiliation

provi.de 13,320 hours which represent 72% of the faculty contact hours

in this curriculum. The total faculty contact hours for the program

was 18,623.

FACULTY: Availability: Actual

Faculty availability according to the "actual" analysis leads to

the result that full-time faculty members in the Physical Therapy division

(TRU #1) were available 17.6% of their time and the clinical part-time

faculty members were considered to tbe available 100% for direct contact

with students.
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FACULTY: Retrirements: Actual

Sccording'to the analysis, five faculty members were available on

a full-time basis in the Physical Therapy division, with an additional

1.2 FTE's of faculty time c7m part-time faculty members for a total

of 6.2 FTE's of faculty time in TRU 4f1. Other divisions within the

School of Allied Medical Professions provide 0.6 FTE's ¶f faculty rime

while the basic medical sciences su3ply 2.2 FTE's. Other departments

within the university supply 4.4 FTE's with faculty members involved

in the terminal clinical affiliation providing 6.9 FTE's. This TRU #4

portion represents 34% of the total for the program which was 20.3

FTE's. Thirty-one percent of the FVE's requirements are provided by

the Physical Therapy division itse1(. The overall total program faculty-

student ratio was 1-15.

COST: Total Program: Actual

The Total cost associated with the Physical\iherapy program as

actually offered in 1974-75 was S82.,931. Faculty cost amounted to

$326,858 with Otherjcost of $496,07i. The detailed analysis of the

Total COst aPpears in Appendix L. \

COST: Total Provam: Per Student per Year: Actual
4,

\ The total average,cost per student of this program based on the

"actual" analysis was $2,741. The distribution of the cost among the

various teaching responsibility units again can be seen in reference

to Table 9. Of the average cost per student per year $9?7 was found

to reside with the full-time faculty members in Physical 1herapy (TRU #I).

Part-time faculty members in this division contributPd N $12 of th.,
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cost, with a total for TRU 01 of $9;9. Other divisionS within the

Schoolof Allied Medical Professions contributed $79 per student per

year with $374 per student per year being attributed to TEl 03, the

basic medical sciences. Other faculty from departments within the

university contribute $552 per student per year with TEl 04, the in-

dependent terminal clinical affiliation, representing $797 per student

per year.

The cost per student per year for each of.rtbe four years are

distributed from years one through four as follows: $1,240, $1,302,

$2,577 and $5,854 respectively. The total cost of the four year progrem

per student was determined to be $10,973.

As with other programs the "theoretical" analysis was completed.

The assumptions underlying this analysis have been explicated (see

Appendix J for details). One may conclude from the results of the

analysis that the total cost per student for a four year program could

be reduced from $10,973 to $6,183. This represents a significant dif-

ference and again would raise, as with some of the other programs,

questions of whether the faculty might wish to review the assumptions

and ascertain whether the program could be restructured along the lines

indicated and ecopomies actually effected without sacrificing quality

in the program.

Theoretical Construction: Assumptions and Effects

In the "theoretical" analysis the faculty-student ratio was assumed

to be 1-60 in the lecture mode. this is a significant change from the

1-30 which was found in the "octual lnalysis." The laboratory mode

faculty-student ratio remains at but there is a change in the
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faculty-student ratio in the terminal clinical affiliation from 1-1

to 1-3 for the "theoretical" analysis. This change was based on the

.results of the clinical questionnaire data. T analysis also assumes

that all students either "certificate or baccalaureate students" would

be involved in the same courses over a two year period and the maximum

class size is 60 students.

11.\The effect of restructuring and changing the faculty-student

ratios reduces the faculty contact !lours provided bY the full-time

faculty in the lecture mode. The full-time faculty members of the

division would be responsible for fcwer faculty contact hours in the

clinical laboratory mode as well. This change is from 954 faculty

contact hours to 240. Because of the change in the total faculty

contact hours for the program the percentages remain approximately the

same. The part-time faculty members would provide a larger number of

faculty contact hours. This increase is from 496 hours to 720 hours.

The effect of the change in the faculty-student xatios can be seen

in the relationship of the total faculty contact hours that would be

necessary to be provided by the total faculty in TRU 11. This is

reduced from 2185 to 1320 hours.

There is a slight reduction in the number of faculty contact

hours required from other divisons within the School of Allied Medical

Professions. This drops from 244 to 134 hours. There also is a slight

reduction in faculty contact hours that would be necessary from the

basic medical sciences which would be reduced from 990 to 792 hours.
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It should be remembered that these reductions are the result of a

decrease in student ndmbers as well as a change in the faculty-student

ratios from the "actual" to the "theoretical" analysis. Other depart-

ments in the University would be responsible for slightly fewer faculty

contact hours. This is a change from 1884 to 1506 hours.

The major change in the faculty contact hours resides,in TRU #4,

the faculty involved in offering the terminal clinical affiiiaCion.

In this case there is a significant decrease in the required number of

hours. The change is from 13,320 faculty contact hours to 4440. As

can be seen there is a major drop in the total faculty contact hours

that woUld be necessary under the "tleoretical" assumptions to offer

the curriculum, particularly the faculty-student ratio of 1-3. The

total of 8192 faculty contact hours is signifiintiv less than the

18,623 which had been ascertained as occurring in the "actual" curriculum

with a faculty-student ratio of 1-1.

Faculty availability also shows some significant changes. Full-

time faculty members in the division of Physical Therapy (TRU 01) who

were available 17.6% of their time for direct contact in the "actual"

analysis while in the "theoretical" analysis they would be available

-.1.3%. The part-time faculty members would be available less of their

time for direct coutact. This change is from 100% to 75%. This also

assumes that they would have 25';', of their time available to prepare

for the direct contact for which they are responsible. With these

shifts a significant change in faculty requirements can be ascertained.

Full-time faculty equivalents reouired in the Physical Therapy

division (TRU 01) change from 5 to I and part-time fa,:ulty requirements



in the same Teaching Responsibility Unit change from 1.2 to 0.5. The

total change is from 6.2 to 1.5 FTE's. This marked reduction in the

number of faculty members within the division of Physical Therapy is

primily a result of a change in the faculty-student ratioi which

would appear to be reasonable assumptions, i.e., one facult) ember

could lecture to a group of 60 students. There also was a slight re-

duction in the number of students, a chani,:, _he amount of time the

faculty member would be available for direct contact, a; well as a change

in the availability of art-time faculty members. It is doubtful that

a single faculty member would have the expertise to teach the entire

Physical Therapy curriculum and, therefore, a question must be asked as

to what is the minimum number of faculty that are necessary to offer

the range of content required in a curriculum. A group of no less

than three appears to be the minimum group number that .-ould be expected

to function effectively. In order to utilize the available direct

contact time of three faculty members, the Physical Therapy division

might consider offering more of the curriculum contact hours.

The only other Teaching Responsibility Unit in which there is a

significant change is in the case of the terminal clinical affiliation

(TRU #4) where 2.3 faculty:members on a full-time equivalent basis

would be necessary rather than 6,9 as was the case with the "actual"

analysis. This change primarily was the result of assuming the faculty-

student ratio would change frd6 1-1 to 1-3.

If one looks now at the overall faculty-student ratio for the total

program the change is from 1-15 to 1-26, a significant increase in

efficiency: As was noted earlier the impact on cost is marked.

,
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The total average cost per student per year drops from $2,741 to

$1,545. The major shifts in these costs are in TRU 01 for full-time

faculty members where the change is from $927 per student per year to

$154 per student per vear. The cost per student per year for part-time

faculty increases slightly from $12 to $77. There is little change in

thj cost of faculty supplied by other divisions of the School of Allied

Medical Professions or the basic medical sciences. Additionally, there

is not a significant change in the costs per student per year of faculty

supplied by the general university departments. As one would suspect

there is a major reduction in the cost related to faculty members needed

for the terminal clinical affiliation. This cost per student per year

component dropZfrom $797 to $332.

The distribution of the cost per stedent per year over the four

year period shifts somewhat. The cost for the first year of the

program remains nearly the same, $1,240 for the "actual" analysis

and $1,234 n the case of the "theoretical" analysis. The cost of

the second year is nearly the same also. The "actual" was $1,302

and the "theoretical" $1,010. Thero is significant reduction in

the cost of the third year which dr.Ts from $2,577 to $1079. The

cost per student per year for the f,lurth year dropped significantly

from $5,854 to $2,060. In the case of the "theoretical" analysis

the cost per student per year is more eqdally distributed over the

four years of the students programs than was the case with the "actual"

analysis. The percentages for the first through the fourth year

1
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are 20, 21, 26 and 33 respectively. This is compared to 11, 12, 24

and 53 respectively in the "actual" analysis.

SUMMARY.

The coverage cost per student per year for the total program in

Physical Therapy for 1974-75 was calculated to be $2,741 for an average

class size of 75 students. Each student is required to take 2800 contact

hours in their four year program. Twenty-two percent of the currl.culum

was provided by the primary department consisting of five full-time

faculty and 1.2 FTE's part-time faculty.

Forty-six percent of the curriculum requiring 4.4 FTE's of faculty

is provided by the general university. Fourteen percent of the curric-

ulum is provided by 6.9 FTE's of clinical preceptors. The remaining

curriculum is provided by 2.8 FTE's form other allied health and basic

science departments. The overall faculty-studeat ratio was 1-15.



ROIOLOGIC TECHN0LOGY

PROGRAM: Description

Radiologic TechnologiSts are health professionals knowledgeable

and experienced in the use of x-rays and radioactive substances for

the diagnosis and treatment of disease and injury. They are employed

by hospitals, physicians, medical clinics, industrial firms and

manufacturers of x-ray equipment and supplies. They also are employed

as teachers in schools of radiologic technology which are located in

hospitals, junior colleges and universities.

The baccalaureate program in Radiologic Technology offered by

tne School of Allied Medical Professions combines basic education

courses witl1 professional education in order to develop competence

as practitioners, edUcators, and administrators in the field, Radio-

logic Technologists receive theory And clinic9a experience in the use

of x-rayc fotediagnostfc purposes, employment of radiation for the

treatment of disease and radiation therapy and administration of

radioactive pharmaceuticals to diagnose or treat disease in nuclear

medicine.

PROGRAM: Curriculum Description

The preprofessional phase of this educational program may be

obtained at any accredited college or university and should include

courses in anatomy, physiology,,chemistry, economics, mathematics

and physics. The professional ed:Ication begins during the summer

quarter of the .lunior year and consists of a blending of professional
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courses in radiologn'iechniques and procedures with supportive

courses in education and administration. Clinical experience asso-

ciated with several courses is gained in the Radiology Department

of the University Hospitals or in Children's Hospital located in

Columbus, Ohio,

Following successful completion of the program, graduates are

awarded a bachelor of science degree in Allied Health Professions

and are eligible to write the national certification examination

according to the bylaws of the American Registry of Radiologic

Technologists. A comprehensive outline of the curriculum ln

Radiologic Technology may be found in Appendix 7, in which are

listed all the suggested preprofessional and professional courses.

As with the other programs the program cost analysis methodology

has been applied. Student contact requirements by Teaching Respon-

sibility Unit, faculty contact hour requirements by TRU, faculty FTE

requirements by type within TRU, faulty costs by Teaching Responsibility

Unit and other direct and indirect costs have been added to ascertain

the total cost of the program which has allowed for the average cost

per student per year to be ascertained. The results of the complete

analysis are shown in Table 10.

PROGRAM: Student Contact Hours: Actual

By reference to Table 10 ir ma- be seen that the students receive

most of their total student contact hours in association with the



Tabls 10
08UtSAKFs Cost Studi:
Program Cost Analymiss Actual and Thoorstical

Divisions Radiologic Technology

ACTUAL THEOR ET ICAL

PROGRAM Statism Costact MOW, t -% 0

TRU #1 Latture 398 10

Laboratoiy 350 8

Clinic 2046 48

Total 2794 66
2 40 1

3 90 2

4 -

6 1280
Program Total 4204

STUDENT: :Enrollment
Class Average 12

Program Total 49

FACULTY: laculty-Studant Ratios
TRU #1 Lecture 1,-9 1-12

taboratory 1-10 1-12
Clinic 1-6 1-6

TRU #4 Cliuic

.4 Faculty Contact Hours # I I Z

TRU 01 Full-Time
Lacture 285 5 398 8

Laboratory 240 .) 350 7

Total
1 16

341336 26

--fur; 19

--InI
Clinic 81

Part.Time ---syry 67 3068 59

Total TRU 01 4848 93 -754-15 93
TRU #2 8

TRU 83
,

52
0 8

1 52

EliTRU Its

TRU 86 28-
-

8 ---BK
Program Total 5196 5188

/
: Faculty Availabllity

TRU 01 Full-Tima
Part-Time

: Faculty Requirements

,

13.2 30.8
100.0 75.0

0 I # I

T111 81 Full-Time 3 54 1-_ 51

?art-Time 1.8 32 2.1 35

Total 4.8 86 5.1 86

TRU 02 0 0 0 0

TRU 83 .1 2 .1 2

TRU 04
TRU 86 .7 12 .7 12

Program Total 5.6 5.9

: Faculty-Student Ratio
Program Total 1-9 1-8

COST Total Program Per Student Per Year

rim Average $ I $ %

grupggT: TRU 81 Full-Time 2321 62 2335 51

Part-TLee 803 21 1635 35

Total 3124 83 3970 86

TRU 02 0 0 0 0

710 83 104 3 106 2

TRU 04 -

Trv #6 538

___I___

549 12

Program Total 3766 4625

by Year $ 1 s 2

1. 1240 8 1266 7

2 1134 a .1158 6

3 7073 47 49
4 5618 37 --TITTT 38

Total Program Cost per Student 15 065 18 501
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Radiologic Technology division (TRU #1). This unit is responsible

for 66% (2794) of the student contact hours, 10% (398)--hours are in

1ecture, 8% (350) hours are in laboratory and 48% (2046) hours are

in clinic. Students receive only 1% (40 hours) of their student

contact hours in association with TRU #2, other divisions in the

School of Allied Medical Professions. An additional 2% (90 hours)

is received from the basic medical sciences (TRU #3). There are 31%

of the student contact hours (1280 hours) which are derived from the

faculty of the general university departments (TRU #6).

STUDENT: Enrollment: Actual

In the RadiologicCTechnology program there were an average of

12 students per class with a total enrollment of 49 students for the

four year period of the/program.

FACULTY_: Student Ratios: Actual

The faculty-student ratio in the lecture mode presented in TRU #1

were 1-9, laboratory mode 1-10 and clinic mode 1-6.

FACULTY: Contact Hours: Actual

Faculty contact hours for TRU 01 represent 93% (4848 hours) of

the total for the program (5196 hours). Full-time faculty members

in the department provide 26/ of the total faculty contact hours.

By mode this represents 5% (285 hours) in lecture, 5% (240 hours) in

laboratory and 16% (811 hours) in the clinic mode for a total of 1336

hours. It is important to note, however, as ascertained using the

didactic questionnaire, that there is extensive use of guest lecturcrs

in the lecture and laboratory modea of TRU #1. Part-time faculty memt,lrs

are responsible for delivering 67% (3512 hours) of the faculty contact
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hours in the curriculum. Faculty contact hours delivered by all of

the rest of the Teaching Responsibiaity Units (348) represent only

7%-df,the total for the currculum. TRU 112 (other School of Allied

Health divisions) delivers 8 hours (0%), TRU 113, basic medical sciences

delivers 52 hours (2%). The rest of the faculty in the university are

responsible for del.ivering 288 faculty contact hours which represents

6% of the total Lc,: the program.

FACULTY: Availabilty: Actual

Full-time faculty members in the division of Radiologic Technology

were available 23.2% of their time for direct contact. Part-time

faculty members were considered to be available 100% of their time.

FACULTY: Requirements: Actual

The,faculty available for this program in Radiologic Technology

on a full-time basis were 3, on a part-time basis 1.8 FTE's, for a

total of 4.8 FTE's in TRU #1. The contribution of faculty by other

divisions in thilSchool of Allied Medical Professions (TRU #2) was so

small as to be essentially zero when expressed as full-time equivalents.

One-tenth of one FTE of a full-time faculty mem:7r was necessary from

the basic medical sciences (TRU 113) and 0.7 of/an FTE faculty member

utilized from the rest ofthe university (TRU 116), for a total for

the program of 5.6 FTE's. The faculty-student ratio for the total

program was 1-9.

COST: Total Program: Actual

The total cost associated with the Radiologic Technology program

as actually offered in 1974-75 was $184,542. Faculty cost amounted

to $77,778 with Other cost of $106,764. The detailed analysis of the

Total Cost appears in Appendix L.
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COST: Total Program: Per Student per Year: Actual

The average cost per student per year by Teaching Responsibility

Unit iS distributed as might be expected with the major cost residing
SP

in TRU #1. For full-time faculty members 62% of the total cost per

student per year of the program is represented in cost related to

the Pull-time faculty members. This amounts to $2,321. yart-time

faculty contributed 21% of the cost, which represents $803 for a total

in TRU #1 of $3 124 (83%). TRU #2 contributes essentially no cost

while the basic medical.sciences adds $104 (3%) to the total cost per

student per year. Other departments in the university are responsible

for contributing $536 (4%) of the average total cost per sLudent per(

year of $3,766.

These costs 4i.e distributed over the four year program. For the

Freahmen through the Senior year the costs are $1,240, $1,134, $7,073

and $5,618 for a total cost of the four ywir program for each Radio-

logic Technology student of $15,065. The major percentage of the cost

resides in the Junior ana Senior years, the professional phase of the

programt_

Theorvical Construction: Assumptions and Effects

As with the other the procedures for constructing the

"theoretical" analysis were'iPplied to data from the Radiologic

Technology program. In the "theoretical" analysis for this program,

enrollment was conaidered to be 12 students per class or 48 students

totally. There was an increase in the faculty-student ratio for the

lecture mode in TRU #1. The assumption was that the ratio would be

1-12 rather than 1-9. For the laboratory setting, the
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that a ratio of 1-12 rather than 1 JO would be utilized. In the clinic

"mode the faculty-student ato was cOnsidered to remain as it had been

in the "actual" anAlysis, i.e., 1-6. Faculty contact hours, as a

resuL: of the "theoretical" analysis, reflect some slight changes.

k, The assuption was made that availability of faculty members in

TRU #1 would change. Tho full-time faculty members, instead of being

available 23.2% of their time, were assumed to be available 30.8% of

their time for direct contact. Fart-time faculty members were considered

tolbe evilable 75% rather than 100% of their time in the "theoretical"

analysis..' This has an interesting effect on the faculty contact hours.

Total faculty contact hours delivered by the full-tiEe faculty members

changed from 1336 in the "actual" to 1772 in the "theoretical."

Faculty contact hours in each of the modes increases respectively in

lecture, laboratory and clinic as follows: 285 to 398, 240 to 350 and

811 to 1024. Facultyentact hours provided by part-time faculty, using

the assumptions outlined, decreases from 3512 to 3068. While there is

a slight reordering in the distribution of the faculty contact hours

in the "theoretical" analysis, this still represents 93% of the total

curriculum with no changes in the TRU 1I 2; 3, or 6. Total faculty contact

hours for the "theoretical" construction remains nearly the same, 5188

as compared with 5196 in the "actual" analysis.

The only faculty requirements which change are in TRU #1, where

3 full-time faculty members sre necessary. There is a slight increase

in the number of part-time faculty members necessary. This increase

is from 1.8 to 2.1. This is essenOlally the result of modifying the

percentage of time that faculty membera are available for direct contact.
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It should be noted that by assuming that part-ti e faculty membez.s

have some preparation time, the quality of instruction which they

provide should increase.

It is important to note that the overall faculty-student ratio

in the "theoretical" is 1-8 while in.the "actual" it is 1-9. The

major change in the faculty-student ratio is a result of the increased

use of full-time faculty members who would be available, under the

assumptions of the "theoretical" analysis, for a larger percentage of

their time for direct contact. It is interesting to note in this

particular program that the cost created by a different assumption

regarding the availability of part-time facultymembers for direct

contact is not offset by the increased efficiency of moving the lecture

mode and Laboratory mode to higher faculty-student ratio and increasing

the availability of full-time faculty mebers for direct contact. This

can be explained because the part-time faculty members were responsible

for delivering 67% of thc total facult contact hours in the "actual"

analysis and 59% in the "theoretical" Onalysis. Therefore, their

faculty contact i1ours and availebility impact heavily on the total

cost of the 1,rogram.

The major shift in the average cost per student per year will be

seen to reside with the cost of part-time faculty in TRU 11. This

increase is from $803 to $1,635. There are only very modest shifts

in any of the other Teaching Responsibility Units. The change in cost

for ths total progvam on a per student per year basis incfeases from

$3,766 to $4,625. The distribution of the cost for the Freshman and

Sophomore years is nearly the same; however, the cost of the Junior

1 4 7
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year on a per basis increases from $7,073 to $9,000. In the

Senior year the cost would increase from $5,618 to $7,077. As with

the "actual" analysis the major cost per student in the Junior and

Senior is the highest level and significantly different than the Fresh-

man and Sophomore years.

The assumptions that were made result in a fairly significant in-

crease in the cost per student. Before implementing such an alteration

consideration should be given to whether the changes would produce a

sisnificant increase in the quality of the student product.

SUMMARY:

The average cost per student per year for the total program in

Radiologic Technology for 1974-75 was calculated to be $3,766 for an

average class size of 12 students. These students are required to take

4204 contact hours in their four year program. Sixty-six percent of

the curriculum was provided by the primary department consisting of

three full-time faculty members and 1.8 FTE part-time faculty. An

additional 0.8 FTE's of faculty from basic science and general university

departments were required to offer the curriculum. The overall faculty-

student ratio was 1-9.



RESPIRATORY TECHNOLOGY

PROGRAM: Description

Representing a ne-w end rapidly developing allied health dis-

cipline, the resp:ratory technologist or inhalation therapist is

responsible for the 4-depth care of patients who suffer from re-

spiratory problemliuch as asthma, cystic fibrosis and pulmonary

emphysema. The American Association for Inhalation Therapists

consists of over 10,000 persons active in the varied administration

of therapeutic gases and aerosols. As the competence of the rep-

resentative therapists is enhanced by the development of related

educational programs, an increasing number of responsibilities are

delegated to these practitioners. Technically these duties in co-

operation with nursing and several otber allied health disciplines

include long term maintenance of the ventilatory emvironment by

mechanical means; pulmonary physical, therapeutic and rehabilitative

modalities; and pulmonary function, diagnostic and monitoring tech-

niques. These duties are primarily performed in the hospital but are

increasingly practiced within the home, community clinic or extended

care facility.

PROGRAM: Curriculum Description

Graduates of the baccalaureate p ogram represent special com-

pftence in one of several areas including education, administration

and research. The discipline in general offers opportunities for

prof..esional service and a4vancement to those who are concerned with

care for respiratory patients of all ages and the alleviation of their
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illnesses. Students are considered for admission to the i(espiratory

Technology division of thc School of Alligd Medical Professions at

the Sophomore level Or be-ond after having completed selected course

work in areas such as biolov, English, mathematics, chemistry and

psychology. Normally, application may be made after completion of

two college quarters.

During the final three college years the student concentrates

effort in theoretical and clinical experience courses in Respiratory

Technology, tOdividval and group studies related to this discipline,

basic courses in administration and education and an individually,

selected area of concentration in education, management, or further

technical investigation. For a complete outline of the suggested pre-

professional and professional courses, please refer to Appendix B.

In a step by step fashion the methodology was applied and the

data collected regarding the Respiratory Technology program (see Table

11).

PROGRAM: Student Contact Hours: Actual

Student contact hours were determined. In TRU #1 these students

receive 300 contact nours in lecture mode, 320 hours in the laboratory

mode and 1040 hours in the clinic mode. Total student contact hours in

TRU #1 were 1660. This yepresented 47% of the total contact hours (3500)

in the program. Students receive no student contact hours in TRU #2.

They received 350 student contact hours or 10% or the total in TRU #3,

the basic medical sciences. From other departments in the general

university, students were involved in 1490 student contact honrs. Thiq

represented 43Z of the total.
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Table 11
OSU:SAMPI Cost Study;
Prosras Cost Analvsis: Actual and

Division; *expiratory Technology

IIROMRAH: Student Contict Hours
TRU #1 Lecture

Laboratory
Clinic
Total

Theoretical

, ACTUAL

'

9

THEORETICAL

I

300

320 9

1040 29NZ 47

2

3 350 10
4 _ -

6 1490 43
Program Total 3500

STUDENT: Enrollment
Class Average 10 12
Program Total 41 48

FACULTY: Faculty -Stu-2.ut Ratios
TRU 11 Lecture

Laboratory
Clinic

TRU 4 Clinic

: Faculty Contact Hours
TRU 01 Full-Time

1-9

X

1-12

X

1-10 1-12
1-4 1-4

ti 5

Lecture 300 8 300 7

Laboratory 320 8 320 8
Clinic 1180 29 780 18
Total 1800_ 45 1400 33
Part-Time 1754 44 2340 55
Total TRU *1 3554 89 3740 88

mu 02 - -
TRU *3 135 3 161 4
TRU #4 - -

TRU *6 305 166 8
Program Total 3994 4267

Faculty Availability

- _--_-

TRU $1 Full-Time 31.3 24.3

Part-Time 100.0 75.0

: Faculty Requiraments
TRU 51 Full-Time

*

3

.

.

61

5

3

2

52
Part-Tims .9 19 1.6 27
Total 3.9 80 4.6 79

TRU *2 - _ -
TRU 03 .3 6 7

TRU *4 - Z. -
TRU illi6 .7 14

.......-_.

.8 14
ftogren Total 4.9 5.8

FACUlty-Studant RAttio
Program Total 1-8 1-8

COST Total Prograa Per Student Per Year
PER Average $

.
. S XSMOOT. ritu fl Ful.l:Time 2437 62 2167 50

Part -Tims 500 13 1156 26
Total 2937 75 3323 76

TRU *2 - -
TRU 53 374

___:__
9 426 10

TRU #4 - - =
nu 46 641 16 627 14
Program Total 3954 4376

Itv Year

1264 S 1234 7

1783 11 1928 11
4515 7-7T- 7723 44
8254 52 6619 18

Total Program Cost tter Etudent 15.816
I7L.504
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STUD1NT: Enrollment: Actual

During the year of the study (1974-75) there were 10 students per

class with a total of 41 in the program.

FACULTY: Student Ratios: Actual

Faculty-student ratio for TRU 1 in the lecture mode was 1-9, in

the laboratory mode 1-10 and in the clinic mode 1-4.

FACULTY: Contact Hours: Actual

The major portion of the faculty contact hours (89%) resided with

the Respiratory Therapy division (TRU #1). Full-time faculty members'

provided 300 faculty contact hours in the lecture mode, 320 in the lab-

oratory mode and 1180 in the clinic mode for a total of 1800 faculty

contact -hours. These hours represented 45% of the total for the program.

Part-time faculty members in TRU #1 were responsible for delivering

1754 contact hours which represented 44% of the total. TRU #1 delivered

89% or 3554 faculty contact hours. No faculty contact hours dere

delivered by other faculty members in the School of Allied Medical

Professions (TRU #2). In the basic science departments (TRU #3) there

were 135 faculty contact hours delivered which represented 3% of the

total hours taught. TRU #6 (the general university) was found to contain

305 faculty contact hours which represents 8% of the total for the

program.

FACULTY: Availabil-:ty: Actual

Faculty availability for direct contact in. TRU #1 for full-time

faculty was found to be 31.3% and'assumed to be 100% for part-time

faculty members.
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FACULTY: Requirements: Actual

7

Faculty requirements for this program totaled 4.9 FTE/s. These

were distributed in large measure, as one might expect, in TRU #1.

Full-time faculty members in this Teaching Responsibility Unit numbered

",_/ 3 FTE/s and part-time faculty members represented 4.9 FTE/s. This total

of 3.9 FTE/ r iesents 80% of the faculty requirements for the total

program. T5 ,13 contributed 0.3 FTE/s which represented 6% of the

total of 4.9 The other departments in the general university

(TRU #6) contributed 0.7 FTE/s or 14% of the total. For the program

as a whole, the faculty-student ratio was 1-8.

COST: Total Program: Actual

The total cost associated with the Respiratory Technology program

as actually offered in 1974-75 was $162,130. Faculty cost amounted to

$70,825 with Other cost of $91,305. The detailed analysis of the Total

Cost appears in Appendix L.

COST: Total Program: Per Stuient per Year: Actual

Since the major portions oi faculty contact hours are delivered

by the faculty members of the Respiratory Technology division, most of

the cost resides there. This, in fact, is reflected in the data, i.e.

75% of the average cost per student per year resides within TRU #1. Full-

time faculty related costs contribute $2,437 (62%) of the total for the

program which was determined to be $3,954. Part-time faculty members

add another $500 (13%) to the total cost. The basic medical sciences

ccntributed $374 (TRU #3) and an additional $643 are contributed Lo

the cost by the departments in the general university (TRU #6). These

(4
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costs are distributed frot the Freshman through Senior years respectively

as follows: $1,264, $1,783, $4,515 and $8,254. The total cost for the

four year program on a per student basis was $15,816. As can be seen

from the above data 52% of.the cost resides in the Senior year, 29%

in the Junior year, 11% in the Sophomore year and only 8% in the

Freshman year.

Theoretical Construction: Assumptions and Effects

As with the other programs a "theoretical" analysis was completed.

There were several basic assumptions regarding this analysis, the

first of which was that the student'enrollment per class would increase

from 10 to 12 students. Thus the total for the program would be 48

rather than 41 which was determined in the "actual" analysis. There

were some assumed changes in the faculty-student ratios. For example,

in the lecture m;de the faculty-student ratio was assumeci to be 1-12

in the "theoretical" analysis. It had been 1-1.0 in the "actual" analysis.

The same ratio of 1-12 was applied to the laboratory setting. The

clinical setting remained the same in the "theoretical" analysis as it

had been in the ft actual" analysis, 1-4. Faculty contact hours for

full-time faculty members in TRU #1 remained the same, 300 hours which

represented in the "theoretical" analysis 7% of the total for the program.

Faculty contact hours in the laboratory mode in TRU #1 also remained

the same (320 hours). There was a significant change however, in the

facUlty contact hours in the clinic mode. This change from 1180 to

780 hours is due to the assumptions in the "theoretical" construction

that full-time faculty should cover 25% of clinic hours. Total faculty

contact hours for the full-time faculty in TRU #1 decreased from 1800
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to 1400 hours. Part-time faculty members were responsible for an

increased number of faculty contact hours in the "theoretical" analysis,

This increased from 1154 to 2340 hours. It is interesting to note that

the Respiratory Technology department in both the "actual" and "theo-

retical" analysis Was responsible for nearly the same'percentage of

the total faculty contact hours. There was, however, a slight increase

in the hours in the "theoretical" anal sis. This increase was from

3554 to 3740 hours. There was a very small change in faculty contact

hours provided by the basic medical sciences. This increased from 135

to 161 hours. The major effect is the result of the increased enroll-
111.:

ment per class size. This effect also applied to TRU 116. In this

case, th,,,! faculty contact hours increased from 305 to 366 hours.

The faculty requirements for the "theoretical" analysif remained

at 3 FTE's for the full-time faculty but increased from 0.9 to 1.6 FTE's

for p4rt-time faculty in TRU #1. Therefore, the total full-time faculty

equivalent.; necec,sary in the Respiratory Technology division increased

from 3.9 4.6 FTE's. In TRU 113 the increase was from 0.9 to 1.6 FTE's
4.

in TRU ;70 from 0.7 to 0.8 FTE's. The total difference from the " act ua 1

to thl "theoretical" analysis was from 4.9 FTE's to 5.8 FTE's, an increase

9f 0.9 FTE's.

The distribution of faculty requirements in the "actual" versus

4

the "theoretical" analysis when considered by Teaching Responsibility

Unit and its sub-categories remained essentially the same. Overall

the faculty-student ratio for both the "actual" and theoretical"

analysis was 1-8.
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Tice average cost 7er student per year changed slightly in the

"theoretical analysis. There was an iacrease for the total program

from $3,954 to $4,376. As would be expected the increase resided

mainly in TRU #1, where the cost for full-time faculty members de-

creased slightly, but the cost for part-tiMe faculty members increased

significantly. These "theoretical" assumption changes resulted in a

reduction in 'Ile direct contact availability of full-time faculty members

in TRU #1 whers-there was a decrease from 31.3% in the "actl" analysis

to 24.3% in 'ihe "theoretical" analysis. It also should be remembered

that the same assumption that part7time faculty members would be avail-

able 75% of their time for direct contact with an additional 25% for

preparation applies in this case.

As noted earlier there was a significant decrease in the amount

of time that the'full-time faulty members spent in clinical contact,

which resulted in a need for an increase in pat4-time faculty members

as reflected in the requirements shown for the "theoretical" analysis.

The cost per student per year from the Freshman through Senior

year respectively was $1,234, $1,928, $7,723, $6,619. The total cost

of $17,504 for the four year program was the average for each student.

This represented an increased cost of $1,600 per student for the four

year program.

SUMMARY:

The average cost per student ner year for thtotal program in

Respiratory Technology for 1974-7 was calculated to be $3,954 for an

average class size of 10 students. Each studen is required tO have



3500 contact hours in the four year program. Forty-sev,n percent of

the curriculum was provided by the primary department consisting of

three full-time faculty members and 0.9 FTE part-time faculty. An

additional 1.0 FTE of facult: from the basic scienci,and general university

departments was required to offer the curriculum. The overall faculty-

student ratio was 1-8.
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III. B. Elements; Analysis

After the analysis of all of the programs had been completed,

it was determined,that an element by element review of the data

from all programs might be helpful in an effort to identify important

relationships which othervise might be missed in viewing only the

data on a program by proPtam basis. Therefore, the following sections

with discussion and observations by element provide an overview of

some of the interesting relationships "hich appear to exist between

the cost related factors and curriculum design and raise questions

which require further investigation. The elements are presented in

the sequence as they are described in the program cost analysis procedure,

namely;

1. Program: Student Contact Hours
Primary Department: Rank and Percent

: Required vs. Offered
Tytal Program

2. Student: Enrollments: Rank and Percent

3. Faculty: Faculty-Student Factors
: Faculty Contact Hours

Primary Department: Mode
: Structure

Total Program
: Faculty Availability for Nr2ct Contact
: Faculty Requirements: Type and Total Program

S-F Ratios
: Faculty Salaries

4. Cost: Total Program Cost
: Per Student Per Year: Average

: By Year
: By Year Percentage



S udent Contact Hours for the Primary Departmen TRU #1)

The first of the elements, student contact hours, is outlined

in Table 12. Data for each division are ranked by the total number

of hours that students in each of the programs are required to be in

contact with faculty members in that primary department (division),

i.e. TRU #1. Medical Record Administration students are in contact

with faculty from their division the lowest number of hours (597) and

Radiologic Technology students the highest number of hours (2794).

It is interesting to note that, based on the percentage of the

total student contact hours in the program, four divisions are respon-

sible for over half of the student contact hours in which students in

their programs enroll. This obviously gives students an increased

opportunity for contact with the faculty members in their profession.

Questions may be raised, however, regarding whether these students'

total educational perspective is narrowed with such a large percentage

of time spent with a relatively few faculty members in the

students chosen profession. The strengths which might come from

exposure to a wide variety of faculty members available in a university

setting may be missed with this arrangement.

It also might be asked whether students should obtain some of the

content which is currently being provided by faculty in their division

from other faculty who have greater expertise in specific academic

disciplines. Stating the question in another way, is the faculty in

the professional division teaching content that is really the providence
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Table 12

OSU:SAMP:Cost Study: Program Cost Analysis: Student Contact Ho-rs for Primary Department (TRU #1)

Actual 1974-75

STUDENT CONTACT HOURS (SCH)

Program

Total
Number
SCH

Rank
Order
SCH

Percent of SCH in
SCH
Percent of
Total Progr:im

Hours
Lecture Laboratory Clinic

1. Circulation Technology 1720 8 31 31 38 53

2. Medical Communications 610 3 39 17 49 27

3. Medical Dietetics 1677 7 29 71 51

4. Medical Illustration 1190 5 28 70 2 33

5. Medical Record Administration 597 1 68 5 27 23

6. Medicar Technology 1950 9 18 62 20 52

t-
.t.. 7. Occupati 1 Therapy 850 4 47 31 ,,

I. 1& 20
IV

8. Physic 1 Therapy 600 2 60 40 - 2"'

9. Radioiogic Technology 2794 10 14 13 73 66

10. Respiratory Technology 1660 6 18 19 63 47

Average 1365



of other disciplines in the university? Accreditation site visit

teams or a multi-disciplinary currirulur, 1.-2vw committee could pos-

sibly study this matter and make some suggestions which might strengthen

the various programs, if appropriate, The potential problem resulting

from offering such a large proportion of the curriculum may be of even

greater relevance in a program where there are only n rew full-time

faculty members. For example, there are only threP full-time facillty

members in Radiologic Technology and yet they are responsible for the

teaching of 667. of the student contact hours of r.he students enrolled

in this program. It might not be nearly as significant in a division

such as Medical Dietetics where students receive 51% of the total of

their student contact hours from the division's faculty but where there

are 11 full-time faculty members. (Refer to Program Tables for Detailed

Analysis).

In comparison with other divisions, another question could be

posed. In Medical Record Administration where the faculty was responsible

for 232 of the total student contact hours in the prcgram, most of the

content offered by the full-time faculty was in the lecture mode.

Would it be more useful to have increased laboratory experience which,

in this division, accounted for only 5% of the student contact hours

in Me curriculum as it was structured in 1974-75? There can be no

question that the lecture mode is more efficient and, therefore, less

costly; however, is this an appropriate mix of lecture and laboratory?

The facul can address this question and should reaffirm their decision

7
to contin

7

e in this manner or explore possible changes in,the curriculum.
,
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It is r.pparent from reviewing [he information (Table 12) that

the Medical Dietetics students spend no time in laboratory experiences

and a large proportion of time in the clinical setting. The faculty

might wish to consider whether therL can be effective liv!s of laboratory

type experiences in this program which might add to program quality.

Again this should be a faculty decision but data presented in this

manner can be used to identify areas such as these where questions should

be raised.

Essentially, as a part of their undergraduate 9xpeIience within

the School of Allied Medical Professions, the Physical Therapy students

spend no time in the clinical mode as a part of their experiences with-

in the Medical Center. It should be remembered that their major clinical

experiences were (1-4ined in rhis study as terminal clinical affiliations

and that many hours are subsumed under this category. The question

raised, however, is whether there are ways in which a more integrated

clinical and theoretical experience could be designed. While this might
4

result in increasing the cost it might add to effectiveness in terms

of the quality of the program by allowing for more timely application

of theory to practice.

Another question which might be raised is "What percent of the

program curriculum should be taught by primary department?" There

ap.dears to ,be no obvious generalization as to the percentage of the

total student contact hours that shGuld be taught by the primary

department. The students exposure to the disciplines professionals

varies by program and the relative quantity of time which the students

spend with them.in the primary department and clinic. The important

4

r

1. /4
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outcome of the analysis of the data is the ability of this issue to

be considered and an active decision made. In general this issue

probably has not been considered and it should be. Data obtained

from an analysis such as this one snows for this consideration.
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Student Contact Hours Required Versus Offered for Each Primary

7 401

Department

In Table 13 'the reader may review,program by program, the "required"

student contact hours and the "offered" student contact hours listed

by instruceional mode. One of the observations made, as the data was

being collected, was that all of the divisions, except Respiratory

Technology, offered more courses than were required in the student's

program of study. There were courses offered which all studentJ did

not have to take. Therefore, any individual student had a choice.

Also, some courses were offered more than once a year atd students either

scheduled them at one time or another. In bdth cases
/
he extra offerin3

may have been justified or necessary but there wertrobviously major

economic impacts which were related to offering these courses.

'Admitting multiple classes during the year or admitting students

out of sequence may be a part of the situation that contributes to

this problem. A mixture of baccalaureate and postgraduate baccalau-

reate programs also could add to this effect. In considering cost

effectiveness, it may be concluded that it is more efficient to admit

only one group of students one quarter a year and schedule them

sequentially in courses, thus avoiding the duplication of course offer-

ings. Given other factors which impinge upon programs, this may not

be posstble. However, policies such as these do contribute to the

total cost of programs.
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Table 13
OSU:SAMP: Program Cost Analysis': Student Contact Hours Required vs. Offered for Primary Oepartment

Actual 1974-75

Program

Required SCH

STUDENT CONTACT HOURS (SCAll

Difference
cOffered-Reqpired)Offered SCH

Lecture Lab Clinic Total Lecture Lab Clinic Total Lecture Total

1. Circulation Technology 540 530 650 I720 960 872 2700 4512 420 2812

2. Medical Communlcationn 240 70 300 610 340 70 300 710 ICC 100

3. Medical Dietetics 482 1195 1677 629 1665 2294 147 617

4. Medical Illustration 333 835 22 1190 747 1186 47 1980 414 790

5. Medical Record Administration 407 10 160 597 427 10 160 617 20 20

6. Medical Technology 150 1210 390 1950 440 1270 1560 3270 90 1320

1. Occupational Therapy 410 260 180 850 474 100 220 994 64 144

O. PhysicaleTherapy 160 240 - 000 790 150 170 1290 430 690

IP. Rsdiologic Technology 398 350 2046 24 408 350 2046 2804 10 10

10. Respiratory Technology 300 320 1040 1660 300 320 1040 1660 0 0



tit

In looking at the difference between the courses offered and

the courses required in the lecture mode, it is apparent that three

divisions- Circulation Technology, Medical Illustration and Physical

Therapy, offered over 400 more student contact hours than were re-

quired. When one looks at the totals, one program, Circulation

Technology, offers 2812 more hours than were required. Medical

Illustration offers 790, Medical Dietetics 610, Medical Technology

1320 and Physical Therapy offers 690 more than the required. These

certainly are significant numbers and indicate that a very careful

review of the academic soundness of a curriculum design which lcads

to this situation is warranted.

1 ti 7
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Student Contact Hours for Total Program

Newt In Table 14 student contact hours for each program are dis-

played by Teaching Responsibility Unit and expressed as a percentage

of the total for each program. The totals also are shown ranked in

order of the total student contact hours. Radiologic Technology has

the hi hest number of student contact hours (4204) and Medical Com-

munications the lowest (2285). It is interesting to note that the

lowest has 1919 hours less than the highest. Thus the total for the

lowest is nearly half the total for the highest. What implications

does this have? One point, of course, is that students in the Medical

Communications Division have much more time to prepare for classes

than the students in Radiologic Technology. It may be necessary to

ask what effect this has on the educational experience which students

may expect to gain from their complete educational program. This

point should be considered as any faculty evaluates the impact of

student contact hours on students enrolled in its program.

In reviewing the data, it is obvious that students gain a signif-

icant portion of their student contact hours from faculty members

within,the general university. It also is important to note that

students have much less opportunity to come into contact vith faculty

members from other allied health disciplines than perhaps might be

useful. In some cases there is very little (perhaps too little)

contact with faculty members from the basic medical sciences. As

an example, in Radiologic Technology only 22 of the student contact

I
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Table 14

OSU:SAMP:Cost Study: Program Cost Analysis: Student Contact Hours for Total Program

Actual 1974-75

Program

Total
Number
SCH

Rank
Order
SCH

Percent of SCH in
TRU #1 TRU #2 TRU #3 TRU 04 TRU 1/6

1. Circulation Techrology 3250 4 53 - 5 42

2. Medical Communications 2285 1 27 6 10 - 63

3. Medical Dietetics 3277 5 51 1 10 ._ 38

4. Medical Illustration 3640 7 33 1 12 ._ 55

5. Medical Record Administration 2597 2 23 7 6 16 48

6. Medical Technology 3740 8 52 - 9 ... 39

7. Occupational Therapy 4190 9 20 6 8 35 31

1
y,
...D

8. Physical Therapy 2800 3 22 7 11 14 46

9. Radiologic Technology 4204 10 66 1 2 - 31

10. kespiratory Technology 3500 6 47 10 43

Average 3348
1



ho4rs are in the basic medical sciences (TRU #3), Circulation Technology

has only 5%.

7eview of this information might be very insLructive in consid-

ering che lack of participation of students in common courses offered

by the School of Allied Medical Professions in particular. The faculty

and administration should recognize that important economies can be

obtained by the use of common courses. Again, as financial and other

resources become more difficult to obtain, such moves Zo greater

economy will need to be considered in a very straight forward and

careful nanner, but always with consideration given co program quality.

Cost effective implications are related more to the disi:ribution

of the faculty contact hours than of the student contact hours.

llowever, the quality of the ealcational experiences which the students

receive may well be related to the variety of quality faculty members

with whom the student comes in contact.

Thus far this discussion has focused on possible changes that

should be considered. Let us now identify strengths that may be

perceived from this display of the data. It is obvious that the

students have a fairly great opportunity to have extensive contact

with the faculty of their chosen profession. Therefore, it may be

assumed that students have a good opportunity to observe the role

models that these faculty members represent. Students also should

have ample opportunity to obtain answers to questions that might

accrue relative to their discipline.

With the exception of three programs (Medical Record Admin-

istration, Occupational Therapy, and Physical Therapy), the major
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component of the clinical experience occurs in the University Hos-

flitals or in facilities in the Colurrbus area. The'three programs

mentioned above use what has been defined as a terminal clinical

experienc for their students. This may make it more difficult for

careful integration between the didactic and clinical components.

Depending upon the quality of organization, preparation and inte-

7

gration of faculty teaching in the vario s clinical sites, this

problem might be overcome.

In most programs students have a gcod opportunity to come in

contact with other faculty members in the general university. Contact

with these faculty members should be an added strength since it provides

a wider academic base. For the programs studies, the lowest percentage

observed was 31%, the highest 63%. All in all, it is important for

the faculty members to review data such as these in an effort to decide

what balance is appropriate for the discipline in question. The number

of facu3ty members required and the curriculum which the students must

learn as a part of their total experience must be carefully weighed.

7 .2
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Student Enrollment and Cost

Looking at student enrollments both number per class and total,

in conjunction with the average cost per student per year; there are

some interesting relationships which may be noted. The data is dis-

played in Table 15 with the programs rank ordered on total students

in the program. Generally speaking there tends to be a relationship

in most cases between the highest number of students and the lowest

average cost per student per year. The major exceptions to this are

Respiratory Therapy, Radiologic Technology and Occupational Therapy.

In reviewing the relationship between the student enrollment numbers

and the average cost per student per year, the key question may be

"What is the minimum number of students necessary before a program

should be offered?" This has rajor implications with regard to the

economies of scale and also to the national state or regional man-

power needs.

For example, if it costs $9,029 per year for each of four years

to educate a medical illustrator and there are only five students in

this program, how many programs are needed in the United States?

Are there cost effective measures which could be undertaken if there

were larger numbers of students in fewer programs? There is no easy

answer to this question since the cost of this program appears to be

high because of the large measure of individual instruction which

students in this discipline need.

A definite answer as to whether a program designed for larger

numbers of students would be more cost effective cannot be determined

1 73
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Table 15

OSU:SAMP:Cost Study: Program Cost Analysis: Student Fneollments Ind Costs

ActtAl 1974-75

Program

Student Enrollment__
Rank
Order

Average Total
Cost/Student

1' sir,41 Pro 'AP'

(f)St
Per Class

Number

Program
Total

1. Circulation Technology 11 44 3 5,007 220.308

2. Medical Communications 15 61 6 3,141 191,h01

3. Medical Dietetics 25 99 7 4,435 438,86/

4. Medical Illustration 5 19 9,029 171,551

5. Medical Record Administration 13 51 5 3,948 201,348

6. Medical Technology 27 109 4,078 444,502

7. Occupational Therapy 49 194 5,775 1,120,N)

8. PhyS4Cal Therapy 75 300 10 2,741 822, "500

9. Radiologic Technology 12 49 3,766 184,5154

10. Respiratory Technology 10 41 3,954 162,114

Ali Programs 967 4,093 1,957,475

17 1
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on the basis of the data herein. A faculty using the methodology that

is presented in this report might be able to ascertain the answer to

this question, however.

The inquiry is especially pertinent with regard to Medical Dietetics,

As noted earlier (see Program Tables for details), using the theoretical

construction analysis, the cost could he significantly decreased. A

decrease also was suggested as being possible in Medical Illustrztion

and in 0,c,:upational Therapy. This was not truP, however, of the Circu-

lation rechnology program under the theoretical assumptic,ns.
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3tudent Group Size Per Facultv for Yrimary Depa:tment hy Predominant

Instructional Modes

The student group size per faculty meLlber ranges from one student

per faculty member in botIl the clinic and lecture mode for Medical

illustration zo 36 s7.11dents per fa: ulty member in the lecture moc:e

for Occupational Therapy. Data displayed in the wly (See Table 16

did not appear to be particularly helpful in understanding Oe relation-

strips of gro,cp size per faculty member to cost. For example, Phy3kcal

Therapy, which is one of the low cost programs, has 30 students per

ta-ulty member in the lecture mode and Occupational Therapy, which

is one of the higher cost programs, has 36. Additionally, Circulat::on

Technology, ri high cost has 6 students per faculty member in

the lecture mode, with Medical Dietetics having 9, and yet it is one

of the lower cost programs. The cost factors appear more clearly in

other elements where one can look more dicectly at th e. efficiencies

than when data is displayed in this manner. In general, however, the

larger the ,--..)u;) size per facutv member, the lower is the cost as can

be seer by inspection ot the data displaved in Table 16.
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Table lb

OSU:SAMP:Cost Study: Program Cost Analysis: Per Faculty Student Group Size Factors for Primary DepirLmont

Actual 1974-75 Related to Cost per Student

Primary Department
Student Croup-StAe.

Program

by Predominant Instructional Mode Average Cost pr Student

Lecture 1-ilratory Clinic Rank Order

I. Ciri:olatlon Tejhnolovy 6 2 8 5,007

2. Medical Communications 9 1 2 3,141

3. Medical. Dietetics . 13 7 4,433

4. Medi,a1 Illustration 1 2 1 10 9,029

Medical Record Administration 13 13 2 4 3,948

6, Mcd1 ,a1 Technology 28 10 2 6 4,078

twa t on.1 I Th 0 rpy 36 25 3 9 5,775

Physiial 1herapy 30 15 1 2,741

9, HJdiologic TechnoloPy ' 10 6 3 3,766

10. Respiratory Technolovy 10 10 4 5 3,954

I
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aut- CntaC _Hours fo r .ir:ima.r -De artment Full-Time Facult

,The data for this element are displayed in Tale 17. It is

interesting,to note that there is such a wide range of faculty

contact hours provided by the full-time faculty members in the

priMary Teaching Responsibility Units. For example, edical Com-

munication's full-time faculty members are responsible for 430

faculty contact hours while the Medical Illustration faculty

responsible for 3055. This total for Medical Illustration represents

86% of the total faculty contact hours in the curriculum, while

for Medical Communications it represents only 13%. Since 91% of

the contact hours which are delivered by the Medical Communications

faculty are in the lecture mode, it would appear that sufficient

% amount of tine would be available for these faculty members to par-

ticipate in many other kinds of activities. It should be noted that

Medical Communications faculty also _pent no percentge of their

time in contact with students a.n the clinical setting. Not shown in

the Table is the fact that the faculty does need to spend some time

preparing for students to participate in these clinical sites.

The most striking observation in the Table is the amount of time

that various faculties spend the clinic. It has been the goal oi

the School of Allied Med C'al Professions to have all of its facult

members involved in providing some patient care in the clinical setting.

The tjme represented in this.Table is direct contact instruction of

students in the clinical setting and not necessarily related to the
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Table 17

OSU:SAMP:Cost Study: Program Cost Analysis: Faculty Contact Heurs for Primary Department Full-Time Faculty
Actual 1974-75

FACULTY CONTACT HOURF (FCH) for Full-Time Faculty'

Program
TRU #1
Total
FCH

Rank
Order

Percent Qf }Wigs _la_
Laboratory Clinic

Percent of
Total Program
Hours

Lecture

1. Circulation Technology 1974 7 49 45 6 33

2. Medical Communications 430 1 91 9 - 13

3. Medical Dietetics 3076 10 26 - 74 47

4. Medical Illustration 3055 9 43 53 4 86

5. Medical Record Administration 507 2 84 6 10 10

6, Medical Technology 2218 8 12 88 20

7. Occupational Therapy 801 3 63 31 6 2

8. Physical Therapy 1689 5 . 36 57 7 9

9.

V).

Radiologic Technology

s,

Respiratory Technology

1336

1800

4

6

21

17

18

18

61

65

76

45

Average 1689



provision of patient care althoug4 it may be assumed that some patient

care results from the efforts of these faculty members in the in-
.

strction of the'students in the clinical settings. It is important

to note that neither Medical Communications nor Medical Technology

participate in this activity and that the percentage of the contact

hours spent by Circulation Technology, Medical Illustration, Occupational

Therapy and Physical Therapy in the clinical mode of instruction is low

ranging.from 47. to 7%.

It Also is important to nott how much time is spent by Medical

Dietetics, Radiologic Technology and Respiratory Technology faculty

members in providing instruction in the clinical mode. This ranges

from 617. to 74% of their total faculty contact hours. The reader will

recall that it was assumed in the theoretical construction that the

full-time faculty members in TRU #1 would provide 2 of the time

required in clinical instruction and that the part-time faculty members

would provide the other 757, of the time. One of the important questions

to be raised for those faculty members who spend more thaa the average

time in clinical instruction is whether or not the Lime is well spent

vorsus other activities in which they need to be inVolved. A related

quefition is whether more of this clinical instruction sh< uld be done by

part-time faculty members?

For those faculty members who spend a relatively sm,111 amount of

time in clinical practice it must be asked whether they are keeping

cufrent their clinical skills? Certainly if they are not, the question

must be asked whether students enrolled in academic programs are

1 S:3
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Teceiving the kind of instruction, especially clinically related theory

that might be desired.

Reviewing data such as this may help some faculty members per-

ceive the possible change that is needed.in their distribution of

activity and those which occur within their curriculum.
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-Tateulty::Contaet,:jipUr fpr.::. be. Primar.X:D partmen MQ,.#

Data for the faculty contact hours for each of ttw )rimary

departments is listed in Table 18. In this Table requirements are

expressed as a percentage of faculty contact hours for the part-time

faculty as well as the full-time faculty. Also identi ied is the

percentage of the total faculty contact hours for the program delivered

by the primary department. The total number of facult,,- contact hours

ranges from a high of 9903 in Medical Technolov7, to a low of 1702

in Medical Record Administration.

One of the most striking phenomena seen in this Table is the

extremely high use of part-time faculty members bv many ot the divisions.

These part-time faculty members are responsible for delivering more

than 50% of the total faculty contact hours provided by the divtsion

in Circulation Technology, Medical Cemmunications, Medical Record

Administration, Medical Technology, Occupational Therapy and Physical

Therapy. A considerable que_:tion thit must he raised in this reard

"If part-time faculty members are responsible for deliveriny; so
\._

many of the facult V 'LfltaC t hours wh;Hi are produced hv the division,

are they sot f ic iei tiv prepared to do !,o`!" In other words, do these

faculty members have appropriate t to prepare for te faculty contact

hours which they are delivering? Are they given a sufticLent amount

of assistance by the full-time faculty in the 'ivision who fully under-

stand what it is they are supposed to accomplish with tht: students in

these areas? Reviewing these data provides an opportunity tor the

4 ,Z.c:.



Table 18

OSU:SAMP:Program Cost Analysis: Far2u1ty Contact hours.for Prtmary Department
Actual 1974-75

Program

Primary Department

Total
Number
FCH

Rank
Order
FCH

Perzent of FCH Requiring
FCH
Percent of
Total Program
Hours

Full.Time
Faculty

Part-Time
Faculty

1. Circulation Technolo,Ry 5560 8 36 64 93

2. Medical.Communirations 2663 3 16 84 81

3. Medical Dietetics 5635 9 55 45 86

4. Medical Illustration 3169 4 96 4 89

5. Medical Record Administration 1702 1 39 70 33

6. Medical Technology 9903 10 22 78 90

7. Oceuoational Therapy 4168 6 19 81 11

8. Phylcal Therapy 2185 2 23 77 12

9. Radiologic Technology 4848 7 72 28 93

115. Respiratory Technology 3554 5 51 49 19

Average 4339



consideration of the extreme importance of carefully coordinated

relationships of the part-time faculty with the full-time faculty.

11fie-TheetUfifit'bi4itig-dreAtly'tWitied olsi:eetiv#g ftif-#atli tff the ot-

ponents of instruction can readily be concluded.

Scven of the programs are ic!sponsible for delivering more than

81% of the total faculty contact hours of their program. Two questions

arise which have been discussed in -,everal of the individual programs.

The first is, "Are all of the faculty contact hours necessary?" The

second, "Is it academically sound to have students receiving so much

of the faculty contact from Caeir own profession verqtis the basic medical

sciences f:)culty, other allied heaLth pL.ofessionals or faculty members

in the general university?" Again these questions and data are "rood

for thought" for faculty members and administrators who are responsible

for the various allied health currliila.

Since most of these programs are "two plus two" programs, they tend

to be "professional faculty intensive in the last two years. Not all

:If the course work taken by student in the Junior and Senior ye'r,

however, is delivered by faculty in the division. Thus, whether these

two years Must be professional facultY intensive, is problematic. In

programs where it does exist, it qui-stionable whether or not faculty

members can ever hope to participate in the broad range of activities

expected of tht-L a related to temir,:, and promotion, unless I und s arc

made available to add mote faculty m:mbers. If faculty continue to

design curricula that require such A large percentage of allied health

profesional instruction, the utilization of now modes of instruction

need to be explored. Answers to the p-eceding questions do clot come



eivAly. Much time and effort is necessary to re-evaluate such matters.

TheiraCuityr500st-bt744SIAted-Ift tht1iIf tevieving ffi'0 tatificatiors

of curriculuga design as related to their ability to meet all demands

placed on them.
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N Contact Itours fo, he ais±i Prpizam

Same of the points raised previously are even more evidenced

when viewing the data arranged in Table 19, faculty ,contact hours

_

for the total progriM expressed as a percentage for each of the Teach

ti;ing Responsibility :nits. It is obvious that all of the programs except

Occupational Therapy, Physical Therapy and Medical Record Aiministration

control the major portion of the faculty contact hours in the primary

division. In these three cases the major portion of the facult )

contact hours occur in the terminal clinical affiliation, TRU #4.

Can a program continue to have a high discipline orientation and have

significantly more input from other faculty members? This input could

come from the School of Allied Medical Professions via the medium of

common courses orcother instructional arrangements with the basic

medical science fktculty and the faculty of the university? This input

could add broader Oprspectives to the curriculum, not to mention to

economies tha.could be realized.

There is norquestion that there are many economies of scale that

may need to be utilized as resources become scarce. The relationship

between appropriate utilization of resources and the "professionalism"

of a curriculum may need to be reassesed in the future.
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Table 19

OSU:SAMP:Program tIost Analysis: Faculty Contact Hours for Total Program
Actual 1974-75

Program
Total
Numblr
FCH

Rank
Order
FCH

, Perciint of PM ja.

Primirv Unit Resnonaihtlitv ,

TRU #3 TRU #6TRU #1 TRU #4. Totil TR1i 02
..._,

1. CA %stion Technology 5937 6 93 - 93 - 1. 6

2. Medical Communications 3270 1. 81 - 81 3 2 14

3. Medical Dietetics 6568 7 86 86 0 4 10

4,, Medical Illustration 311t 2 89 - 89 0 3 .8

J
3, Medical Record. Administration -5108 4 33 57 90 2 2 6

6. Medical Technology 10,984 8 90 - 90 _ 8

7, Occupaiional Therapy 38,848 10 11 82 93 1 2 4

8. Physical Therapy 18,623 9 12 72 84 1 5 10

9. ladiologic technology 5196 5 93 , - 93 0 1 6

.10. Respiratory Technology 3994 3 89 89 - 3 8

Average 10,207
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Faculty Availability for Direct Contact by Full-time Faculty in

alswisnaiteltriL

Faculty availability for direct contact is determined by dividing

the faculty contact hours to-be taught by the numbet of faculty hours

avatlable to teach. The faculty hours are determined by multiplying

*the number of faculty by the number of hours for all faculty activities.

The resulting factor is tht percentage of total time available for

direct contact (see Table 20).

The range of avliraility for the Ten Cost Study programs in the

III actual" analysis is from 7.5% for Medical Communications to 31.3%

for Respiratory Technology based on a 'standard total available time

of 1920.houts (40 hours per week for 48 weeks).

'Assuming that the primary,responsibility of the faculty members

is to provide the direct contact teaching which the curriculum demands,

the major question which.arises is, "What is the appropriate amouat of

direct contact teaching in relation to the other faculty activities of

preparation, research, patient care, administration, professional

development and public service?" 1-; 7.5% too little? Is 31.3% toe

much?

Faculty activities and their rel,tionship as they are perceived

in actuality and ideally by the Ohio State University, School of Alliee

Medical Profesaions faculty are reviewed in Appendix E. The,perceptions

f division directors and administritors of faculty activity distribution.,

are also included.
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Table 20

OSU:SAMP:Coat Study: Program Cost Analysis: Faculty Availability for Direct Contact TRU #1 Full-Time Faculty

Program

Actual 1974-75

Faculty Contact Hours
to be Taught (FCH)

Faculty Availat,9
to Teach (FA)

Faculty Availability
Factor FCH/(FAx 1920)

1. circulation Technology 1974 4 25.7

2. Medical Communications 430
*

3. Medical Dietetics 3076 11 14.6

4. Medical Illustration 3055 7 22.7

5. MediAl Record Administration 507 2 13.2

6. Medical Technology 2218 5 23.1

7. Occupational Therapy 801 5 8.3

8. Physic 1 Therapy 1689 5 17.6

0-.

cr%

vo

9. Radiologic Technology 1336 3 23.2

10. Respiratory Technology 1800 3
,

31.3

I
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Ln all of the divisions except Medical IlluStration, Medical

Record Adminiatration and Respiratz,ry Technology, the faculty perceived

that they spent more time in direct contact teachirg than is calculated

from data in the "actual" analysis of the didactic questionnaire.

For any planning purposes it would be very important for the

faculty to review their own perceptions, those'of tOeir,director and

their administrative group as to what they believe their direct contact

teaching responsibilities are and ought to be.

This' is a crucial elPment in the program cost analysis,because

it is the faculty's availability .to supply direct contact teaching'

which must be matched to the students curriculum demand for direct

contact teaching.



Faculty Requirements for Primary De2artment Type and'Total Program

Faculty requirements on ail rTE basis are displayed in Table 21

for each of the 10 programs. The range is from 11 full-time faculty

members in the Medical Dietetics Division to two in Medical Record

Administration. The program total for each of these, is 15v2 and 5.2

respectively. Respiratory Technology has the least full-time equivalents

for the total program (4.9 FTE's).

a0e of the most'interesting observations that may be made from

this Table is related to the total number of FTE's for the ien programs

iq the stu4y. This total represented 114.3 FTE's. When the number

00 FTE's vai calculated using an assumption full-timetfaculty only

the number required was 225.2 a difference of 110.9 FTE's. Thus it

can be seen very easily the cost effectiveness of using part-time

faculty members, a

The issue which needs to be carefully explored is whether or

what the appropriate use of part-time faculty members is and how this

impinges on the quality of the program. In all probability programs

'taught totally by part-time faculty members would seolObe reduced in

-
quality, because the faculty are not involved in research and clinical

practice. It is obvious, however, that having all of the programs

delivered by full-time facyulty members would be excee4,ing1y costly.

Another observation may be made reviewing the data in Table 21

is that additional part-time faculty membeLs and additional graduate

assistenta might assume some of the faculty contact hours currently

being provided by the full-time faculty members and that this change,
p.
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Table 21
a

OSU:SAMP:Cost Study: Program Coot Analysis: faculty Requirements for Primary Otpartment Types and Tptal Program

Actual 1974-75

________. PrAaraHry Department
FfiFsakt Keclutxtervti_ali.1.,

TRU I TRU r il.rograa
TR141 11 TRU 0 TRU 0

Program

-
Full-

Time
Part-
Time

Oraduste ,

AssistAnt

Clinical
Associates

Oureat

Lectures

Total 2 3 , 4 6 Total

I. Circulatiom Technology 4 1.8 0 5.8 ;1 .ti 6.7

Medical Communtr..ationa 3 1.1 .1 4.2 .2 .1
.

1.1 5.6

3. Medicalltetics 11 1.0 1.0 .1 13.1 0 .. 1.5 15.2

4. Medical 11Iu.tratto 1 7 .1 7.1 .2 .6 7.9

S., dadical Racord Administration 2 .6 0 2.6 .2 .2 1.5 .7 5.2

g,'; Medical Technology .6 0 2.9 .7 9.2 .5 2.0 11.7

7.-9ccupationai Thernpy I.n 1.0 1.5 .1 8.6 1.5 16.7 3.6 11.2

o
%a
a., S. Physical Therapy 5 1.0 .1 0 .1 6.2 2.2 6.9 4.4 20.1

9. .gaadiologic Technology 1 1.8 0 -4.11 0 .1 .7 5.6

10. Respiratory Technology 3 .9 0 3.9 - .3 .7 4.9

1

TOTAL 48 2.6 2.1 11.6 1.2 65.5 1.8 5.8 /5.1 16.1 114.3

Faculty Requirmment 4$ 9.4 7.6 41.0 4.3 111.1 1.8 5.8 90.4 16.1 225.2

Al; Pall Timm Assumption

V
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mould noi:Only toduce the cost of the\program but\increase the amou4

9f.time available for the full-time fa'Culty members to participate in

other activities such as research and public service.

The full implications of re -ordering,the utilization of part-time

facult graduate assistants, and full-time faculty members ihOuld be'

car fully undertaken before changes are made: The expertise necessary

,fr ny of these faculty members must be caiefully considered in view

of the conte whic y would deliver and the quality of the program

desired..

It can be seen in viewing Table 22 that the ratio pf the average

student number per faculty member ratio ic relatively low, in all

cases less than 1 to 15. The average is 1-8.

When the percentages of the faculty requirements provided by

each Teaching Responisibility Unit are reviewed, the Primary Department

has the largest amount. In all cases the TRU #1 full-tiMe faculty

requirement represents the highest proportion as compared with part-

time faculty. However, it should be noted, that in Medical Record

Administration, Occupational Therapy, and Physical Therapy the faculty

requirements "provided in the terminal clinical, affiliation (rRu 04)

.are quite high.; In the case of Medical Record Administre'cion it is

higher than the percentage required on the part of part-time faculty.

In the case of Occupational Therapy and Physical Therapy it is higher

than the total for both part-time and full-time faculty members in

TRU 01.



Table 22

OSUsSAMP:Program Cost Analysist Total Program Faculty e tdrowents

Actual 1974-75

Average r______AALIE___L_AParcercult'lltutro_oentrs
ProvIde4 by__

Student Number .Renk TRU 1 TRU 02 TRU II- TRU 04 --iirli;

Progrme pet Fecelty Order Full- Part-

Time Time Total

1. Circulation Te.chnology 7 1 60 27 87 - 1
- 12

2. Medical Commualcatioux 11 9 ,54 21 75 4 2 - 19

3. Medical Dietetics 7 3 72 14 86 0 4 10

4. Mod -s1 Illustration 2 1 90 0 90 0 2 - 8

wS.

.

t. S. Medical Record Administration 10 8 38 12 50 4 4 29 13

6. Medical Terhnnlogy 9 6 42 36 .78 - 4 18

2, OccupAtional Therapy 6 2 16 12 28 2 5 53 12

8. Phymival Therapy 15 10 25 6 31 3 11 34 23

9. Radiologic Technology s
9 6 54 32 86 0 2 - 12

lemplretary Technology
k, 61 19 80 6 14

Average
8 ,



Avirate "'acuity Salaries

Displayed in T-ble 23 are the aVerage salaries :.)r the various

Teaching Responsibility Units. They are listed by prpgram. For

"pacific information regarding the source of these data, the reader

may wish to refer to Appendix I, Step 8.

There is some difference that may be ,noted betveen high ($15,968)

and low ($11,834) averages for the programs. In general the average

salaries for the full-time faculty members in the primary department

- of the ten programa which were studied (TRU #1), are lower than those

of the entire school (TRU #2) and the Health Center (m #3). The

average for the general University (TRU #6) was $17,925 for nine months.

When converted to an eleven month basis, this is equal to $21,908.

Thus the average for TRU #1, which is an eleven month figure, is

significantly lower.

In general the level of salaries of t. .aculty as shown was not

as significant in determining the ultimate cost of the student's program

as WAS the amount of faculty time that was necessary to teach the

curricula as they were designed.
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Tahle 21

OSU:SAMP: Cost Study: l'acult
Actual

Salaries: Average
974-75

PrOSCAM

TRU 01
Full-Time
Faculty

Part-Time
Faculty

Graduate
Assistant

Guest
Lecturers

Clinical
Faculty

1. Circulation Technology 1.7.588 - - 13,328

2, Medical Communications 15,968 15,968 11,500

3. Medical Dietetics 14,818 9,360 - 14,000 '10.000

4. Medical Illustration 11,834 23,336 -

4. Medical Record Adminixtration 13,168 14,000

6. Medical Technology 12,912 11,665 12,912 9,422

7. OccupatIon41 Therapy 15,120 12,318 10,800 14,120 14,(X)0

S. Physical Therapy 15,432 11,952 9,360 15,432

9. Radiologic Technology 15,568 9,110

10. Reepiratory Technology 14,448 9,500

2,J3

T," 02
S,

TRU 03
Health

Centcr

TRU 14
Clinical
off Site

TRU 06
Ceneral

UnivermIty

21,276 17,925

16,544 21,776 - 17,925

16,544 21,776 17,925

- 21,276 - 17,1775

16,544 21,276 14,000 17,925

- 21,276 - 17,9,'5

16,544 21,276 14,000 17,925

16,544 21,276 14,444 17,925

21,276 - 17,925

- 21,276 - 17,925

2,/,1



Total Actual 19.14-75 Co t

Shown in Table 24 are the relationships of Faculty cost to Other

cost factors. The "Other cost factor" shown is fox the total program,

.rather than for any of the specific Teaching Responsibility Units.

In general the Other cost of offering a program exceeds the Faculty

cost. These Other cost factors have relevance as a "rule-of-thumb"

in estimating the total cost, if facuity cost is known and actual values

for Other cost are unknown. This generalization may be used in roughly

estimating the total cost of sections of a total program as well as

the entire program.

Several factors imoinge on the size of the Other cost factor.

In the Medical Technology program, extensive use of part-time faculty

reduces the total Faculty cost. The expensive nature of reagents, etc.,

utilized in the program leads to a proportionately high Other cost

(1.9). Excessive use of part-time faculty can lead to an interesting

effect on the Other Cost factor. Even though Occupational Therapy

makes use of part-time faculty (mostly in TRU #4), the extremely high

amount of faculty time mitigates, to some extent, the cost effectiveness

of part-time efficiencies. The extensive use of full-time faculty by

Medical Dietetics leads to.a higher faculty cost than would result with

use of fewer full-time and more part-time faculty. The current curric-

ulum leads to an Other cost factor of 1.0.

While no value of the Other cost factor is suggested as "ideal"

the relationship of faculty cost to Other cost is a striking one and

may not have been a part of most curriculum planners common knowledge.

2 D
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C1U Cost Study: Total Costs
Actual 19747-75

,Percentajo in

MI

Program

Program
Total
Cost

Faculty
Cost

1. Circulatidn Technology 220,340 47

2. Medical Communications 191,559 46

3z Medical Dietetics 439,009. 51

4: Medical Illustration 171,552 58

5. Medical Record Administration 201,379 38

6. Medical Technology 444,458 35

7. Occupational Therapy 1,120,146 41

8. Physical Therapy 822,931 40

9. Radiologic Technology 184,542 42

10. Respiratory Technology 162,130 44

Average 44

178

Other
Cost

Other
Cost
Factor

53 1.1

54 1.2

49 1.0

42 .7

62 1.6

65 1.9

59 1.4

60 1.5

58 1.4

56 1.3

56 1.3



Average Cost per Student rIr Year

Displayed in Table 25 is the average.cost per student per year

.expressed as a percentage for each of the Teaching Responsibility

4^
Units cost. As noted earlier the higtest average cost per student

per year is in Medical Illustration and the lowest in Physical '4herapy.

OW CAM see that with only the one exception, Occupational Therapy,

the major percentage of the coat reside's in the primary department.

In the case of Oceupational Tirrapy 50% of the cost resides in the

faculty ,mem.bers who provide the terminal clinical affiliation for the

students. Full-time faculty members in All programs with the exception

of Occupational Therapy represent the largest single percentage of

the total cost. This is not surprising'in viewiof the earlier observation

regarding the large number of faculty contact hours provided by full-

-Aim faculty members in the 10 programs.

The overall'iverage cost per student per year of $4,093 has been

adjusted for the number.of students enrolled. It should be pointed

out that the cost of programs are likely to be different by program

and also differ in various educational environments. It would be major

larror for anyone to assume that the average cost for allied health

programa regardless of where they occur should be $4,093. This figure

and those for the various programs do represent at least an indication

of approximately what programs like this might cost in settings similar

to Ohio State, with curricula organized as those that are mesented.

4



Table 25

OSU:SAMP:Progrima Cost Anelysis:

Actual
Average Cost per Student per Tear
1974-75

Program

Avecate
Total
Coot per
Student

f4X Years

Rank
Order

lorAcgiT OF CMT

TRU 01 TRU 07 TRU 03 TRU 04 TRU 1,6

Full-

Time

Part-

Tlme

Total

1. Circulation TeChnology 5007 s 58 . 26 84 2 14

2. Medical Communications 3141 2 54 18 72 4 3 2i

3. Medi,cal Dlitetics 4433 7 74 6 /10 11

4. MgdiCal Illustration 9029 10 78 3 si 13

Medical Record Administration 3948 4 4 3 10 5 3 F. 25

8. Medical Technoloty 4078 tIL 57 20 77 6 17

7. Orcupstlonal Therapy 5775 9 23 5 28 3 7 50 17

Physical Therapy 2741 1 14 0 14 -3 14 20

9. RadiologtriTechnolniy 3766 62 21 83 3 4

SO. Respiratory Technology 3954 ,' 62 13 75 9 16

AverIgAr 4093



It is importantifor any inseitution that intends to offer allied

health programs toconsider the cost factor as it relates to income

from student's, i.e., tuition, and other sources of income such as

state support. An appropriate supppyting methanism must,be

if these programa are not tèbe requiring supplements from other

programs in order to be offered in any given educational arrangement.

,

When reviewing the distribution of total cost by year (Table 26)

ed

it can again be seen that the major costs of these programs reside in

the third and fourth years. Essentially, this is the professional

component of the program where generally lower student-facUlty ratios

pievail, and where high amounts of facult/ contact hours by the allied

health professionals is found.

Some of the Interesting interrelationships between student contact

hours, faculty contact hours, and cost per students, may be seen by

review of Table 27. In general, a "rule-of-thumb" can be applied.

The higher the percentage of student contact hoUrs and of faculty contact

hours are for any year in the proiram, the higher the cost per student

will be. For example in Medical Dietetics, 24% of the total student

contact hours reside in the Junior year, 17% of the faculty contact

hours, and 16% of the cost, While in the Senior year student contiict

hours represent 40% of the total, faculty contact hours are 71% of the

total and'67% of the cost reside in the Senior year.

One of the striking observations that mdy bwmade in viewing the

data displayed in Table 27, is the effect of utilizing part-time faculty

members on the cost of academie programs. For example, in the case

of Circulation Technology, it is obvious that lower percentages of
6
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Table 26

Cell:SW:Program 6ost Analysis:.Actual
Yearly Cost,per Student related to Total Program Cost

Total Rank Percent of Total Cost in

Program . Order Year. Year Year Year

Program Cost 1 2 3- 4

41. Circulation Technology 20,032 7 5 32 56

4

-2. M4dical Chications 12,562 \,2 11 6 15 68

3. Medical'Eletetics 17,734 7 8 9 16 67

4. Medical Illustration 36,116 10 5 7 50 38

5, Medical Retord Administration

t...

15,795 4 7 9 10 74

6. Medical Technology 16,311 6 8 . 6' 18 68

7. Occupational therapy .23,096.
9 8 25 28 39

8: Physical Therapy .

)

..-

10;973
1 11 12 24 ..53

.9, Radiologic Technology 15,065 3 8 8 47 37

10. Respiratory Technology 15,816 5 8 29 52

liverage
16,372

2 I 0



II I

_OM:SW:Program Cost Analyst*: Actual.Yearly Student Contact Hours (SCR), Faculty Contact Hours (FCH)

and Cost per Student (C/S) Comparisons
Actual 1974-75

Program

Circulation Technology

Medical Communications

Program
Total

3250

5937
20,032

2285
3270

12,552

Medical Dietetics 3277
6568

17,734

Medical Illustration 3640

.3540
36,116 .

Medical Record Administration 2597
5108

15,795

. Medical Technology

-,

O. Physie*/ Therapy

Occupational 'therapy

..adio1ogi4. Technology

Respiratory Technology

3740
10,984
16,311

4190
38,848
13,096

2800
18,623
10,973

4204
5196 1

15,065

3500
3994

15,816

2 1 1

?Atte:1.c of lotal_rez Yeax_

1 2 3 4

SCH 20 17 36 37

FCH 3 2 32 63

C/S 7 5 32 56

SCH 25 22 24 29

FCH 7 4 12 77

C/S 11 6 5 68

SCH 18 18 24 40

FCH 6. 6 17 .71

C/S 8 "..4 16 67

SCR 22 26 26 26

FCH 3 4 52 41

C/S 5 7 50 38

SCH 22 22 22 34

FCH. 3 4 5 88

C/S 7 9 10 74

SCH 17 17 23 43

PCH 4 3 15 78

C/S

rS

8 6 18 68

S6H -16 21 32 31

FCH 2' 9 31 58

C/$ 8 25 28 . 39

SCH 21 21 24 34
FCH 6 5 9 80

C/S 11 12 24 53

SCH 14 14 41 31

FCH 3 3' 52 42

C/S 8 8 47 37
1

\.

SCH 19 19 31 11

FCH 4 4 32 60

C/S 8 11 29 52



PiA Ot4,

the,cost resides in the first and second -jeer of the program. Addi-

Clonally lever percentages of the total contact hours of the program

reside in the firsetwo years.

Viewing the totality of any program to attempt to decide what

the appropriate mix of full-time and part-time faculty is Issential

if the maximum benefitland minimum cost is to be achieved. Questioning

whether this mix is
(

the same for each of the 10 programs or different

for each of the programs is also appropriate-- Considering that each

of the programs has different nuntbers of szudents enrolled, different

numbers of fuli-time faculty members, different curricular arrangements;

it may be concluded that the mix.is not standard, but needs to be

considered.program by progtsm, if it is to be optimized.



rv. Summary of Conclusions and Futuri Plans

A. Conclusions of the Cost Study

1. Original Coals and Objectives

With pressures an institutions to prepare qualified allied health

persoitnel in numbers sufficient to tret current and future needs, the

effect of rising costs in colleges and universities are being felt by

those who offer such edUcational programs. Hospitals, health agencies,

and schools of allied health are experiencing escal4ing costs in a

milieu .where the health care facilities,educational functions, costly

in themselves, are competing with the primary functions of'such facil-

ities, namely patient care but also.preventive medicine, educational

resiarch and medical education. In other educational arenas, e.g.i

comMunity colleges, allied health programs compete with other tech-

nically oriented programa for scarce resources.

In general no major studies have been completed regarding the

comprehensive costs of educating allied health professionals. There-

fore, in this.environment the original' objectives for the study were

established. They were as follows: (1) establish the personnel costs

associated with educating students in the didactic and clinical phases

of the baccalaureate program in Circulation Technology, Medical Com-

munications, Medical Dietetics, Medical Illustration, Medical Record

Administration, Medical, Technulogy, Occupational Therapy, Physical

Therapy, Radiologic Technology and Respiratory Technology, (2) establish

the costs for each course within each discrete program (3) integrate

costs for personnel with data established for operating costs

185
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and other cost factors in order to derive total program cost and

(4) publish information obtaind from the study in order that schools

of allied health could evaluate their own programs in terms of cost

in order to provide a basis for establishing the costs of changes or

idtprovements in'curriculum aod faculty utilization; and to asaist new

and/or future schools of allied health to det'ermine total cost prior

to the establishment of programs in the allied health disciplines.

,In order to carry out a portion of the fourth objectivIt. t was

soon ipparent that a methodology would need to be developed that was

Compatible with planning techniques. AdditiJnally, it was determined

that it was most desirable to determine total program costs in such

a Tnner that specific information about any of the components could

be etermined. Tor example, a cost could be assigned to a specific

course if necessary or more extensively costs could be assigned to a

phase of the curriculum, such as the clinical educational experience.

2. Cost Per Student

As indicated earlier, allied health educational programs exist

in contrasting environments. Complex curriculum designs are frequently

utilized to educate students in these health professions. The method-

ology presented herein has allowed for the myriad of complexities and

details to be sorted in order to ascertain the costs of educating

students regardless of where the costs reside, i.e., in the didactic

courses taught in any of the departments within the institution or

in the clinical phases of education wherever it is conduqed.

For each of the programs an "actual" and a "theoretical" average

cost per student per year WAS determined. The results of these two

186'
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. analyses were as follows:

Progras

Average Cost 2er Student per Year

1974-75
."Actual" "Theoretical"

1. Circulation Technology $5,007 $5,409

2. Medical Communications $3,141 $4,161

3. Medical Dietetics $4,433 $2,683

4. Medical Illustration $9,029 $5,168

5. Medical Record Administration $3,948 $3,432

6. Medical Technology $4,078 $4,652

7. Occupational Therapy $5,775 $3,215

8. Physical Therapy $2,741 $1,545

9. Radielogic Technology $3,766 $4,625

10. Respiraory Technology $3:954 $4,376

3. Program Analysis

By reviewing the results of the analyses of the programs, several

interesting observations may be made. In the cases of Medical Dietetics,

Medical Record Administration, Medical Illustration, Occupational Therapy

and Physical Therapy, it has been suggested that sorde economies could

be effected which would lower the average cost per student per year of

these programs. Further, it was suggested that any decisions in this

regard should be the prerogative of the faculty in cooperation with

the administrators. Utilizing this total program cost analysis method-

ology., a number of questions have been suggested. By applying the

methodology, faculty members and administrators could review the

curriculum to ascertain whether an- of the economies that were suggested

are practical and/or possible.



In other programs, e.g>., Circulation Technology, Medical Com-

munications, Medical Technology, Radiologic Technolcgy and Respiratory

Technology, results of the "theoretical" analysis would lead to an

'increase in the cost per student per year. These increases might

possibly be offset by the additional quality that could be built into

the academic program or alternately, by the additional time the faculty

members might have to participate in a-wider scope of activities which

could include research, public service and professional improvement.

Time for such activities is the direct result of the suggested changes

which lead to the increased cost. It should be stressed that these

decisions regarding costs and changes are the prerogative of the

faculty in conjunction with the administration and would need to be

reviewed carefully using a methodology such as suggested herein in

conjunction with other objective and subjective factors which impinge

upon decisions such as these.

It is important to review program by program the effect of the

"theoretical" constructions which led to the cost differentials sum-

marized above. There were essentially five factors related to the

assumptions for the "theoretical" analysis which had a major impact on

the average cost per student per year. These factors were (1) the

student enrollment per class, (2) the faculty-student ratios, (3) the

distribution of the primary department faculty's activities with

regard to the percentage of faculty contact hours taught by full-time

faculty in the various instructional modes, (4) faculty availability

for direct contact and (5) the salaries of the full-time faculty

members.
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Ella, it may be helpful to review the effects of these clianges

with regard to the number of students enrolled in the program. The

general effect is to change the efficiency of the resource utilization

in the direction of maximizing it. Maximizing the efficiency of

resource utilization also is the major effect of changing the faculty-

student ratio. Changes with regard to the faculty organization, how-

aver, are more directly policy concerns rather than assumptions regard-

ing efficiency. For example, 14ith regard to the primary Teaching Re-

sponsibility Unit, ir was assumed that full-time faculty members should

teach 100% of the lecture and 100% of the laboratory plus 25% of tY

clinical time required in a program. This assumption increased or

decreased the cost '. pending on the condition which was cietermined to

exist in the "actual" analysis. Additionally it was determdned that

part-time faculty members should teach 75% of the clinical time as

opposed to whatever proportion had been taught in the "actual" analysis.

Again, depending on the program, this may have a positive or negative

impact on the cost.

The faculty's availability for direct contact also is a policy

decision. The question raised is how much should the faculty teach.

The assumption which is being made in the constructed analysis is that

full-time faculty members should be available 30% pf their time for

direct contact and that part-time faculty members should devote

75% of their time to the program for direct contact with

the additional 25% of time 3iven to the program free for Preparation

and other activities. Again, depending on the conditions occurring in



*".4's':''''

the "actual" analysis this had the effect of increasing or riecreasinF,

the average cost per student Per year.

The fifth and final effect of change that is related to the

assumptions of the "theoretical" analysis was faculty salaries.

This, too, is a matter of policy, but the assumption was "equal pay

for equal work." It was assumed in the analysis that full-time and

part-time faculty members full-time equivalents were "coated" at the

same average salary level. Again, depending on the situation with

the "actual" analysis, this had the effect of increasing or decreasing

the total average cost per student per year.

Beginning with Circulation Technolosy, a comparison of the results

of the "theoretical" analysis with those of the "actual" analysis can

be instructive. In this program no major change would be recommended

and it could be seen that the major cause of the slight increase in

cost which resulted from the "theoretical" construction is related to

the increased use of faculty. Full-time faculty members would be

responsible for more total faculty contact hours in this curriculum,

even though these contact hours are distributed differently with regard

to the modes of instruction. This is related to the redistribution

effect associated with reorganizing the faculty's efforts. It should

be.rtmembered that the lecture sections in the program for the

"theoretical" construction were changed from 1-6 to 1-12 faculty-student

ratios.

For the Medical Communications program the "theoretical" analysis

would lead to a significant increase in the average cost per studerlt

2 /8
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per year. The increase is a result of a major redistribution of the

facway's activities providiftg for more instructiJn by the full-time

faLulty in the curriculum. Thustthere is a major increase in the

number of faculty contact hours required of the full-time faculty

members in this program. This increase occurs even with the change

in the faculty-student ratios from 1-9 to 1-16 in the lecture sections

taught by the program's faculty.

For the Medical Dietetics division the "theoretical" construction

led to the suggestion that a significant decrease in the average cost

per student per year could be achieved by making several changes.

The major decrease in cost is related to the redistribution of the

faculty's activities and more effective utilization of faculty in

this program as it relates to instruction. With only slight changes

in enrollment, but with major changes in the faculty-student ratios,

especially for the lecture mode, these cost decreases probably could

be achieved.

Of the ten programs analyzed the average cost per student per

year was highest for the Medical Illustration program. The "theoretical"

construction leads to the conclusion that the cost would be signifi-

cantly decreased by shifting the enrollment slightly and making a

major change in the manner in which lecture material is presented by

the full-time faculty. According to the "theoretical" construction,

lectures would be given to groups of 6 students rather than 1 on 1

which had been the practice as ascertained by data from the "actual"

analysis. The "theoretical" analyst, makes slightly less efficient

use of fewer facl!lLy members; nonetheless, the average cost per student

per year is reduced.



Student enrollment per class in the Medical Record Administration

program is increased sli htly. There is only a slight change in the

faCilley-student ratios in lecture and laboratory sections and only

slight changes in the student contact hours so that the faculty

organization did not change significantly. Shp* was a small in-

crease in the faculty availability, however, and no single factor

appeared to contribute most to the slight decrease in the average

cost per student per year.

The "theoretical" construction for the Medical Technology program

led to a slight increase in th average cost per student per year.

This appeared to result mainly from the redistribution of the faculty's

activities which increased the utilization of the full-time faculty

members in teaching more of the laboratory experiences for the stud .nts.

This increase in cost occurred with a slight change in the faculty-
Ar.

stucLant ratios in lecture and laboratory sections and a slight de-

crease in studea enrollment per class.

A striking decrease in f...he average cost per student per year

was noted as a result of the "theoretical" construction far the

Occupational Therapy program. Wifh only slight increases in the en-

rollment of students and a moderate shift tn the faculty-student ratios,

the increase in cost appeared to result mainly from the redistribution

of the faculty's activity and the availability of faculty'for direct

contact. Full-time faculty would have more responsibility for the

Laboratory and clinical experiences of the students and would need

to be available more of their time for direct contact.

Even with a decrease in the studenl enrollment per class in the

Physical Therapy program the average cost per student per year in the

."theoretical" construction was decreased. This mainly was a result
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of changing tki faculty-student ratios in lecture sections and also

aiiuming a greater faculty availability for direct contact. The re-

ribution increases utilization of faculty in a more effective

c

pattern. The cost reduction would.result mainly from the change

in the faculty-student ratio proposed for the clinical experiences,

which gots irom 1-1 to 1-3.

For the Radiulogic Technnlogy program the "theofetical"-analysis

produced a slight increase in the average cost per student per year.

This additional cost resulted from the increase in the cost of faculty

when the activities of the full-time faculty were redistribu4d some-

what to provide sore direct contact. Faculty availability for this

group also indreased slightly. This additior in cost resulted even

irith a sdiall change in the faculty-student ratio in lecture sections

and only a very modeiate increase in the total faculty requirements

for the program.,

The result of the "theoretical" construction for. the Respiratory

Technology program led to an increase in the average cost per student

per year. There is only a slight increase in the student enrollment.

A very small change in the faculty-student ratios for lecture'sections

was made with a moderate redistribution of the faculty's activities

making reasonable utilization of their time for instruction. Avail-

ability for direct contact for the division's faculty was decreased,

0

but the redistribution produced a need for additions to the full-time

equivalents of the faculty. The salary associated with this slight

inCrease led to the imall cost increase.



For all telt of the programs analyzed, significant economies c67t.i1d

%

be achieved by greater utilization of common courses, more utilization

\

of basic medical sciences, and, where possible, more cot nas Offered

aft

by the general university because of the utilization of larger class

sizes. Economis also could be achieved by lecturing to larger group

*
sizes'and -increasing the croup size in both the clinical and-laboratory

experiences to theil- Maximum levels at all times in the alliedihealth

\

programs. Economies can be achieved by admitting students Cirldtime

I
each year and offering courses only once rather than more one

time per year. Also, careful consideration should be given to the

number of contact hours which students are required to Complete in

their academic programs. Again, this is an issue that the faculty

and administration should address together. ExtreMel* careful thought

should be given to the time that is necessary for students to assimilate

the information and professional experience which is being pravided.

Time for other activities is tmportant if one considers the "total"

development of the student as a result of his presence and participation

in the academic environment.

4. Element Analysis

'In reviewing the elements from program to program, several questions

and concerns are raised. It becomes obvious, for example, that the

student contact hours, student enrollment and faculty-student group

size are essentially "demand"-celated factors, while elements such as

faculty contact hours, faculty-student ratios, faculty availability

and faculty requirements are "supply"-related factors.

In beginning to look at the element, student_contact hours, the

question might be asked,4What should students expect frqm a total

19.1
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curriculum?" In revie0ing a total curriculum, it is most important

to consider.how many student contact hours is a reasonable load for

a student in order fo allow the student to ha e a full experience

while involved in an academic institution in a student capacity.

What time should be,availab2c for other life experiences to enrich

the experience which he brings to 9e classroom, and w4ch he will

ultimately take to the practice of his allied health profession?

On the other hand, how many student contact hours are really necessary

in order to provide a quality program? .yhat should be the distribution

of the student contact hours? That is, what mode should be utilized,

to what extent and how effective are the various modes in providing

the educational experience that is r4cesSary for the student?

Another key question that could be raised as a result of the

analysis of the.student contact hours is, "What percentage of the cur-

riculum should be taught by whom?" There are several key issues that

relate to this concern. How many hoves must a student be in contact

with faculty from the primary department in order to develop the

necessary familiarity with the discipline? Conversely, hoi much should

the student be in contact with faculty members from the other health

professions and/or the rest of the university in order to develop the

broader perspective that also may be of major importance?

Regarding contact with faculty members in the rest of the university,

the long term perspective of this contact may be especially important

as the student moves on to added educational experiences in order to

furfher develop his professional base or to change professional en,-

phasis or professions.

195
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If is helpful in reviewing student contact hours to consider

what distribution of which teaching mode is most effective to communi-

cate the necessary information in an effort to provide the appro-

Oriate training all at a reasonable cost. Haw many student contact

hour's are actually needed in order to provide a quality program?

Another major question with regard to economy is how Many student

contact hours should be offered versus how many are required in the

program. What is a reasonable variety of courses to provide for

students? How much of a variety can an institution afford?

It can-be seen from reviewing the foregoing questions and concerns

raised by;an overview of the element student contact hours, that

important questions like these can really only be addressed after a

careful and comprehensive analysis of what is ocCurring in a curriculum

that is already operating. Certainly these are key concerns and

questions which additionally should be posed about any curriculum that

is being developed. It is evident that the element, student contact

hours, is a key one to consider when using this methodology for plan-

ning purposes.

Another element Of the analysis, student enrollment, can be

.reviewed in light of existing programs and for planning purposes if

a new program were being consi.dered. In thinking of the student

enrollment consideration should be Riven io the economies effected

by the utilization of large classes. What class size can a given

institution plan to accommodate? This must be considered both from

the point of view of its resources and the perspective of the number

of students which it can, in fact, enroll in the program. An answer
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to a question like this should not be made in isolation. It is related

to state, regional and national manpower needs. How many inefficient

.prpgraiS can a nation or a state afford? Would it not be better-to

review the cost of allied glalth educational programs andrdetermine

that, giOen the/facilities, faculty and other resources, "X" institution

should offeeone program and. "Y" another? Even this type of decision

needs' to be made with great care. itrength. probably accrue to a

profession as a result of professionals receiving their educational

exPeriences in a variety of settings.

A queoion which seems to be most importa3t relative to the

element, faculty-student group size, is relevant mainly to effectiveness

of instruction in a specific mode. ihe key question that seems to

present itse,lf is, "What is the maximum group size that can be used

in any given instructional mode,and still maintain the quality,of instruc-

tion?" Obviot;sly the more students one has per faculty member in any in-

structional mode the less expensive the program becomes. Quality is

the most important factor one must consider relative to decisions in

this area. Accreditation requirements also may play an important role

in making these determinations about an academic program.

Upon reyiews of the "supply" related factors, it can be seen

that the available faculty contact hours are not unlimited and are

directly related to the student contact hours. Also it is interesting
7

that many Of the questions and concerns raised regarding student contact

hours required are directly related to the faculty contact hour supply.

For example, how many contact hours should' be supplied in what mode
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by mbat Teachingtaesponsibility Unit, and by which type of faculty

membe0 These decisions must be carally made in order to insure

quality in the prpgram.

In this light it is important to note that a full-tio4ffaculty

has multiple responSibilities. Direct contact with students is only

one of them. In ordet.tO meet the fuft range of responsibilities,

faculty availability for direct contact must be in balance with other

1".

responsibilities. The time spent in these other responsibilities

hopefully add an important measure of quality to the instruction provided

in the direct contact hours. In essence "demand" ind "supply" of faculty

direct contact hours must be in an 4,propriate balance.

How much participation the full-time faculty members should have

in providing some of the clinical instruction for the students also

is an important'consideration. \Xgeping current with their own clinical

\skills is a(necessity. There are many quality,concerns associated with

this point. What is the quality of the patient care tht these faculty
1

membera would deliver? Is the quality of the instruction they deliver

in the classroom increased by some participation,in clinical instcuc-

tion?

In reviewing faculty contact hours there are numerous questions

which need to be raised regarding the distribution of'activities for

part-time facility members. It also is obvious from the review of

'faculty contact hours that the use of part-time faculty members and

II non-salaried" clinicians greatly effects the total cost of the program.

What is the appropriate distribution and utilization of part-time,

faculty in order to insure the luality of the program and effective

r I
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utilization of scarce resources? For which of the instructional modes

hpuld part-time faculty members have responsibility?

Consideration also has to be given to how many of the faculty

contact hours in the stlInts" total program should be controlled by

the primary department. This can be one of the most important quality

issues related to the program.

Again, it is suggested that it is extremely helpful to have the

complete information on all aapects of a program so that it can be

reviewed as a totality. This must be accomplished in such a way that

the interrelated pieces are observed rather than reviewing the program

a piece at a time and never being able to see it in its entirety.

In reviewing the element, faculty-student ratios, several questions

which are related to quality and cost effectiveness may be proposed.-

Using the methodology_ftscribed a conscious decision can be made with

regard to what appear to be the minimum and maximum ratios which

lead to the optimum quality and cost effectiveness in a given program

offered by a gyen institution. This, of course, has major implications

". in beginAing to apply the methodology for planning purposes. These

danning activities may involve revising an existing program or planning

for an entirely new onei.

One of the most important elements in the analysis is faculty

requirements. The key issue is, "1411,t is the minimum number of faculty

members that are necessary in order to provide a program of minimum

acceptable quality?" Reversing thi3, the question hernmpq, "latat is the

imam size of program required to support a minimum facult prfmary teaching

responsibility unit?' In Clio regard the maxim which seems important

4.27
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is thaE the "demalid must equal or exceed the minimum-supply," What

1

is,meant by this? It appears that there ia an absolute minimum number

of facultY neceasary in order to provide a viable academic group in

which stimulating, professionally related intellectual interchanges

may occur. This minimum number is probably three faculty members.

In designing a new program it would be suggested that unless there is

sufficient demand on the part of students for the program in order

to justify at least three faculty members in the primary Teaching

Responsibility Unit, the program shOuld not be initiated.

Additionally,even if one anticipates the development of a new

program it should be initiated with the full complement of three

faculty members. This provides the opportunity for intellectual

interchange regarding the discipline in hopefully an "academic"

atmosphere. It also provides a reasonable amount of time for faculty

members to be involved in the instructional process and participate in

other activities. These activities are necesaary if a faculty, member

is to he able to add quality to their instruction through the vehicle
1

of being involved in clinical practice, research or other scholarly

/activities, committee work, participation in state, regional or national

organizations and additional accoutrements of quality instruction.

If thils is considered to be of key importance, then it can be seen

that the consttuction of a total.program using this methodology ld

the ascertaindent of the cost related factors can be extremely help-

... ful, especially in making a decision of whether to develop and offer

a program as in the case,of new programs, or to phase up, down,or out

1

a program ae the various supply and demand factors change.

200
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Methodology

The analytical methodology developed and applied in this cost

study is based on faculty contact hours required and supplied. This

is different than student contact hours or student credit hours as

utilized by a number of other cost methodologies which previously have

been developed for utilization in educational institutions. This

methodology is a "pencil and paper" system which could be applied

to almost Any educational setting for "actual" analysis or "theoretical"

constructions.

Once the appropriate,data are collected and an "actual" analysis

. is completed, one can utilize the results, ialter the assumptions.and, by

1

completing the calculations, ettimate the ctost based on the new'ammumr-
, /

tions. It is a methodology that does noOlave'to be undeiktaken by an

institutional researcher or other person prepared by extensive education

, 1A /
in business:administration, accountlo or mathematics. I ii one

-11N

\that can be performed by persons with very few skills in th se areas

who are willing to take the time,to learn and understand it. The

methodology flows logilally step.by siep.

The attempt has been made by the authors to outline all, of the

assumption§ which were used so that if there are disagreements with these

assumptions, they could be changed and the results calculaked. This

flexibility provides the greatest single advantage to the methodology

as it can be adapted for planning purposes. It would appear that

the methodology is.readily amenable to computerization which the

authors consider the,next.step in the research development. This

would enhance its value as a large scale informatidhal analysis and
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planning system, 'since it would reduce the amount of time necessary

for the mechanical manipulation of large volumes of data and formulae.

Therefore, itl usefulness and cost effectiveness, particularly in the

analysis of multiple program interactions, would be enhanced.

6. Review: Goals, Oblectives and Results

The initial objective of establishing the personnel costs associated

with educating students in the didactic and clinical phases of the ten

baccalaureate programs was achieved. Not only were the average costs

per student per year in the programs outlined, but the costs of educating

the-students in each of the four years of the various programs also

were ascertained. While the goal of establishing the cost of each of

the discrete programs was met, a change in the approach to the study

did not produce in the final result the cost for each discrete course

as was first contemplated. However, the cost of a discrete coulse

may be calculated using the methodology which has been developed. As

was noted, it berame of interest to the investigators to establish the

costs associated with total progiams and produce an outcome of "total"

cost by "program analysis" rather than aggregating the cost of individual

courses and summing to produce the total.

Personnel costs and other costs were intezrated to produce the

tot 1 cost figures. The goal of establishing a methodology that would

allow existing schools of allied health to evaluate their programs in

terns of costs has been met. The methodology also allows for ascertainiag

the costs of changes in the curriculum and faculty utilization and

would be of major assistance to new and/or future schools of allied

health to determine the total cost prior to the establishment of

02
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programs in any of the various disciplines. Thus the original goals

have been met. Also, extension of the study itseff and additional

information that was collected has allowed for increased dimensions

and implications for the methodology which will be outlined and sum-

marized in the next section.

B. Potential Uses of the Cost Analysis Methodology

There are poten..ia'.. .d both within institutions, within,states,

regions and for ti,e nation which should be considered. Application

and thought relative to this matter will help to establish the broader

context in which the study not only was carried out but within which

the range of application may lie.

1. Program - Institution

For any .institution which uses program budgeting, the methodology

would be of extreme value for a program director, department chair-

person and/or a dean or director of a school. This methodology as

noted earlier reviews the implications of the entire academic program

in which students would be involved. Whether or not the institution

has total budgetary responsibility, it is easy in the application of

the methodology to consider, by appropriate arrangement of information

and data, those portions with which the institution itself is reinly

concerned. This would allow a person using the methodology to provide

information to other departments in the secondary basic departments

or areas of the general university, regarding the demand which the

allied health program places on those department's. This could help

support the budget being supplied by departments that are critical

to the allied health program. In reviewing budgetAry decision making,

$
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it is possible using the methodology to determine where the iost

resides and what resources are necessary in order to carry out a

given curriculum. Additionally.in planning a budget and considering

the impact of cost as related to faculty salaries and/or other operating

eXpenditures the process employed in this methodology allows for a new

budget determination annualiy. This is based on the number of students

enrolled and the resources that are necessary for a given program.

Many institutions ale now moving toward zero based budgeting.

This particular cost methodology could be'considered a "zero based"

system. Once the data is accumulated, it is easy to justify all of

the aspects of the demands for the p ogram and what is needed by way

of resources to supply those demands. As conditions change it is

easy to alter the various elements appropriately to produce a new

budget which can be done annually or more often, if necessary.

One of the most important possible applications which this program
-

cost.methodology may have is for program planning. It would be

impossible to estimate the number of programs that have been Planned

and implemented in hi her education without any solid estimate of the

costs involved and allied health is no exception. By developing the

curriculum design prior to the time a program is implemented and deter-

mining the various demand factors, it is possible to estimate the cost

involved with exceedingly good accuracy. The degree of accuracy depends

only on the iinuiunt of detailed information one is willing to assemble.

Additionally, for existing individual courses or entire curricula,

there are frequent changes which are necessary or desired. Sound

decisions with regard to these changes,can be made relative to the
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economic impact of the change by using the methodology. For example,

if a change of the curriculum were desired, it would only be necessary

to produce the new design. Then consideration could be given to the

demand factors that are produced, the supply factors that are necessary

to meet the demand and the cost elements related to the new curriculum

design. Not only is it possible to estill.ate the total cost of the

new design, but it also is fliossible to indicate who will bear which

portions of the cost. The methodology allows for outlining in great

detail the changes in demand that would be involved for other departments

or sections of the university or the clinical facilities as a result

of the new design.

2. State-Regional

In the foregoing section uses of the methodolog- were suggested

mainly at the institutional level. Data and results presented in this

report outline a specific application of the methodology at the insti-

tutional level. However, there is potential for utilization of the

methodology on a state-wide or regional basis. Many states have

systems of higher education that fund multiple programs. Within these

states, separate institutions frequently offer a variety of allied

health curricula. Even though the applications of the methodology are

yossible in all areas of higher education, focus in this section will

be specifically on applications regarding allied health.

With increasing pressures to reduce the cost of higher education

and allied health professions education particularly, state university

systems or state syStems of higher education may need to determine

what institution will offer what programs. Utilizing this method-
.

ology it could easily be ascertained which institution offers the
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least expensive educational program in a specific discipline. How-

ever, it is hoped that more than just which prograw is least expensive

might be addressed. A better question would be which institution

offers the most cost effective program. Applying this methodology to

programs offered at different institutions, one could ascertain not

only what the cost per student per year for the programs are but also

what portions of the programs at the various institutions have different

cost rates.

Since it is possible to use this methodology and tell not only that

programs cost different amounts at different institutions but also

tell why, decision makers would be better able to decide which single

or which separate institutions within a state shptid-bffer a specific

program. That program also could be requested'to modify its cost in

certain ways. Again, on an institutional level, the methodology might

be applied for planning purposs in efforts to make programs more cost

effective.

It is hoped that the reader will keep in mind that there _probably

is no amount that any specific _program should 'cost nor is any such

fizure suggested in this study.

,As an example of the interface between a state system and an

individual institution, one may wish to refer to the data in Table 26.

In this case the yearly cost of educating students in Medical Dietetics

is displayed with the total cost. One will note that this data is

taken from 'fable 1. Calculating the percent of the total cost rep-

....4.esented in gaeh year it can be ascertained that the first thiiough

fourth years 'represent 8%, 9%, 16% and 67% of,the total cost of $17,734

2 3 I
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Table 28: MEDICAL DIETETICS: LY COST ANALYSIS

Number of Students per Class 25

Program Total 99

IESA "c-E/t,e1-2---..--V---Ident"Y"

1_

$1,378

2

$1,650

3

$2,918

4

$11,788

TOTAL

$17,734
.

Percent of Total Cost 8% 9% 16% 67% 100%

TUitiOn ($270 per quarte0 $810 $810 $81,0 $1,080

Percent of Cost per Year 59% 49% '28% 9% 20%

*State Appropriations $1,261 $1,796 $1,796 $2,395

eercent-of Cost per Year 92% 109%'-', 62%' 20% 40%

2 3 5



for a student for the four year proram. Using the tuition rate

which students paid during the year of the cost study ($270 per

academic quarter), one can ascertain the total tuition support for)

each of the years of the program. The extra quarter between the third

and fourth year was arbitrarily assigned to the fourth year cost as

_-

was done in the original analysiS. If one looks at the total tuition

support for each year as a proportion of the cost of that year it can

be seen that students in the Medical Dietetics program pay tuition

that supports 59% of the total cost of the first year, 49% of the

total cost of the second year, 28% of the total cost of the third year

and 4% of the total cost for the fourth year. In all, the total tuition

paid by the student represents 20% of the entire funds required to

cover the cost of the program, i.e., $17,734 for the four year period.

Looking at the rate at which the institution was reimbursed by

the state system for each of the four years of the program, it can be

deter ineci that the institution was reimbursed from year one through

four res ectively $1,261, $1,796, $1,796 and $2,395. These figures

suppor 92% of the cost of the first year, 109% of the cost of the

second year, 62% of the total cost oi the third year and 20% of the

total cost of the fourth year. The total reimbursement represents

40% of the total cost ($13,734) of the program.

It is obvious that.an additional forty percent of the necessary

funding source is not identified in the foregoing presentation of data.

These Additional funds are supplied from the state's oversubsidization

of lower cost programa, from fees of students enrolled in lower cost

programs and from other sources of funds provided to the University.



Considering this and the data for tuition and state.appropriations,

it is obvious that within the institution there must be the ability

to 'distribute funds in a manner which allows for the compensation of

the costs that are aczrued in educating the students. This particular

program, Medical Dietetics, was chosen for use in tfiis example because

nearly the entire educational program occurred within the single

institution. Obviously,no decision, should be made relative to the

reimbursement for a single program without considering the context of

other programs for which the institution is reimbursed from the state

or without regard to other sources of income such as gifts, grants,

and tuition which an institution receives. However, some of the plan-

ning implications for the methodology are clear from this simple display

of data.

If the time arrives when planning on a regional basis is imple

mentedthe thtoretical constructions for programs could be developed

,
for a variety of institutions with the cost estimates attached and

rational decisions made about which single or multiple institutions

should offer the given program.

3. National

Looking at the national scope, programs in the given disciplines

could be analyzed using the methodology and comparisons drawn between

-
institutions with regard to what programs cost and why the cos s

-N

are

\
different in different institutions. Determination of cost components

is easy. It also may be of interest when looking at a national scope

to consider the possibility of analyzing the costs of the .clinical

component of a disciplines educational progam on a rtational basis

using a variety of clinical facilities. A very careful large scale
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study of this type might have a major impact on the future planning

disciplinesas they review and reorganize the manner

in which their students are to obtain the necessay clinical component

of their education.

From the examples shown it is hoped that the reader might be able

to see not only the specific.application of,the methodology which has

been developed as it relates to specific programs wlthin institutions

but it is also hdtped that other applications are clear. These range

from program budgeting and program planning at an institutional level,

to budgeting and planning at state, regional and national levels.

If applied to multiple prozrams at any of the levels it may be

used for a comparison of_programs for identification of the differences

n the cost of iro:rams as well as ro rams in fact have different

costs.

C. Future Stuidies

As one might see by careful perusal of the appendices and the

instruments which were developed for collecting data and for analyz-

ing data which was already available, a large amount of data exists

and is yet to be analyzed.

It also is hoped that the use of the methodology will be extended

to disciplines other than allied health, for example, medicine,

dentistry, chiropractic, osteopathy and nursing to mention but a few.

The lext key phase of future endeavors would be to computerize the

methaology so that it could be even more amenable to wide use for

. pla?hing.purposes. Thus by changing asaumptions one coula easily

generate the results and costs of the supply and demand factors.
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The need for,continuing studies in the atea of cost
A

effectiveness of gducational programTing is almost self-evident,

since there are so many factors which Continue to contribute to

the escalating costs of educlitional programs. By way of example,

the mpact.of inflation alone is shown in Table 29. -Shown are

sts per student per year of the ten programs.the 1974-75

The cost of each program also is indicated for'the years 1975-76

and 1976-77. These-values were obtained by using \the inflation

factors for the years noted. The increases in cost are eignifi-

cant. The alothori believe that utilization of the methodology

can assist in improving the management of resources available

to provide educational programs. Additionally, they consider

the methodology and it6 application "gesearch in Progress" which

may be used by faculty, administrators, and researchers who will

then share the results of their adaptations with others so all

.may learn together.

Utilization of this methodology can made a significant contri-

bution to better educational programs and more cost effective

utilization of the scarce human, fiscal, and physical resources

available in our environment.

23,9
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Table 29: Effects of In(]atitan on Ten Allied Health Education Programs

Average Cost per Student per YVa.r.

1974-75 1975-76 1976-77

Program Actual *Inflation 6.6% *Inflation 6.47.

1. Ciiculation Technology $5,007 $5,337 $5,679

2. hedical Commnications 3,141 3,348 3,562

3. Medical Dietetics 4,433 4,726 5,028

4. Medical Illustration 9,029 9,625 10,-241

5. Medical Record Administration 3,948 4,209 4,478

6. Medical Technology 4,078 4,347 4,625

7. Occupational Therapy 6,156 6,550

8. Physical Therapy 2,741 2,922 3,109

9. Radiologic Technology 3,766. 4,007 4,263

20. Respiratory Technology 3,954 4,215 4,485

Average 4,093 4,363 4,642

*Inflation Factors are the Anlyal Pervent Increase Over the Previous Fiscal Year

of the Higher Education Price. Index-7 #

Data Source: Halstead, D.C. 'Higher EducatIon Price and Price Indexes

1977 Supplement, Washington, D.C. : Government Printing Office

Table 1 p. 19
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Glossary Introduciion

A technical report of this type applies theory from a variety

of specialized fielci) which have unique v)cabularies. Therefore, it

becomes eSsential to define the term& used in the'report in order to

aid communication of the concepts to a multiple field audience.

F!,1lowing is an indeX,pages GL2 GL4, to the key terms used

in this report structured on the program cost analysis procedure and

the glossary of definitions by indez code number Which appear on GL5

through 13.

The terms on pages GL5 through 13 ar,! defined in relationship to

each other as shown on index pages GL2 through 4. It is suggested

that the reader review both sets of pages prior to using the glossary

in order to gain the most from its utilization. It is hoped that this

arrangement will be of special assistance to the reader.

In the development of a planning system for higher education and,

in particular, health professions
1

education a larger scope of terminology

is needed. A list of the major sources of definitions in this area is

included for the reader's information.
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Glossary of Terms: Index Code

PROGRAM: Defin1tion
Organization: Definition 2

Organizational Area 3

Organizational Unit 4

Educational Unit 5

Department 6

Primary Department 7

Secondary Department 8

Section 9

Division 10

Specialty Subgroup 11

Teaching Responsibility Unit (TRU) 12

Curriculum: Definition 13

Calendar Structure 14

Program Length 15

Fiscal Year 16

Academic Year 17

Academic Session 18

Semester 19

Trimester 20

Quarter 21

Curriculum Structure 22

Preprofessional 23

Professional 24

Required 25

Fixed 26

Flexible 27

'Course 28

Required 29

Elective 30

Offered 31

Credit 32

Credit Hour 33

Grow, Size (GS) 34

Faculty-Student Ratio (F-S) 35

Mode of Instruction, Instruction Type 36

Preduminate Mode 37

Didactic 38

Clinical 39

Lecture 40

Recitation Discussion - Con:erence 41

Laboratory 42

Seminar 43

Eupervised Patient Care - Clinic 44

Supervised Research 45

Supervised Teaching 46

Tutorial 47

Product Activity 48

Single Product 49

Joint Product 50

GL.2,



Student Contact tiours (SCR) 51

Scheduled Student. Contact Hour 52-

Scheduled Supervised SCH 53

General Supervision SCH 54

Direet Supervision SCH 55

Direct Faculty Contact SCR 56

STUDENT: Definition 57

Student Entering Class Size (S) 58.

Student Enrollment (SN) 59

Attrition 60

Repetition 61.

Transfer 62

Student Headcount 63

Student Equivalent (SE) 64

Student Equivalent Factor (SEF) 65

FACULTY: DePnition 66

Faculty-Student Multiplier (FS4) 67

Direct Contact Factor (1C) 68

Faculty Contact Hours (FCH) 69

Faculty Tyre 70

Basic Sciences Faculty 71

'Clinical Faculty 72

Calendar Year 73

Academic Year 74

Full-Time 75

Part-Time 76

Instructional 77

Yully Involved 78

Geographic 79

Chairperson 80

Program/Division Director 81

Servicer /Researcher 82

Graduate Teaching Associate 83

House Officer 84

Clinical Preceptor 85
Guest Lecturer 86

Volunteer 87

Part-Time Equivalent 88



Facultjr Availability (FA) 89

Faculty Activities (FAA) 90

Direct Contact Teaching 91

Preparation
92

Instruction
93

Research
94

PUblic Service
95

Patient Care 96

Administration
97

Professional Development 98

Professional Improvement. 99

Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) 100

Faculty Average Salary (FS) 101

COSTS: Definition
102

Faculty Costs (PC) 103

Other Costs Factor (FP) 104

Other Costs (0C) .

105

Direct Costs 106

Indirect Costs 107

Support Staff Costs 108

Supply, Equipment, Travel Costs 109

Space, Maintenance, Other Costs 110

Total Costs (TC) 111

,Capital Costs
112

Full Costs 113

COST PER Cost per Unit Definition 114.

STUDENT: Definition (C/S) 115

Total Program'Cost per Student (TP) 116

Average Cost per Student per Year(Y) 117

Yearly Cost per Student (YRA) 118

ANALYSIS: Definition
119

Program Cost 120

Actual
121

Theoretical
122

CONSTRUCTION: Definition 123

Program Cost 124

Actual 125

Theoretical 126

- 6 0
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS:
Coda

1. Program - an end-purpose goal or mission for an organizational
unit such as Education.

2. Organization - a number of persons or groups having specific re-
sponsibilities and united for some purpose or work.

3. Organizational areas - major subdivisions of an organization
identified in the health professions educational organization as
Basic Sciences and Clinical Sciences.

4. Organizational unit - an academic department or other organizational
subgroup that has fiscal, programmatic and administrative re-
sponsibility for a specific set of activities.

5. Educational unit - an organizational unit whose primary respon-'`
sibilities are related to the activities of instruction rsseaTch

and public service.

6. Department - a subdivision of a school maintained for the purpose
of conducting a curriculum Or curricula in a specified field of

learning.

7 Primary_ department or division - an educational unit which has
primary programmatic responsibility for a curriculum in a specified
area of learning.

8. §essalary_Cietator division an educational unit which has

support responsibility to supply faculty contact hours related to

the curriculum of the primary department program.

9. Section - a subgroup of a dep3rtment with a discrete professional
identification auch as a National CertificatiAn Board and a
separate residency program.

10. Division a subgroup having a generally accepted discrete research
and/or clinical speciality base.

11. Specialty subgroup - a subdivision of a group having a generally
accepted discrete and special base of knowledge.

12 Teaching res9onsibility unit crilto - a defined unit such as a
division, department, group of departments or colleges which is
responsible for teaching a discrete specialized portion of a program
curriculum.
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13. Curriculum - a particular course of study, often in a'special field.

14. Calendar structure - the"method by which ihe institution structures
most of its courses for the calendar year.

15. Program length - the average amount of time measured in academic
sessions necessary to complete a program.

16. Fiscal year - an institutionally defined consecutive twelve month
period.

17. Academic year - a consecutive year of time that is institutionally
designated as the academic year. An academic year may tie equivalent
to a fiscal year,or may include only-some of the sessions durihg
which course work is offered. Most typically an academic year is
equated to two semesters or three quarters.

18. Academic session - refers to any discrete time perioa,in which
coUrse work is offered by the institution and for which students
seek enrollment.

19. .§emester - the semester calenuar consists of two semestelis during
the typical academic year with about sixteen weeks for each semester
of instruction. There may be an,additional summer session.

20. Trimester - the trimester calendar is composed of three terms with
about fifteen weeks for each term of instruction.

21. Quarter - the quarter calendar consists of three quarters with about
,twelve weeks for each quarter of instruction. There may be an
additional.summer session.

22. Curriculum structure - the method by whie,h the institution structures
the courses taught for a specialized proiram.

23. Preprofessional - refers to the liberal arts or the sciences portion
of training related to the education of A-Professional.

24. Professional' - refers to the advanced study in -a specialized field
related to the training of a professional.

25. Required curriculum - the course ot study'required for the completion
of a program in a special field.

26. Fixed curriculum - that portion of a required curriculum which is
stindard for all students for the completion of a program.

27. Flexible curriculum - that portion of a required curriculum from
which the student may select options in order to fulfil the require-
ments of the program.

GL.6. 2 6'
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Courre - an orglnited set of activities pertaining to instruction
in a particular subject matter; which is conducted during a given

_period of time-49sually,a quarter or semester) and for which
credit toward graduation or certification is usually given.

29. Ateq94red course - a course Specified as essential and non replaceable
as.:;ir portion of the course of study required for the completion of

a.program.

ID. Elective course - a course which may be chosen as a portion of the
course of 64(fiy required for the completion of ar'program.

31..' Offered course - a eourse which is presented by the faculty which
may be reqiTiçe4 of/or elected by students.

\,

32. Credit - official certification that a student has suceessfully
completed a course or study or - a unit of study soicertified.

33. Credit, hour - a untt of measure that represents the equivalent of
one student engaged in an instructional activity for an academic
session for which one credit is granted:`

34. Group size (GS) - the number of students that can be in direct
contact with a faculty member in any given instructional setting.

35. Faculty-student ratio (F-S) - thesrelationship between the number
of faculty that are kn direct contaCt with'students, usually ex-
pressed as one faculty to a given number of students.,

36. Mode of indtruction, instruction type - the categorization of the
methods by which organized inqtruction is conducted, reflecting
eAucational technology and the use of the facilities, Materials
and equipment.

37.. Predominate mode - the most commbn mode of .instruction assocdAted
with a group size.

as. Didactic - Lommunication ;or the purpose of instructing.

39. tlinical - communication of knowledge in a clinical setting.

40. Lecture - formal presentation of a prepared discourse. Primarily,
one-way communication.

41. Recitation - Discussion - Conference - two-way communication of th*
contents of course materials.

/

42. Laboratory - instructor prepares asqd supervises the executibn of
investigations by the class.

..,-.

, ,

43. S,minar - students carry tlie malor preparation responsibility for
-ihe class for the purpoae.of commdication of knowledge.

,...._

111'
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44. Supervised patient care - Clinic - patient cate by a student under
the supervision of a faculty for the purpose .of instruction ant,

training.

45. Supervised research - research by a student uncer the supervision ,)
of a faculty member.

46. Supervised teachins - teaching by a student under the supervision
of a faculty member.

47. .Tutorial - special supervision of learn'Ang of students individually
or in small groups by a faculty member.

48. Product activity - an instructional activity which produces a
product or outcome.

49. Single product activity - an instructional activity which produces
a single product or outcome.

50. Joint product activity - an instructional activity which produces
two or more products or outcomes. \

514._ Student contact hour (SCH) - ap hour when a student is in contact
with .a faculty member for instruction or - a unit of measure that
represents one hour of instruction given to one student in one
week.

52. Scheduled SCH - an hour when a student is scheduled to be in contact
With a factilty member.

53. SOoduled supervised SCH - a scheduled hour when a student is
super4kled by a faculty hember.

54. Generit supervision SCH - a schedUled hour when the student is
superVised by a faculty member who is generally available for
contact.

55. Direct supervision SCH * a scheduled hour when the student is
directry supervised by a faculty member who is directly available
for contact.

56. Direct faculty contact SCH - a scheduled hour when a student is in
direct contact with a faculty tember.

57. Student - one who attends a school, college, or university to make
a study of tspecialized field of knowledge.

58.. Student entering class size (S) - the number of studenti who enter
the beginning of a program as a single group designated as a class.



59. Student enrollment (SN) 7 the/number of students enrolled in a
program, class or course. //

,

60. Attritign.- a gradual diminution in the number of students enrolled
in a program, class or course.

61. Repetition - the number of students who must repeat the course of

study.

62. Transfers - the students who move from One program td another of
the-mame type.

63. StUdent headcount - a measure of the number of students based on
actual persons P resent.

64. Student equivalents (SE) - a standardized measure of the student
body. A health professions student equivalent is assumed to be
enrolled for 960 student contact hours per year based on 30
hodrs per week and 32 weeks per year.

65. au4ntet - the value which allows student
headcotint numbers to be converted to student equivalence.

66. Faculty - iny personnel having the majority of their activities
(50! or more) in the instructional, research and/or public service
activities of the institution's instruction, research and pUblic
service programs.

67. Faculty-student multiplier (FSM) the value which allows student
contact hours to be converted to faculty contact hours,

68. Direct contact factor (bC) - the value which indicates the percent
of student contact hours that are in direct contact with a faculty
member.

69. Faculty contact hours (FCH) an hour when a faculty member. is in

direct contact with students for instruction or - a unit of measure
that represents one hour of instructional staff time spent in
contact with a section or course in one week.

70. Facult1 type - a designation assigned to a faculty member based on
their primary educational, activities and specialty.

_

71. Basic Sciences faculty - a faculty member whose primary educational
activities are in the Basic Sciences organizational area.

72. Clinical faculty - a faculty member whose primary edu,:..ional activ-
ities are in the Clinical Sciences organizational area.

73. Calendar year - a faculty member whose employment follows the calendar
,or fiscal year system. Often designated as twelve or eleven months.



740 Academic Year, - a faculty member who-:e employment follows the

academic year system, often desigaated as ten'or nine months.

75. Full-time faculty.- those persons who are expected to provide
educational activities which include direct contact teaching,

prepatiKion for.teaching, research, public service, administration

and other activities or - those who are designated as "full-time"

in an official conekact, appointment or agreement.

76. Part-time facultY - those individuals who are expected to provide

instructional related services only., i.e., direct contact and

preparation or - those personnel who are designated as "part-time"

in an official contract, appointmen , or agreement.
,

I77. Lnstructional faculty - a faculty m m ber whos rimareducational
activities are instructional consistin rect conrat teaching

and preparation for teaching.

78. Fully involved faculty - a faculty tiember who is involved in the

full range of educational 'activitie0or their entire available

time.

79. Geographic full-time - a 4:culty member who is involved in the

full range of education4I'activities whose service activities

are,external to the educational unit.
_

80. Chairperson --fa faculty member whose primary educational activity

is administrkion of an organizational subgroup such as a department.

81. Programip ITsion director - a faculty member whose primary educa-

tional.a ivity is the administration of a program or division.

82. Servicer/researcher - a faculty member whose tirimary educational
acqvity',ii service or research.

83. Graduate teaching associate - a graduate student who participates

in instructional activities under the supervision of a faculty ///

member.
lk

84. House officer - a medical graduate student who participates in

instructional activities under the supervision of a faculty member.

85. Clinical preceptor - a faculty member whose primary activity is

patient care who provides instructional supervision of students in

a clinical setting.

86. Guest lecturer - any indittdual who provide's- instruction to a class

on a one-time basis.

87. Volunteer'- any'individual who provides instruction to a class for
which no direct renumeration is paid or - a person who performs or
gives their services of their awn free will.

GL.10.
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88. Part-time equivalent - a unit of measure which equates the value
of part-time head counts to a standard of full-time"equivalence.

89. Facu1t2 availability (FA) - the amount or percent of time a faculty
member has available for educational activities in particular direct

contact teaching.

90. Faculty activity analysis categories (FAA) - represents the principal
abilities and/or skills required by a postsecondary education work
assignment or - the activities that faculty meMbers may perform in
the context of their professional lives.

91. Direct contact teaching - teaching in which the faculty member is
in direct contact with the student.

92. Preparation - time spent in activities related to preparation for
teaching activities present or future.

93. Instruction - all activities directly related to teaching and the
preparation, for Oat teaching.

94. Research - all activities that involve the practice of a research,
scholarship or creative work-related skill.

95. Public lervice all activities that involve providing a service to
a public groUp including patient care in any setting.

96. Pic_ient,care - activities related to the care of patients in any

setting.

97. Administration - time spent in the administrative activities
generally'related to educational activities.

98. Professional development - time spent in keeping current in a pro-
fessional field.

99, Professional improvement - time spent in obtaining advanced knowledge
in a professional field.

100. Full-time equivalent (FTE) - a standardized measure to determine the
faculty requirements on a full-time basis.

101. Faculty average salary (FS) - the average amount of money paid for
the educational services provided by a faculty type during a fixed
4,001ariod of time or - the average salam,excluding fringe benefits
aid to faculty.

102. Costs - the measure in dollars of resources used,in the process of
achieving objectives during a given period of time or - the total
monetary expenditure and/or value of goods and services regardless
of by whom they are paid or contributed.

2ob
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103. Faculty costs (FC) - the measure in dollars of the faculty resources
usia in the process of achieving the program objectives during a
given period of time.or - the total amount of faculty salaries from
all sources.

104. Other cost factor_(FP) - the value which relates the facul costs
as part of the total costs thereby identifying the other casts.

105. Uther costs (OC) - the measure in dollars of all resourses other
than faculty used in the process of achieving the program objectives
during a given peripd of time.

106. Direct costs - those costs which are directly assignable to the
program.

107. Indirect c6sts - those costs which are not directly assignable to a
program that must be indirectly allocated.

108. Support staff costs - the costs related to the staff who directly
support the faculty in the process of achieving the program ob-
jectives.

109. Su 1 el_.22_,y.t_a2ipa.riel costs the costs related to the supplies,
equipment, travel and other services resources that are used to
directly or indirectly support the faculty in the process of
achieving the program obSectives.

110. Space maintenance other costs - the costs related to tl-le vaintenance
of the plant space and other miscellaneous resources that are used
tc directly or indirectly support the faculty in the process of
achieving the program objectives.

111. IL21421_costs_(E) \- the measure in dollars of the total resources
used in the process of achieving the program objectives during a

given period of time, usually identified as onerating costs.

112. Capital costs - the valuation placed upon the services provided by
buildtngs and equipment used in the process of achieving the program
objectives during a given period of time.

113. Full costs - the measure in dollars of direct, indirect and capital
costs related to the resources used in the process of achieving
the program objectives during a given period of time.

114. Cost per unit or Average Cost - the cost per unit obtained by dividing
total costs by the total quantity produced.

115. Cost per stude16- (C/S) - is the unit which measures a cost divided
by the total tfuantity of students produced by the program.

116. Total.prqzram cost per student (TP) - the unit which measures the
total program cost divided by the number of students in the program
class.

GLe12.
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117. Average cost per student per year (Y) - the unit which measures

the total program cost per student divided by the total number of

years of the program.

118. Yearlia.s.r.....i_idtenYRA) - the unit which measures the cost

to an individual student for a specific year of the program.

119. Analyeis - the separation of an inta1lectua1 or substantial whole

into constituents for individual study.

120. Program cost analysis - thr separation of the costs related to a

individual program.

121. Actual program cost analysis - the separation of the costs related

to a program which exists in actuality.

122. Theoretical _program cost analysis - the separation of the costs

related to a program which exists in theory.

123. Construction - the act or process of constructing, creating by
systenatically arranging ideas or - to form by assembling parts,

build, erect.

124. Program cost construction - the process of constructing the cost

of a program based on the resources utilized in the process of
achieving an objective.

125. Actual construction - the process f constructing the cost of a

program based on actual data.

126. Theercal construction - the process of constructing the cost of

a program based on assumptions.

20;)
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COST ANALYSIS OF TEN ALLIED HEALTH PROGRAMS

UMmary of kiCtiVities

I. SELECTION OF TEAM MEMBERS (Months 1-3)

(EtiMated Time Spail by Months 1-:12)
July 1, 1975 - June 30, 1976

A. Full-time research assistant
B. Part-time graduate research associate
C. Part-time student research assistant
D. Part-time student clerical assistant
E. Part-time student clerical assistant
F. Consultant

II. ORIENTATION OF TEAM MEMBERS (Monthq 1-3)

A. Orientation to the study
I. Objectives
2. Methodology

B. Orientation to the School of Allied Medical Frotessions
1. History and objectives of ten divisions under study
2. Key faculty members
3. Key preceptors

C. Responsibility of team members

IIT. PLANNING OF RESEARCH ACTIVITIES (Months 1-4)

A. Development of timetables
B. Allocation of grant resources

I. Staff salaries
2. Supplies
3. Equipment

IV. REVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATUFE (Months 1-3)

A. Comprehensive mechanized literature r4eview
1. Mechanized Information Center, OSU
1 Medline, Health Sciences Library

B. Collection and review of published and unpublished studies

A.1
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ScdOOL OF ALLIED MIDICAL PROFESSIONS FACULTY ACTIVITY ANALYSIS (Months 3-9)(

AN Development of Faculty Aeti ity instruments
1. I'ase I
2. Phase II

3. Phase III

B. Administration of Faculty Activity instruments
1. Phase I administexed to all SAMP faculty members ("What Is")

a. Data analyzed and percentages computed
2. Phase II administered to all SAMP faculty members ("Ideal")

b. Data aralyzed
3. Phase III administered to Division Directors only

a. Data analyzed
C. Long Range Planning Task 'orce meetings with faculty to discuss data

VI. DEVELOPMENT OF SCHOOL OF ALLIED MEDICAL PROFESSIONS FACULTY INTERVIEW

INSTRUMENT (Months 4-6)

A. First draft of interview instrument prepared

B. Identification of key SAMP faculty members for pretest

C. Interviews
1. First pretest with key faculty members

2. Evaluation and revision of instrument

3. Second pretest with key faculty members

4. Evaluation and revision of instrument

D. Final interview instrument prepared

VII. DETAILED COURSE IDENTIFICATION AND ANALYSIS (Months 4-6)

A. Didactic
I. Times
2. Modes
3. Detailed course descriptions
4. Personnel involvement

a. Salaried SAM? faculty members
b. Non-salaried SAMP faculty members

5. Classroom space utilized

6. Laboratory space utilized

B. Clinical
1. Tibes
2. Modes
3. Detailed course descriptions
4. Personnel involvement

a. Salaried SAMP faculty members
b. Non-salaried SAmP facul:Jy membe

c. Clinical facilities' staff merdiers

5. Laboratory

A.2
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VIII. SCHOOL OF'ALLIED MEDICAL PROFESSIONS FACULTY INTERVINED (Mbnths 5-7)

A. Interviews scheduled
SamOle ciuestionnalre distributed

C. Personal interviews conducted
D. Collection of completed questionnaires

IX. DATA ANALYSIS: SCHOOL OF ALLIED MEDICAL PROFESSIONS FACULTY INTERVIEWS

(Months 6-9)
A. Development of cobt formulas for SAMP faculty interviews
B. Analyze data

l. Per course
'2. Per division
3.. School total

C. Identify SAMP division support staff

X. DEVELOPMENT OF CLINICAL PRECEPTOR INTERV14W INSTRUMENT (Months 4-6)

P

A. First deraft of preOptor inter4iew instrument prepared
B. Identification of SAMP faculty clinical coordinators
C. Interviews

1. First pretest with SNIP faculty clinical coordinators
2., Evaluation and revision of instrument

D. Identification of key clinical precept4s
1. Pretest with key clinical precepto s
2. Evaluation and revision

E. Final interview instrument prepared

Xl. IDENTIFICATION OF CLINICAL FACILITIES UTILIZED (Months 4-6)

A. Identification of cliical sites
1. Location

a. Local
b. In-state
c. Out-of-state by geographic region

2 Type of facility
a. General hospitals
b. Veterans' Administration hospitals
c. Pediatric hospitals
d. Rehabilitation facilities
e. Psychiatric facilities
f. Other health care facilities

B. Identification of clinical preceptors
C. Selection of clinical-facilities for on-site interviews and visits

I. By type'
2. By location
3. By division utilization

A. 3



XII. CLINICAL PRiCEPTOR INTERVIEWS (Months 5-9)

Pftlional-lawrsize .tatgrvIews
1, Interviews scheduled
2. Travel arrangements made
3. Sample questionnaire and letter of introduction mailed

4. Eersonal interviews conducted
5. Tour of facilities

B. 1"_scussion and evaluation of clinical instrument by team members

C. SelfLadministered questionnaires to residual preceptors

1. First mailing Df introductory letter
2, 9pe week later, interl4ew instrument with instructional letter

and completion incentive (ginseng tea) mailed

3. Briefing of SAMP division clinical coordinators
4. Follow-up letter and addressed return card mailed to non7respondent

5. Second instrumert package mailed to non-respondents
Ai

XIII. DATA ANALYSIS: CLINICAL PRECEPTOR INTERVIEWS (Months 7-9)

A. Development of cost formulas for clinical preceptor interviews

B. Analyze data
1. Per clinical
2. Per division
3. School total

G. Computer analysis o& clinical preceptor opinions

1. Development of codelook
2. Code data, keypunch
3. Analis of data
4. Data interpretations

XIV. SCHOOL OF ALLIED MEDICAL PROFESSIONS' PHYSICAL FACILITY COSTS (Months 6-7)

A. Building operating costs
1. Electric
2. Water
3. ,Sewage
4, Grounds
5. Repairs ,

Space utilizati n
1. Square foot ut lization by division
2. Primary use
3. Shared space



XV. PREDUFESSIONAL clARICULUM ANALY';IS (Months 6-9)
_

A. Outline curriCulums'per division
S. Obtain modes data from,generll uniyersity and College of Medicine
C. Calculate Student/Faculty ntios by mode

1. Obtain course enrollment figures for c,ne quarter
2. Obtain number of sectioas taught per mode
3. Calculate ratios

D. Calculate theoretical faculty contact hours required

XVI. CALCULATION OF THEORETICAL OVERHEAD COSTS FOR NON-SAMP TEACHING UNITS

(Months 8-9)
A. Obtain. q.s.'1. personnil budget distributions
B. 4_pply known O.S.U. distributions to theoretical distributions
C. Calculation of Overhead Cost Factor

XVII. 'DEVELOPMENT OF TOTAL COST FORMULA nths 7-10)

XVIII. PREPARATION OF REPORT (Months 9-12)

A. Write first draft
B. Prepare final report
. Papers written for publications

XIX. COMPREHENSIVE GRANT PR(YTOCOL WRITTEN (Month 12)

XX. GRANT SUBMITTED TO OTHER FUNDING AGENCIES (Month 12)

-XXI. FINAL REPORT SUIVITTED'TO DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION; AND WEIFARE;
NAgliONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH (Month 12)

A.5
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Appendix B. Curriculum Descriptions
Course Titles and Credit Hours
OSU:SAMP: Actual 1974-75

1. Circulation Technology
2. Medical Communications
3. Medical Dietetics
4. Medical Illustration
5. Medical Record Administration
6. Medical Technology
7. Occupational Therapy
8. Physical Therapy
9. Radiologic Technology

10. Respiratory Techno'ogy



CIRCULATION TECHNOLOGY

SUGGESTED SCHEDULING PLAN 1974-75

Autumn Winter Sprinl

Prepsofessional

FIRST YEAR
English 100 or English 100 or Chem 123 5

Social Science 5 Social Science 5 Boot/Zoo 110 5

Chem 121 5 Chem 122 5 Phys Ed 1

UVC 100.05 Math 151 5 Humanities or

Phys Ed Phys Ed 1 Social Science 5

.Math 159.01 3

Math 159.02 2

SECOND YEAR
, Social Science 5 Physics Ill 5 Physics 112 5

ElectiVe 5 Microbiology 509 5 Social Science or

Bot/Zoo 111 5 Humanitf.es 5 Humanities 5

Humanities 3 Elective 3 Elective 5

Humanities 3

Professional

THIRD YEAR
Physiology 311 5 Physiology 312 5 Cir.Tech. 410 8

Elective 3-5 Elec.Engr. 400 5 Cir.Tech. 420 5

Elective 3-5 Cir.Tech. 400 5 Pharmacology 600 3

Al.Med. 694.01 3 Al.Med. 694.01 1 Elective 3

Al.Med. 694.01 1

FOURTH Yr:AR

Cir.Tech. 550 7 Cir.Tech. 560 7 Cir.Tech. 570 7

,Cir.Tech. 551 Cir.Tech. 561 8 Cir.lech. 571 8

Al.Med. 693 1 Al.Med. 693 1 Al.Med. 693 1

Al.Med. 694.01 1 Al.Med. 694.01 1 tl.Med. 694.01

B.1
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MEDICAL COMMUNICATIONS

SUGGESTED SCHEDULING PLAN 1974-75

Autumn Winter Spring

FIRST YEAR

Preprofeaatonal

HumanitiesEnglish 100 orEnglish.100 or,
,Sociology 201 5 Sociology 201 5 CommunIc.105 or

Math kl6 5 Humanities 5 110 or 201

Bot/ioo 110 5 Bot/Zoo 111 5 Phys Ed

Phys Ed 1 Phys Ed 1 Nat.Sci.Elective

UVC 1

*SECOND YEAR
Communic. 209 3 Psych 100 5 Communic. 225

Communic. 210 3 Humanities 5 Psych 210 or 230

Econ 100 or 200 5 Photography 574 5 or 101

Elective 5 English 305 3 Classics 210
Elective

Professional

THIRD YEAR
Anatomy 200 6 Phys.Ther. 522 2 Med.Com. 525

Phys.Ther. 521 2 Communic. 510 5 Al.Med. 591

Med.Com., 400 3 Communic. 515 5 Al.Med, 650

Elective 5 Med.Com. 520 5 Al.Med. 693 or

Elective 3 6941.03

Elective

FOURTH YEAR
Communic, 701.01 4 Med.Com. 550 8 Med.Com. 560

Educ. C F 675 4 Al.Med. 691 or Al.Med. 693 or

.Al.Med. 630 3 694.03 3 694.03
Al.Med. 693 or -Elective 3 Elective

694.03 3

Med.Com. 595 3

B.2)
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Autumn

SUGGESTED

MEDICAL DIETETICS

SCHEDULI.NG PLAN

Winter

1974-75

Sprin&

FIRST YEAR

Preprofessiolial

English 100 or English 100 or Psychology 100 5
Sociology 101/201 5 Sociology 101/201 5 Humanities cr
Chemistry 101/121 5 Chemistry 102/122 5 Bot/Zoo 110 5
Mathematics 5 Bot/Zoo 110 or Phys Ed 1

Phys Ed 1 Humanities 5 Speech Com. 105 110 5
UVC 100.05 1 Phys Ed 1

Professional

SECOND YEAR
Anatomy 200 6 Physiology 311 5 Physiology 312 5
Economics 1( 0 5 Home Ec 310 5 Home Ec 314
Humanity 5 Microbiology 509 5 Social Science 5

Med.Diet, 201 1

THIRD YEAR
Med.Diet. 410 6 Med.Diet. 521 6 Med.Diet. 522 6
Med.Diet. 411 1 P.Chem. 312 4 Med.Diet. 422 3
Med,Diet. 420 3 Humanity 5 Prev.Med. 623 2
P. Chem. 311 4 Med.Diet. 421 3 Psych. 230 5
Al.Med. 630 34

'FOURTH YEAR
Med.Diet. 637 5 Med.Diet. 645 10 Med.Diet. 646 . 1
Med.Diet. 638 5 Elective 5 Elective 5

Elective 5

Summer

Med.Diet. 523 6
Med.Diet. 636 3

Elective 5

Al.Med. 694.04 3

a

B.3
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MEDICAL ILLUSTRATION

SUGGESTED SCHEDULING PLAN 1974-75

Autumn Winter Spring

Preprofessional

FIRST YEAR
Art 170 5 Art 171 5 Art 175

Humanities 5 Social Science or Social Science 5

English 100 or English 100 5 Eng.Graph. 122 3

Social Science 5 Eng.Graph. 121 3 Phys Ed 1

Inm, 100.05 1 Phys Ed 1 Elective 3

Phys Ed 1 Elective 3

SECOND YEAR
Art 180 5 Art 272 5 Art Elective 5

Humanities 4 Humanitie:i 4 Humanities 4

Eiotany/Zoo 110 5 Zoology 231 5 Photography 551 5

Social Science 5 Photography 201 5 Zoology 232 5

Professional

THIRD YEAR
Med. Illus. 640 5 Med. Illus. 64(, 5 Med. Illus, 640 5

Anatomy 200 6 Anatomy 693 (7(1) Anatomy 700 6

Med. Illus. 635 3 Med. Illus. 635 3 Med. Illus. 693 3

Med. Illus. 693 3 Elective 3

FOURTH YEAR
Med. Illus. 640 5 Med. Illus. 640 5 Med. Illus. 640

Med. Illus. 100 Anatomy 693 3 Allied Med. 630 3

Art Ed. 604 5 Med. I11s. 691 3 Elective 3

Anatomy 693 (702) 5 Elective 5 Elective 5

Med. Illus. 693 3

5.4



MEDICAL RECORD ADMINISTRATION

SUG4ESTED scupuLIK PLAN 1975-76

Autumn Winter Sprin&

FIRST YEAR

Preprofessional

Zoology 110 5 Zoology 111 5 Psychology 100
English 100 or English 100 or Humanitis
Soc 101/201 5 Soc 101/201 5 Elective
Math 116 5 Statistics 125 5 Phys Ed
Phys Ed 1 Phys Ed
LIVC 100.05

SECOND YEAR
Humanities 5 Zoology 232 5 Micro 509
Classics Z10 3 Humanities 5 Econ 100/200
Elective 5 Elective 3 Elective
Anatomy 200-0 6 Pharmacy 270 5 Communication 225

Professional

THIRD YEAR
MRA 501 5 MRA 502 5 MRA 503
Phys.Ther. 521 2 Phys.Ther. 522 2 Al.Med. 650
Pathology 505 3 Al.Med. 530 3 Al.Med. 520
OS 211 4 Bus.Adm. 500 3 Al.Med. 591
Al.Med. 694.06 5 C/S 550 5 Elective

FOURTH YEAR
MRA 525 2 MRA 510 3 MRA 542
MRA 541 MRA 526 5 MRA 595
MRA 595 2 MRA 541 3 Al.Med. 693
Al.Med. 630 3 MRA 595 1

Elective 3-5 Elective 3-5

B.5
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4

4EDICAL,TECHNOLOGY

SUGGESTED SCHEDUUNG PLAN 1974-75

Autumn Winter Sprina

Pre2rofessional

FIRST YEAR
Chem 121 5 Chem 122 5 Chem 123 5

Math 150 5 English 100 or Social Science ur

English 100 or Social Science 5 Humanities 5

Social Science 5 Phys Ed 1 Phys Ed 1

Phys Ed 1 Statistics 125 5 Elective 5

WC 100.05 1

SECOND YEAR
Chem 211 3 Foreign Lang. 104 5 Social Science'or

Foreign Lang. 103 5 Social Science 5 HumaniAies 5

Biological Science 5 Humanities 5 Electives 8-10

Humanities 3 Elective 3 Humanities 3

Professional

THIRD YEAR
Phys Chem 311 4 Phys Chem 312 4

Microbiology 607 5 Med.Tech. 480 5

Elec. (BioSc-C) 5 Botany 662 5

Pathology 505 3 Elective 2-4

FOURTH YEAR
Pathology 502 3 Pathology 503 3 Pathology 504 5

Med.Tech. 512 Med.Tech. 513 Med.Tech. 514 9

Summer

Pathology 501 3

Med.Tech 511 9

Xed.Tech 508 3 r.t;.

B.6

8
As.
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Autumn

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

SUGGESTED SCHEDULING PLAN 1974-75

Winter

Prepro ss_ignal

Spriutt

FIRST YEAR
5

5

5

1

1

Bot/Zcio 110

Soc 101 or Hum.
Math 117
Phyx Ed

5

5

5

Chemistry 101
Art 290/190
Humanities
Psych 220
Phys Ed

5

1-5

5

3

English 100
Psychology 100
Math 116
Phys Ed

UVC

SECOND YEAR
Soc. 201 or Hum. 5 Sociology 202 5 Al.Med. 425 3

Psychology 331 3 Psychology 332 3 Anatomy 200 6
Physics 111 5 Classics 210 3 Occ.Ther. 315 3
Educ.INTEC 255 4 Psych 230 5 Educ.INTEC 255 4

Professional

THIRD YEAR
Anatomy 201 5 Zoology 232 5 Occ.Ther. 685 6
Occ.Ther. 435 4 Occ.Ther. 451 5

Occ.Ther., 540 3 Occ.Ther. 661 5

Occ.Ther. 450 5 Occ.Ther. 594 2

Occ.Ther. 452 3 Al.Med. 530 3

Occ.Ther. 545 2

Summer
Occ.Ther. 560 3

Occ.Ther, 662 4

Occ.Ther, 541 3

Occ.Ther, 545 2

Electives 6

FOURTH YEAR
Occ.Ther. 670 3 Occ.Ther. 685 6 acc.Ther. 664 5
Occ.Ther, 663 5 Occ.Ther. 675
Pathology 505 3 Al.Med. 693 3
Al.Med. 630 3 Al.Med. 591 3
Electives 3 Al.Med. 520 2

Electives 2

8,7



PHYSICAL THERAPY

SUGGESTED SCHEDULIT, PLAN 1974-75

Autumn

5

5

5

Winter

5

5

5

1

Spring

Bot/Zoo 110
Social Science
Phys Ed
Elective

5

5

1

5

FIRST YEAR

Preprof2ssional

English 100 or
Social Science
Mathematics
Chem 102 or 122
Phys Ed

English 100 or
Social Science
Mathematics
Phys Ed
Chem 101 or 121
UVC 100.05

SECOND YEAR
Elective 5 Anatomy 200 or Psych 100 or

Physics 111 5 Psych 100/300 5-6 Anatomy 200 5-6

Humanities 5 Physics 112 5 Humanities 5

Elective 3 Humanities 5 Elective 5-8

Elective 3

Professional

THIRD YEAR
Phys.Thr. 480 3 Flys.Thr. 481 5 Phys.Thr. 482 3

Anatomy 201 5 Ihys.Thr. 495 3 Al.Med. 425/625 3

Physiology 311 5 Physiology 312 5 Psych 3-5

Elective 3 Elective or Elective 5-8

Al.Med. 425 3

FOURTH YEAR
Phys.Thr. 521 3 Phys.Thr. 522 3 Phys.Thr. 588 5

Phys.Thr. 541 Phys.Thr. 542 4 Phys.Thr. 543 4

Pathology 505 3 Phys.Thr. 585 3 Al.Med. 520 2

Al.Med. 630 Al.Med. 530 3 Al.Med. 694.09

Elective 5 Elective 5 Al.Med. 591 3

8.8
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RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY

SUGPESTED SCHEDULING PLAN 1974-75

Autumn- Winter S2ring

Preprofessional

'FIRST YEAR
English foo or Social Science or sot/Zoo 110 or
Social Science 5 English 110 Humanities
Chem 101/121 Phys Ed 1 Social Science
Math 116 or 121 or Bot/Zoo 110 or Elective
Math 150 5 Humanities 5 Phys Ed
UVC 100.05 1 Chem 102/122 5

Phys Ed

SECOND YEAR
Physics 111 5 Physics 112 5 Anatomy 200
S-cial Science 5 Elective 5 Elective
Al.Med. 101 Humanitie,, 3 Humanities
Humanities 5 Elective 5 Elective

Professional

THIRD YEAR
Rad.Tech. 412 4 Rad.Tech. 430 Rad.Tech. 555
Rad.Tech. 471 3 Rad.Tech. 472 3 Rad.Tech. 556
Supportive Elec. 3 Al.Men. 694.10 1 Rad.Tech. 557
Rad.Tech. 440 6 Silpportive Elec. 5

Rad.Tech. 440 6

Sumner

Rad.rech. 201 2

Rad. Tech. 411 4

Rad.Tech. 420 3

Rad.Tech. 440
Al.Med. 694.10 2

FOURTH YEAR
Rad:tech. 530 3 Rad.Tech. 540 6 Rad.Tech. 540
Rad.Tech. 540 6 Rad.Tech. 590 4 Al.Med. 520
Supp.Elec. 1-5 Rad,Tech. 565' 2 Elective
Al.Med. 694.10 3 S'upp.Elec. 3-5

Sumner

8 Weeks of arranged
Clinical Experience

B. 9



RESPIRATORY TECHNOLOGY

'SUGGESTED SCHEDULING ZLAN 1975-76

Autumn Winter

Preprefessional

spring

FIRST YEAR
Phys Ed 1 Phys Ed 1 Phys Ed 1

English 101 5 Humanities 5 Bot/Zoo 110 5

Math 159.01/159.02 5 Chemistry 122 5 Social Science 5

/Chemistry 121 5 Psychology 100 5 ''ree Elective 3-5

UVC 100 1

SECOND YEAR
Physics 111 5 Physics 112 5 Anatomy 200 6

Humanities 5 Humanities 5 Micro 509 5

Econ 100 5 Elective 5-6 Psych 210 or 230 5

Elective 3

Professional

THIRD YEAR
Physiology 311 5 Physiology 312 5 Pharmacy 470 4

Resp.Tech. 300 3 Statistics 125 5 Al.Med. 425 3-5

Resp.Tech. 320 4 Resp.Tech. 400 6 or Home Ec 363

Resp.Tech. 489.01 2 Resp.Tech. 489.02 2 Resp.Tech. 420 3

Professional Elec.2-5 Resp.Tech. 489.03 2

Resp.Tech. 595 1

Prof. Elective 2-3

FOURTH YEAR
Phys.Ther. 521 2 Educ. 435 or 3-5 Resp.T. 5

Pathology 505 3 Educ. 672 10 hrs.

Resp.Tech. 500 3 Resp.Tech. 520 5

Resp.Tech. 489.06 Resp.Tech. 489.09 1

Resp.Tech. 489.08 1 Resp.Tech. 489.07 2

Bus.Admn. 500 or 3 Resp.Tech. 595 1

Al.Med. 630 Prof. Elective 2-5

Prof. Elective 2-5

Summer
Resp.Tech. 460 5

Resp.Tech. 440 3

Resp.Tech. 489.04 2

Resp.Tech. 489.05 2

Resp.Tech. 595 1

8.10



Appendix C. Didactic qmestionna_ire

1. Procedure
2. Questionnaire
3. Staff Introduction Letter
4. Letter to Former Faculty
5. Sample Questionnaire
6. Notes for Appointments and Multiple Courses
7. Appointment Reminder
8. Thank You Note

my



DIDACTIC DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURE

I. Development of SAMP Faculty Interview Instrument
A. Preparation of first draft of interview instrument
B. Identification of key SAMP faculty members for pre-test
C. Interviews

1. First pre-test with key faculty members
2. Evaluation and revision of instrument
3. Second pre-test with key faculty members
4. Evaluation and revision of instrument

D. Preparation of final interview instrument

II. Detailed Course Iden*tfication and Aualysis by Program
A. ql'imes

B. Modes
C. Detailed course descriptions
D. Personnel Involvement

1. On-site faculty
a. Divisional
b. Other SAMP

2. Off-site
a. Guest Lectures
b. Clinical personnel

E. Classroom space utilization

III. SAMP Faculty Interviews
A. Interviews scheduled
B. Pre-Interview information distributed

1. Introductory nemorandum
2. Sample questionnaire

C. Personal interviews conducted with total population
D. Completed questionnaires collected
E. Thank you notes sent

C.1
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SCHOOL OF ALLIED MEDICAL PROFESSIONS

COST SUUDY

SAMP Faculty Questionnaire

DIVISION

COURSE # CRDT. HRS.

QUARTER BLDG. 11/1(S).

INSTRUCTOR

INTERVIEWER

DATE



OF ALLIED MEDICAL PROFESSIONS

COST STUDY

1974-1975

INSTRUCTIONS:

Please read entire questionnair beforebeginning.

1. Was this course taught each week on the day(s) and time(s) listed

below? Yes No. (If no, please make corrections below.
If weekly hours were irregular, please note).

Lecture

Laboratory

Seminar

Independent
or Group
Studies/
Research

Clinical

Other

Mon. Tues. Wed. Thur. Fri. Sat.

1

Total student contact hours



COST STUDY - 2.

. 7. a. Did you have primary teach ng responsibility for this course
(60% or more)? Yes No (If yes, skip to 2o#)

b. If not, was this course team taught? Yes No.
(If yes, please indicate name of colleague in 3a.)

c. How many hours per week for each of the following activities
did you have teaching responsibility? (Please estimate.)

Lecture

Laboratory

Seminar

Independent Study

Clinical

Other

hours per week

3. a. Please list those who had secondary teaching responsibility.
, (Include those who instructed students on a regular weekly basis
but did not have primary responsibility.) lf no one assisted,
:heck N/A

A.

B.

Name

Title-Division

Lecture

Laboratory

Other

hours per week

Name

Title-Division

Lecture

Laboratory

Other

C.2.32,9,1

hours per week



COST STUDY - 3.

4. a. Were guest lecturers used? (Include any faculty member or

professional who was used as a lecturer, a discussant, an

evaluator, or who gave demonstrations.) Yes No

(If no, skip to question 5.)

b. Please list those lecturers who are members of the SAMP.

Name Ti _e-division Total Lecture hours
for this course

c. Please list those lecturers who are not membn's of the SAMP.

Title-division Total Lecture hours

for this course

a. Were graduate teaching assistants used for this course?

Yes No (If no, skip to question 6.)

b. Please list GTA's.

Name Division Used AS i.e., Total quarter hours

grader, lecturer, etc.

C.2.4

2 'Li



COST STUDY - 4.

6. a. Were CAI programs used for this course?

b. Please list CAI programs.

Yes No

Name of program Author(s)

7, a. Were other self-instructional media used? Yes

b. Please list.

Title of program or text Producers

8. How many students were enrolled in this course?

9. What percentage of the students enrolled in this course were from each
of the following divisions?

Circulation Technology
Medical Communications
Medical Dietetics
Medical Illustration
Medical Record Administration
Medical Technology
Occupational Therapy
Physlkal Therapy
Radiologic Technology
Respiratory Technology

Other, please specify

Percent



COST STUDY - 5.

TEACHING ACTIVITIES
RELATED TO THIS COURSE

ESTIMATE IN HOURS PER WEEK* ESTIMATE IN HOURS PER
QUARTER GUEST LECTURERS

PRIMARY SECONDARY SAMP NON -SAMP
INSTRUCTOR INSTRUCTOR(S) LECTURER(S) LECTURER(S)

1. PREPARATION FOR TEACHING A. B.

(e.g., instructional aides,
CAI, manuals, handouts,
maintaining equipment used
in teaching this cout-e)

2. ADVISING STUDENTS
(in this course, but not
during class times)

3. RESEARCH/PROFESSIONAL
IMPROVEMENT
(as related to this course
or it's subject content)

4. ADMINISTRATIVE DUTIES
(related to the teaching
of thAs course, e.g.
grades, arranging for
guest lecturers)

5. OTHER
(Please specify)

.,

*If activity did not occur weekly, to estimate hours per week, take total hours per
quarter and divide by 10.

2

C.2.6



TO: DrvIsION DIRECTORS AND FACU

FROM: Ronald L. Harper, Ph.D
Associate Director

RE: New Research Project Team Member

DATE: February 2, 1976

The purpose of this mcmo is to introduce Ms. Jeannette Fraser
as a member of our res lrch project, "Cost Analysis of Ten Allied
Health Programs." Her background is in Health Planning and Political
Science.

Initially, Jeannette's responsibilities will include meeting
with Division Directors and faculty members in the School to determine
the amount of input to our various courses from physicians and other
professionals not on our school faculty. This study is an effort
to determine total instructional costs. I would appreciate your
assisting Jeannette when she calls to set up appointments in the
near future.

Do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions in this
regard. Again, I appreciate your help and cooperation.

RLH/rr

C. 3



Dear

The Ohio State University School a: Allied Medical Professions is

conducting a cost expenditure study entitled: "Cost Analysis of Ten Allied

P.ealth Programs." As part ot that study we are requesting information about

each course taught from June 1974 - 1975. Enclosed is a questionnaire

for each of the courses that our records show you taught during the petiad

under study.

We realize that some of the information we are requesting may require

access to your course files, which tlIty still be here at O'lio State University.

In light of that, please answer the (luestions to the best of your knowledge.

We will attempt to fill in any omissions with the help of your former administra-

tive staff here at the School of Allied Medical Pro.te.ssions.

The information we obtain from these questionnaires will be used to

establish the personnel costs associated with educating students in b,lth thy

didactic and clinical phases of the baccalaureate programs in the school.

To insure the comprehensiveness of this study, your input is vital.

We are enclosing a sample questionnaire and a pr epa id addressed envelopt-

for your convenience. If you have Any ,Inestions about the purpose of thy study,

or the questionnaire, please feel free to cal] me ''ellect (614) 422-86(44

If minor questions should arise or it the course list is incorrect, please

attach an explanatory note or write in the margins, e would appreciate

receiving your completed questionnaire(0 no later t' H

CN/jj

Thank you for your time and co-,pe -ation.

S:ncorely,

/

raid Newhouse
Reseirch Assistant
Cost Expenditure Study

t- .4



;

SCHOOL or ALLIED MEDICAL PP,OFFSSIOliS

COF,T STUDY
SAMP 7aculty Questioznaire

DIVISION UUTOJ
COURSE 000 CRUT H1S, o
QUARTER WINTER,. PI,F)G. Aroi PY

INSTRUCTOR E(--V /i)E

COO CO klkA

INTERVIBIER clOELF

DATE 2



SCHOOL OF ALLIEL, MEDICAL PROFLSSIONS
COS14 STUDY
1974-1975

INSTMCTIONS

Please read entire questionnaire before beginning.

1. Was this course taught each ',/eck on the day(s) and time(s)
listed nelow? yos no (If no, please make
corrections below. If wee iy hours were irregular, please
note.)

LectIlre

Laboiatory

Seminar

Independent
or Group
Studies/
Research

Clinical

other

Mon Tues Wed

2-

Thur

2-

Total student contact hours

C.5.2



COST STUDY - 2

a. Did you have primal"y teaching responsibility for this course
(60% or more)? 1 yes no (If yes, skip to 2c.)

If not, was this course team tacght? yes no

(If yes, please indicate name of colleague in 3a.)

c. How many hclIrs per week for eilch of the following activities
did you have teaching responribility? (Please estimate.)

Lecture Li hours per week

Laboratory

Seminar

Independent Study

Clinical

otner

a. Plcase list those who had secondary teaching responsibility.
(Include thosc who instructe students on a regular
weekly hasis but did not hay(' prirar.Lresponsibility.)
If no one assisted, check N/1.

PV.E P SE NO0 Ps-Wit-10\m-
S'Ec oti4 (1- 9 I Si-RvCr Ok,S

ON) op- -n-64 rprIEA. m.R.. %-INN

name

B.

PiNSMEgt. PlAysiCAL
iTtle-diviT;Ton

Lecture

Laboratory

C.L.31CAL
other

2.

name

tit e-division

Lecture

Laboratory

other

C,5.3

hours per week

hours per week



COST STUD? 3

4. a. Were guest lecturers used? (Include any faculty member

or professional who was used as a lecturer, 4 discussant,

an evaluator, or who gave denom7;trations.)
yes no (If no, skip to question

b. Please list those 1.ctur:-.!rs who are members of the SAMP.

AS UONE_5____QT. __cM7 V iL
Name TiLle-division f Total lecture hours

for this course

c. Please list those locturers who are ndit members of the SAMP.

(11.1;13nE gYA.I;AcCAAL.Wo4TC.PcgID 1

Name Total lecture hours
for this course

_MLZ 1\) . Zocicus) ThEette4T 1

mtvzuE.L PATIE:NT

Nog FAvereAlzi: Roce

Wauraduate teaching assistants used for this course?
res no (If no, skip to question 6.)

Please list GTAs.

Name Division
01- Lne). ASO- G 9O ii,e41

Used as i.e., Tota quarter hours
grader, lecturer,etc. for this course

C.5.4



COST STUDY - 4

Were CAI programs used for this course? yes no

Please list CAI programs.

Name of program author(s)

7. a. Were other self-instructional media used? yes

b. Please list.

no

it e of program or ext producers
o

10.17 p \IDE_ WM. 7NE PvT.v, 05.kh- PT bprt,

8. How many students were enrolled in this course? 100

What Eercentage of the students enrolled on this course were
from erIch of the following divislons?

Circulation Technology
"ledical Communications
Medical Dietetics
Medical Illustration
Medical Record Administration
Meaical Technology
Occupationl Therapy
Physical Th ,rapy
Radiologic 'technology
Respiratory Technology

QTUO e rJT

ot er, please specify
4

.f?

C.5.5

percent

3Q



COST STUDY - 5
/c

V.

Q2C°

Al-
Ai) te

TEACHING ACTIVITIES

RELATED TO MIS COURSE CC l'31;

°
§)1

A? AA
0

Og

illi
Nic

ESTIMATE IN HOURS PER WEEK" i ESTIMATE IN HOURS PER nUA
GUEST LECTURERS

PRIMkRY NON-SAMPSECONDARY SAMP
INSTRUCTOR INSTRUCTOR(S) LECTURER(S) LECTURER(=

1. PREPARATION FOR TEACHING A. B,

(0.q., instructional aides,
CAI, manuals, handouts,
maintaining equipmont used
in teaching this course)

2. ADVISING.STUDENTS
(in this course, but not
during class times)

3. RESEARCH/PROFESSIONAL
IMPROVErCNT
(as related to this course
or it's subject content)

4. ADMINISTRATIVE DUTIES
(related to the teaching
of this course, e.g.,
grades,,arranging for
quest lecturers)

s . oTHER
(please specify)

/2 Hz Y2. HR,

*If activity did not occur weekly, to estimate hours per week, take total hours per
quarter and divide by 10.

C.5.6



PHONING FOk APPOINThENN

Hello. I am callLig regarding the Cost
Study being conducted bv the School of Allied
Medical Professions. e would like to discuss
some of the courses taught by
last year. If possible, could I set up an ap-
pointment at his/her ccnvenience? Gerry Newhouse/
Jeannette Fraser will come to his/her office at

. His/her number Is: 422-8644
if there are any questions or appointment changes.
I will be sending you a memo and a sample question-
naire so that he/she will have an idea of the
type of information needed. Thank You.

NOTE ATTACHED TO QUESTIONNAIRES MAILED
(when courses duplicate)

If you feel data is identical for each of the
four quarters you tauglt this course, then fill
questionnaire for ONE luarter only and we will
multiply data by four. If not, please give
year averag_e as data. Specify ONE QUARTER or
YEAR AVERAU. Thank v)u.

VP'



TO:

TRON:

RE: COST STUDY INTERVIEW

The purpose of this memo in to remind you of our appointment
in your office on at

As part of our research project "Cost Analysis of Ten Allied
Health Programa", we will be requesting information relating to
the courses you taught from July 1974 - June 1975.

/The information we obtain from this
estliblish the personnel costs associated
bott the didactic and clinical phases of
in iur school. NO proof, justification,
inf nation will be called for now or in

interview will be used to
with educating students in
the baccalaureate programa
or verification of this
the future; therefore, we

ask for your judicious and objective input.

A sample interview form is attached to familiarize you with the
questions that will be asked. If you have any queations relating to
this form or the Cost Study in general, please feel free to contact
me at 2-

According to our records, the courses listed below were taught
by you during the year under study. If you find any errore tn this
listing, please bring them to my attention as soon as possible, so
corrections can be made before our interview.

COURSES TAUGHT JULY 1974 - JUNE 1975:

SUMMER, 1974

AUTUMN, 1974

WINTER, 1975

SPRING, 1975

C.7
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#F. T IF. - 57,25

CI RCULAT ION TECH.

MED CAL COM ,

MEDICAL ET.

AL

COST STUDY

DEPT, i,,25014

LIN C..k:;11.1i7.PTORS
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OPE.4TING BUNETS!!!

COST STUDY TEAM

DR . RONALD- H

SPACE UTILIZATION

138,452485 -- 42,355,89 = 96 096,97

TOTAL SQ. FT, ASSIGNED SPACE SHARED
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Appendix

OSU:SAMP:Cost Study: Program Cost Analysis: Student Fnrollment

Actunl 1974-75

1.

Program

Circulation Technology

Freshman
STUDrNT YNROLLMYNT

Sophmore Junior Senior

in 11

Totn1

Pre

Profcsional
Tot;i1

Profession31
Total

2. Medical Communications lq 1 3 8 410 21

3. Medical Dietetics 2 1 .' 3
,

7

4.

5.

1edical-,T11ustratior

\,

Medical Record Administration

r,

14 11 4 1:

'0

)1

H,

6. Medical Technology lil 23 22 111 Y4

7. nccupational Therapy ;0 29-'.!. 14S P4

8. Physic41 Therapy SO SO til

9. Radiologic Technology 1') 24 7 14 i)(0

ln. Respiratory Technology 12 11 24

TOTAL

3 u



Appendix E. Faculty Activity Analysis

OSU:SAMP: Analysis

1. Procedure
2. Phase I: Faculty Actual: Letter and Form

3. Phase II: Faculty Ideal; Letter and Form

4. Phase III: Director Ideal: Letter and Form

5. Phase rV: Advinistrators Ideal: Letter and Form

6. FAA Profile Analysis
7, FAA Direct Contact Teaching Analysis



FACULTY ACTIVITY OALYSIS PROCEDURE
4-

Instrument Development
A. Preparation of first draft of data collection instruments
B. Long-range Planning Task Force review and revision
C. Cost Study Staff review and revision
D. Preparation of Final data collection instrument

II. Phase I: Faculty "Actual" Administration
A. Anonymous self-administered questionnaires distributed
B. Average hours per week actual faculty responses received

(Phase I data)
C. Data aggregated by division

1. Hours per week
2. Percentage of Total Average Hours per week (Poase 11

data)

III. Phase II: Faculty "Ideal" Administration
A. Distribution af % averages per program questionnaires to

SAM? faculty
B. "Ideal" faculty distributions responses received
C. Data aggregated and averaged by division (Phase III data)

IV. Phase III: Division Directors "Ideal" AdministrAtion
A. Distribution of average "Ideal" faculty data for pertinent division
B. "Ideal" configuration of faculty activity z.esponses received
C. Data aggregated and averaged by division (Phase rv data)

V. Phase IV: SAMP Administrators "Ideal" Administration
A. Distribution of each division's administrative ideal for all

ten programs
. SAMP Administrators "Ideal" average faculty activity distribution

per program responses received
C. Data aggregated and averaged by division (Phase V)



TO: SAMP Faculty

FROM: Long Range Planning Task Force

RE: Activity Analysis

DATE: February 2, 1976

The Long Range Planning Task Force is attempting to study the various

types and distribution of our faculty's activities. The information whik..h we

are seeking will be needed to help to construct a long range plan for the

continued development of the School. This plan will be used in the decision

process as we move ahead in the next fe.; years. The University's current

quarterly activity analysis does not provide all of the information that is

necessary and additionally (-ant ans informatic .nly for Summer and Autumn

quarters. Therefore, we ask your cooperation completing the attached forms.

Would you please:

1. Review your calendar for the 1975 year (January 1 thru December 31).

2. Construct an average work week using the attached questionnnire as

a guide.

3.- Record the time distributiun of the major categories using the sub-

categories as an indication of what could be contained in each major

category.

4. Est,imate time only to the nearest half hour (ee example),

S. Return the completed questionnaire to the box in Mrs. Reggie Roberts'

office (Room 106(;) and cross your name off the list. Althou0 your
division name appears on th,:' questionnaire, po NOT MIT yol7, ox

THE FORM, Please return the Corm on or before Xontiay, reb:.u,iry 9.

This is the first stage of a study that we hope to utilize in preparing a

long range plan. It represents our attel..Tt to determi:x-"what is" and based on

what you tell us, we will then ask you, 'Miat ought to be?" It is an opportunity

for you as a faculty member to have sillnificant input to shaping your division's

and the school's future. It is vitally important that each faculty member respond

and that the response be as accurate as possible since the value of this planning

instrument is directly related to the quality of the data it contains.

Your assistance is crucial to the success of the task force. 'thank you in

advance for your help. co

(.)
.S°

V A* ..Z.- ` Q 0 E. 2 1,-t 3



FACULTY ACTIVITY WALYSIS

DIVISION:

NDTE: Please read the entire form before completing and
DO NOT PUT YOUR NAME en the form.

I. TEACHING ACTIVITIES
Average Hours

Far Week

1. Trachlag (Formal assignment Aor the following
activities wItitia and outside of SAHA or CM)

a) Classroom (Lecturm)
b) Classroon (Seminar)

c) Labor:story

d) Clinic (Patient centered teaching)

e) luvhfiiI Studios, (X97, 919)

t) (eatinulng Caucation Classes

2. Teaching Preparrrion and Student Evaluations

al

b)

c)

J)

e)

f)

2)

Dreleping inirructIonsl aids
uoniro-ing equipment or materials
AreInging for clinicala, labs etc.
Prviwilig Tither maturials and lectures

Sfti, iiç ah%

nf tristmctionai actIvitle'
EVA1,14fill0 of ttudent wurt, grading papers, etc.

I. Cour.4 pr curriculum DevIlopment and [valuation
(General devellspewnt and e$aloition. preparation

for tutwro .:raursvs, other teaching support

activities)

U. 2TIVf47 CONTAC1

IV. GENERAL SUPPORT AND ADMINI$TRATION
Aversgc four

Per Wee*

Administration (filling out forms, time schedules,

QAR's. budgets, etc.)

2. Gamaittees - Attendlns sm) prepirinf fvr wretIms,

(include Division, Skhool, College, University)

puOLIC SERVICE

I
Consulting (include activities for which you pre or

are not paid ieliarste fce)

2. Servise to pro(ession in a professionsl copnsltY.
service to out.-O.s stoic. ^Mims! or Pr"(c(ifoo31
organtIntIons Including oesbership on comaitioei

not rovvted In V. 1, or WI. 2)

3. Professional Practice (List time spent In prefesslolal

practise n11/1 pr,,vidinF prlient core that dor,

pot Involve ,ilnicol tes,king included in I. Id)

VI. PIttIf.E.SSIUvriL nITLUPNIKT

I. Professional limpintroveent (raking gradutt ce.r,cs,
readings tn (ield to ieep shro,st of develornents,

.)ate

2. Professional Meetings (ionferences, wnrishopr,

Wv1.Ang led co,alselfat
seeinors stlerides) for 1-1f inprovenent)

a) Advising underiraciii,sto studorits

b) 'graduate students (includes work
a4soel.ta4 with theses or projects but not

included le 1. le)

2. Interviewing, Evaluating nr Recruiting Prospective

Students (Include resleulng records, Interviewing

tlec, decision-male*/

Ill. RESEARCH

Curriculum. Isborstory, clinical or systems oriental

research. *rt.. ehtth secludes Ow spent writing

pmeolals, culler/1r/ sled essalysing date, and super-

vlsosig r completing research projects.

113,176

3 i

3. Pohlicotiors And rrn,c7t1r:nns Tiny spent develop-

ing Itiorstare resiew, etc , and writing thc poper

or presentstion nu. assoostc,1 with Oi mssigned

ro (strgory III) whirl. is published in lwroSs, )uinnifs,

studeLt manuals (even th,ngh not widely pub11.-hed or

copyrighted) otr,, or pre*ente4 at local, state or

nationJI sectins,

VII. OTHER AfTIVITIFS (please specify on reverie sIJO)

Total siva flr, r-

_

Thank you for your inmirf

Plow feel froc to use the reverse of this fora to

explain any tiee elnentions which you believe are

R*Illimlims Or might Et
isun...-rstood, or to make any

ommments you hsvo.



TO: SAMP Faculty

FROM: Long Range Planning Task Force

RE: Faculty Activity Analysis - Phase II

DATE: Avil 7, 1976

In phase I of the Faculty Activity Analysis, we asked you to construct
an average work week, The data you provided enabled us to determine "what is"

an average faculty week. Now in phase 11 we would like you to review your
division's average work week percentages, and provide us with additional feed-
back by filling in the blanks with percentages that you feel would be the
"IDEALTM, or what "ought to be" for your division.

Please keep the following cons'iderations in mind when determining these
peroentages:

The percentages are intended to represent the whole division;
LIdividual faculty members (including yourself) might either
wish to continue their present pattern of time use or to cnange
it.

2. It might be necessary to establish new faculty positions to make
the distributions possible.

This is an opportunity for you as a faculty member to have significar,t
input in shaping the future of your division and the School.

Please return the completed forn to the box in Mrs. Reggie Roberts'
office (room 106G) and cross your name off the list. Although your division
name appears on the form, DO NOT PUT YOUR NAME ON THE FORM. Please make every
ffort to return the completed form on or before Wednesday, April 14.

Your continued help and cooperation is crucial to the success of the
planning task force.. We will continue co provide you with feedback as the
study pre7resses.

:3 I 5
caE

E. 3.1
..?. (.,

0 & C: cliSr-V
,izs 0 k/ k

cl Z' -;;(0 0
44/4-4) 6' ge4 te



NOTE:
L20 NOT PIJ Y NAME on the form.

. _
OMZ

. _

1 TIMMS% ACTIS rtr
_

a)
b)
c)
.1)

x5,4.1z,,siefit f" r the fol Io.frtg
rle;t1 n and out i,lr o( ,..n.str or CCOI)

CI ,,sron. (Lecture)
t 1 (5,-ninar)
t Trory
01,114. n,tirot centered telchins)
1 ctu,iirs 0.1}, qol)
t,,o1 tdor.it ton 11 ,s1

Z. 74-3,h ing traluatScn

1) 1. to) in t i t ion.) .114
to ^

..r ,(erats
CI ...I'? tni I ,t (.1 I noc11,,

I -.1 Irrir
c) -t n 1,, 1 ills

r 5555,5.1.55 nf inst t ,,nt1 tvt t icS
ton c.1. etc".

S. cr ,0til,q1o, OrvtInriw,t an.; iitIri
n I dc.Ini., vnt St.)n, pteriellt

for ,r r.nric%, etlo.t Sc. Ichies $tairporS

:hfIfI j
Adtr-t rntsCIltis

3) .1.h Ist..r. to.t.lcrgc,Idt.c.re ftlo.frnts
5) A.,. - rr,,lo4te stmt-iltr. (incIoJet.

.1* nen ito4 utth thesro, or plojects b ItOt

Inc ludod lo 1, Ist)

2. r,r, Evalu3! oi Itocruttths Prospective
Stn.h.nts (Include Fern-it:1g records, inte(si,wing

dr: tslonooling)

UI. ESEAStklf

Cwrr1ruI.04, chrtcot or systems nriented
r,c., uhich tir-c spnt wrItio;

propos II', COloctIng art.1 analyzing date, arsd suPer
rasing or coovIetoril rese3r0, projectS.

SAMPLE

FACULTY ACTIVITY ;,NALY,;I

NVISION: \/ouR P/P/S,04/

yrtr,C °flow's,

AJIfft r4hr 5

20 0/0

/2 %

3.(o %

r ek:
l'400,05,

IV, (1:%t101. PortT ftr:rt AU,IINISTRAT

/At (rim"; on.5t. t-55,rlas, iffIrs
QNSZ't

2, (m-r.ttr,.... Aftc,,I11,g ;IN.! p,..).st (",
( ncl tIc nI i Ion, StInon), rot Irgr, ,11

v. rult tc cr PvIcr

1. CC,o,o1 t I 'fa (or -.hi. 1,10 1, -

IF ,1 (,,12 tc,-.)

prof r ,f Ict 11
)t 1. f

sn, I ro I, nr vt 2)

'I. ({ ., ,,

l'SWIS',1,)SI. Of I t., 'n. M11

o I I

15, ,5555 5 5,

1. t, t Inv F f
I, iJ, W .," If

CTC.)

Onff tcrl n ,f

sr pin f .1 (..t Se I trir,....e^,,t

,

c

r.bli, 1 i -,4 l, n vA! at
I I trVIt'n, 01' , t,r : : n

or nt..,t Ion f.otit nt Insnt. at,- I

to .,t000ry I I 1 01,,I1 rnt It n-,1
sta,nt m,nnu,Is no n.nI, I) pol11,1
Cop.,c,C10.o.1) Cts or rres,'OSO.1 2! 10' Al. "`S." 1,/
(1.1S tOrt IS 111,CS1110,

"II, 07111-2I

Tb3,14 yCoi for

Ftriwz

I

1'1C1sc feel (tic 71 rcsc,,,c 1 rtnil for,. "

C %pt.-a n Any I...4x 7.g whtch you bc1 tr..e aro

aerial Cuool or xight he rot% taltl^r+te424, ill to ok.ito

cv'.,a!S yOu

)



TO: SAMP Divisio4 Directors

FROM: Long Range PlanningTask Force

RE: Faculty Activity Analysis Phase III

DATE: May 24, 1976

In Phase I of the Faculty Activity Analysis, we asked all faculty
meMbers to construct an average work week. The data that you provided
was averaged for each division separately and returned to you. All
faculty members were then asked to respond to Phase II by reviewing their
division's average work week percentages. Their response provided a
profile of your faculty's perceived "ideal work week."

The worksheet for the third and final phase of the Activity Analysis
is attached. Please review column one, "what is," and column two,
"ideal," for your division and furnish the Planning Task Force with
data in percentages of what you as Division Director, consider to he the
"way it should be."

When determining these percentages please consider:

(1) The percentages should represent what you as Division
Director would like to see YOUR TOTAL DIVISION doing
with their time. It may be quite similiar to the present
patterns or you maY wish that the percentage distributions
be Significantly rearranged.

(2) It might be necessary to establish new faculty positions to
make the distributions possible. Do not feel restricted to
present personnel and budgetary restraints.

All Division Directors and Planning Task Force members will meet to
discuss the total activity analysis data shortly. Please make every
effort to respond to Phase III, ON OR BEFORF TUESDAY,JUNE 1, 1976. Your
expeditious response in this matter will be greatly appreciated.

Please return Phase III to Mrc., Reggie Roberts, room 106-G.

3 1 8
4.0

ca c`P -P
....,

Jo (,!? 0.4.4;- E.4. I

;V_ 4 r C 5 )d tigtv 4ic
49 9 i



DIVISION DIRECTOR

TEAC711n;', AETIVITtEs

1. Teaching (ror-.1 o)'.1genorli for tho f011swimg

SW sr 03Mr)

O ti T0 (Lecture)
111 ClsoePn (Sr4sinlr)

labeinr(1ry

d) c....itorcd (eaching)
r) II% 11 091 9 9 1)
r) (:).ti,ufng uss,c,

I. Tiathong (',rpora,irn ond StWent Evaluation

ACTIVI1Y ANALYSIS

11

"actual %" " de 3 I "direc tor 1." Tv, GI-M,R3L surrOotr AM/ KISIRAT

1. Admini,t,ltinn (fIllint cut torn% time oihcd.,Ivo,
QU's. bodr.QI. etc.)

a) Peirloptqe on.truotionaI midi
eg1.11,,, it or aterlalt

t) rkinira$4, labg, etc.
d) "Ow, lnd le(ture,*

settiar up taloa
f) I i n't mstion t hitt le%
4) L.i1,14:o4ts rit stio4cnt work, goading papery, etc

3. co.arte or Curricoolono DevnIdipernt and Evaluation

mmf rysIvatiom. prer.irstion
furlre courNit.os,)other teaching oupport

J:rovlitocii)

orpl
I. Adviwing and fnuiss.elips

31 Aaleiwing u3deerr.s.lunte stomloots

AJvi-ong grulunrn stud,nte (iric)thtest work

,oloriAtc4 wish Cir,,es or projectt but not
sms1o.Ied is I. Is)

2. lotoroic.ing. tvnIgiPrins or lircruitihs Prospectivo
SUKI.nts (Incliodc revogwins feco74s. Interviewing
tips, Jerisioo pakiri2)

NESCAP(11

Nhoratory, c1Inicat or svstrps orientad

ryserrch, etc., shich intil4Jos cis. sptat writing
sisorossis, CUIltttiOf aft1 astalystas data, ap4 suptr-
vicood ar cospittias reasasela pro,ocas.

IN"

-

10../
3 I

,444.4444,4,44,=44

.,regmmenbla

111,

Conmilirtec AItcodIng AnJ nrcraring fni mcctings
(include Division C.,Ilere, University)

v. rumll,.-.SIrvtc.E.

I. C,Irls ill 1 ill ( Inc hnir CIII ir for I Oh you r nt
At: not v11.1 m ): c fro)

7, :-,erviic IT pre/Cr...Ion tn plme;cirw11 curcity,
lr l 4,i11C CZ 14 4l l,44411 nr pr"I, 5

: t(rn, Int nJIInr ,,-*I?orsliir, QIi ,ofnmItSr,i
oro,rd in t: I , n

"rof'',s 01,11 "t r (I C tine ent l r1f .1.
'Iii.tini lUf C4It. III It tivrll

not rloIrc ctioi( re ',Jung I nt 1(,1,-.1 In I I3)

VI, 2.610N41.11A1 UN)Ilsa_

I. rrofv,1,.MAI Irr,otr:'nt (tOkiOQ 4r40,iite VOursr.,
",..1.1wrl Ii tinIJ tO Fo.p ol 4cvolo1'm..nts,

2. frIfessionli 1,10,t11,0 m"fcrenirs,
so0,111.1ri 311vmd,.1 In t %Cif IIIVO$T&CA.1)

Pio1,1 oc III ow .!r. I rrq,Ofti 111M11. TI,IG freni. dev n Iry -

11; litcritutr' trvIc4, 4rd writ I nf 1110 rlr-r
(.1,1 twt lC..-cciut0.7 with or assirnwd

to L.-v: ory !II) rlitin is pubIishTJ in bucks,
irtskir-,L onjouoil4 (even thlui:h not widely put/11.011'd or

c,T)-lii,:htrd) etc., Or pc,sented At It.cnI SIntO Or
nAtional weetingi.

%It amok ACTIYITIIS (Pleigo %poetry on reyer4i1 Ilde)

e,

Wan% you for yout

CLEASE USE THE RACK FOR
CO('?MENTS OR EXPLANATiONS.

=1,4

1,!=4.....441

Ill



Tai Dr. Atwell -

Carolyn Burnett
Dave Broski

FROM: Ronald L. Harper

RE: Faculty Activity Analysis Results

4

Attached please find a complete set of the "Faculty Activity
Analysis" results. Phase I percentages were derived from the hours
reported by the faculty as representing an "average" work week which
they were asked to construct. Phase II percentages represent a
composite of what the faculty reported they thought represented an
"ideal" distribution of activities for their division. (These figures
included the Division Director's estimate). Phase III represents
the Division Director's response to Phases I and II and is what he/she
believes is "ideal" for the Division.

I wo}ild like to ask each of you to review the Phases 1, II, and
III and inditate what you believe should be "ideal" for each of the
divisions. Your estimates should total to 100%. Please consider the
state of the profession, the type of faculty that we have and are
liely to be able to hire, and what you believe is a reasonable
number of faculty for the division in question.

Please give your results to Reggie. I will compile them and
send you all a copy. I also will send one to Jeff Caswell for use by
the Long-Range Planning Task Force.

Thank you.

RLH/rr
Encl.
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Table FAA

08U:SAMP:Proaram Cost Analysis: Faculty Activity Analysis Profile
Actual 19 74-75

Program

Faculty Activities Percent of Total Time

Prot,

riev.

AverAge Hours
per Week

Instruction

Research Public

Service
Admin-
istrat ion

Direct
Contact

Preparation
Advising

1. Circulstion Technology 25. 20.9 7.9 21,4 8.0 16,1 61.2
2. Medical Communications 1 3.1 38.6 9.8 1 3.1 1 3.6 11.8 71.0

3. Radical Dietetic. 27.3 34,8 5.9 5.9 11.6 14,5 47.2

4, Medical Illumtration 19. 1 2 1.5 1.6 40.8 11.0 1.8 44.5

5. Medical Record Administration 10.4 40.4 3.6 12, 1 1 1.9 19.f, 74. 1

6. Medical Tectinoloav 40.0 36.0 1. 3 .8 13.4 8.5 47.8

7. Occupational Therapy 17.1 49.4 , 3.4 5.9 11,9 12.1 54.8

--4. Phyoical Therapy 24.7 43. 7 s', 2.5 6.4 17.1 10.6 47, 9

5. Rad iologic- Technology 40.4 30.9 1.1 3.6 11.9 12.1 45, 3

10. Respiratory Technology 31.8 35.6 1.5 8.9 4.2 18.0 47, 7

A vereje, 25.0 35.4 3.9 11.9 11,1 12.7 52.6

Ar)



USD; SA.M1';(4.)at Study: It y Traiehirs (Direct Cuitt,tet ) AL:tivity AnaLyiil s
.tu.11 1974-75

Did4Ctit nit'Or et IC.)1
FAA: J'h4sr 1 1 1 1 1 1 I V V quv t t t L1.1

Activity Facult y Facuit y Facult y Di re,: tor Administ rat ot Perk cot ot PL'tIlt
TOTAL A: t ttu I DC AL: t WI I DC Ideal DC Id ca 1 DC Ideal DC 40 Hi CI. tot 40 FiN,.
Aver.zge Average as Percent of Percent of Per& clic 01 Percent ,,t 141 Weckti st)

ri ogt nu Hours /Wel.k HE/LIIN /Wt.`ek 40 Hour Week 40 Hi .. 40 lit N . 40 Ht N . ( 1 21).'2 , 31.'1,

*.1.i... IAL1011 leihnology

'god tt. a i 1.0104441111, a r 1 on i

67.2

71.0

17,1

9, )

42.8

21.3

31.9

15,5

50.4

44,4

45. 5

42. i

41.1

11.'4

412

4 I.

I. Medica 1 Hierk.t. !CV 47,2 12.9 32. 3 31.0 35.4 2 1 , 1 23, .3

. Medi* .1 i I 11,,it rjt Ion 44.5 8.6 21.5 20.5 :O.', 11.4 36.'4 31.1

5,

i)

MeJl. 31 R......,1 ...i Adatlillst cat Ion

NO; a1..1 I e , ll., logy

74.1

47,8

7, 7

19.1

19. 3

47.8

26.4

45. 4

2 1 .9

$5.9

i 1 .0

28 . i)

2 1 .1

3 7 ,,1

29,t)

4 1 . )

th , UVA I 1,,r..ii I 111.: I 110y 54.1 co, 4 13. 5 32.9 f,',9 )4,,r, 1 i 4*., 9
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Appendix F. Clinical QuesLionnaire

1. Procedure
2. Summary of Sites and Responses
3. Pre Questionnaire Letter
4. Questionnaire Cover Letter
5. Questionnaire
6. Response Incentive Note
7, Follow Up Letter and Card
8, Thank You and Summary Analysis Letter

a. Cost Analysis Results
b. Clinical Preceptors Attitudes

F.



CLINICAL DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURE

Detailed Identification of Cou set; with a Clinical Component
A. Identification of Student Clinical Activity by course

per program
B. Identification of Faculty Clinical Activity by course

per program
1. SAMP faculty activit ,s oft-site
2. Oft-site clinical personnel engaged in clinical

instruction

II. Identification of Clinical Facilities Utilized
A. Identification of clinical sites

1. Location
a. Local
b. In-state
c. Out-of-state by geographic roy ion

4. Type of facility
a. General hospital
b. Veterans Administration hospitals
c. Pediatric hospitals
d. Rehabilitation facilities
e. Psychiatric facilities
f. Other health care faciliti, s

B. Identificatthn of clinical preceptors
C. Selection of clinical facilities tor on-site intervi,

and visits
1. By type
2. By location
3. By division titilizat ion

III. Development of Clinical Preceptor Interview instrument and Questi nnaire
A. First draft of instrument
B. Identification of SAMP iacul.v clinical co-ordinators
C. Interviews: Key SAMP faculty

1. First pre-test
2. Evaluation and review of instrument

D. Interviews: Key clinical preceptors in Columbus area
1. Second pre-test
2. Evaluation and review of instrument

E. Interviews: Selected clinical preceptors across the Lation
1. Interviews scheduled
2. Travel arranged
3. Sample questionnaire and letter of introduction
4. Interview_conducted by team member face-to-face
5. Tour of facility
6. Thank you letter sent
7. Evaluation and review of instrument by cost study team

members



F. Development of final self-administered clinical ques-
tiOAM'Aite

Iv. Clinical Course Data Collecti.ln: Self-Administered Questionnaire
A. First mailing; Introduction letter
B. Second mailing

I. Cover letter
2. Incentive to respond
3. Questionnaire

C. Follow-up
1. Letter
2. Return card

V. Disbribution of Attitude Section Results to Clinical Preceptors
A. Letter
B. Frequency Counts on Attitude Section for pertinent division

F.1.2



Appendix F

CSU:SAM2: Cost Study: Ptostam Coat Ana ysis! C1inica1 Preceptors

Distribution by State

State

Medical
Record
Admin.

Occupa-
tional
Therapy

Physical

Therapy
Total

Ohio: Columbus 10 9 15 34 23%
Other Cities 14 15 22 51 34%

Total 24 24 37 85 57%

Other States
Alaska 1 1

Arkansas 1 1

Arizona 1 1

California 3 3 2 8

Colorado 1 1

Connecticut 1 2 1 4

Delaware 1 1 2

Florida 1 1

Georgia 2 2

Hawaii 2 2 1

Illinois 4 3 7

Indiana 2 2

Kansas ,

1 1

Maryland 1 1

Massachusetts 1 3

Michigan 0 2 8

Minnesota 1 1

Missouri 1 1

New Jersey 1 1

New York 1 1 2

Oklahoma 1 1

Oregon 3 3

Pennsylvania 1 2 3

Washington 1 1

Wisconsin 4 1 5

District of Columbia 2 2

Total 65 43%

Grand TOTAL 30 62 58 150 1001

3 3
F.2.1. 0



Appendix F

OSU:SAMP: Cost Study: Program Cost Analysis: Clinical Preceptors

Clinical Prer:eptors:

Medical
Record
Admin.

Occupa-
tional
Therapy

Physical
Therapy Total

Population 30 62 58 150

Interviews: On Site 1 1 4 2 7

Questionaire: Recipients # 29 58 56 143

Respondents # 21 47 48 116

% 72% 81% 86% 81%

Usable Forms # 21 45 46 112

% 100% 96% 96% 97%

Population

Usable Data 22 49 48 119

737. 79% 83% 79%

F.2.2.

.



THE OUTO ST VI E UNIVFlittirrl
Juay 2, 1976

The O.S.U. School of Allied Medical Professions has undertaken a cost
determination study entitled: "Cost Analysis of Ten Allied Health Professions.
We are gathering cost data on our baccalaureate level programs in Circulation
Technology, Medical Communications, Medical Dietetics, Medical Illustration,
Medical Record Administration, Medical Technology, Occupational Therapy,
Physical Therapy, Radiologic Technology, and Respiratory Technology.

We are writing to request your assistance. Questionnaires are being sent
to the clinical preceptors who accepted students during the 1974-75 school year.
As a clinical preceptor for our school during that year, your feedback on the
clinical edudition phase of undergraduate education is more than important --
it is vital to the successful, accurate completion of this needed research.

Determining the costs of educating allied health professionals is an
intricate problem. Neither the Association of American Medical Colleges (19T3)
nor the Institute of Medicine study (1974) included the allied health areas.
Owing to the complexity of the educational process of allied health professionals
and to the diverse structures of the educational programs themselves, little
is known concerning these costs. An exhaustive search of related literature
shove a scarcity of useful information.

Accurate information on the costs of allied health education becomea
increasingly more important as educational costs continue to escalate. There-
fore, the data that you furnish us, combined with the curriculum and operating
data gathered frmn our school, could be utilized by facilities such as yours,
4chools of allied health, public and private institutions, boards of governors
and trustees', as well as the Federal Gorernment for rational planniAg and
development. )

Ohio State,Vniversity School of Allied Medical Professions students com-
plete clinical ilicational expertences at more than 100 facilities across the
country. To deteimine personnel costs and time contributions related to the edu-
cation of these students, we are sending out questionnaires next week t* all
clinical preceptors wto accepted 0.5 .U. students during the 1974-75 school year,
(June 1, 1974 -- June 30, 1975.)

P11 h

8.7
folmnr,

F.3.1



Page 2 July 2, 1976

latieflilLital-16blardinators-L9r:our.ten-div44i0A$ haV4 flani*hed the study

team with a list of clinical facilitie and preceptors and, in most cases, the

names and dates that the School of Alli.ed tedical Professions students attendcd

these clinical sites. More than 200 clinical preceptor questionnaires will be

mailed. The information we obtain from these questionnaires will be aggregated:

i.e., no individual data mceived from preceptors or institutions will be dis-

cfarnable in the final publiAhed report. Additionally, INDIVIDUAL DATA we receive

from you WILL NOT be made available nor discussed with clinical coordinators or

other faculty members here at the School of Allied Medical Professions. All

members of the study team are administrative personnel and do not have direct

affiliations with any of the ten divisions under study.

The questionnaire Vt general focuses on the costs and benefits to your
facility/department for its participation in a clinical education program.
Questions deal primarily with the time contributions of you and your department's

staff to the activities of the clinical student.

I would like to remind you Oat your response to this questionnaire is

very important. You are not part of a large mass mailing effort nor part of a

random sample. If you have any questions relating to the study in general or to

the questionnaire, please don't hesitate to phone us collect at; (614) 422-8644.

If you should fail to receive a questionnaire within the next two weeks please

let us know so we can correct this error.

We are looking forward to your prompt response.

4

.RovIald L. harper, Ph.D.
Asso,:iate Director and Principle Investigator
School of Allied Medical Professions

P.P. If staff members who had instructional/supervisory responsibility for the

students between June 1, 1974 and June 30, 1975 are no longer at your

facility, we request that you or another staff member fill out the question-

naire for that individual. If this is not possible, please return the
questionnaire to us with the staff member's new address.

tui/jj

F. 3.2
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T1 1 011I0 TATI.! Vi4SITV

The Ohio ;tate l'niyersity School id. Allied redical Professions' clinical

questionnaire is enclosed, ¶o knov you'vc heen anxiously awaiting it. Please

don't let the number of page's "turn you off" before you begin. It's really not

too time-tonsuming. lero's a brief history of the questionnaire: The first

draft of this clinical questionnaire intrument was only two pages long. But

after evaluation and discussion with the School of Allied Medical Professions'

clinical coordinators and in-person interviews with randomly selected clinical

preceptors (in all geographic regions of the country) the questionnaire was

revised -- added to, pretested, revised, post-tested, revised, retested, evalu-

ated, torn up, pasted together, revised, consulted upon by experts from everywhere,

and WHEW! Finally, the questionnaire you now have is the 12th draft, final copy,

fourteen page superdata collection instrument (printed on easy-on-the eye paper.)

What we're trying to say is that every questn on thi3 instrument is

important to the study. Some of the questions were suggested by clinical pre-

ceptors like yourself. Others were sup'ested by O.S.U. clinical coordinators,
still others by students, and a few by the "study team" and Dr. Harper.

Because this questionnaire is being sent to allied health professionals in

ten different disciplines, we had to make several concessioas in the terminology

and definitions we used. Therefore, if you are having difficulty with a term

used or if a question doesn't relate to your profession, plense place comments in

the margin or write N/A (not applicable) in the response blank provided.

Keep,in mind the data we are requesting is for the period of June, 1974 to

June, 1975 only. We realize you will probably have to respond to some questions

with best estimates. However, if you had a staff member with a high amount of

contact with our students and he/she is no longer at your facility, you may feel

you cannot adequately reflect this .input. We would appreciate receiving the name

and address of this person so that we can send them the relevant section of the

questionnaire.

'Me names of clinical preceptors and facilities WILL NOT he used in any

published report nor discussed with the School's faculty. We will, however, send

you a copy of the data results as they relate to your profession and type of

facility.

3.?.

F.4.1



(Page 2)

We realite this questionnaire is not one that can be completed quickly nor
$110Out considerable thought. You are the only person who can furnish this needed

hoiie that 'You will help by'coltpleting the qUestionnaire and
sailing it in the addressed, prepaid envelope enclosed. You may now be wondering
what ridiculous date we are going to ask you to respond by Would you
believe, Mone.ay, July 19th? How about Friday, July 23rd? Please, we need to
rfeeive your questionnaire no later than Monday, July 260.

Please feel free to phone us collect (614-422-3644) if you have any questions
about the questionnaire or the study in general. Thank you for your cooperation
and help.

GN/jj

Sincerely,

The Study Team

/..//

Gerry Newhouse

Jeanette Fraser

F.4.2



SCHOOL OF ALLIED MEDICAL PRCFESSIONS (SAMP)

College of Medicine
The Ohio State University

Clinical Supervisor's Questionnaire

COST ANALYSIS OF TEN ALLIED HEALTH PROGRAMS
June 1, 1974 -- June 30, 1975

Principal Investigator: Ronald L. Harper, Ph.D.
Associate Director
0,S.U. School of Allied Medical Professions
1583 Perry Street
Columbus, Ohio 43201
(614) 422-5618 or 422-8644

Preceptor/Supervisor

Facility

Street Address

City, State, Zip Code

Phone Number (Area Code)

Student's Divisi3n

Course Number

Dates of Affiliation(s)

Student(s)

Credlt Hours

066ice Uo Oay

SA
FTF

QC

ALH
GN

JLF

F.5.1

DS

DR

QI



CLINICAL QUESTIONNAIRE 1/14

INSTRUCTIONS

Pteaee tead each quezst<lon cac6(teC. (44c.st(n wricA caa
a4 they tetate to iltstitucting 4tudent4 6/em Ohio State !inivcto'-s
Allied Medical P4o6e44iono (SAMP), betvecn June 1974 and idne 19;5.

16 4tudent.4 ptom othen allied heath
i w!L.;

6acitity'4 clinical edacation PLJ'ASII SE CFRTA1 THA1 THL f'IOURLS PROVIM,
BY YOU IN THIS QUESTIONNAIRE RELATE,ONLY TO YOUR ACTIVIT'iLS f.fI1H OHIO STATE STuOLNTS.

16 any questions Seem uncteaA wt. not ent4Acq Ir!.)1 tc y,,u1 cqm
expetience4 a4 a v.-Unica 6upeAvi2ok, we encoloc!2c.qo ( 4L iO'LANATCU COMMENIS
in the martgins 04 on the La4t pa9e o6 the cLueztiownhairic-.-

At any time during the clinit4,1 education pro9ram in 19/4-!, did y)u have
teaching/supervisory responsibility for the Ohio State School of Allied
Medical Professions students assigned to your facility?

yes
no (If no, please refer the ues t i onr i o to

the relevant staff member.)

Did you have primary coordinating responsibility for th f'rom (Thi,)
State throughout their clinical experience? (i.e., '.4,re you tho ildih conta('t
for the School of Allied Medical Professions (SRMP) dt your f:Icility?)

yes
no (If no, please indica e nwlIc Jfld t;!ly of

coordinator:

The next seities o8 que.-scris r;i,' kr'
the ainicat education plevLam az tytou(Jd ht, ;c4,

3a. During the period June 1974 -- June 19 5, how many Ohio tate Jniversiy
School of Allied Medical Professions students were assigned to your depart-
ment?

number of OSU SAMP students

F.5.2



CLIN4tAt QUESTIONNAIRE 2/14

3h. During that period, how many groups of Ohio State students particOated
tri your department's clinical education program?

number of GROUPS of Ohio State students

c. How many weeks were each group of Ohio State students at your facility?

number of weeks at facility for Group #1
number of weeks at facility for Group
number of weeks at facility for Group #3

d. How many hours per week were the student(s) required to spend at your
facility?

hours per week

4a. Were students from OTHER allied health schools participating in the clinical
education program in your department durin_g the same period of time that

Ohio State students were present?

yes
no (If no, skip to question 5a.)

b. How many students from OTHER allied health schools were in your department
during the same period of time as Ohio State students?

number of students from OTHER ALLIED HEALTH SCHOOLS

5a. Did the student(s) work in a situation which was an on-going activity at
your facility or did she/he work on a special project?

on-going facility activity (Skip to question 6a.)

special project
combination of both

Would the special project have been undertaken if clinical students had
not been available to your facility?

yes
L,_,,L_ no

3.7
F.5. 3



CLINICAL QUESTIONNAIRE 3/14

ba. What percentage of the total time did the student spend ol the
following activities while at your facility?

tectue/Discussion (formal instruction)
'Supervision (student wc..king relatively indepenc!ontly)
Observing demonstrations
Other activities

7-p-leasespec fy

b. i-rom our discussions with clinical program supervisors, it is apparent that
many programs include a unique set of experiences for the student while at
the facility. Please briefly describe any unique or unusual requirements or
experiences provided by your departgient during 1974-75. Additionally, include
any other information that may be relevant in accurately reflecting the
structure of the clinical education program.

17- a C-e-Ts-71e-cisVa-6-,--pTe a -e-Fia of thTs page)

c. How many allied health professionals does your department employ?

number of allied health professional5

2c1C5lkon 7 (w 12 ACquv '71rutwi; CCV:CC ,CrC

blJLC.Crl u6 yui,i and otiicA staq membe.ts tu thc c4:An4ca.i. vducation 06 Ohic Sz
,tudentz. Ncte t1;ci.sc. ...6 YOUR TIME a.s RTef as othL: STAFF
,1ME that ,c,5 olot 44UJO1 act4UM/Win.

On the average, how many hours rer week were YOU PERSONALLY RESPONSIBLE for
OSU student instruction or supervision? (Include only those hours when the
student relied upon you to furnish instructional information to solve
specific problems, and to act as primary supervisor.)

hours per week of personal responsibility



CLINICAL QUESTIONNAIRE 4/14

Civic thc .lecuAAcnt owtoh.ems CO5t as6f,:,s6mcnc 6

ilducation in a 6aciLity that pnovicks patient cae is the joint ptoduction 04
duttak actiet, and patimt Nme. Foot thv. rtocpmm (-7? otOc .tudIr it Ls
nccezsAaAy to diatingu.C/5k betveen thcs tx0 fitc r*wvid,,J
bdow xcAe comptied to aiJ you in acc_ceLato w6,c2:tAnc; yoLIA timc and c!ifit,s
ptvv(dinq ce4nicai. education to OSU stuJoit. PLEASE 'PAY SPECIAL AFTENTION TO
THE DEFINITIONS WHEN ANSWERING QUESTION S.

TYPES OF INTERACTIONS BETWEEN STUDENTS AND 'RECEPTORS

SUPERVISION:

10ONSIrr:AIION:

ArDS1`:,1ING A".

COO( A 1()NAL 00.)t:LTIV,

AS'D1ST!(, THt P 'F(2)kf,,vrQ

A(71V1'It'

oours in *both toroial and Intormal
situations where you present intormation to the
student in a systematic fashion.

:;uperv1on oc-curs whn the studt,nt working
,n an activity where the Information te,idired
?JI the 1,ortormance of that L-1..tivity has already

been provided, A,ND the student is applyine that
knowledge without requiring constant, direct
interactlon with you. You, h)weveir, have moni-
torinq responsibility for the student's actvities.

tudents are in a passive role whilt oberving
demonstration. ::tudents may well ()I)tain new infor-
mation whCle observing ac:tivitic:;, however, the
intoimatin obtained is iependont upon the student's

t ass i Wi 1 ate informatif)n from the demonstra-

n., p#:zox'med oy you.

lh tne pertorman-0 t a tai-;k

when' t i:ximary purpose is learning how to
excl:',1f-e the ta:0,..

., A Ii 1 5 y(..:L.1 I k tJn pe,t' I (Jr In iflf ,11. a ta-3k
(w' ha'; been learned 1.)teviou:-;1y) whLlk th

ary iurpose 1.:; completion ot the task as a part
ot the pei:formance ot assignei activitius.

0



CLINICAL QUESTIONNAIRE 5/14

RcaAnc; 6t2t ;uncod liMt

7tegair.aess 06 the kuunben 06 stlidents be(no tL?.d, cold that s

_i&yvt14 dwattme.rit may va4y 694 diaztent time put.i.iniz, we tequot .thics.t you

out a sepaAate set o'6 [k*.onses cii'lestLit 8 ;;0k rAcT clgoar c) OUscs State Sturib1t4

at yquit depattment duAing 1974-75.

The data Aequuted n quezt ,n 7ic cc kg YOUR V1REC7 CONTACT

TIME WITH THE STUDENT(S). OtheA sta66 t&le wia bc /LiNui!,,stA2.d in a LatcA quAtion.

QuestAlon 9 keque6t yotet time spent 61 admihi6tAa,tion, pkepaAation, and evalua-

tion o6 OSU otadent.

8a. For the first group of OSU students:

I. There were OSU students in this group for

(numb-E) ( umber)
weeks.

2. On the average, how many hours per week did you spend with OSU students in

each of the following activ4ties? REFER 10 DEFINITIONS ON PAGE 4 WHEN

ANSWERING THIS QUESTION. (Although activities may overlap between cate-
gories, please divide these joint hours between the categories listed. It

does not matter that you may have spent unequal amounts of time with each

student.)

hours per week of INSTRUCiION
hours per week that you SUPERVISED the student's activities
hours per week of DEMONSTRATION where the demonstration was

arranged for the sole purpose of teaching students
hours per week of DEMONSTRATION where the activity would Have

been performed with or without students present
hours per week of the student ASSISTING you in a procedure

WITH AN EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVE
hours per week of the student ASSISTING you IN THE PERFORMANCE

OF ASSIGNED ACTIVITIES

b For the second group of OSU students:

There were OSU studen:s in rJ11:, group for weeks.

(n-Limbe-r)

On the average, how many hours per week did you spend with OSH students in

each of the following activiti cr? RErER TO DEFINITIONS ON PAUL 4 WHEN

ANSWERING THIS QUESTION.

hours per week of INSTRUCTION
hours per week that you SUPERVISE) the student's activities
hours per week of DEMONSTRATION where the demonstration was

arranged for the sole purpose of teaching students
hours per week of DEMONSTRATION where the activity would have

been performed with or without students present
hours per week of the student ASSISTING you in a procedure

WITH AN EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVE
hours per week of the student ASSISTING you IN THE PLRORANCE

OF ASSIGNED ACTIVITIES



CLINICAL QUESTIONNAIRE 6/14

9 Approximately how manj tpLal_hours_in 1974-75 did you c.o Tn each of the
followilg activities while participating in the clinical tication program

for students from OSU2s School of Allied Medical Professions (SAMP)?.

PLANNING AND PREPARING for instruction and supervision
ADMINISTRATIVE DUTIES (such as establishing the clinical

education program, communications with SAMP division
coordinators, etc.)

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT in collaboration with the OSU
academic faculty

EVALUATION of student FOR OSU COURSE REQUIREMENTS
(include only those hours not included in question .)

EVALUATION of student FOR PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATION,
where applicable (include only those hours not included
in question 8.)

OTHER ACTIVITIES with 0Su students not included in question 8.

Ti31ease specify')

FO7 dete,tmination oti totai 6:5t't4ctona co t t eccs,sa,ty to oLltn

the t-eil..ty tangeo youtsef and aik; othk-1 tcaohtn an(i supen.4.6otli pct6onnei

invotved with OSU 6tudcnt. Gtcat ca..tc (c.(i(' be tat;en to ,614aAe the con6aentiatity

o6 th,6 in6otma.t4.on.

10a. Please check the appropriate salary range that includes the salary paid to
you by your facility in 1974-75. (DO NOT INCLUDE income from other secondary
sources such as private practice not associated with this facility.)

under $7,000
$7,301 - 9,000
$9,001 11,000

$11,001 - 13,000

$13,001 15,000
$15,001 17,000

I do not wish to respond

$17,001 19,000
$19,001 - 21,000
$21,001 25,000
$25,001 30,000
$30,001 40,000
over $40,000

to this question.

b. On how many months is the above salary based?

months per year

C. On the average, how many hours per week do you work at this facility?

hours per week

F.

C.1



CLINICAL QUESTIONNAIRE 7/14

To detetminc tct41(' ccs, 4t tc ce,;(7, .staA

membeAz who contki,buted the4.6z tc LIKLI cj Ohio State

6tudent4 duiting 1974-75. The inlionmation ItequesZed in quztiori, 12 caA eithet

41z.:-Ateth4ded by you ot, 4 you itICA, tpu_may pasa. the queati,onnaike. to thz ketevant

(L_ALLtanembeAz.

lla. Did anyone other than yourself havo teaching or supervisory contact with
Ohio State students during 1974-75? (Include others who instructed students
on a regular weekly basis.)

yes

no (If no, skip to question 13.)

b. Please list by NAME and OCCUPATIONAL TITLE other staff members who had
teaching or supervisory responsibility. for each group of Ohio State students
indicate: (1) the averale number of hours_per week for each of the activities
listed below, (2Teh-e_ number of weeltsOT theSe activities, and (3) the

number of OSU studentsTi each group. PLEASE REFER ONCE AGAIN TO THE DEFINI-
TIONS ON PAGE 4 WHEN RESPONDING TO THIS QUESTION.

#1

42

NiMe/Occupadonal title ., 'physical therapis , OTR: radio1ogis0

Group ;1 Group

hours per week of INSTRUCTION
hours per week of DEMONSTRATION where the demonstration
was arranged for the sole purpose of teaching students

hours per week of the student ASSISTING you in a proce-
dure WITH AN EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVE

hours per week of OTHER ACTIVITIES (i.e., Supervision,
assisting and demonstration without educational
purpose, etc.)

NUMBER OF WEEKS of instruction/supervision
NUMBER OF OSU STUDENTS in group

Name/Occupat-ional- eltie-
Group #1 Group #2

hours per week of INSTRUCTION
hours per week of DEMONSTRATION where the dewnstration
was arranged for the sole purpose of teaching students

hours per week of the student ASSISTING you in a proce-
dure WITH AN EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVE

hours per week of OTrR ACTIVITIES (i.e., Supervision,
assisting and demonstration without educational
purpose,

NUMBER OF WEEKS of instruction/supervision
NUMBER OF OSU STUDENTS in group



CLINICAL QUESTIONNAIRE 8/14

#3

N4r4e/Occupati ona) e

#4

#5

Group #1 Group #2

.64

hours per week of INSTRUCTION
hours per week of DEMONSTRATION where the demonstration
was arranged for the sole purposs of teaching students

hours per week of the student ASSISTING you in a proce-
dure WITH AN EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVE

hours per week of OTHER ACTIVITIES (i.e., Supervision,
assisting and demonstration without educational
,purpose, etc.)

UMBER OF WEEKS of instruction/supervision
NUMBER OF OSU STODENTS in group

Name/N7f:upational title

Group #1 Group #2

hours per 'week of INSTRUCTION
hours per weeeof DEMONSTRATION where the demonstration
was arranged for the sole purpose of teaching students

hours per week of the student ASSISTING you in a proce-
dure WITH AN EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVE

hours per week of OTHER ACTIVITIES (i.e., Supervision,
assisting and demonstration without educational
purpose, etc.)

NUMBER OF WEEKS of instruction/supervision
NUMBER OF OSU STUDENTS in group

Name/OCC-U-palional tit)e

Group #1 Group #2

4116

hours per week of INSTRUCTION
hours per week of DEMONSTRATION where the demonstration
was arranged for the sole purpose of teaching students

hours per week of the student ASSISTING you in a proce-
dure WITH AN EDUCATIONAL OWECTIVE

hours per week of OTHER ACTIVITIES (i.e., Supervision,
assisting and demonstration without educational
purpose, etc.)

NUMBER OF WEEKS cf instruction/supervision
NUMBER OF OSU STUDENTS in group

F.5.9



CLINICAL OCESTICNNAIRE 9/14

11c. For each of the staff members listed in g',4Lstion ilb., pleasu indicate your

best esti7zte of the TOTAL NUMBER OF HOdS iN 1974-75 that La liaff member

spent.in thg following acOvities for OSU students.

INSTRUCTORS
#1 #2 #3 #4 #5

PLANNING AND PREPARING for instruction and
supervision

EVALUATION of student F.OR OSU COURSE REQUIRE-
MENTS (include only those hours not included

in question 11b.)
EVALUATION of student FOR PROFESSIONAL CERTI-
FICATION, where applicable (include only
those hours not included in question 1lb.)

ADMINISTRATIVE DUTIES (i.e., coordinating
activities with preceptor, scheduling, etc.)

OTHER ACTIVITIES with OSU students (not
included in question 11b.)

(please spiaTy)

12. Below are salary ranges. For each instructor/supervisor listed in question

11b., plea)e estimate their salary from your institution in 1974-75 on a

yearly, 40 hours per week basis. Place the number designating each instructor

1ited in lib. in the appropriate salary range. (For example, if the first

supervisor listed in llb. earned $11,500 per year, enter the #1 in the range

$11,001 - 13,000.)

under $7,000 $17,001 19,000

$7,001 - 9,000 $19,001 21,000

$9,001 - 11,000 $21,001 - 25,000

$11.001 - 13,000 $25,001 - 30,000

$13,001 - 15,000 $30,001 - 40,000

$15,001 17,000 over $40,000

I do not wish to respond to this question.

Thc kema-i.nc'.et 06 the queztionna,iAe dea6 wi.61 a uv c ci c;; ccklcc,5

Aktevant to aboezsing the Aetationiohip between the co6t4 and tl-e, bene4ts

patticipating in a ain4cai education pkociAam.

13a. Oid the studEnt receive any remuneration from your institution for his/her

participation in the clinical program?

yes'

no ,,(If no, skip to question 14.)

b. What kind of remuneration was given? Please estimate total dollar value.

stipend Of $ per

-,room, estimated total valuerT---
bqard, estimated total value
other

(pliiiiMpecify)

F.5.10

----($ value)



--CLINICAL QUESTIONNAIRE 10/14

Whiec we Acaizc that many C ;Lc

have_ pAicy actitect orpc.6ing Lis L ce,cri,ecai S tudeKtls tc

tookkixotea u6 1.Ao6c,ss,Lonats, Zt enti4ay 1.)6ibCe that a tudent
--A14V4AmAWokke.AmieEntke. pet6olunanc.e.hi 45iamate .ed4c4tionola acUvitieS.
QueAtions 14 timough 16 ARL NOT INTENDEO to te..6ct upon yowl dcpintrc,att,s comIJA.k,

with thabe L:iAcctivc,5 but ,latile't attenipt c LmvoP[tant cot-LIctrct

donee/IAA.

14a. Do students from OSU contribute to the completion of the daily workload

in your department?

yes
no (If no, skip to question 17.)

b. On'the average, what percentage of your department's daily workload does

ONE clinical student contribute?

of average daily workload

c. If students contribute to the worklOad, the staff may have some time made

free by the students in the department. What percentage of the "freed"

staff time is spent in each of the following activities?

student instruction/preparation/evaluation
staff handles more of the workload (i.e., sees more patients, etc.)

research
professional development
OTHER

TpTeasispecify)-

15a, Had OSU students not been at your facility, would it be necessary to

additional employees to handle the work done by students?

yes
no (If no, skip to question lb.)

b. How many additional employees would it require?

number of employees at 40 hours per week (full-time)

number of employees at 20 hours per week (part-time)

c. Whalt would be the approximate s(tarting salary for this (these) employee(s)?
._

S per year (for full-time employees)

$ per year (for part-time employees)

F.5.11
'311-;



CLINICAL QUES NNAIRE 11/14

16a. Had OSU students mot been at yc would it De possible to reduce
the number of employees?

yeS _

nO (If nO, Skip to questicn

b. How many employees could be released?

number of employees at 40 nours per week
number of employees at 20 hours per week

17. How many former OSU students has your department nired in the past five years?
(i.e., students who were at your facility for clinical education

thkough
o6 the

number of former students hired

The tespom4e4 i.41,5ted betow ate t.o bc U.6:71;{ quest'A:co 18

2. Peease eZteZe the tespomse th.tc hest', YOL;R OPIN7ON abouz.' c_ach

Ziowing statement4. Peease aLso o 6lat RESPONSE CATERIES CHANGE ORDER.

SA Strongly agree
A Agree
N Neutral, ;Iixed feelings

D -T. Disagree
SD -- Strongly disagree
NA -- Don't know, Not applicable

(i.e., no patient care provided)

SA N D SD NA 13.

SA A N D SD NA 19.

SA A N D S0 NA 20.

-SA A N 0 SD NA 21.

Having a clinical education pro,3ram ihcreos
quality of patient care.

The total productivity of an instructor-student team is
lower than the productivity of an instructor working
alone.

Sometimes when patients know that a clinical student is
treating them, they express resentment for not having
a professional providing care.

Having a clinical education program enhances the patients'
perception of the quality of this facility/department.



CLINICAL QUESTIONNAIRE 12/14

SA Strongly agree
A ft- Agree

Neutrew Mixed felings
D Disagree

SD -- Strongly disagree
NA Don't know, Not applicable

no patient care provided)

NA ST V N A SA 22.

NA Sp V N A SA 23.

NA SV V N A SA 24.

NA SD V N A SA 2.).

SA A N 0 SD NA 26.

SA A N D SD NA 27.

SA A N D 5D NA 28.

SA A N D SD NA 29.

NA SD D N A SA 30.

NA SD V N A SA 31.

NA St) Z3 N A SA 32.

NA SD V N A SA 33.

Students use more materials in pc., )rmin,: mlan

do new employees.

My department's participation in a clin.i. al
program increases the cost of patient care.

Clinical education provides a ueful way ,1. rtni
new personnel.

Once a student is sufficiently oriented t.; my
he/she is able to perform with little c)t
supervision.

nO

When students are at this factlity my tctH
is heavier.

A clinical education prog it adds statu', t ;111.1;t .

Personally, .,reter to work at a facilit'.. that

clinical education program.

When student; aro in my Llej ii tra t I hay:. m

spend in :;ttivities other than 1,atlynt

tion.

Having students in this ciepai tment crowds thy .hn.

space.

Good communication channels exist hetweyh my JiLl
and the OSU clinical coordinator.

Students who have internr.?.d at this facility ar mole

likely to b6 hired as staff methbers than are other

applicants.

By adding status to the department through the clinical
education program, the department is able to attract a

higher caliber of personnel.

F.5.13 3 4 8



CLINICAL QUESTIONNAIRE 13/14

41

SA A N D SD NA

SA A N D SD NA

SA A N D SD NA

SA A N D SD NA

NA SV D N A SA

NA SV V N A SA

NA SD V N A SA

NA SD V N A SA

SA A N D SD NA

SA A N D SD NA

SA A N D SD NA

SA A N D SD NA

SA Strongly aree
A Agree
N Neutral, Mixed feeling5
1:1 gtSecgree

SO -- Strongly disagree
NA Don't know, Not applicable

(i.e., no patient care provided)

34. Students use a lot of Materials wl-.1oh do n)! ut
to the tacility'o output.

35. Having a clinical education program requircs 1-,k_tt-r
management of statf time. ,

\

36. Myworkload taken over by students does; not compensate
for my added workload from teaching/supervising.

37. The student brings expertise which does not prcsently
exist in this department.

38. The School of Allied Medical Profess ions taulty
me informed about curriculum changes in the (.Vl; progra
(both didactic and clinical).

39. Students should be given compensation tor work perforod
while at this facility.

40. It takes more time to orient a student to the depart_ment's
activities tnan it does to orient a new statt mem,ner.

41. When patients know that a stuLient Is pn)vidin,: t

they are moro likely to ob)e, t to the quality t
provided.

42. Havingsstudents in my dep.irtment keeps me ,hrtent wIth
developments in my profession.

43. The average ,");;l: ci; stdent te t

adequately prepareo to perform profes,llon;11

44. Congestion caused 1.y students in tho del,t meh

staff productivity.

45. The 0SU School of l lied. Mcdii. Professios faculty
regularly updates clinical program objcotivos tor
students at my facility.

F.5.I4



CLINICAL QUESTIONNAIRE 14/14

NA $D V N A SA 4U. Clinical students perform the same t of tdsks a:, do

regular staff members.

V N' A- A 47. My facility should be compensated by the allied health
schools for my time spent with their students.

NA SD V N A SA 4. Evaluating clinical students takes as much at my time as
does instruction.

NA SD V N A SA 49. When students are in my department, there is a necd for
more eguipment.

SA A N D SD NA 50. Professionals in my department with less formal education
than students express some resentment toward students.

SA A N D SD NA Clinical students bring new ideas and/or information to
my department.

SD D D D SD SD 2. Researchets who send out questionnaires like this should
be tarred and feathered.

53. There is an underlying assumption that the benefits to the clinical facility for
participating in a clinical education program are equal to or greater than the
costs incurred by the facility and its staff members, In your opinion, do the
benefits to your facility outweigh the costs of participating? Remember, costs
and benefits can be both monetary and non-monetary. (If you care to elaborate
on this response, please feel free to comment on the back of this page or on a
separate piece of paper.)

yes, benefits outweigh costs
benefits equal costs
no, costs outweigh benefits

54. Please examine the cover page. Make corrections and complete any missing infor-

mation.

*** IF YOU HAVE ANY ADDITIONAL COMMENTS ABOUT YOUR RESPONSES OR ABOUT THE QUES- ***
*** TIONNAIRE, PLEASE FEEL FREE TO WRITE COMMENTS ON THE BACK OF THIS PAGE. ***

Peeaze check thkeugh the quecstonnaiAe one 6inai time and make cottain

that you have not omitted any inOtmation. PLace the compieted queationnaike in the
ptepaid addussed envelope oovided and ketakn to us.

Thank you. Vout time and e66o,ttA4 au eat,ZI ap,puciated. We wiii send

you a summAy o6 the kesults 016 they Adate to yout pto esskon. A

F-5713)0



MANN RESEARCHERS MAKE A PRACTICE OF ENCLOSING MONEY wITH THEIR QUESTIONNAIPES

HOPING THAT THIS GESTURE WILL STiMULATE A BETTER RESPONSE, YOUR PROMPT RESPONSE

IS VITAL TO OUR STUDY, THEREFORE WE HAVE DECIDED TO SEND YDtJ SOMETHING MORE SCARCE

11iNsiAmIONEY0 MORE VALUABLE PER OUNCE THAN GOLD, AND MANY TIMES MORE UNIQUE THAN

wHITE BREAD. A REMARKABLE ROOT USED FOR MORE THAN 2,00 YEARS IN ORIENTAL MEDICINE

AS A TONIC, REJUVENATOR, UNIVERSAL PANACEA, AN APHRODISIACKOREAN GINSENG TEA--

INSTANT, NO LESS!!

"The name means 'man-shaped toot,' 6ok ginsen9 AZO"Z sometimes tesemiotes a

human body, a shape that in Chineae medicine denoted ,as use 6on aZZ oAgan6 o6

the body. Ftxm its keputation az a oanacea--stia caN,,te)it 61. .5cY_theazt, Asia--

comes its name PANAX GINSENG. The Chincse have az an elk Xik 0

youth, with Zong uhe teputedZy puventing wItinkles, 6o/L ,.61.stance, and Illowing

adenty men to .61i/te chadken.

"One 06 the wolad's ieading expekts on ptant dtu9s .3. SheilaAd,

Pko6essot o6 Phatmaeognosy at London UniveAsity. 'Ginseng,' he says, 'i3 an ca,

much maZigned dAug that .44 being Iteexamined. . .it how anti-in6ective and anti-

6ati9ue ptopentie4 and theite is accumulating evidence (;,; it antiatAezs activit,

In many petsonsbut not ati--it delays mentai and phyaicaZ Ginaeng'.s

active aubatance he betieves to be ceAtain gZycoaidez not 6ound to date in any otheA

pants and maiiiiy tesponbibZe both 6ot the ztimuLant tiect and an eAcazo.. c)

the body's Aesistance to in6ec.tion."

(The former is reprinted from an article in Smithonian, February 1i-;76, entitled:

"Ginseng, Folklore Cure-All, is Being Regarded Seriously," by John Stewart Massey,)

ijbpy 'ight 1976.Smithsonidn inst tute from
SMITHSONIAN magazine,

. *turf Ginseng . . Root, Berries, Flowers, and Seeds
F .1

«,-

.....,zgh4sAlow111011AL

ANALYSIS OF THIS TEA SHOWS
FAIRLY HIGH PERCENTAGE OF D
TriocsE WHO MUST LIMIT THEIR
SUGAR SHOULD BE CAUTIONED.

IT HAS A
EXTROSE.
INTAKE OF



MANY RESEARCHERS ".\AKE A PRACTICE Of. ENCLOSING MONEY WITH THEIR QUESTIONNAIRES

hT`PING THAT THIS GETURE WILL STIMULATE A BETTER RESPONSE. YOUR PROMPT RESPONSE

TJ OUR STUDYt TiEREFORE WE HAVE DECIDED TO SENO YOU SOMETHING MORE SCARCE

."0,00E-VALUABUE-PER7-OUNCE THAN. COLD0 AND-VARY TIVES IOU--0111QUE TAAR .

WHITE BREAD. A REMARKABLE ROOT USED FOR MORE THAN 2,000 'TEARS IN ORIENTAL MEDICINE

AS A TONIC, REJUVENATOR, UNIVERSAL PANACEA, AN APHRODISIACKOREAN GINSENG TEA--

INSTANT, NO LESS!!

--"!17H:

"The name meam 'man-shaped Aoot,' 6oiz ginseng 'toot sometimes Aesemiotes a

human body, a shape that in Chinese medicine denoted its use.6ok aet pAgans oi

zhe body. Fkom its 4eputaton az a panacca--ztiZE eLo-tent in zoutheazt

COMA its name PANAX GINSENG. The Ch_uleze have kegaAded ginbeng as an elixiA o6

youth, with tong use twutedty Wzeventing wiLinktez, 6ok inztance, and atiowing

efdetiy men to sim, chitdAen.

"One o6 the wrottd's feading expetts on pZant ottug6 ShaLattd,

izto6e44oil PhaAmacognosy at London Urrivenzity. 'Ginseng,' he say! '4.4 an ofd,

much ma.Ugnecl, oitug that is being Aeexamined. . .it has anti-in6ective a).d amtil

6atigue pkorettiez and thene 414 accumueati4g evidence 0,6 its antistAess activity.

In many peAbon4--but not ateit detayz mentai and physicat 6atigue.' Ginzeng's

active substance he beiievez to be cettain gycozidez not 6ound to date in any otheit

pfantz and mainiy kezponsible both 604 the stimutant eliAect and 6ok an incteaze c)

the body'6 teziztance to intiection."

(The former is reprinted from an artic1.2 in Smithsonian, February 1976, entitled:

"Ginseng, Folklore Cure-Al), is Being Regarded Seriously," by John Stewart Massey.)

Copyright 1976.Smithsonian Institute, from
SnITHSONIAN magazine,

Mature Gimeng, . . Root, Btenst, Flown, dnf Seed;

TANKS AGAIN !!!

P,S. ANALYSIS OF THIS TEA SHOwS
FAIRLY HIGH PERCENTAGE OF D
THOg *HO mpsT LIMIT THEIR
SUGAR SHOULD EcE CAUTtONED.

F.6.2

IT HAS A
EXTROSE.
INTAKE OF



Dear

Even before questionnaires are mailed, researchers speculate as
to what the response rate f2r their questionnaire will be. Our study

team is equally divided between opti7iists and pessi7ists.

The eternal opim,ists -laintain that we sill obtain a high return

rate because the brecep7crs see the value of the question-

naire and the neeo for the data, will forfeit a portion of their

fre time, 'f necessary, :o fill out the questionnaire. If the preceptor

has moved 1..0 another fa y, the questionnare will be forwarded to them.

On the other hand, the pessimists contend that the questionnaire
too lony,, it s sem-ert,e an 0SI preceptors are on vacation; sc7e

preceptor ',aye --:ovQd to othe facilities; all preceptors are just plain

sick of ge'"-- ue 7:r too busy t'o respond,

Hs yr:t de dest.ionnalre for any ore of the

.3bove reascns 1,e to ask that you tOKe a 4-Ew

h'nutes to he' e. -ee T'lease iII out 3fl,c re"lurl

the enclose:, Lr):rj. S uet:21 0-adoresed ar.d pos tpo d t'or your

convenience.

Altn. ,,.., ..e
,

,- ..jp r1 3,,..0 e'ved your res',.-)onse to our question-

naire, we would s'.i,, , /%, ;.,) senc ,/C.LJ a sumi7;ary of tne cost study results
4e are lookH .:r-',/1,', ,-_ r cjCd ard/or .:luestiorrlaire Soon.

Thank jou tJr y0',:r "...--';': na (_:',:.Wer3^,--" Y' we can provide any other infer-

mdtlor, oh , ,,:r...:,r,..,, ,1 .,1

LL.ts4;140

Ceraid Newhouse
esear,:h Assis;ar-

Aii<4 Mcd nt ,3 i'vr oftitrIbw,, t)1,0 41:10



Dear Cost Analysis Team:
(Please check the categories that apply.)

I have already mailed the questionnaire.

I received your questionnaire late, will respond by

I did not receive your questionnaire, please send another
to the address on the front of this card.

Preceptor no longer at facility, questionnaire forwarded.

Preceptor no longer a', facility, address unknown.

My schedule does not afford me the tire to respond.

1 would like to receive a summary of thc results.

Other
(pTase specify



r f p

December .) 1976

Dear Clinical Preceptor,

;

As thy year is cominr to a-. ehc, so is our research pre;eet. Your
participation in our study entitled "Cost Analysis ot Ten Allied health
Programs" was P,reatly appreciated. More than eility percent of the Ohio
State University clinical preceptor--; responded to our questionnaire in
addition to 100% participation by the didactic faculty.

We appreciate very much your a:4sistance and cooperation and are
enclosing our findings regardinc, the yearly costs of education in the
ten allied health programs at Ohio State University. These costs
represent the average cost per student per year for each year of these
tour year programs. These costs arc those associated with all phase;-3
of education of allied health professional at Ohio State. Thus, they
reflect both the didactic education and clinical educational costs.
These composite figures aro based on the 1974-7i curricula. They are
not intended to reflect what baccalaureate programs should cost, but
rather the actual costs of Ohio State Allied Medicine educational
programs as they were offered in the 1974-75 fiscal year. These figures
are not applicable to other institutions but may be used as guides to
the extent that similar relationships exist between cost elements and
curricula in other similar institutional settings.

Additionally we are enclos 1 1: ; a tally of the individual responses
from prot essionals in your disc I Hine to the attitude section of the
clinical questionnaire.

TA you are interested in a ifloze det:ii1ed di,;:.Ition of the 1tJ 1 uj

the methodology used in obtaining these cost figures, the cimPlete
feport will be available after tne first of the year. A copy of the
complete report may be obtained at a later dace (the exayt (ost iIiS n t

been determined at this time).

Thank you ohce again tor your cooDyration in thi research
endeavour. Yout participation HIs contributed greatly to the shc -sinl

completion of this project.

fiLH/meh

attachments

Ronald Lev Harper, Ph.D.
Associate Director

t )



Scilool. of All ed >te ica Pr.ofessions

Thv Ohio State Uni

1914-i5 Minimum Cost Alm;:sis Results:
Cost Per Student Per Year FOY ion :iaccalaureato Prog ams

Division AY,,_>re Cost

Circulation Technology

Medical Comnunicatioas

Medical Dietetics

Med it:al i lust r t ion 9

Medical Record Adminis

Medical rechnology

Occupational Therapy

Physical Therap.:

Radiologic Technology

Respiratory ',chn,.logy

12/2206

t tori

F.8.2



1.

Frequency Distributions: Clinical Preceptor Attitudes

Composite: Medical Records Administration, Occupational Therapy, Physical Therapy

Question Content

Having a clinical education program
increases the quality of patiept care.

2. The total productivity of an instructor-

student team is lower than the

productivity of an instructor working

alone,

3. Sometilvs when patients know that

clinical student is treat'lg them, they

express resentment for not having

,=1 a professional providing care,

-4-51

4. Having a clinical education program

enhances the patients' perception of the

quality of this facility/department.

5, Students use more materials in performing

duties than do nei employees.

tly department's participation in a

clinical education program increases the

cost of patient'care.

7, Clinical education'provides a useful way

of recruiting new personnel.

8. Once a student is sufficiently orlented

to my department, he/she is able to

perform with litt e or no direct

supervision.

9. When students are at this facility my

total workload is heavier.

\

Strongly Agree Neutral/ Disagrve Strongly Missing Total

Agree Mixed
,.

.

Disagree Hci Li

Feelings

29 55 15
116

6 23 24 45 15 1 116

2 28 16 35 13 11E;

6 34 40 9
116

0 8 20 68 9 11 116

4 22 8 54 17 11 116

35 55 13 7 3 3 116

37 15 38 18 2 116

17 71 8 17 3 9 116



Question Content

10. A clinical education program adds

Strongly
Agree

Agree Neutral/
Mixed
Feelings

Disagree Strongly
Disagree

Missing
Data

status to my department. 31 71 11 1

11. Personally, 1 prefer to work at
facility that has a clinical education
program. 54 1 ) 1

12. When students are in my department, I

have more time to spend in activities
other than patient care and instruction. 1 1R 13 52 21

13. Having students in this department
crowds the phyHcal space, (17 47 1

14. Good communication channels exist
between my department and the OSU
clinical coordinator.

15. Students who have interned at this
facility are more likelS, to be hired
as l'taff members than are other appli-

cants.

16. By adding status to the department
through the clinical education program,
the, department is able to attract a
hidher caliber of personnel.

17. Students use a lot of materials which
do not contribute to the facility's

output.

18. Having a clinical education prcgram
requires better management of staff

ime.

19. 1W workload taken over by students
does not compensate for my added work-

load from teaching/supervising

9 )9 14

12 47 31 23 1 2

la 45 38 9 1 7

0 10 7 77 13 9

26 74

14 54 15 24 2 7

Total

1 1 6

116

116

116

116

116



Question Content

20. The student brings expertise which
does not presently exist in this

department

21. The School of Allied qedical Professions
faculty keeps me informed about
curriculum changes in the OSU program
(both didactic and clinical).

22. Students should be given compensation
for work performed while at this

facility.

23. It takes more time to orient a student
to the department's activities than it

does to orient a new staff member.

CO
24. When patients know a student is provid-

.

4A ing treatment, they are more likely
to object to the quality of patient
care provided.

25. Having students in my department keeps
me cu- ent with developments in my

profession.

26. The average OSU clinical student comes
to this department adequately prepared
to perfOrm profef'sione: duties.

27. Congestion caused by students in the
department reduces staff productivity.

28 The OSU School of Allied Medical
Professions regularly updates clinical
program objectives for OSU students

at my facility.

:3

Strongly
Agree

Agree Neutral
Mixed
Feelings

Disagree Strongly
Disagree

Missing
Data

0 25 31 45 13 0

9 72 13 16 0 6

30 39 14 6

1 24 15 61 13 2

22 59 22

28 67 4 15

9 69 24 12 1 1

5 14 80 15 2

4 65 22 11 0 14

(

Jota

116

116

116

116

116

116

116

116

116



Question Content

29. Clinical students perform the same types
, of tasks as do regular staff members.

30. My facility should be compensated by the
allied health schools for my time spent
with their studerts.

31. Evaluating clinical students takes as
much of my time as does instruction.

32. When students are in my 6epartment,
there is a need for more equipment.

33. Professionals in my department with
less formal education express somi.
resentment toward students.

34. Clinical students bring new ideas and/
or information to my department.

35. ao the benefits to your facility
outweigh the costs of participaOng
in a clinical educatioa program7

f
,

Strongly
Agree

1 r)

Agree Neutral/
Mixed

Feelings.

Disagree

14

Strongly Missing
Disagree Data

4 2

Iota

116

3 27 45 31 5 116

8 41 11 51 116

1 16 13 77 8 116

55 32 1 116

25 74 14 2 0 1 116

fienefits outweigh costs

60

8enaits equal costs Costs outweigh benefits

45

:



Appendix G. Other Costs

OSU:SAMP: Actual 1974-75

C.36:3
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STEP 1 CURRICULUM DESCRIP ION: Detail

course number, credit hours, 5tudent contact hours, and teaching

responsibility unit designation. :he curriculum information was

obtained from each division for the 1974-75 school year. The accuracy

the curriculums was verified using information obtained from the

Universitv'il central scheduling office. In all cases but one (Respi-

ratory Technology) the curriculum provided by the division was an

actual (and accurate) listing of the courses that the stidents were

r-2quired to ca';,e Lhen enrolied in the program.

in 1974. '5 t-.11e Respiratory Technolo+y? en ri ." niin w:t-; LIT-Tde i

si chanes. -;tudents -re t.akitw ii.i a complex

pattern, i.e., *h. lior:1; were AC ti w points t'lking courses ltt;ted

sntorq and s niors wre taking ,;orte I I eci for :uniors ip

N,en f..he

t-'

ler program. Thi-4 division had a ut underg.,ne -tiapges

s;t ot

r o ,

.crod loOcal

St

Respirator7

c". '.11-*''1-!;;.: Cki

tIno:Og'V

was used in this Analvsi.

,ri V.1.1 d

t ,; ;` C`vP`,..1 r



It is imnortant to note that this analysis Provides the cost

for a curriculum that represents a comnosite. i.e.. a.tvpical Program.

Many students take courses before they have decided on the career that

they wish to rwrsue, To the extent that a given student takes conrses

which are not reauired and cannot be used in cheir progression to

an allied health degree, the costs determined here will underestimate

the total cost of educating that student.

Additionallysto the extent that students are unsuccessful in

obtaining admission to the Allied Medical program that they wish to

enter, courses taken that are relatively specific to the program may

not be useful in obtaining their alternative degree. Although the

School of Allied Medical Professions does not experience cost,

some instructional unit in the university does, This is an additional

external cost that the university Do.ay incur incidental to ofterinF,

allied health education programs.

For each program, Step 1 provides more than a simple lising of

the curriculum. it also categorizes the curriculum by 1, teaclin

responsibilitv unit. instruction drld o. curriculum year.

Each ot these w 11 be explained in more detail.

,eaching, re!:1.)cnsibilitv unit cTR1.7) is detined ns the dep rtmnt,

rcu.o of departments or colleges which :51-(wide the instruction !)r

particular course. The ,,rouping of department was necessary since

a difterent 7lattern of factilty utilization of time and a general

difference in cost structures was anticipated for each o these

structional units.

T.
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TRU 01 is defined as the SAMP division which is primarily

responsible for the curriculum courses in the program which is being

etudied. Ali c urses taught hy other SAMP faculty ousde O, the

division under study are defined as TRU #2. Courses taught under

the designation of Allied Medicine (A.M.) were allocated to TRU #1

and TRU #2 using the following criteria: 1. if the Allied Medicine

course was taught primarily (i.e., 90% or more) for students from a

single SAMP division and the faculty'member was from the same division,

the course was allocated to TRU #1 c that division, 2. if the A.M.

course enrollment was distributed among several divisions, the A.M.

course was allocated to TRU 2 relative to the curriculum of the

divisions under study. TRU 4) contains courses taught by the Colley,o

of Medicine, (including basic sciences ';uch as anatomy and ph. ology),

College of Pharmacy, and any other medical center cour- - tauwIt to

the SAMP students. TRU #4 contains instruction taught in t:ie a'filiated

clinics, many oi which are not on the 0.S.U. campus. TRU applies

only to programs with independent terminal clinical courses (Cccupa-

tional Therapy, Medical Record A.?ministratiln, and Phvsic.11 Therapy).

TRU 45 was to cont in anv other !caching units not included with 1

TRU 41, TRU 02, TRU 43, TRU , ind 'nzu When t he ciirr ic u um

anal sis was complete no courses were found which could nor be listed

within the categories (TRU 1 through 4 and TRU #6). Therefore,

TRU 45 was mot utilized. (;eneral univetsity courses, primarilY ta%en

during the proprof ssional years, were assigned to TRU

Student contact hours (SCH) were defined as those hours per
. _

week when a student is in contact with a faculty member for instruction.

1.3



These hour9 are listed by modes of instruction. The modes identified

include: lecture, recita.tion, laboratory, seminar, and clinic. The

mode ot instruct-ion And tts groti2 size AI-0 t:717)0VtWIt to COSCS

the mount of faculty contact required to provide instruction And the

oLher faculty activities related to teaching (e.g., preparation) vary

by the mode of instruction.

The data on modes of instruction was obtained from two source.

For rilt; 01 and #2, mode' of instruction were determined from the dida.tic

questionnaire. For all other teaching units the data was obtained

f om :he master schedule of courses printed each cliarter by the univer;i

The data obtained from thi.s sourc.e wAs supplemented by 1. the cost

study ta under;z dit e curses .1:1d

phne ,:onversations with the Appropr:ate instruc:., n data pr-

vided by the master scheduie d not ocinc,idc with the general knowl-

edge of the ,3taff or when discre;)ancieL; appeared to be 2resent.

final consideration in obtatnin4 the instruct tono L odo s ct

elective colu--ses should be clarified. Preprofessional electives were

All assigned t.o ..-rot.1 the

division dictated otherwise ListL; of preferred electives wore

obtained whenever possible. In most eases, the elective co1rs:2,i

were dis ributed between lecture courses and lecture and reoitat''

courses. '11.1en a curriculum listed a choice between two courses

English 100 or Sociology 201) the first tit the ;_hoice was listed

the f1r4t course was used. The second time it was listed the other

c.as used. In the case where two courses in the same department were

listed as alternatives .g., Ecnomics 100 or 2001 an av rage of the



student contact hours was used. This was especially critizAl in those

divisions wherq the class size was large enough to.warrant the pro-

vision of two (or three) sections for recitation courses.

The final type of information provided by reviewing data collected

for Step 1 is the distribution of the student curriculum by year.

This information allows one to determine the relative load of instruc-

tion that the student experiences each quarter as well as each year.



STIP 2 CURRICULUM DtSCRIPTION: Sqmmary

Step 2 is a rearrangement of the data provided in Step 1 with

the addition of some offered, but not required, courses for TRU 01

and TRU 02. In this step courses are organized in three categories.

All courses within a single TRU are listed together. Within each
n

teaching responsibility unit the courses are listed first in order

of ivar and then quarterithin that year. Therefore, under each

teaching responsibility unit, the courSes are listed in chronological

orderwith Freshman, Junior, Autumn quarter courses first and Senior,

Spring quarter courses last.

Only in TRU Ill ;and #2 of Step 2 are there data that'are not

presented in Step 1. Some courses which are taught are not required

of each Student. That is, the departments sometimes offer courses

that the student can take as an elective. These hours of student

contact hourswouli be reflected in Step 1 only under the title of

elective.

Additionally, the faculty on occasion offers more than one

section or more than one quarter of a class in order to teach the

entire group of students that demand that inst..tion. Although the

courses are listed in Step 2, student contact hours (SCH) are only

entered once, since the student will take that course only one time.

The categories of instructional modes of student contact hours

have been collapsed in this step due to %be insignificant number of

hours in some modes. Seminar and other hours have been added into

1.6



the node which best reflects the appropriate faculty-student ratio.

Recitations laboratory and clinic remain the same.

It is important for the reader to understand the distinction

drawn between courses offered versus those required. The concept

of the course that is offered but not required originates from two

distinct motivations of the division. Virst, the division faculty may

wish to offe'r courses which provide information not available in the

present curriculum and which is not absolutely necessary for the

successful passage of certification, registration or licensure exam-

ination. The course content may be the particular expertise or interest

of a faculty member, but is not required substantive knowledge for the

student. Secondly, the division may decide to offer a course that is

required hut offer it in more than one quarter or in more than one

seCtion. In this case, the student would only take the course once

since it is required only once for a given student. Thus,.from the

perspective of the student, a course may be offered one quarter and

he may be required tio take it. The course may be offered in a subse-

quent quarter or section, but for the student who has successfully

completed the course, it is no longer required.

Tlle number of student contact hours (SCH) required will always

be equal to or be less than the number of student contact hours offered.

A single student will never take the offered number of student contact

hours unless those additional hours, which reflect-the difference

between the offered and requtied courses, are all courses which the

student can and does take as an elective.

3P3
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The concept of offered versus require&has a very important

meaning for the calculation, of faculty contact hours in Step 4.

Since, in the program cost analysis, methodology costs are directly

related to the faculty contact hours supplied, regardless of the

demand for contact hours as defined by the curriculum, the offering

9f courses beyond the necessary faculty contact hours to deliver the

program inflates the program cost per student.

(V

1. 8



STEP 3: STUDENT CLASS CHARACTERISTICS

*The number of students in each program was ascertained from

actual data. Professional enrollment for the 1974-75 year was used

for Junior and Senior class enrollment and for Sophomore enrollment

in three year professional programs. Since students are admitted

to the professional years (Sophomore, Junior, and Senior years or

Junior and SeniN years only depending on the program) it was nec-

essary to estimate the size of the Freshman or Freshman and Sophomore

class. Sophomore class size was determined using 1975 program

admissions and Freshman enrollment was derived using 1976 fall quarter

admissions.

Students who are in certificate programs were also included.

Graduate student courses are excluded.

Number of faculty per student for TRU #1 by mode was calculated

by multiplying the number of students per class times the required

student contact hours per mode and then dividing that by the faculty

contact hours offere. ,er mode.

3N.3



sra, 4: FACULTY-STUDENT RATIOS AND FACULTY REQUIREMENTS

Step 4 provides a course by course listing of the faculty contaci

hours required to teach the offered student contact hours in each

teaching responsibility unit. Faculty contact hours (FCH> were

defined as those hours per week when a faculty member is in di'rect

contact with students for instruction. Faculty contact hours listed-

in this.step are derived from three Oata sources: attual.dita from the

didactic questionnaire, data constructed using a set of assumptions

pertaining to the average group size for each instructional mode, and

data from the clinical questionnaire.

For TRU #1 and #2 faculty contact hours are actual faculty contact

hours provided as indicated on the didactic questionnaire for each

course taught during the 1974-75 school year by Allied Medicine faculty.

For TRU #3 faculty contact hours were calculated using the following

assumptions. First, it was assumed that the average lecture could

accommodate 50 students while the average recitation and laboratory

section could handle 16 students per faculty member. The group size

multiplier was calculated by dividing the size of the division's

class by the group size per mode. Therefore, ii the prograM had 25

students in each class, the group size multiplier for lecture would be

.50 and for laboratory and recitation 1.56. Multiplying the student

contact hours per mode by the group size multiplier will provide the

faculty contact hours allocated to the program under study.

Teaching responsibility unit #6, calculation of faculty contact

hours, was performed in a similar fashion. In this teaching responsibility

414



unit. hgwevezAh e average leeture was assumed to accommodate 100
\

students while the aVerage group c:;ize for laboratory and rec4ation

was 25.

The average class size for TRU #3 and(-#6 was derived partly -

\

from theoretical assumptions and partly'fcom data on class size by

mode accumulated for a sampling of Spring 1975 courses in which allied

mediclne students were enrolled. While it is unlikely that any single

course required the exact number of faculty contact hours gerived

..usimg these assumptions, it was assumftd that over the long run the

total numbert,of faculty contact hours listed in this'step approaches

the actual number of i'aculty contact hours provided to School of
%

Allied Medicine students.

Faculty contatt hours for TRU #4 were calculated using a set of

assumptions based on clinical questionnaire data. A brief descriptfon

of the rationale follows.

While the student is at the clinical site, the "student can

participate in a number of,different activities with the clinical
-

preceptor or supervisor. These actiities include instrty.-ion,

demonstration, supervision and oeher activities Such asvattendance at

staff' meetings. Since the .preceptor is engaged in a joint activity;

the production of patient care and the education of the student it"

wuld be inappropriate to cost thd.entire time the preceptor is with

the student to education. Using data collected from question 6a of

the clinical preceptor-quer.ionnAire, the following costing assumptions

were used. 1. 1002 of instruction and demonstration time was allocated

to teaching, 2. 50% of the supervision time was allocated to direct

I.11



contact and, 3. none of the other activity time was considered

educational. Using these assumptions, faculty contact hours required

to deliver the clihical education of students was derived, taking into

aceount the oc6irrence of the joint production of patient care and
e.

equcation. (See Step 14 for a more detailed discussion of thr..

rationaleNr'ihese clinical coating assumptions).

YE.
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PACULTY_CONTACT HOURS SUHMARIZID BY TYPE FOR TRU #1,

On ihe basis of didactic questionnaire data the faculty contact

houre_for TROO1 are reorganized in this step. The individual faculty

( members' contribution of direct contact is identified or each course

by instriktional moie. Ficulty members are ideniified as either being

full-time or part-time. Guest lecturer, clinlal personnel, anu

graduate teaching. associate direct contact hours jr are presented

by mode and course. This step allows the allocation of faculty contact

hours into bours delivered by the types 0 instructilinal

personnel. 1

Full-time faculty umbers are defined as those perso s who are

expected to provide direct contact, preparation for taachi , admin-

filtration research, public service and other activities. The faculty

member's time, therefore, is allocated among a number of activAties

and not simply.the provision of educational activities. Division

directors are considered to be full-time faculty members.

Fart-time faculty members are those individuals who are hired to

provide instructional related services only, i.e., direct contact and

preparation. Note that full and part-time distinctions are not based

,on the number of hours per yeaThat the faculty member is employed

but rathez,upon tbe of,actiyities that the faculty member is

expected to provilir.

A guest lecturer is defined as any individual who provides
,

instruction tO the class on a one-tioebasis: Tilese individuals

4 ..?
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cannot broashers of the faculty of t e division under study. If
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thiy-mere, their hours would be listed as individual faculty members.

Guest lecturers can, however, include.SAMP faculty members frnm nthpr

. divisions. Non-divisional SNIP faculty iember hours are thus included

only as guest lecturer hours.

Clinical personnel are defined as those individuals who axe

located in affiliated hospitals. Clinical hours that artiret pFovided

,

in independent terminal clinics are included in this stepl,therefore,

all divisions except Medical Record Administration, Occupational erapy,
%

and Physical Therapy, have all of the clinic hours in he,primary

department TRU.

This step manipulates.only those faculty contact hours in TRU #1.\

Since soma SAMP faculty activity fells into TRU #2, the estimation

of total direct contact hours provided per faculty member will be

underestimated to the extent that the faculty member contributes to

the provision of Allied Medicine education under the teaching respon-

sibility unit of,TRU #2, i.e., all other Allied Medicine courses.

r.



STSP S° PACULTY ORGANIZATION

Step 5 organises the faculty contact hours per mode by teac.iing

responsibility unit. Also, TRU #1 faculty concact hours are organied

by th, tips of personnel delivering the faculty contact hours. The

source of the data 4!eed in this step is Step 4.5 for TRU #1 and

Step 4 for TRU #2 - 6.

For the "actual" OSU analysis a summary page of student and'faculty

coatact hours was prepared and identified as Step 5.5.

1.15
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STEP 6: FACULTY AVAILABILITY FOR DIRECT CONTACT,

:Alta obtaihed from the 1974-75 Del.irtmental Faculty Salary

Analysis supplied by the'Office of Persennel Services show that 77%

-of the full-time equivalents (FTEs) in the general university hold

nine...month appointments and 89% of the Health Center Faculty hold

twelve-month appointments. Therefore, for TRU #1, #2, and #3,

faculty were aqsumed to have a-yearly total of 1920 hours (48 weeks

times 40\hours per week) available for activities while for the stral

university faculty (TRU #6).1440 yearly hours (36 weeks times 40 hours

per week) ilere,assumed. Clinical personnel in TRU #4 were assumed

to hold twelve-month appointments and to have 1920 hours available

in the year.

Hours of direct contect per year were calculated for the TRU #1

full-time, part-time and graduate teaching associates using diddctic

questionnaire data. Assumptions based on data from the Institute of.

Medicine, the American Association of Medical Colleges and the MOLT

Faculty Resource Study were used in estimating the hours of lirect

contact available from faculty members in the other tvaching respon-

sibility units. The assumptions for non-primary department personnel

are as follows:

TRU #2 and #3: It is assumed that a fully involved faculty

member had 232 of their time (447 houra)

available for direct contact.

TRU #1 and, 114: Clinical faculty, clinical preceptors and

guest lecturers were assumed to have 100%

ot their time available for direct contact:'

3%9
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TRII f6: General universitY faculty are assumed to

have more tine available for direct contact

than TRU 02 - 03; therefore, 307. (or 432

hours) wel.c available per year per F74

for their direct contact.

In TRU 01 th hours of direct contact available per year were

calculated using data from Step 5 and Step 7. Step 5 provides us with

the actulkl number of faculty contact hours supplied by faculty type.

Step 7 provides actual head counts of full and part-time faculty as

well as graduate teaching associates. Therefore, by dividing the

number of faculty contact hours supplied (Step 5) by the actual head

count of faculn by type (Step 7) the average number of direct contact

hours per faculty type was obtained.

1.17



°STEP 7: FACULTi FTE REQUIREMENTS AND/OR PROVISIONS

In this step the number of faculty members required to deliver

the curriculumls presented. , Data in this step is given for TRU #1

and calculated for TRU #2 - #6.

1n TRU #1 the FTE number is an actual head count of the full-tim !

faculty members employed by the division in 1974-75. The FTE number

for part-time does not count bodies.hut rather reflects the number of

full-time equivalents. Therefore, to have one FTE of graduate student

teaching associates, two 50% GTAs musk_he employed.

In the other teaching units the faculty requirements are calcu-

lated by dividing the number of faculty contact hours required to

deliver the curriculum (as indicated in Step 5) by the hours of direct

contact available per year by an FTE in each of the teaching units

(Step 6). By way of example, these faculty contact hours may actually

be distributed amang 30 individual faculty members in a variety of

departments in the university but may require only 5 FTEs.

FTE requirements were rounded to the nearest tenth. Any other

rounding procedure distorted significantly the faculty cost and,

therefore, the total cost per student. Calculations using various

rounaing options were carried out to fully explore the cost implications

of each possible rounding assumption.

1.18



STEP 8: FACULTY SALARIES

Average salary figures for TRU.#1 are actual averaRs of the

amount of money paid out to the full-time faculty, members in the

division. In some cases, such as Medical IlimstrAtIon, thP faculty

members were paid from.other sources)(the hospital) for their entire

salary; however, regardless of the source, that salary was used in

computing the average aalary.

Clinical personnel salaries were calculated for those divisions

where data was available fram the clinical questionnaire. In other

cases the data used was.the average salary paid by Ohio State University

Hospitals ir the 1974-75 year. This appeared to be a logical source

of data since the majority of Zhe clinical preceptors in integrated

clinicals are in the University hospital system.

Teaching responsibility units #2, #3, and #6 salaries were

obtained from the Office of Personnel Services at Ohio State. The

average salary for SAKP faculty (TRU #2) was $16,544. Average eleven-

month salary for health center faculty was $21,276 while the nine-month

average salary for TRU #6 (general university) was $17,925.

3.9,7



STEP 91 ?ACULTY COST

Faculty costs per teaching responsibility unit is calculated by

multiplying the number of FTEa (Step 7) by the average faculty salary

(Step 8) to obtain the faculty costs.
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STEP 102 OTHER COST

TEACHING RESPONSIBIOITY UNIT #1: OTHER COST:

Teaching responsibility unit 01 other costs calculations are

based on actual dati fol 1974-75.

Support Staff

Support staff figures are actual salaries paid to clerical

personnel in each of the divisions.

Space.

Data obtained from the original blueprints of the building

allowed the square footage in Cle building to be divided between

shaued space (such as hallways, shared classroomff, lounges, restrooms,

and assigned space. Assigned space (faculty offices, labOratories,

etc.) was allocated to each division. All remaining space was divided

equally among the students enrolled in the school. The

number of feet shared by each division was then calculated'by multi-

plying-the number of students in the livision by the shared space

fietor, (179.5 square feet per student). Assigned space plus shared

space equaled the total squpt:e footage allocated to the program.

Then a cost was allocated to each square foot of space. ,Data

froi the phYsical facility department for electricity, sewage, and

water rates was translated intocost per square foot (in this case

the rate being $.96 per square foot per year). Cost per square foot

timer the total square footage allocated equals the cost of space

for each division.

3
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Ooerating_Budget for Sigoolies and Equipment

The school's budgeting procedure provides iaformation ibou- actual

operating expenditures primarily fpr supplies and equipment by each

division for the 1974-75 fiscal year. Operating money contributions

from other money sources, e.g., hospital money which supports the

Medical Technology program, Ore included in this figure.

$6MP Administration

!

Total administration cost included personnel cost (both

professional and ,plerical), operating budget, and space cost allocation.

Size of program (student ehrollment and 'faculty head counts) was not

seen as a\determining factOr in allocating SAMP administration Cost

but rather''a division, regardless of its size, was seen as demanding

the same amount of administratioa efforts. Therefore, the total, of

tiat three cost factors was divided by the number of divisions in the

school to obtain SAMP Administration Costs (13). This is gomewhaz

arbitrary but appeared to be the best solution to allocating this

cost.
1

Central hiministration Cost: Cost Per Student

Central administration cost include the central administration

personnel cost plus estimated central administration operating budget

divided by the number of 0Sq_slndents on all campuses. Personnel

costs for 1974-75 were 0,971..992 which included such administrative

or!Aces as Board of Trustee the President, Bildgei and Resoarce

71r1ning, Academic Affairs, Educational Service, Medical Affairs,
f

. University Development,and Business\and Administration. The oper-
.

ating budget for the central adminis

1.22
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by examining the relationship for the entire University betimen the

operating budget and the personnel hodget. Dividing the actual

percent of budget in operating for the entire University (31.1%) by

the actual percent of personnel t,udget for the University (68.2%)

yields a multiplying or weighting factor (.456). The actual central

adndnistration personnel. budget ($10,971,992) multirlied by the weiglit

factor (.456) produces the estimated central administration operating

bUdget ($14,123,228). Adding the personnel costs plus the operating

budget ($45,095,220) divided by tha number of OSU students (53,514)

yields the central administration costs per student ($842.68).

Since central administratio-, costs are not accrued to a single

teaching. responsibility unit, allocating the entire $842.66 to a

single teaching responsibility unit (i.e., TRU #1) distorts by over-

estimating the program cost per student. Central administration cost

for all TRUs other than TRU #1 is included in the ether cost estimation

factor (i.e., 11.4 for TRU 02, 03, #4, and 1.1 for TRU #6). Therefore,

the entire $842.68 should not be included in the other cost for TRU #1.

The appropriate proportion of central administration cost was

allocated based on the percent of the required curriculum (defined as

required student contact hours) that was offered in TRU 01. Therefore,

if TRU #1 contained 40% of the curriculum, cost per student for TRU #1

.for central administration would equal 402 timetir.,$842.68 or $337.07.

'Collose_ of Medicine Adminictration:

College of Medicine (COM) administration r2ost per student was

calculated in the same way as was the central administration cost.

that is, the personnel budget (clerical plus professional) was
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obtained ($721,500) for the COM administrative and support staff.

That number was multiplied by the "persoratel to other cost" factor

of .456 to estimate the operating budget.

The operating budgrA plus the perSonnel budget divided by the

number of College of Medicine studerts (Medicine SAMP School of

Nursing) results in a COM administration program cost per student ot

$504.80. The number of students enrolled in the school for each

division was multiplied by this cost per student to provide the COM

administration cost per program.

All of the above cost were added together to obtain the total

other cost factor for TRU #1 other cost. Guest lecturer and clinical

personnel "other cost" are not included in this calculation and are

Assigned an estimated overhead cost using the procedures described

below.

'TEACHING UNITS,2-6: ESTIMATING OTHER COST:

To estimate the "Other Cost" factors fo.,7 the medically related

teaching units, the relationship between other cost and faculf-y cost

qas analyzed for the ten sAm) divisions. USine School averayos, it

was found that the faculty cost comprise approximately 43% of the

_

tot 1 costs. This data is similar z-.c, narJonal zomparativ2 data.

Th,1refore, foc TRU #2 - #4, an other cost mu!tiplying factor of 1.4

7% divided by 43%) was used to estimate other costs. Faculty cost

!rultipliad by 1.4 yields estimated other cost. This estircate was

1,1ed for TRU #1 guest lecturers and clinical personnel.

1.24
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TRU #6 othrx cost rel tionships vere.t esitimPed '- , zxam!.niay. :Ile
,

,

relationship Of faculty cost on et,university-wide.imsis t a1. other

expenditures. Faculty cost vere found to represent A7.5% cf the

Therefore, an other r.ost multiplying factOr of 1.1 (52.4 ev!-!.-1

67.6%) was used in estimAting other cbst fo-.. TRU #5.

r.
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STEP 11 AND STEP:12: TOTAL PROGRAM COST AND PROGRAM COST PER STUDENT

STEP 11: Total Program Cost

4 1.,

Step 11 is calculated by adding Step 9 ;faculty cost) to Step

10 (other cost) for each teachini responsibilit!,

STEP 12: Average Program Cost Per Student Per \reel.

Dividing Step 11 by the total number of students in the four year

program .yields the Average total program cost .per stude t per ear ner

teachini rbsPhsibility unit. Adding the teaching unit totals yields

the average total program cost per student per year.

0

1.26
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Appendix J. Theoretical Construction

Step Detail Description

Step

13 74cu1t9., Organization,Options for TRU #1

14 Cl)inizal Costing Options

15 Theoretical Construction Assumptions
16 Yearly Cost Analysis
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STEP 13: FACULTY ORGANIZATION OFT/ONS FOR TRU #1

Step 13 was an early precurser to the theoretical construction

analysis. Stip 13 allowed for the evaluation of the impact of

chanang the faculty structure in TRU 11. This analysis was an

initial attempt to provide information in order to answer the question

"What happens if you change the present faculty strUcture in0 some,

other pattern of.full and part-iime faculty usage?" What is the

impact on cost and.FTE requirements if full versus part-tine personnel

are"used as instructors?

Several configurations of faculty structure were examined and

compared to'oxisting program ;organizations. ,.The only assumptions

built, into this secondary analYsis were the'folloving: 1). ,the

percentage of time available for threat contact by a full-time faculty

member is equal to the "Ideal" percentage as foupd in the faculty

activity analysis and,2.) that part-tine individuals had 75% of their

time available for direct contact.

The faculty organization which appeared to provide for the maximum

benefit with minimum cost dhosen for use in the final theoretical

construction is as follows:

_

1 Full-lime raculty would teach 100% of the lectures

2. lull-time faculty wmad teach 100% of the laboratory

3. Full-time fadulty would teach 252 of the clinic

4 Part-time fseulty would teach 75% of the clinic

4

J.1
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STEP 14: CLINICAL COSTING OPTIONS \

In calculations of faculty contact hours fvor the three divisions

with TRU #4 without'regard to the question of joint production, it

was assumed that each clinical site required a faculty member (clinical

preceptor) to supervise the student 100% of the time that the student

was at ths facility. Therefore, if there were 29 Medical Record

AdministratiO4 sites and sach student was at a facility for 40 hours
,

par weak for 10 weeks, then' (29 x 10 x 40 hours) 11,600 hours would

have been assigned nape hours were divided by the hours of direct

contact available (assumed from Step 6 to be 1920 hours per year) in

Order to ssti3iste the number of FTEs needed to accomplish the necessary,

teaching ik tie clinical program.

One might ask the question of whether the preceptor ii engaged

in otkar activities (e.g., patient care) while the student is present

at the facility. If so, than the program should not be charged the

entire amount of ths faeulty member's time.

In order to understand the student's activities while at the

facility, question 6a from the clinical questionnaire was evaluated.

'What was the students average percentage of time in each of the

following activities while at your facility'.

ta results:

PERCENT OF TIME

Inktruction
and

Demostration

Medical Record Administration 38%

.0cdupational Therapy 21%

Physical Tharapi 21%

J.2

Supervision
Other
Activities

46%, 16%

63% 16%

69%. 10%
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Assuming that one would cost all of the time in instruction and demon-

stration and none of the time 'in other activities (which include such

activities as staff meetings) the question then asked was,

"What Percentage of the supervised time should legitimately be assigned

, as a cost to the prograwas instructional activities and what percentage

'shoilld be considered patient care, i.e., production of joint activities?"

The clinical options defined in Step 14 described the cost effects

of Obur options of costing the supervision time: Option 01 -'100%

of the SUpervision time; Option 02 - 50% of the supervision tile;'

Option 03 - 252 of "ate supervision time; and Option 04 - 12.5% of

the supervision time. It should be'recalled that in all cases 100%

of the instruction-demonstration time was assigned as a costend 0%

of the 'other' time vas assigned.

Option 02 - 502 of the superv7Hlon time assigned to direct contact

was chosen as the assumption to be used in the "Actual" analysis and

"Theoretical" cnnstruction.

313
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STEP 15: THEORETICAL CONSTRUCTION ASSUMPTIONS

Itiis important to remember that the majority of the assumptions

utilized in the theoretical constructions are designed to impact

exclusively upon TRU #1 although some variables have a slight impact

upon other TRU's. The change in the number, of students is the major

source of variation in other teaching units.

In the construction of the theoretical analysis five variables

have been changed. They are as follows:

1. Numberlo7 students in the total program

2. FacultystOsnt ratios for TRU #1 and #4

3. Faculty organization in TRU #1

4. Faculty time available for direct contact

5. Faculty salaries for clinical personnel

Therefore, any resulting change in the cost per student would

be a function ot one or uore of the above five variables.

The bjective was to compare the resulting costs per student from

the"Theoreticar'construction with those costs per student which were

ascertained in the "Actual" analysis.

NUMBER OF STUDENTS

The goal of the theoretical constructions was to increase

efficiency in the utilization, of faculty which would result in the

lowest cost per student while retaining quality. The efficient

utilization of faculty f..s a func;ion of the smallest student group size

ohich occurs in the program, usually the clinical instruction modp,

Therefore, in the theoretical constructions, the number of studen:.s

J.4



per year vas determined to be a number which was a multiple of the

smallest group size per mode. Then this number was utilized to

establish the total ii..ber of students in the program, again as a

direct multiple.

FACULTY-STUDENT RATIOS FOR TRU #1 AND #4

Minimal changes were made in this variable for the lecture and

Laboratory modes. In some cases, however,,ratios were changed to provide

efficient raeTos between modes. For example, if the ratio in the clinical

mode wai one faculty member to 8 students and the laboratory actual ratio

was one faculty to 23 students, then the ratio was changed for the

laboratory. The new ratio would be 1-24, since twenty-four. is a multiple

of eight.

Results of the clinical questionnaire data and discussion with

division directors indicated that, in certain programs, the maximum

faculty-student ratio for clinic could be 1-3 rather than the actual

1-1 or 2. This change in variable has a significant effect on faculty

requirements and cost.

FACULTY ORGANIZATION FOR TRU #1

In general the faculty contact hours were assumed to be distributed

as follows:

1. Full-time faculty would teach 100% of the lectures

2. Full-time faculty would teach 1007. of the laboratory

3. Full-time faculty would teach 25% of the clinic .

4. Part-time faculty would teach 75% of the clinic

In those cases where the curriculum demanded no clinic hours in

TRU #1, the laboratory hours were divided 25% - 75% between full and

part-time faculty. Only two divisions Medical Illustration and

Physical Therapy, had no clinicals in TRU #1 and were assigned

percentages in this manner.

J.5 41



FACULTY PERCENTAGE OF TIME AVAILABLE FOR DIRECT CONTACT

In the theoretical construcions, Teaching Responsibility Unit #1

full-tims faculty were assumed to have 30% of their time available

for direct contact. This is a major change from the actual data

and is a significant source of change in the resulting cost per

student. This assumption has differential impact when one compares

the costs in the "Actual" and "Theoretical" analysis. In general it

is due to the extent that Lhe faculty approaches providing

30% of their total time for direct contact to students. Obviously,

the closer the approximation the smaller the difference.

In the "Actual" analysis it was assumed that clinical faculty

were -vailable 1007 of the time (100 hours per year) for direct

contact. In the "Theoretical 'analysis it was assumed that they were

available 75% of the time (1440 hours per year) for direct contact.

Programs that approach the latter assumption in the "Actual" analysis

will have less of a difference between student costs per year in the

"Actual" and "Theoretical" analysis.

FULL-TIME FACULTY REQUIREMENTS U TRU 11

In the theoretical construction, Teaching Responsibility Unit #1

full-time faculty were calculated on a full-time eqtlivalent basis with

two decimal positions in the numerical value. In order to obtain a

full-time body count, the FTE value was rounded to the next whole

number when the decimal position exceeded .33. The assumption made

was that any more than a one-third increabe in the FTE requirement



would constitute an overload on the existing full-time faculty and would
_

require the services of one additional full-time faculty member. This

rounding assumption applies only to TRU #1 fuil-time faculty.

FACULTY SALARIES FOR PROVEDINC CLINICAL _EDUCATION

In the theoretical construction, it was assumed that the clinical

(part-time) faculty would be paid at the same rate for an FTE as would

a full-time faculty member. In the "Actual" analysis, clinical faculty

frequently were paid at a significantly lower rate than the didactic

faculty. Therefore, the cost of the part-time clinical faculty are

inflated to the extent that a discrepancy in pay rates exists.

To ascertain the effect of this'variable, one need oply lompare

the FTE requirements for the "Actual" and the "Theoretical" analysis.

If the FTE requirements are similar in both analyses, but the cost

per student is higher in the "Theoretical" analysis, then it is the

result of the salary assumption for the clinical part-time faculty

asultars..
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STEP 16: YEARLY COST ANALYSIS

The cost of educating students is not evenly distributed over

each of the four years. In order to ascertain what the program cost

per student was for each of the years, i.e., Freshman, Sophomore,.

Junior, and Senior year, Step 16 was developed. Data from Step 12,

the program cost per student per year by TRU, is utilized to obtain

the desired result.

,The number of faculty contact hours per TRU per year is expressed

as a percentage of the t al number of faculty contact hours per

teaching unit. Then these percentages are utilized tc disrxIbut

the cost toleach of the four years. An example follaws. If there

were 300 PCH in TRU #3 with 100 337.) in the Freshman year and 200

(67%) in the Sophomore year, then none (0%) wo61d be in the Junior or

Senior year. If (from Step #12) the, average program cost per year of

TRU #3 were $60 then $20 (33%) was assigned to the Freshman year and

$40 (67%) was assigned to the Sophomore year. By completing this

procedure for each TRU and totaling for each year, the program cost

per student per year was obtained.

J.8



Appendix K. nogram Cost Analysis

Medical Dietet..cs

OSII:SAMP:. Actual 1974-75

Steps 1 - 12, 15, 16
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Appendix Step 1: Page 1 of 4

Program Cost Analysis: Medical Dietetics Detai,led Results

Step 1: Curriculum Description: Detail

MgaICAL DIETETICS CURRICULUM
1974 - 1975

FRESHMAN YEAR

Preprofessional

AUTUMN QUARTER STUDENT CONTACT HOURS pEp..QUARTTR

Teaching
Responsibility
Unit .

Course
Cre.dit

Hours Lecture Recitaticf-. Lab Clinic Total
I I =I ml moi mi Ems 11

6 Freshman Eng. Comp. 5 50 50

6 Elementary Chemistry S 30 10 30 70

6. Mathematics 5 30 20 50

6 Physical Education 1 30 30

6 Univ. College.Survey 1 20 20

QUarter Total

t .

17
_ ____.

220

WINTER QUARTER

6 Intro. Sociology 5 30 20 SO

6 Elementary Chemistry 5 30 10 30 70

6 General Biology 5 20 30 50
i 6 Physical Educacion

Quarter Total

1 30 30

11; 200

SPRING QUARTER

6 General Psycholoav 5 SO 50

6 Humanities 5 30 SO

6 Physical Education 1 30 30

6 Small Group Communic. 5 10 40 50

Quarter TOtal 180

Yearly Total 19 280 140 180 0 600

Teaching Responsibility
Unit Codes 1= Medical Dietetics 4- Affiliated Clinics

School of Allied, 5. Other

Medical Proftssions

3. OSU Health Center

K.1
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MEDICAL DIETETICS CURRICULUM

, SOPHOMORE YEAR

Professional

AUTUMN QUARTER

Step 1: rzge 2.of 4

STUDENT CONTACT_HOURS PER_QUARTER

Teaching
Respontibility
Unit Course

Clredit

Hours Lecture

30
SO

30

Recitation Lab Clinic Total

3

6

6

;

Gross Ilman Anatomy
Introduction to Econ.
Humanities

Quarter Total

6

5

5 20

60
*

90
50

SO

NU16

WINTER QUARTER

3 Human Physiology 5 40 20 60

6 Fundamentals of Nutrition 5 SO 50

6 Microbiology 5 30 40 70

1 Intro. to Med. Dietetics 1 IS IS

Quarter Total 16 195

SPRING QUARTER

3 Human Physiology 5 40 20 60

6 Principles of Food 5 .20 60 80

6 Social Science 5 50 SO

Quarter Total 15 190

YEARLY TOTALS 47 355 20 200 0 575

4 1(.2



AUXUMN QUARTER

Teaching
Responsibility
Unit

MEDICAL DIETETACS CURRICULUM

Course

JUNIOR YEAR
ProfessiOnal

Step 1: Page 3 of 4

STWENT CONTACT HOURg PER QUARTER

Credit
Hours Lecture Recitation Lab Clinic Total

1 Intro. to Patient 6

Dietary Care
1 Data Prbcessing in Diet. 1

1 Mgmt. 6 Med. Dietetics 3

3 Physiological Chemistry 4

2 Mgmt. of Hosp. Depts. 3

Quarter Total if

WINTER QUARTER

1 Nutrition & Human Metab. 6

3 Physiological Chemistry 4

6 Humanities 5

1 Mgmi, 6 Med. Dietetics 3

Quarter Total Di

SPRING QUARTER

1 Nutrition 6 Human Metab. 6

I Mixt. & Med. Dietetics 3

3 Critical Reading of 2

Srientific Literature

6 Educ. Psychology 5

Quarter Total FE

YEARLY TOTALS 31

40

30
20
45
30

40

45

SO

20

40
20

20

SO

0 0

SO

60

50

60

50

60

90

30

80

45
30

275

99

45

SO

80

265

90

80

20

SO

450 330

240

780



SUMER QUARTER

Teaching
ReSponsibility
Unit

P

MEDICAL DIETETICS CURRICULUM

Course

SENIOR YEAR

Professional.

Credit
A-lours

Step 1: Page 4 of 4

STUDENT CONTACT ,HOURS ?ER Qmput.

Lecture Recitation Lab CliniC Total

1 Nutrition & Human Metab. 6 40

1 Dietitian as a Teacher 3 20

6 Elective 5 SO

1 Group Studies in Diet. 3 10

Quarter Total 17

'

AUTUMN QUARTER

1

1

Community Nutrition
Pediatric Nutrition

5 47

S 20

6 Elective 5 50

Quarter Total 15

WINTER QUARTER

1 Advanced Med. Diet. 10 60

6 Elective 4 5 SO

Quarter Total 15

SPRING QUARTER

1 Advance,d Med. Diet.

6 Elective
Quarter Total

YEARLY TOTAL

60

50

457

TROGIUM TOTAL' 209 1542

50

30

90
50

SO

120 130

320

120 167'

150 170

50

387

200 260
50

310

195 255
SO

305

0 &, 865 1322

160 380 1195 3277



MEDICAL DIETETICS \ Step 2-3-4; Page 1 or

Step 3: Stuaent Class Characteristics

99 Students in Program Calculated Facultyltudent Ratios for Teaching Responsii ity. Unit 1:

25'Students per Class Lecture: 1-13
4 Classes Lab:

Clinic: ' 1-6

Step 2: Curriculun Description: Summary Step f: Facuitl, Requirements _
TRW: Medical Dietetics ITININT-SIVIALIAMI

Lecture Lmb

.

Quarter
Clinic Total

FACVLTY

Lecture

CON1ACI MIMS

Lab CI so ik_ __....

Quarter
Total

Teaching
Responsibility
Unit Course

1-- Medical Dietetics-201 15 -- IS T-7 17
1 Medical Dietetics 410 40 50 90 64 90 154
1 Medical Dietetics 411 IO -- 30 39 39
I Medical Dietetics 420 20 60 $O 29 60 89
I Modica! Diete:Lcs 521 40 50 90 63 200 263ro

we I Medical Dietetics 421 20 60 SO 20 66 86
1 NedicaliDietetics 522 40 S0 90 47 2011 247
1 Medical Dietetics 422 20 60 80 20 120 140
1 Medical Dietetics 523 40 50 90 200 200 300
1 Medical Dietetics 636 20 30 50 20 30 50
1 Medical Dietetics 637 47 120 167 61 600 661
1 Medical Ditetics 638 20 150 170 22 1So 172
1 Medical Dietetics 645 60. 200 260 106 490 596
I Medical Dietetics 645 60 r 200 260 106 490 596
i Medical Dietetics 638 10 -,- 250 170 21 150 172
1 Modica.' Dietetics 637 47 120 167 69 600 669
1 Medical Dietetics 646 60 195 255 124 990 1114
1 411Ied Medicine 611.1 20 -- 20 20 _. 20
1 Allied Medicine 694.04 10 12u 130 10 240 250

Offered rum, 6,29 1665 2294 959 4676 5615
Required TOTAL 482 -- 11f5 1677 742 3416 4118

TEACHING RESPONSIBILITY UNIT: 1 eMedicel Dietetics
2 Other SANF
3 Health Center

LETTER GOTHIC SCRIPT: Required Courses
SCRIPT, °SAWN courses

4//

4 4 Affiliated Clinics
S Other
6 Generel University



a.

_ 4 1 8

I.

TRU2: Allied Medicine

MEDICAL DIETETICS.
Steps 2-3-1: Page 2 uf 4

No FacultyStudent Ratios for Teaching
Responsibiliti Unit 2

Assumed Faculty-Student
Ratios for Teaching

Responsibility Unit 3:

Lecture: 1-50

Lab: 1,16

Step 2
Step 4

STUDENT CONTACT HOURS
FACULTY CONTACT 1104MS.

Teaching
Responlibility
Unit

Course
Lecture

JP:

Lab

Qearter

Clinic Total Lecture

Quarter
To101.

2 Allied Medicine 630
30

30 14
14

TOTAL
30

30 14
14

TRU3: OSU Health Center

3 Anatomy 200
30 60 90 15 94 109

3
Physiology 311

40 20 60 20 Al SI

3 Physiology 312
40 20 60 20 31 51

3
Physiological Chemistry 311

45 .... 45 23 ....
23

3 Physielogies1 Cheoistry 312
45

45 23
23

Preventive Medicine 623
20

20 10
10

TOTAL
220 100 320 -Ill 156 20

.

TEACHING RESPONSISILITY UNIT: 1 = Medical Dietetics

2 Other SAMF
3 Health Center

4 Im Affiliated Clinics

5 = Other
6 General Unrwersity



Steps 2-3-4 ra,,,c, 1 of 4

Assumed Faculty-Student Ratios for Teaching Responsihility Unit 6:

Lecture: 1-100

Recitation: 1- 25

Lab: 1- 25

TRU6: General University

Step 2:

STMENT CONTACT HOURS

Quarter

Step 4:
CONTAt ICOR'

QudrterTeaching

Responsibility
Unit de Course

English 100

Lecture

50

Lab Recit, Total

50

Lei Are

13

Lah. Re, it 1f,ta1

11
6

6 Chemistry 101/201 30 30 10 70 8 30 10 l'

6 Mathematics 30 20 ,() N :0 2N

6

t,

6

Physical Education 101
University Co11egi Survey 10c)

Sociology 101/201

2(

30

3n

20

10

:0

50 8

NO

:0

'SP

6 Chemistry 102/122 30 30 10 70 s

6 Botany/Zoology 1/0 30 20

6 Physical Education 101 50 30 10 30

6 Psychology 100 50 SO 13 I i

6 Humanities 30 20 SO 8 20 28

6 Physical Education 101 .._ 30 30 10 30

6 Speech/Communications 105/110 10 40 50 3 40 1

6 Fc, nomlcs 100 SO 50 II 1;

6 Humanities 30 20 50 g 21t :8

6 Home Economics 310 50 Sii 13 II

6 Microbiology 509 30 40 70 8 40 is

6

6

Home Economics 314
Social Science

20

50

60 80

50

5

13

b0 W,

13

6 Humanities cn so 13 13

6 Psychology 230 50 50 13 I.

6 Elective 50 SO 13 11

6 Elective SO SO 13 13

6 Elective 30 50 13 13

6 Elective SO
___ _ _ .

50 13 IN

TOTAL 810 280 160 1250 212 280 160 652

TEACHING UNIT: 1 Medical Dietetics 4 . Affiliated Clinics

2 Other SAW 5 . Other

3 Health Center 6 General University

4'

421



Step 2, 4: Summery

Teaching
Responsibility
Mit

Steps 2,3-4: Page 4 of 4

MEDICAL DIETETICS

Step 2: Step 4:

Student Contact Houre Faculty Contact Hours

Course Lecture Recit. Lab Clinic Total Lecture Fecit. Lek Cl_pl Total

1 Medical Dietetics 482 1195 1677 959 4676 5615

2 Allied Medicine 30 30 14
14

3 OSU Health Center 220 100 320 111 156 67

6 General University 810 160 280 1250 2!2 169 250 652

PROGRAM TOTAL 1542 160 380 1195 3277 1296 160 436 4676 6568



STEP 4.5: Page 1 of 2

MEDICAL DIETETICS ANALYSIS

Faculty Contact House by Faculty Type

Fell-tima Ifiactilii

DO RE FF

L Lecture

GG HN

C Clinical

II 11 EX

Grad,

Teach.
Assoc.

Guest
Lecturers

Off-Site
Clinical
Faculty

AA 611 CC

COMM LCLCLCLCLCLCLCICLCLCLC L C L C C. C

MP $01 IS

2

ND 410 22 SO S 30 16 50
5 10

ND 411 30
3 6

MD 420 20 60
9

ND S21 11 40 12 40 8 40 8 40
4 40 20

ND 421 20 60
6

ND 522 6 40 7 40 3 40 5 40
40 24

MD 422 20 60
60

ND 523 10 23
11 SO 10 22 SO 14 SO 10 SO

MD 034
20 30

OS 437
S7 120 4 480

ND 63$
20 150

2

MD44$
SO 100 SO 100

290

SUBTOTAL A 15 57 110 47 110 16 30 90180 11 80 13 80 81 180

__

30 150 72 ISO 57120 35 196 ---820



Step 4.5: Page 2 of 2

Tail -Unit roculs,

DO EE

NEWCAL DIETETICS ANALYSIS (cola's!)

L Lecture C Clinical

Ff OG MN II JJ Kg

Grad.

Teach,
Assoc.

Guest

Lecturers

Off-Site
Clinical
Faculty

AA SS CCMAUI LcLci.CLCICICLCICLCLCLC Lc I C L C

ID GIS SO 100 50 100 6 290

011 ASA 20150 2

CD 37 57 120 12 480

NO ilidts 100 50 100 100 50 100 100 2 200 22 290

AN GAS 20

AN 404.04 10 120 120
. ______

SUBIUTAL S .._ -- 10 120 20 100 100 200 20 250 IOC 200 37220 2 320 42 -- --1060

SUSTOTAL A IS -- 57 110 47110 16 10 90 180 11 80 13 SO 81 180 30150 72 150 37120 35 196 84 --- -- 820

TOTAL 15 -- 57110 47110 26150 110 280 11 SO 13 80 181 380 50400 172 350 114 340 37 316 126 --- ---1880

GNAW TOTAL 15 167 157 176 390 91 93 561 . 450 522 454 333 126 1880
)41
tor

Step 4.5 Sumerry
Lecture Clinic Total

Punting Faculty 796 2280 3076

OTA, West, Clinical Personnel 163 2396 2559

TOTAL 959 4676 5635



Medical Dietetics Analysis

Step 5: Faculty Structure

FACULTY

TIAEHING UNIT LECTURE
CONTACT

LAB

HOURS
CLINIC

1 MEDICAL DIETETICS

0*-SITE:

Full-time 796 228

Qrsd.Teach,Assoc. 37 51

ON-SITE TtrrAL 831 279

Guest Lecturers 126 -__

Clinical Faculty --- 188i

UNIT TurAL 959 --- 4671

2 SAMS,

5 HEALTH CENTER 111 156

5 GENERAL IWIVLRS1TY 372 280

1ROGRAM Taw 1456 436 467(

6

0

TOTAL

Step 6: Faculty Availability for
calitac.t

U6611s OF
DIRECT CONTAC

YEAR

LENGTH

126 1920

1880 1920

5635

14 1920

267 1920

652 1440

280

553

Steps 5-6-7-8-9: Page 1 of I

% OF TOTAL
HOURS

Step 7:

FACUON
FTE

14,61

Step 8: Stcp 9:

AVLRAGL FACD1.1Y

SALARY COSI'

11.0 14,818

28.8% I 1.0 9,i60

1920 100% .1 14,000

1920 1 100%

442

0

13.1

10,000

23.0% H U lb,S44

442 I
23.0% 0.6

J
21,21(

412 30.0% H 1.5 17.925

15.2

lo2,996

9,360

1/2,1r.8

1,400

183,758

12,76t,

26,888

$22i,412



TEACHING RESPONSIBILITY UNIT

1ACU4TY
COSTS

1 MEDICAL DIETETICS

On-Site Total 172,358

Guest Total 1,400

Clinical Faculty Total 10,000

UNIT TOTAL 183,758

2 SAW 0

3 HEALTH CENTER
4

12,766

6 GENERAL UNIVERSITY 26,888

PROGRAM TOTAL $223,412

Steps 9-10-11-12: Page 1 of 1

MEUICAL DIETETICS ANALYSIS

Sts 10: Other Costs Step 11

SUPPORT SUPPLIES & SAW MED SCHOOL CENTRAL TOTAL OMER TOTAL

PERSONNEL SPACE E 1114ENT ADMIN. ADMIN. ADMIN. COSTS J COST

S_tep 12

COST PER
STUDENT n=99

30,835 14,897 16,743 12,756 34,326 42,631 152,188 324,546 3,278

1,960 3,360 34

14,000 24,000 242

A.

168,148 351,906 3,554

0 0

17,872 30,638 309

29,577 56,465 570

$215,597 $439,009 $4,433



cm Wm
j1_0044004/Claboi 34

Was Weal ff,

UV 11
Faculty: Mg Mime Locum

OISSICAL mums TOMOSSIICAL

112 33 09-n
MOW IIACKly
OW= FA CONTACT
ROM IPACIOR Ar"UT ---i---

CONSNIMCTION

041 07

MKT RIOLTY
0011TACT MI
ft...A. IIIMPle

el

WWII
AVONACS

MARY

99

FACULTY
MST

STEP IS:

910
OTHER
COSTS
L4ii_Li

Page 1 of

911

TOTAL
COST

1

012
COST 001
STUDENT

MMUS&
Lob I I

CI hotA RNA 3 1102
Puivrtme TOVNL 741 1379 576 2.6=3.0 14,111

,

44.454 62,236 106,690 1,111

Parttime ClIeAc 096 3 2604 1440 1.2 14.111 21,154 30,416 67,570 704CLINIC TOTAL 1111 MI
IOU 01 TOTAL 1677 4067 4.9 72,601 101,652 174,260 1,115

VW II Lecture 30 .5 13
Lab 0 0

Wale 0 0
, T7UUL 30 IS 442 0 16,544 0

TINS 03 Lecture 220 .41 106
Labillec 100 1.5 150
Clisle 0 0
TOTAL 320 256 442 0.6 21,276 12,766 17,472 30,638 319

TAU 04 Lecture 0 0
Lob 0 0

Clinic 0 0
TOTAL 0 0 0 0 C 0 0 0 0

110-04 Lecture 110 .24 194
Lek/Rec 440 .96 422
Clixic 0 0
TOTAL 1250 616 432 1.4 17,925 25,095 27,605 52,700 549

FlOGRAM TOTAL 1277 4954 6.4 110,469 147,129 257,594 . 12683

4 3 (1



FACUMLOIRMAGI NOM PER YEAR

MEDICAL DIETETICS:

Weber of Students
Proves

TOTAL COST
PER TRU

YEARLY COST ANALYSIS

per Class 25

Total 99

TOTAL cast' PR nAR

2 3 rier-47 2 3 4

TIU 11 0 17 1013 4600 5635 351,906 0 101'6 63695 287155

TRU /2 0 0 14 0 14 0 0 0 0 0

TRU 13 0 211 56 0 267 50,638 0 24212 6426 0

TIIU 16 394 IRO 26 52 652 56.465 54,121 15516 2252 4503

TOTAL 394 4011 1114 4652 6568
TOTAL:

Step 16: Page 1 of 1

cosi PER STUDENT YEAR

1 2 3

0 43 2569

0 0

0 978 260

1378 629 90

$1378 $1650 $2919

AVERAGE COST PER YEAR: $4434

4

11607

0

0

111

$6788



Appendix Data
OSU:SAMP: Actual 1974-75 Steps 7-12

1. Circulation Technology
2. Medical Communications
3, Medical Dietetics
4. Medical Illustration
5. Medical Record Administration
6. Medical Technology
7. Occupational Therapy
8. Physical Therapy
9. Radiologic Technology

10. Respiratory Technology-

4:3 2

L.



060:2ANP: Cost,....9udyt Program Coe: Analysis Steps 7-12 for girsulation Techpology Actual 1974-75

.n.401111C

NISPONSINILITY

UNIT:
VICULTY TYPE:

STEP Step 7 Stsr 9 Step 10 Step 11 Step 12

CALCULATION Step 7 X 8 Actual ar Step 9 4 10 - Step 11 4- Student

PROCESS Step 9 X OC Factor Number

Faculty Aveiage Faculty Other Other Total Student Cost per

ELEMENI PIT Salary Coat Cost Cost Cost Number Student
$ $ Factor 1_____ ._J $ Average

NI Circulation Technology
On Nibs:

f-

Pull-Timm 4.0 15,588 62,352
Part-Time - -

=A
Total 4.0 62,352 Actual -6,-19'1 127:5'4-3 44 2,848

Ouest Lecturers -

Clinical Faculty *1.8 13,328 23,990 1.4 33,5a6 57.576 44 1,309

Unit Total 5.8 4,342 98,777 185,119 44 4,207

#2 RAMP
..--

-

03 Health nt.r .1 21,276 2,28 1.4 2,979 5,107 44 116

,
I14 Clinitals Off Site - -

OA General University .8 17,925 14,340 1.1 15,774 10,114 44 684

FR TOTAL 6.7 102,810 117,530 220,340 44 5.00-7



OSU:SAMP: Coit pcly: Frosran Cost Analysis Steps 7-12 for tildatisal Communication:, Actual 1974-75

,

111ACMII4 STEP Step 7 Step_8 Step 9 Step 10 Sten 11 St!T_ 1?
AWSPONSICLITY
:UNIT: . CALCULATXOW Step 7 X 8 . Actual or Step 9 6. 10 m Step 11 Studclt
FAZULT/ TYPE: PROCESS Step 9 X oc Factor

Faculty Average Faculty Other Other Total Student Cost per
ELEMENT FTE Salary Coat Coat Coat Cost - Number Student

$ Factor IL S__ Ayeram

ill Medical Communications
On Site:

Full-Time 1.0 15,966
Part-Tine -

07A,_
Total 3.0 47,904 AC NIZI l ;15:00'; 107,919 61

Guest Lecturers .1 15,968 1,597 1.4 2,236 3,833 61 63

Clinical Faculty 1.1 11,500 12,650 1.4 17,710 10,360 61 498

1.TO1F.ro Cal T, :-2. 62-,15-1- 74,951 137,107 61 2,248

02 SAMP .2 16,544 3,309 1.4 4,613 7,942 61 130

#3 Nealth Center .1 21,276 2,128 1.4 2,979 5,191 61 84

0/4 Clinical: Off Site -

#6 Central University 1.1 17,925 19,718 1.1 21,690 41,408 .,1 679

PROGRAM TOTAL 5.6 87:306 104,253 191,559 I, i 4-i

I



OSLIsSAHr: Cost Study: Proven Cos, Analysis Steps 7-12 for Medical Dietetks Actual 1974-75

TEACHING
RESPONSIBILITY
UNIT: CALCULATION
FACULTY TYPE: PROCESS

srEr step 7 Sts2 8 St_s_12_9_ Step 10

Step 7 X 8 = Actual or
Step 9 X OC Factor

Step 9 & 10 -

Steil _12

Stop 11 Student

Faculty Average Faculty Other Other Total Stodent Cast peCEL MEM' rrE Salary Cost Cost Cow t Cost Ntinbe r Student$
._ Facto $ $_Averaie._ _

11 Medical Dietetics
Oo Site:

Full-Time 11.0 14,818 161,998
Part-Time 1.0 9,360 9,160
GTA
Total 12.0 172,358 Acts,a1 -1S2,1ii8 124,,4f, 99 i, 278

Guest Lecturers .1 14,000 1,400 1.4 1,960 3,36(1 99 34

Clinical Faculty 1.0 10,000 10,000 1.4 14,000 24,C00 99 242

13.1 I83,-78 165,-1-4-8 -Tsi,906 99 1-.---4.
Unit Toted-

/2 SANT - 16,544 - _

#3 Health Centr 0.6 21,276 12,766 1.4 17,872 10,6 18 99 309
#4 Clinical: Of f Site - _ -
06 General University 1,5 17,925 26,888 1.1 29,577 56,465 99 570

-4-.-433

PROGRAM TOTAL 15.2 221,-4-12 21-5;-97 43i9;009



OSU:SAMP: Cost Study: Program Cost Analysis Steps 7-12 for Medical 11lostfar.inn Actual 1974-75

TTACIUNC
RESPONSIBILITY
UNIT:
FACULTY TYPE:

STEP Step 7 Stc_p 8 Step 9. Step 10

CALCULATION Step 7 X 8 Actual or
PROCESS Step 9 X OC Factor

Ste2 11 Step 12

St ep 9 & 10 St ep 11 L- Student

thohs-r___

Faculty Average Faculty Other Other Total Student Cost per
ELEMENT F16 Salary Cost Cost Cost Cost Number Student

_ $ Factor
... 5_ Q _ $ Average

01 Medical Illustration
On Site:
Full-Time 7.0 11,814 82,838
Part-Time
GTA__
Total 7.0 82,832 Actual 50,114 113.152. lq 7

Cuest Lecturers .1 23,336 2,134 1.4 3,268 5,602 19 295

Clinical Faculty

Unit Total -.7.1 8 5 .--ffi -0-,-582 118-,754 19 7-,16-3

02 SAMP - - -

03 Health Center .2 21,276 4,255 1.4 5,957 10,212 19 537

04 Clinical: Off Site - - -

/6 General University .6 17,925 10,755 1.1 11,831 22,586 19 1,189

PROGRAM TOTAL 7.9 1 00 , IT! 7i7iiii 171552, 19 9-,029



OSU:SAMP:. Coat Study: Program Cost Analysis Steps 7-17 for Medical Record Administrat_i n Actual 1974-75

TEACHING STEP Ste", 7 Stu_ 8 Step 9

RESPONSIBILITY
URIT: CALCULATION Step 7 X 8 -

FACULTY TYPE: PROCESS

Faculty Average Faculty

ELEMENT FIE Salary Cost

Actual or
Step OCFator

Other OtWer

Cost Cost

Factor $

Step_11

Step 9 & 10 -

Total

CObt

Step _12

Step 11 7 Student

_11100221_

Student Cost per
Number Student

Average

01 Medical Record
On Site:

Full-Time
Part-Time
OTA__

2.0 13,368 26,736

Total 2 ,/36 Actual 59,57R 86,114 51 1, 92

Guept Lecturers - -

Clinical Faculty .6 14,000 8,400 1.4 11,760 20,160 51 395

Unit Total 2.6 35,116 11,338 166,474 51 --,--0-87

f2 SAW .2 16,544 3,309 1.4 4,633 ' 7,942 51 156

93 Health Center .2 21,276 4,255 1.4 5,957 10,212 SI 200

14 clinical: off Sire
,

1.5 14,000 21,000 1.4 29,400 50,400 41 988

96 General University ./ 17,925 12,548 1.1 13,803 26,351 51 517

PROGRAM TOTAL 5.2 76,248 125,131 261,179 51 3,948



OSU:SAMP: Cost Study: Program Cost AnAlysis Steps 7-12 for Medical Technology Actual l974-75

_EACMINC
ASPONSIBILITi

_ACUITY TYPh:

STEF Step 7 St_n) B stez. 9 Step )0 S!e_r 1,1 . _
Step. 1.2

CALCU LATION Step 7 X 8 *P, Aetna I or Step 9 & 10 Step 11 -;'--- Student

PROCESS Step..9,X_CC Fac_tor b_kumer_ '
_

Faculty Average Faculty Other Other Totn1 Student Cost per

ELM ENT rrE salary coat coat cora Cost Number St udent

12La or__ A Averayas

fl Medical Technoltigy

On Site:
Pull-Time 5.0 12,912 64,560

Part-Time .6 11,665 6,999

OTA

Total 5-.4; 71:5-5-9 Actnnl 184,814 256,373 toy

Guest Lecturers .7 12,912 9,018 1.4 12,651 21,691 10s 19tr

Clinicel Faculty 2.9 9,422 22,324 1.4 38,2')4 65,51M 109 602

Unit Total 9.2 107,921 21,,721 Tz:),-f, 4: 109 3,-175-3

02 &AMP -
- -

f3 Health Center ,S 21,276 10,6311 1.4 14,891 25,511 109 234

f4 Clinical: Off Site
-

-

f6 General Univereity 2.0 12,925 35,850 1.1 19,415 75,285 1114 691

PROGRAM TOTAL -1-1-.-1
154,409 29-6,64-4 4-44,-4-5-8 1H9 4-,678

4



OSU:SAH7: Cost Study: Program Coat Analysis Steps 7-12 for Occupational Theraa Actual 1974-75

Step 11
TIACNINC STEP Step 7 5112_13._ Step 9 Step 10 Step 12

RESPONSIBILITY

UNIT: CALCULATION Step 7 X 0 - Actual or Step 9 & 10 Step 11 Student

FACULTY TYPE: PROCESS Step 9 X OC Factor

Faculty Average Faculty Other Other TOtal Student Cost per

&MEAT FTE Salary Cost Cost Cost Cost Number Student

Factor $._ § . Average

11 Occupational Therapy
On Site:
Full-Time 5.0 15,120 75,600

Fart-Time 1.0 12,318 12,118

GTA 1.0 10,800 10 800
.7.61J26

Total 7.0 98,718 Actual 167:408 194 1,346

Guest Lecturers .1 15,120 1,512 1.4 2,117 3,629 194 19'

Clinical Faculty 1.5 14,0043 21,000 1.4 29,400 50,400 194 260

Unit Total 8.6 111,230 193,925 315,13 194 1,625

02 SANT .8 16,544 13,235 1.4 18,529 31,764 194 164

13 Health Center 1.5 21,276 31,914 1.4 44,680 76,594 194 395

i4 Clinical: Off Site 16.7 14,000 233,800 1.4 327,320 561,120 194 2,897

16 General University 3.6 17,925 64,530 1,1 70,983 135,513 194 699

MORAN TOTAL 31.2 464,709 655,07 1,120,146 194 5,775



OSU:SAMP: Cost Study'Program Cost Analyst% Steps 7-17 for PhIsicAl_Met. py Attual 1974-75

*is

TUCHING 'STEP Step 7 5.t_e_F_ 0_ Step 9 Step__ 10 Strl 11 Civil 12

RANIFONSIBILITY

UNIT: CA1CULATION Step 7 X 8 ,- Actual or Step 9 & 10 m Step 11 Student

FACULTY TYPE: PROCESS Step 9 X OC Factor Plumb!
_

Faculty Average Faculty Other Other Total Strdert Cost per

ELEMENT FTE Salary Cost Cost Cost Cost. Sumbet Student

$ Factor $ $
$ Ayeragc

01 Physical Therapy
Ors Site:

Full-Time 5.0 15,432 77,160
t'

Part-Time 1.0 11,952 11,952

.1 9,160 936

Total 6.1 '-i0, 048 Ar t ILI 1 158,700 .'75,749 Ion 927

Guest Lecturers .1 15,4 32 1,54 3 1.4 :,160 1,701 100 12

Cliaicril Fnculty - -

Unit Total W:2 41:591 -81,--95-1. NO0 939

02 SOF .6 16,544 4,461 1,4 1 3,896 2 1,Re2 300 79

#3 Health Center 2.2 21,276 46,807 1.4 65,510 11037 100 374

04 Clinical: Off Site 6.9 14,444 99,664 1.4 139,4)0 219,194 WO 797

06 General University 4.4 17,925 78,870 1.1 86,757

-446:67

165,627

822,-411

100

300

552,

PROGRAM TOTAL 20.3 326.,858 2,741

,

1 j t



OSU:SANP: Cost Study: Progran Cost Annlysi Steps 7-12 for Radio logic Technology Actual 1974-75

TEACHING
STEP Step 7._ Step Step 9 Step 10

RESPONSIBILI1Y
UNIT: LALCUIATION

Step 7 X 8 - Actual or Step 9 6 10 Step 11 Student

FACHLTY TYPE:
:11.0c.FSS

Step_ 9 X OC Factor
Number

Stcp..11

Facult y Average Faculty Other Other Total Student dos t per

ELENOT FTE Salary Cost Coat Coat Coat Number Student

Factor _§
Averaie_

CI Radiologic Technology
On Sittst:*

Full-Tine
Part-Tine
CIA

3.0
_

-1,1-3

15.568

Nt.,

46,704
-

46,704 Act ua 1
Tatal

Guest Lecturers
_

Clinical Faculty 1,8 9,110 16, 398 1.4

Unit Total . 4.8 63,102

12 SWF - - -

13 Wealth Center .1 21,276 2:128 1.4

14 Clinical: Off Site - -

lb Got:oral University 7 17,925 12,548 1.1

?WAX TOTAL 5.6 77,778

4 4 1

i7,--677 13,i2'
fl

27.957 39,355 49 803

89-, 98-2- 151,-084 49 1,471;

-

2,979 5,107 49 304

-

13,803 26,351 49 5 343

106,764 184,54-2 49 3, 766



OSU:SAHP: Cost Study: Program Cost Analysis Steps 7-12 for R!_splratory Technology Ac t ua 1 1914-75

TZACHINC STEP

RESPONSIBILITY
UNIT: CALCULATION

FACULTY TYPE: PROCF,SS

Step 7 Step 8

Faculty Average
ELEMENT FTE Salary

Step 9 Step 10

Step 7 X 8 Actual or Step 9 it 10

Step 9 X OC Faitor

Step.

StndntStep 11 -:- e
Number

Faculty Other Other Total Student Cost per
Coot Cost Cor:t Cunt Number Student

Factor _1 __
$ Ar_e_r ale,

01 Respiratory Technology
On Site:

Full-Time 3.0 14,448 43,344

Part-Time
CTA

Total 3.0 43,344 Actual 5(7, 96 99-,440 41 2,437

Guest Lecturers

Clinical Faculty .9 9,500 8,550 1.4 11,970 70,520 41 500

--1-,--894 -61,--s7;6 120:4-6-6 41 2:937
Unit Totsl 3.9

2 SAW

01 Health Center .3 21,276 6, 383 1.4 8,936 15,319 41 374

04 Clinical: Off Site - -

06 General University .7 17,925 12,548 1.1 13,801 26,351 41 670

PROGRAM TOTAL 4.9 70,825 91,305 162,130 41 3,954


